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ABSTRACT.

Psychology, as a separate scientific discipline, was derived from
philosophy and physiology and, in part, adopted their concepts and language.
Initially psychology perceived its subject matter to be volition, among
other mental constructs.

In response to internal tensions, involving

methodology, more intense interest was given to the study of behaviour.
Behaviouristic psychology proposed the abolition of mental constructs, and
sought to interpret behaviour in mechanistic terms.

Two powerful methods

were developed to study behaviour objectively; the classical and instrumental
conditioning procedures.

The use of the two conditioning procedures

generated much controversy concerning the classification of behaviour
as well as the necessary and sufficient conditions for learning.

However, the behaviouraL taxonomy generated by its scientific study
has been inadequately formulated and there have been fundamental confusions
about the concept of behaviour itself.

These confusions have been high-

lighted by the recent experimental data from two important areas of research
in the experimental study of learning; (i) autoshaping
conditioning of autonomic responses.
held view

(ii) the operant

These data challenge the widely

that all behaviour may be classified, after Skinner, as operants

or respondents.

ConventionaL psychological wisdom has conflated the concepts of
'voluntary' and 'involuntary'
'respondent', respectively.

with the concepts of 'operant' and
'Respondents' by definition have specifiable

antecedents, whereas 'operants' do not.

The inability to note specific

antecedents to instrumental behaviour is reflected in the original studies
using animals by Thorndike.

Instrumental (operant) behaviour was seen as

'impulsive', 'emitted' or 'spontaneous' - terms which have traditionally
been associated with voluntary behaviour.

Inadvertently, under the

influence of Skinner, the vitalistic connotations of the operant were
hidden from view and protected from criticism.

Concomitant with these

developments, the role of the central nervous system in the production
and control of movement is being re-interpreted by neurophysiologists.
In this field mentalistic and vitalistic accounts of behaviour have emerged
at the highest levels.

Although physical accounts of behaviour do not

have logical priority over mental accounts, the former have the advantage
of being more open to direct experimental investigation.

The apparent

paradox of a so-called mechanistic, physicalistic psychology and physiology
accounting for behaviour in terms of vitalistic and mentalistic concepts
prompted this analysis of the distinction between voluntary and involuntary
behaviour.

An historical approach is adopted which draws on both

prim~ry

and

secondary sources in psychology, physiology, philosophy and medicine.
References to voluntary and involuntary processes from the early Greeks
to the present day, are summarized and their relationship with the
broader intellectual issues is broached.

The distinction between voluntary

and involuntary behaviours arose early in western intellectual history and
the concept of 'voluntary behaviour' was discussed, largely within the
context of moral responsibility.

At various times the mentalistic concepts

of soul, mind and free-will were proposed as its source.

The idea that voluntary movement issued from the 'free-will' received
its greatest support from Christian theology.

Ecclesiastical monopoly

of educated thought ensured that this interpretation of behaviour was
firmly established in the institutions of western culture.

With the

rise of western science, the language of this view and its connotations
intruded into the language of the disciplines of modern philosophy and
physiology, among others.

The term 'voluntary', referring to behaviour, has undergone numerous
and subtle changes in meaning, and the separation of voluntary and involuntary
behaviour paraLLeLs severaL other important conceptuaL dichotomies.
Two of these are the'mind-body probLem' and the 'mechanism vs vitaLism'
debate.

Contemporary literature in the fields of psychology, physiology

and philosophy reflects the fact that these conceptuaL issues have not
been resolved, as once was thought; but are active points of debate.

Psychology is presently changing its understanding of behaviour, and
today the voLuntary-invoLuntary distinction may be maintained by the
operationaL definition of a voLuntary response being an 'instructed response'.
Instructed responses as voluntary responses have been extensively used
in both experimentaL and clinical studies of behaviour.

This operational

definition, in contrast to others, has brought the voluntary response
under direct experimental scrutiny and deprived it of its 'uncaused'
attribute.

Its use has produced much needed empirical data concerning

the metric parameters of movement.

No one method of study or theoreticaL modeL is LikeLy to expLain
behaviour in the·near future, and such an explanation wiLL not be derived
from experimentaL evidence aLone.

It is suggested that future

interpretations of behaviour will use concepts derived from such
technical fieLds as engineering and cybernetics as weLL as from psychoLogy
and physioLogy. Perhaps no current conceptuaL anaLysis can give us even
partiaL insight into the future deveLopment of seLf-reguLating machines;
the future deveLopment of such machines, however may shed Light onto our
current concepts.
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INTRODUCTION

This thesis arose out of consideration of the theoretical-conceptual
problems that surrounded the experimental·work in which the author was
engaged.

These experiments were designed to investigate the relationship

between cardiovascular responses and skeletal muscular activity within the
context of the operant conditioning paradigm.

It was assumed that such

relationships could be described in terms of 'mechanisms', either conceptual
or concrete.

Further, responses under operant control i.e. established by

the operant conditioning procedure, were tacitly assumed to be under
'voluntary' control.

The seemingly successful operant conditioning of

autonomic responses greatly expanded the domain of 'voluntary' responses at
the expense of 'involuntary' ones.

As the term 'voluntary' was linked to

the operantly conditioned response, apparently most behaviour could be
construed in some sense as voluntary, at least in principle.

Furthermore

voluntary responses were conscious and looked upon as the 'least automatic'
of all responses.

But, a widely accepted view in both psychology and physiology was that
most behaviour, including learned responses, proceeded in an automatic and
unconscious fashion.

This conceptual confusion was due, in part, to the

fact that operant behaviour was explicitly defined by Skinner as behaviour
which had no discernible antecedents.

Therefore, the 'uncaused'

attribute of operant behaviour increasingly became a major conceptual
stumbling block in the explanation of behaviour.

This conceptual difficulty was made more acute by the publication of
The Self and its Brain (.1977>. by ~CI.r.l...P.op.per and John Eccles, in which
it was asserted, by Eccles, that voluntary responses were a product of
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the 'self-conscious mind' which exerted.its influence through the cortical
neural machinary.

Moreover, Eccles held that the 'self-conscious mind'

was not subject to the known laws of physics.

Such a position is usually

labelled 'vitalistic'; a view which maintains that behaviour is 'something
more' than the physico-chemical processes that underlie it.

Thus vitalism

asserts that behaviour can never be completely explained by such processes,
in contrast to the mechanistic viewpoint.

However, vitalism has been

eschewed by psychology and physiology, especially since the 19th century,
because of its experimental sterility.

The emergence of these events in psychology and physiology and the fact
that the operant conditioning of autonomic responses helped to highlight
the problems implicit in the classification of behaviours into voluntary
and invoLuntary categories.

Therefore it was feLt that an analysis of the

distinction between voluntary and involuntary behaviours in psychology was
justified.

Often this distinction is discussed within the context of the broader
'mechanist-vitalist' debate with which the voluntary-involuntary dichotomy
has traditionally been associated.
is receiving increasing attention

This is appropriate as such a debate
For the sake of orientation it should

be stated that mechanistic rather than vitalistic explanations of behaviour
are preferred by the author as they are open to experimentaL attack, and
therefore are more likely to generate a coherent scientific statement.

From its inception, psychology struggled to decide its legitimate
domain of study,
discipLine.

It was generally accepted that it should be an experimental

However, the subject matter and the methods of experimentation
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represented points of disagreement.

Some thought that psychologists should

study mental events by the method of introspection.

Others believed that

psychology would gain greater credence as a science if it emuLated physics
and dealt with objectively observable events that could be submitted to
experimental study and replication.

The latter view led to the perception

that the study of overt behaviour was the proper domain of psychology.

This

perception became known as behaviourism and it developed two major methods
to experimentaLly study behaviour; the classical and the instrumentaL
conditioning procedures.

Early behaviourists such as John Watson rejected volition
and all other mental events as unimportant in the explanation of
behaviour, and embraced the Pavlovian physiological concept of the
'conditioned reflex' to account for orderly behaviour change.
Therefore if one followed Watson there was no need to classify
behaviour as voluntary or involuntary, for ultimately all behaviour
was involuntary.

However, not all behaviourists were as extreme

as Watson and some felt the need to address the problem of voluntary
activity.

Two representatives of this group were Walter S. Hunter

and Helen Peak.

Hunter and Hudgins (1934) set out three criteria by which
voluntary behaviour can be distinguished.

For them, voluntary action:

(i) was "acquired" (ii) implied "some specific type of controL of this
activity" (iii'> possessed "peculiarities in the Latency and form of
the response"

(Hunter,W.S., and Hudgins,C., 1934, p.200).

Hunter

and Hudgins ended their paper by inferring that the above criteria
could be used to classify behaviour in general, instead of the
traditional voLuntary-involuntary categories, and by offering the
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hypothesis that "voLuntary behaviour is essentiaLLy a conditioned
response ••• under the controL oT self-excited receptor processes."
(Hunter & Hudgins, 1934, p.204).

As with Hunter and Hudgins, Peak (1933) cited three possible
differentiating criteria for distinguishing a voluntary from an
involuntary response.

These included differentiation on the basis

of : (i) such features as "the latency, extent, direction, form or
behaviour,(;Oi~antecedents

and consequents"

(iii) differences in

" ••• functionaL reLations" between responses and their antecedents.
(Peak, H., 1933, pp. 71 - 89).
as

the~riteria

Peak rejected (i) and (ii) as weLL

of Hunter and Hudgins as possible grounds for class-

ifying responses, but accepted (iii).

Thus, a voluntary response

would have a different functional reLationship with its antecedent
than involuntary response, and she called for an empirical program
to derive such relationships.

It should be pointed out that Peak

conceived that both voLuntary and involuntary responses had antecedent
stimuli.

The conjectures of Hunter and Peak relected some of the

confusion in the behaviourists' camp in generating a behavioural
taxonomy.

A resolution of these issues was attempted by B.F. Skinner.

Skinner Is much more Important to us than either Hunter or Peak
because It was his opinions that became the dominant force In
behavlourlstlc psychology.

His resolution Involved the classification

of behaviours as 'operants' and 'respondents'.

Each class of behaviours

was defined by the conditioning procedure used to study It.

Those

behaviours studied by the Instrumental conditIonIng procedure were
termed 'operants' whereas 'respondents' were studied by the classical
conditioning procedures.

Skinner cited Peak's third 'criterion'

as

closely paralleling his own operant-respondent dIstInction (SkInner, B.F.,
1938).
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B.F. Skinner gave the voluntary-Involuntary distinction Its
This formulation was actually a

definitive contemporary formulation.

.

secondary event In Skinner's effort to establish operant conditioning
as a

~aJor

laboratory procedure in the study of behavioural change.

Of great Interest to us Is the fact that Skinner, as an experimental
expedient, was wll ling to perceive of great ranges of behaviour as
'emltted,'and'spontaneous'.
antecedent stimuli.

These responses had no IdentIfIable

Conceptually they were uncaused.

Thus 'operants'

were very simi lar to Hunter's 'self-excited receptor processes'.

They

were conceived as "self-Initiated acts" (Hllgard, E. & Marquis, D., 1940,
p.66).

Under Skinner, the two powerful procedures, operant and respondent
conditioning, became Identified

In a broad sense with the skeletal and

smooth musculature (an Idea rejected by Hunter and Peak).

The a rg ument

was further extended to Include the parts of the nervous system which
subserved the two types of muscle.

Thus the central

nervo~s

system was

viewed as control ling the movement of the skeletal muscles and wes open to
modification by the operant (Instrumental) conditioning procedure.

How-

ever, the smooth muscles ·were subserved .by:tbe .eutonomlcner.vous system and
could be modified only by the respondent classical (Pavlovian) conditioning
procedure.
the

volunt~ry

Therefore SkInner, on procedural grounds,inadvertently gave
response a home and allowed it to retain

i~s

vitalistic

connotation!>.

However, in the analysis that is to follow, data will be presented
that suggests that Skinner's 'procedural distinction' is no longer tenable,
and as a scheme to classify behaviour it is misleading in that it appears
to give a scientific account of volition.

Further, the analysis suggests

- 6 that the Longevity of the voLuntary-invoLuntary dichotomy in Large part
can be accounted for by the inabiLity to buiLd machines capabLe of purposive,
seLf-adaptive movement.

This inabiLity has greatLy retarded a convincing

mechanistic expLanation of behaviour.

It is aLso conjectured that the

deveLopment of scientific knowLedge in psychoLogy and physioLogy, in itself,
is unLikeLy to resoLve the probLem.
over

2~G

For exampLe, Figs. 1 and 2 portray

years of study of the nervous system; both figures contain

domains of mystery.

Fig. 1 is Rene Descartes' conception of the reLation

of a sensory impression and a motor impuLse.

The Letter 'HI represents

the pineaL gLand,which the visuaL image enters at point fbI.
in the nerve is initiated at point 'ct.
the unsoLved mystery.
textbook on physioLogy.

The movement

The reLation between band c is

Fig. 2 is a diagram from a Late 19th century
The reLation between point D and point E

parallels the 'unknown' aspects of Fig. 1.

The progress in neuroanatomy

and neurophysiol99y has made it possibLe to filL in these areas somewhat .

Figure 93
Many of the drawings in Descartes' book, De homine
(1662) and its French version of 1664, are diagrammatic in
form This one ( 5) demonstrates his mechanistic theory of
brain function. Light from the object (ABC) enters the eyes
and forms visual images (135) on the retina which is
connected to the walls of the ventricle by hollow tubes
representing the optic nerve. The circular open ends of the
tubes can be seen and 246 is the incoming or sensory
stimulus. From the tubes the message goes through the
ventricles by way of the animal spirits and reaches the
pear-shaped pineal (H) which initiates the motor stimulus . .
Thus animal spirits from the ventricles are sent by way of I
the opening 8 into the nerve to the arm muscle which it
inflates, producing motion. This, of course, is the basis of
the reflex, and the modern theory of reflex action begins
with Descartes' primitive concept of afferent and efferent
components. (6)

."

Fig. 1

CLarke,E., and Dewhurst,K., 1972, p.69.

7
XV. DIAGRAMS If,LUSTRATING THE ELEUI::NTARY
COllDlNATIONS 01' 'l'llE NERVOl,;S SYSTE~r.

Connections in the nervous
system as taught to students in 1885.
(From Pye-Smith, P. H, Syllalilll ~; a "course
~f l(CturtS on Phy.'iology de/iutred a&
Guy's Hospital. London: Churchill, 1885.)

r. .... IWl....

Fi g. 2

Brazier, M.A.B., 1959, p.38.
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Fig. 3

Allen, G.I., and Tsukahara,N., 1974, p.992.

Fig. 3 is a modern conception of how th~ centra l nervous system
produces and controls movement.

It was presented by ALlen and Tsukahara

(1974) and the Plan-Program-Execute sequence apparentLy has been robust
enough to be useful to a great many researchers.

However, it will be noted

that this figure contains an area marked 'idea'.

At present this area is as
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unexplained as the gap between points band c or D and E• . Hence after 500
years of investigation of the nervous system there are still prominent
conceptual gaps in our knowledge of how movement is produced.

The argument

is further developed as follows.

Chapter 1 is a history of the distinction between voluntary and
involuntary behaviour, beginning with the early Greek intellectual endeavour
and proceeding through to the neurophysiological opinions of C.S.
The writings of Rene Descartes are given a place of

Sherrington.

prominence for they are the foundation of modern philosophy, and the source
of contemporary attempts to maintain that mental events do not obey the same
natural laws as physical events.

The Cartesian view of man Is contrasted with the account of the
empiriCists, particularly as found In the works of Locke, Hume and
Hartley in which the appearance of seemingly orderly behavioural change
was closely tied to experience.

Concomitant with the opinions of

phi losophers, the views of prominent phYSiCians from the 16th century
to the 18th century are adduced to confirm the great cultural appeal
of the voluntary-Involuntary distinction.

These Include Thomas WI I lis,

Robert Whytt, Julien de la Mattrle, and Henmann Boerhaave among others.

It was not until the latter part of the 19th century that psychology
e~erged

from phi losophy and physiology as a diSCipline In Its own right.

The work of
Johannes

~ul

~any

of the almost legendary figures of physiology are discussed:

ler, Claude Bernard,

P~rmann

von Helmholtz and Kerl Ludwig

among others. ~The discussion of the 19th century an attempt wi I I be
made to demonstrate that the concepts of

vo~untary

and Involuntary

were, and stili are, associated with certain bratn structures and that
this Idea grew out of research Into the structural-functional relatlon-

.

.
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ship of the nervous system which characterized 19th century neuroanatomy and physiology.

The impact of broader intellectual currents

such as evolutionism, materialism, vitalism and mechanism, on the
Image of man and his behaviour are also broached.

Chapter 2 concerns Itself with the Influence of behavlourlstlc
thought on the tradItIonal voluntary-Involuntary dIstinctIon.

This

was I'!'Ost dramatIcally felt In the fields of phi losophy and· psychology-;
80th areas are di scussed.

Philosophical behaviourism is presented

through the writings of the most Influential and vigorous single Engllshspeaking philosophical 'movement' in the 20th century; logical positivism.
When addressing the science of psychology, logical positivism assumed a
strong physicalist, materialistic position.

It did not deny the exist-

ence of mental events but held that they could be described in the
Language of physics.

Thus, statements concerning a mentaL event, voLition

for example, couLd be 'translated' into statements about physicaL events
(behaviour).

The form of philosophical behaviourism as represented by

Rudolf Carnap's famous statement,'psychology is Physics', was the one
most influential in psychology.

The latter part of chapter 2 addresses psychologIcal behaviourism.
It Is treated as a brIef survey of the experiMental study of learnIng,
for It is In this area that behaviourism has had its most obvious
The survey begins wIth a discussion of aSSOCiationism,. because

impact.

all major contemporary theories·of learning are associative in nature p
and the investigation of psychological behavjourism is subsumed under
Conditioning.

It begins with a description of

~he

classical conditioning

procedure and a presentation of Ivan Pavlov's views of .'vo luntary' and
The impact of Pavlovian thought on 'American

'Involuntary' behaviour.

behaviourIsm' Is discussed through the assertions and opinions of John
..

'

.

\'/atson, Karl Lashleyand Edwi n Guthrie.

Instrumental conditioning Is
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addressed by waf of the studies of Edward Thorndike, E.C. Tolrr..an,
J.R. Kantor, Clark Hull and finally

B.f.

Skinner.

Chapter 3 presents data from two areas of research in the
experimental study of learning; autoshaping and the operant conditioning of autonomic responses.

These experimental data suggest that the

classification of behaviour by the conditioning procedures used to study
it is not a tenable basis for a behavioural taxonomy, and if the
voluntary-involuntary categories are to be maintained it must be done
on other grounds.

Under 'autoshaping' the experiments of Brown and

Jenkins (1968) and Williams and Williams (1969) are discussed.

When

addressing the operant conditioning of autonomic responses the studies
of Neal MilLer, particuLarLy those with Leo OiCara, are used as a
convenient point of departure.

The chapter closes with the presentation

of experiments in which the author

co~laborated.

Chapter 4 summarizes several major neurophysioLogical modeLs which
account for the 'voluntary response' in their theoreticaL framework.

These

modeLs draw heaviLy on the terminology and
generaLLy associated with
............concepts
.
~..

'.

The models are grouped by the concepts which
...
.. .'
These are :
they use to account for voluntary behaviour.

the discipline of cybernetics.

- ...

(i) the use of 'images', under which the theories of William James,
S Ber,'t 0 ff , N. Bernste,'n, Karl Pribram and Eric von Holst are
I ••
discussed;
(ii) the use of 'mind', this consists of a detailed description of
the views of Sir John Eccles and Wilder Renfield ;
(iii) the use of 'goal direction', the opinions of Pagnar Granit,
Walter Hess, Hans Kornhuber and Gordon Mogenson.
It is indicated that even such 'mechanistic' models as these contain
conceptual analogies to the 'voluntary' and 'involuntary' dichotomy.
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The ConcLuding Discussion, Chapter 5, examines the definition of
voluntary behaviour in contemporary psychology.

A voluntary

respons~

is presently defined 'operationaLLy' as an 'instructed response'.
Thus, if a subject (man or animaL) performs a movement in response to
an instruction or signal, then the movement is deemed 'voluntary'.
Such a view of the voLuntary response invites the use of cybernetic
concepts in the interpretation of experimental results in studies
designed to investigate the 'instructed response'.

This theme is

carried over to experimentaL studies that have attempted to identify
events within the central nervous system which immediately preceed
the onset of movement.

Moreover, there is a brief survey of some of the major opinions
concerned with the 'mind-brain' dichotomy, which - Like the mechanismvitaLism dichotomy - has been cLoseLy associated with the separation
of behaviour into 'voLuntary' and 'invoLuntary' categories.

The discussion

closes with the suggestion that mechanistic expLanations of behaviour
are in the process of receiving support which may lead to a non-trivial
advances in the pLausibility of such expLanations at the expense of
vitalistic ones.

All Figures are presented with their original captions and there
is a separate bibLiography of the sources.

The figures of Chapter One

are meant to compLement the text, not repLace it ; each can be examined
separately.

All other figures reLate directly to the text.

Appendix

A consists of experiments in which the author collaborated and Appendix
B is provided to aid the reader with terminoLogy associated with the
brain.
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CHAPTER I
The Greeks and Alexandrians:

Aristotle to Galen

Historically It is Impossible to establish when man began to
speculate upon the relationship between his own bodily processes and
his feelings, thoughts and sensations and, by extension, their relationship to the external environment.

In the earliest endeavours these

speculations were embedded In larger currents of Intellectual thought
concerning the nature of things, their origin and development.

Because

of the dependence of psychological thought on phi losophlcal doctrine and
their long and close association, an acquaintance with the main
phi losophical trends, even if superficial, Is In order.

Beginning with Plato and Aristotle one receives a history of
philosophy as \,Iell as an account of the various subjects under consideration.

,A,rlstotle classified those who had preceded him Into two broad

categories:

One group, the theologl, attempted to describe and explain

the world by myths and supernatural causes, whl Ie the other, the physlcl
or physlologl, pursued natural explanations In their account of the
un I verse (Guthrl e, \0' .C. K., vo I. I, 1962).

The physlcl/physlologl

atte~pted

the monumental task of finding

the universal principles which would be the key to al I nature.
atte~pts

Their

ranged from hypothesizing about the basic element<s) of the

universe and Its origins, to man's place therein.

The mode of thought

was speculative, but In the fields of medicine, anatomy and physiology,
observation and, in the odd case, experimentation began to be used.
These men have been cal led the pre-Socratic philosophers.
Thales, Anaximander and Anaxlmenes.

They Included
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Aristotle stated that

T~ales

thus was one of the first to

was the earliest of the physlcl and

atte~pt

to remove external personal agents

(gods) from theoretlca I constructs of nature.

He postu Iated that the

changes of the \'lOr I d were I nit I ated by the way the un I verse was
constructed.

The concept of 'arche' emerged as a central feature In

the thought ot Thales as well as other early Greek phi losophers.
'Arche' was conceived to be the basic 'stuff' of the universe.

In It,

matter and motion, structure and function were not clearly separated.
For Thales 'arche' was water.

Anaxlmander, Introduced the Idea of

'arche' as being a non-preceptable explanatory principle, apelron (the
boundless), which was the origin of, and control ling Influence over,
all thln£ls

(Heidel, IAI.A., 1912;

Guthrie, vol. 1,1962).

Anaxlmander's younger contemporary, Anaxlmenes, postulated 'archei
as air, highlighting the Greek's Interest In 'the Pneuma'(breath) as an
explanatory concept.

The

'pneu~a'

theory

beca~

closely associated

with biological and psychological functions, and had a long and
Influential history.

Anaxlmenes <circa 545 B.C.) was looking for

regularity In the world and from him to the atomists, Democrates and
Eplcurus, a general explanatory principle of the universe was sought
as were rules which control led or Influenced human behaviour

(Guthrie,

vo I. I, 1962 ) •

tll9anwhlle, other pre-Socratlcs were Making their Influence felt.
For example, Heraclitus sawall nature as continuous flux and change,
whereas Parmenldes perceived change as being only an Illusion.

\-lIth

these two diametrically opposed views the focus of Inaulry broadened to
Include an explanation for movement and action.

Guthrie puts this point forcefully:
"By brlnglnf] the world to a full stop, as It \'/ere,
Parmenides drove home the lesson that motion was
a phenomenon In need of Its own explanation, and
In the later pre-Socratlcs we see, not only the
change from a unity to a plurality of physical
elements, but also the emergence of a moving
cause beside and apart from the moving elements
themse I ves. "
(Guthrie, vol. I, p.6, 1962)

~~nce

the problem of motion became acutely difficult when

Parmenldes, on logical grounds, had contended that
change were Impossible.

~vement

and

Thus the 'Eleatlcs', as the fol lowers of

Parmenldes were cal led, brought the problem of motion Into sharper
focus

(Guthrie,

\~.C.K.,

Vol. II, 1965).

Aristotle thought that the pre-Socratlcs fal led to appreciate the
whole problem of the moving cause.

Indeed, It Is In Aristotle that

we find the 'unmoved mover' as the ultimate cause of Motion and the
Important separation of 'substance' and 'attribute' (two terms
Introduced by him).

Aristotle's 'arche' resolved Into such concepts

as matter, cause, motive and force.

The concept of motion, therefore, played an Important part In
Aristotle's natural phi losophy, for he thought that natures was the
principle of movement or change.

Causally, every motion originates In

another motion, hence In order to prevent an Infinite regress, he
postulated his 'unmoved mover'.

Organisms which are animate are the

only ones to possess an Inherent power to move.
Vo I. VI, 198 f) •

(Guthrie, W.C.K.,

_ 1.5 _

In the Inanimate world, Aristotle thought external forces
caused movement, but he did not reduce qualitative differences
to quantitative relations of size and position, as would occur
today.

Indeed, Greek mathematiCS In Aristotle's t.lme were

Incapable of providing a preGlse definition of such concepts as
acceleration and velocity

(Heath, T., 1949;

Apostle, H.L., 1952).

Aristotle's notions on movement were heavily Influenced by
his observations In biology.

These focused on embryonic develop-

ment which led him to think that movement was ultimately directed
towards some end or goal.

This was his 'teleos', his final cause,

and for him, the most Important.

For science, teleos would turn

out to have a retarding effect which was most prominent in biology
and psychology.

Aristotle considered psychology among one of his first Interests
and defined It as 'the stUdy of the soul'.

He meant the soul to be

something which could receive knowledge anc he saw knowledge as
something that was derived

fro~

the senses.

In doing so, he was

kno~"edge

would not be obtained

reacting to Plato's position that
through the senses.

For Plato, all our 'knowledge' was derived from

remembrances of things learned In the world of Forms, which he
asserted was true reality.

Plato's psycho-physical dualism and his

vigorous advocacy of rationalism \t/as seen as erroneous by Aristotle
(Brett, G. S. , 1965 ) •
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To go into great detaiL-concerning Aristotle's thinking would be
out of place here.

In his works he discussed the nature and properties

of the soul, as wei I as reviewing the opinions of others who wrote of
the sou I before h Irr..

In such previous accounts the sou I . was viewed

as being, in part, the source of movement.

The Homeric Greeks closely

associated respiration (pneuma) with the soul, which they conceived of
as being essential for life.

It later acquired expanded responsl-

'bilitles, until by Aristotle's

tl~

sense.

It was able to both think and

It was usually thought of as being Immortal, leaving the body

at death.

Plato taught that the soulwas trapped In the body, like a

prisoner In a dungeon, and although It could move the body, It was
totally separate from it.

Aristotle undoubtedly gave Plato's view of the soul deepest
consideration, for apparently he was the only person to sit through
his Master's entire lecture on the subject
Durant, A., 1967, Vol. 2).

(Durant, W.J., and

Plato put the soul and,lntelllgence In

the head because it is the most spherical and therefore 'perfect' shape.
In Aristotle's scheme the soul and Intelligence were placed In the
heart.

His reasoning was logical:

life began with the beating of

the heart and ended when It ceased, its rate varied with different
emotions and this fact Indicated to him that It was the source of
emotions.

For him, the brain was a cooling device for the blood,

as were the lungs

(Ooby, T., 1963).

This Is coupled with

Aristotle's Idea that heat could possibly be a physical basis for
the soul.

For clarity, It should be stated that Aristotle postulated

three souls;

one for plants, two for animals and three for hUmans

and that his views on the soulchanged from time to time as his thought
evolved

(Singer,

e.,

1944).
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David J. Furley has recently gone back to the original Greek
texts and has presented his Interpretation of Aristotle's views on
animal and human movement.

These are briefly summarised below:

(I) There is no break In the chain of causation from stimulus to
response, concerning animal movement.
(II) Animal movement can be attributed to two broad 'causes':
(a) thought, (b) desire;
(III) 'Images' can account for the Initiation of
chain of causation being as fol lows;

move~nt,

the

a stimulus evokes an Image,

the Image evokes a desire, the desire evokes a movement;
(Iv) A sImi lar sequence of events can account for human movement.
Thus thought or sense perception produces'an
produces desire;

~image';

the Image

desire, feeling, and the feeling produces

movement.
(v) Concerning human voluntary movement, the sequence In (iv) Is
\'/edded to the disposition to behave,
is the

outco~e

The disposition to behave

of the experiences of the organism.
(Furley, D.J., 1967, pp.215-225).

Therefore, in Aristotle we do not find the need to evoke a
'disembodied mind' or 'free wi I I' to account for behaviour.

Voluntary

movement was not of a spontaneous or 'uncaused' type, Independent of
natura I laws.

Aristotle wrote prolifically on ethics as did most other early
Greek phi losophers.

In the dIstinction between voluntary and

Involuntary movement, moral sanctions applied only to the former.
However, the focus of his distinction was on " ••• the way In which •••
habits of behaviour are formed".

(Furley, 1967, p.225) and not on

- 18 Immaterial Immortal entity.

For Aristotle voluntary behaviour, as a

class of behaviours, was necessary on ethical grounds only
1967;

(Furley,

Guthrie, vol. VI, 1981).

In addition to the conceptual advances

~ade

by Aristotle, the

Greek physicians developed a more sophisticated view of the role of
the brain's function than any others until the modern period.

For

example, Hippocrates (circa 420 B.C.), the 'father' of medicine, In
his observation of epileptic patients, claimed that the brain was
the seat of both emotions and Intellect.

His

the~e

was also

emphasized by Herophl Ius of Chalcedon (circa 300 B.C.), the 'father'
of anatomy, and Eraslstratus of Chlos (circa 290 B.C.), the 'father'
of physiology, both of whom tried to explain how the brain was the
centre of Intelligence.

In contrast, the prevailing

vle~1

of the

early Egyptians, described by Herodotus (circa 484-425 B.C.).held
that the brain was an unimportant organ and that the heart and liver
were the seats of human emotion, as did Aristotle

(Walker, K., 1955).

The Hlppocratlc School may have derived some of Its Ideas on brain
function from Alcmaeon of Croton (circa late 6th century B.C.)(Watson, 1971).
Sir William Osler cites Alcmaeon as the first to put forth the Idea of
"the brain as the organ of the mind".

(Osler, W., 1935, p.39).

In

doing so, he challenged Ideas previously asserted by the Egyptians that
the seat of Intellectual life was In the heart.

Apparently he was one

of the first to perform anatomical dissections and distinguish between
veins and arteries

(Castlgllonl, A., 1947).

each sense has Its own particular sense organ.

He further noted that

His work was perpetuated

In the efforts of scholars of the city of Alexandria, notably
and Eras I stratus

{\~atson,

1971>.

~~rophl

Ius
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Herophl Ius of Chalcedon (circa 300 B.C.) was an extremely
Important Alexandrian physician and the grandson of Aristotle (Ooby,
1963).

The nerves, tendons and blood vessels were first separated

by him (these were often confused by the Hippocratic School) and he
differentiated between sensation and movement, believing that both
were conveyed by the nerves (Franklin, K.J., 1949; ,Singer, 1944;
1971).

\'latson,

He also described the cerebellum and the cerebrum and

, distinguished the cranial from the spinal nerves,

(Durant and Durant,

1967, II).

In addition, he was the first to describe the 'rete mlrable'
(marvellous net), an anatomical feature found In some species but not
In others, Including man.

This feature was to become central to the

more speculative principle of 'pneuma', which Is found throughout
Ancient Greek medical, biological and phi losophlcal thought
D.H.M., 1958).

Herophl Ius gave a role to the ventricles of

(~'oo I am,

the bra In

by placing the 'soul' In the fourth one, thus giving rise (via the
writings of Galen and St. Augustine) to the 'cel I doctrine' of brain
function which preval led during the tAedleval Period,

(Clarke, E., and

O'Mal ley, C.D., 1968).

Eraslstratus of Chlos (circa 290 B.C.> was a younger contemporary
and student of Herophllus (Kantor, J.R., I, 1963).
was the son of a court physician.

He

Like Aristotle, 'he

was taught medicine by Methrodorus,

the husband of Aristotle's daughter, and at the Hippocratic School at
Cos (Doby, 1963).

According to Franklin, Eraslstratus correctly

dlstl.ngulshed between movement and sensation, that Is, he attributed
the former to the anterior spinal roots and the latter to the posterior
ones, thus anticipating Bell and

~~agendle

by two thousand years.

In
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addition, he advanced the Idea that the comrlexlty of the cerebral
convolutions was related to Intelligence In man and animals
(Franklin, 1949).

Although Herophllus and Eraslstratus are never cited as
having explIcitly differentiated between voluntary and Involuntary
behaviours, this distinction was Implicit In the pneumatic scheme
of the latter.

For example, Osler (1935) In discussing Eraslstratus'

contributions, stated that:

" ••• a 9reat division was r.'ade between the
t\,/O funct Ions of the body and two sets of
organs: In the vascular system, the heart
and arteries and abdominal organs, life was
control led by the vital spirits; on the
other hand, In the nervous system were
elaborated the animal spirits, control ling
motion, sensation and the various special
senses."
(Os I e r, 1935, p. 74 ) •

Further, the Idea Must have been extant in Alexandrian medicine, for
both Watson and Fearing draw upon a "Syrian" Book of

"'~dlclne,

unknown author, (English translation by E.A. '1:allls Budge).

by an

In this,

voluntary "powers" are separated from Involuntary or 'natural' ones In
such a way as to lead both authors to claim that the view presented
definitely anticipated the concept of reflex action

(Fearing, 1964;

Watson, 1971).

Fearing gives a quotation from this interesting book concerning
the nervous system and movement:
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"••• for the nerves, bes I de the natura I powers,
they possess also the power of perfonmln9 the
wish of the soul. which they effect by means of
various motions of the body, and because of this
Injuries that happen to them sometimes bring to
naught the voluntary functions and sometimes the
natura I functions a Iso. II
(Fearing, 1964, p.I2)

Hence the role of the nervous system In the production of movement
was apparently widely recognized.

Guthrie

(196~)

has speculated on a direct connection between the

Lyceum of Aristotle and the great Museum and Library of Alexandria.
Apparently, Demetrius of Phaleron, upon his exl Ie from Athens,
suggested the Idea of a library to Ptolemy I (Soter) of Egypt.
Demetrius was a friend of Theophrastus, Aristotle's successor at the
Lyceum, and also his student.

Further, Strato, another of Aristotle's

students, became tutor to the ptolemaic household
Vb I •. I I,

19651.

(Guthrie, W.C.K.,

Therefore the organisation of the museum and library

showed the clear stamp of Aristotle's Influence.

This great Intellectual enterprise developed under the ptolemles,
with ptolemy 1I I requiring that al I manuscripts brought Into the city
be placed In the Library where a copy would be made.

The owner would

be given the copy and the Library would keep the original.

This

attitude made Alexandria the Intellectual capital Qf the Greek world.
Indeed, Marc Anthony gave the contents of Perganum, the second largest
library of the Greek Antiquity, to Cleopatra, as part replacement for
the bumed Alexandrian "brary

(Durant & Durant, 1967, II).

These

two Intellectual centres were further bound together by the figure of
the greatest physician of the ancient world,

C~len

of Perganum.

Born

at Perganum and educated at Alexandria, he was the pinnacle of ancient
medical thought.

His word concerning anatomy and physiology remained
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F I G.

24.-Portrait of Galen. No bust of Galen has survived from
antiquity. The only ancient representation of him is to be found
in the so-called Juliana Anicia Manuscript. This magnificent
illustrated codex is now in what was once the Royal Library at
Vienna. It was written in the year A.D. 487 (? 512). and presented
as a wedding gift to Juliana Anicia. the daughter of Anicius
Olybrius. Emperor of the West in 472. and of his wife P lacidia,
daughter of Valentinian III. It contains a number of descriptions
a nd paintings of herbs and a valuable text of the herbalist
Dioscorides (flourished about A.D. 60) . The portrait of Galen occurs
on folio 3 verso and is greatly deteriorated. much of the paint
being scaled off. The figure here reproduced has been prepared
for this volume by 1I1r. T. L. Poulton . artist to the Anatomical
Department at University College. Mr. Poulton has worked on
enlarged photographs. has reproduced the original line by line.
and has finally fi lled in missing details.

FIG. 4 f rom Singer, C., 1925, p.46.
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undisputed untl I Vesallus and Harvey.

Claudius Galen (129-199 A.D.) rose In the Western medical world to
become personal physician to the Roman Emperors, especially Marcus
Aurelius.

In this capacity he had the opportunity to study the effects

of trauma on the human body, contracted through gladiatorial and
charloteering contests

(Bettmann, O.L., 1972).

However, he was

forbidden from actually dissecting the human body, by Roman custOM, and
therefore most of his observations were confined to animals.

These

consisted mainly of pigs, dogs, goats and oxen with some additional
dissections of Barbary Apes (Pick, J., 1970;

~Iartl-Ibanez,

F., 1962;

Guthrl e, D., 1946).

Galen believed that direct observation and handling structures
were the only means of appreciating their form and relationships.

He

Introduced a crude experimental method (e.g. his transverse sectioning
of the spinal cord) and correlated anatomical finding with physiological
observations.

Fol lowing the Alexandrians, Herophl Ius and Eraslstratus,

he Identified motor and sensory nerves, tracing the former to the
cerebellum and the latter to the cerebrum.

In studying the nervous

system, he concluded that the brain was the source of the nerves and
recognized that It connected various parts of the body.
the concept of 'consent' or 'sympathy' between such parts

He propounded
(Brett, 1965).

One doesn't need an overactive Imagination to recognise the similarity
between Ga len's idea of 'sympathy' and the concept of the "Intema I
milieu" of Claude Bernard In the 19th century and Walter C811non's
"homeostasis" In the 20th.

In al I three concepts, the unity of the

body Is held In a tense harmony of equilibrium by the Interrelated
functioning of Its parts In which disease Is conceptualized as an
Interruption of this "steady state".
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Galen was a very prolific writer (traditionally dictating to
several scribes simultaneously) and contributed much to our knowledge
concerning medicine, anatomy and physiology.

Possibly of more Importance

than the actual number of his works was the force with which they were
projected.

For example, medical historians often state that when Galen

was Questioned about a certain aspect of a subject, he would refer the
Inquirer to one of his numerous works.

His magnificent self-confidence

added to the undoubted brilliance of his synthesis concerning ancient
medical knowledge.

The sheer volume of his output makes him central

to any history of a psychological concept concerning human behaviour
(Castlgllonl, 1947) among others.

Galen's general theory of human bodily function, Incorporating the
idea of 'pneuma' was an eclectic version, based in part on Aristotle, In
part on the Alexandrians and In part on his own observation.

Its

longevity has been truly amazing, lasting In one form or another Into
the 19th century where It became manifest in the "vitalist vs. materialist"
argument.

We shal I make a brief excursion Into Galen's treatment of

pneuma, for not only was It a valiant attempt to give a physical basis
to the control of hUman behaviour, but it reveals what was known of
the cardiovascular system at that time:
Simply put, the 'vital spirits' were produced In the ventricles
of the heart and distributed to ijl I parts of the body.

The blood reached

the cranial area by way of the Internal carotid arteries whereupon It
entered the rete mlrabl Ie, an extensive network of fine vessels at the
base of the brain

(Brazier, M.A.B., 1959).

Here, the 'vital spirits'

underwent an I I I-explained transformation into 'animal spirits'

which

were regarded as the life force (the word 'animal' being used In the
sense of animus, the spiritual principle of life).

Although an attempt
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at clarification was made, the actual physical forms of the 'spirits'
were never made clear.

These 'spirits' were stored in the ventricles

of the brain and from there they entered the nerves (thought to
hollow)
1944;

~/here

they mediated both movement and sensation

be

(S Inger,

Doby, 1963).

Regardless of The vitalistic features of the animal spirits, Galen
perceived of their functioning in a Mechanical fashion.

In hi s view,

man was seen as an organism regulated in its operations by a definite
organ, the brain.

Embedded in Galen's grand scheme was his concept of voluntary and
involuntary responses:

"He distinguished between voluntary and
Involuntary motion and Included under
the latter such integrated movements
as the motion of the arteries and heart
and those of the stomach and Intestine."
(Fearing, 1964, p.12).
Although this statement doesn't explicitly reveal the nature of
voluntary motion we can safely assume- by excluslon- that such
movement would concern the skeletal musculature.

Osler (1935) in describing Galen's knowledge of the cardiovascular
system, was amazed that he had not realised that blood moved In a
circular fashion, rather than ebbing end flowing.

But, apparently

Galen could not, or would not, see where his researches were leading him.

Unfortunately, in the

t~lddle

Ages It was ,wrongly assumed that

Galen had described the anatomy of man and his authority continued to
be firm, due In part to his view being eccepted by the church.

Therefore,

although few human dissections were performed (it was forbidden by the
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Diagram of Galells physiological system

FIG. 5 from Singer,C., 1952, p.XIX.
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church as it had been by Roman Law) if Galen's descriptions were
contradicted, they were considered atypical.

A prime example of

this concerns the anatomical entity, the 'rete mirabi Ie', which, as
stated before, was central to Galen's pneuma theory.

This "marvellous

net" of blood vessels was found at the base of the brain in ungulates
and carnivores, but never In monkeys, rodents or man.

It was taken as

a reality in the latter species untl I It was firmly dispel led by the
eminent English physician, Thomas

~lillis.

This structure was of

unknown purpose untl I recently.

It now appears that It Is fundamental

to temperature regulation of such animals In which It appears
(Baker, t-1.A., 1979).

Thus between Galen the Alexandrian and Aristotle the Greek, we
have an unbroken line of Intellectual thought.

It was during this

period that 'movement' became a topic worthy of Independent study.
It was also during this period that we have documented evidence
concerning a separation of movement Into voluntary and involuntary
categories, although this distinction was possibly much older.

It Is significant that the 'Ancients' did not distinguish between
being alive and having a soul.

This notion was conceived In various

ways but It was always associated with the organisation and control
of the boqy.

Detal led biological knowledge was excluded from their

Intellectual realm by the lack of Instrumentation:

for example, the

absence of optical microscopes prevented the concept of the living
cell from emerging.
plants.

Life was gIven by the soul, both In animals and

The difference between the Ilvlnp and non-living was less

marked, and early thinkers tended to assume that al I matter possessed
power and moblltty and was at least quast-alive.
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The early biological concept'lons apparently originated In prephilosophical reflection upon everyday experience.

Much Information

was derived from such endeavours as husbandry, hunting and stockbreeding, nutrition, medicines, poisons and the poignant aspects of
chi Idbirth and dying.

However, these Ideas did not acquIre precision

unti I phi losophical argument sharpened

the~.

Both medicine and

agricultural pursuits were conducted by traditional rules of thumb.
The early philosophers used these endeavoors to 1I1ustratGl and Jusfify
their own

cos~ological

arguments and thereby evolved biological theories.

These \'/ere then taken over by the agri cu Itura I and

~di ca

I wri ters

(especially those of the Hippocratic school).

The theoretical Influence, therefore, ran mostly from phi losophy
to blolo9Y rather than vice versa.

BIology and botany were not

separated fram cosmology until Aristotle departmentalized the sciences.
However, he did not set up autonomous principles In biology, but
applied a conceptual framework from his peneral phi losophy.

The

earlier biological theories, therefore, need to be understood In the
context of More comprehensive physical theories.

After Aristotle, the concept of pneuma spread widely, with
different applications according to different phi losophical positIons.
Among medical writers It was the legatee of unattrlbuted functions,
psychic and sensory.

The Stoics equated It with the divine logos that

permeates all nature, Identifying pneuma and aether.

Even the followers

of Oemocratus, the atomists, posited a special kind of atom to account
for the soul

(Furley, 1967).
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The views of Democratus are considered to be an early form of
'materialism', I.e. a system that defines aspects of the universe, both
animate and InaniMate, as "nothing-but" matter and the movement of matter.
Two further materialistic systems were Stoicism and Epicureanism.
80th were largely concerned with ethics but they did bring to attention
'motives' and processes of human action.

Helliever, the major feature

of these materialistic systems was abandonment of the Incorporeal mind
with the 'soul' acting on the body through processes that were totally
physical.

Broadly speaking they foreshadowed thought that would emerge

7,000 years later which II10uid conceive of human behaviour Is. being

environmentally related and concept formation
data.

deri~ing

from sense

But these early attempts embracing 'materialism' and 'behaviour-

ISM' were totally abandoned with the rise of Christianity

(Furley,

1967).

During the

~~Iddle

Ages the dcmrnant concern of the influentral

ecclesrastrcal forces was the eternal salvation of the soul.
soul was held by Christian doctrrne to be

r~ortal,

The human

composed of an

Immaterral substance and capable of berng separated from the body.
a vlelll of lT'an eclipsed and suppresed alternatrve conceptrons.

Such

t"oreover,

there IIlas a general acceptance of the doctrine of an Immaterial principle
Integrating animal movement independent of physical structure.

This

may have been responsible for the lonn delay between early descriptions
of movement and much later attempts to correlate structure with function.

As Intimated earlier, Greek physicians did not understand the
nature of the structures Involved In voluntary and involuntary action.
Their concepts of the soul, mind, Intellect, spirit and will were vague
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and never concisely defined.

In Continental Europe, this confusion

Is echoed by the fact that linguistically, both soul and mind are the
same word' I 'alne' In French, and 'se Ie' In Ge,r.man

(Boring, E.G., 1950).

It Is Important to realize that Aristotle, Galen and the
Eplcurlans came very close to establishing a mechanistic view of man,
albeit In an embryonic state.

However, such a concept of man was to

fal I Into abeyance for a period of almost twelve hundred years, as
the reigning Christian theology checked or suppressed whatever In the
'pagan' phi losophlcal heritage could not be assimilated Into Its own
position.

The mechanistic conception of human nature was, of course,

Incompatible with theological dogmas affirming the spirituality and
Immortality of the 'soul' and picturing man as a creature of God,
endowed with 'free wi I I'.

But while early mechanistic views were a

vla~le

alternative to

the concept of supernatural powers, presumed to control human destiny,
ancient technology could not convincingly simUlate animal or hUman
behaviour by mechanlcel means.

Its major efforts were' directed towards

building machines that would 11ft or pull heavy weights, engines of war
or simple 'geared' devices such as olive presses.

The closest mechanical

analogies to animated movement were hydraulic and pneumatic contrivances
such as

wat~r

clocks, fountains and pumps.

Indeed, a crude hydraulic

pneumatic model was used In the description of animated movement.

This

reflected In part the popularity of the 'pneuma' concept of the soul.
Nevertheless, It would be the sixteenth century before these repudiated
aspects of Greek thought witnessed a revival and a naturalistic view of
man became reinstated.
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The text of this manuscript, composed in the early 13th
century, is illustrated by a number of crude drawings,
including an Alexandrian Series (see p.5). This one of the
arterial system is of interest here because the two arteries
running ·to the cranium, presumably the Internal carotids,
terminate in a criss-cross area representing the rete mirabile.
The picture typifies medieval anatomy, for teachers unquestioningly accepted the animal studies of Galen and
applied them directly to man, without carrying out any
confirmatory practical iiwestigation. As is usually the ca ~e
with medieval drawings, animal structures and functions
were crudely and schematica lly drawn and superimposed on
an outline of the human body. Similar representations of the
rete are to be found in other manuscripts of the period. (21)

FIG. 6 from CLarke, E. and Dewhurst, K.,
1972, p.6.
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The Piddle Ages:
\~Ith

The Fal I of 'Ihdependent Investigation

the decline of the Ale>eandrlan Intellectual effort and the

death of Galen, knowledge based uron direct observation and, to a lesser
extent,

experl~entatlon,

went Into abeyance.

AI I fields of learning

suffered from the great political and social upheavals that accompanied
the decline and fall of the Roman [mplre.

The speculative phi losophy

of the 'neo-platonlsts' came to dorrlnate \'Iestern thinking, being espoused
by Plotinus, the last of the great pagans, and introduced Into Christianity
by the influential Augustine of Hippo (A.D. 354 340).

It Is Impractical to do more than Indicate some of Augustine's major
doctrines concernln!) the soul.

For him, the soul could act.upon the',body,

but the body could not act upon the soul.

Further, sense perception was

a function of the soul, but one that was carried through the bodily sense
organs.

The way Brett presented Augustine, he seems to have made a vague

separation of voluntary and involuntary responses.

However, In general,

he exemplified what was to follow, by his interest In the spiritual nature
of the soul and Its possible eternal salvation,

any biological Inter-

pretation of human behaviour being out of place In his wor.ks E-Brett, 1965).

Nonetheless, ,A,ugustlne did heIr to propagate the 'cell theory' of
brain function which had been elaborated by Galen fnom Alexandrian thought.
This Idea that mental processes were located In the ventricles of the
brain, which, by modern standards was totally In error, nevertheless helped
focus attention on the Integrative aspects of breln functlonCt.1ag'oun, !-l.,
1958).

Along with Augustine's notions of brain function, his penetrating

self-analysis, his views of the reality of the self (anticipating Descartes),
his assertion that God was the source of Ideas and his
soul

beln~

an Immaterial entity

w~uld

~phasls

on the

be Integrated Into and accepted

by \"estern thought over the next thousand years (Watson, 01971).

Augustine represented educated thought within the Church and
educatIon outside the Church was vIgorously suppressed.

As Guthrie

makes clear "learning was no longer held In high esteem, experiment was
discouraged, and orIginality was a dangerous asset" (Guthrie, 1946, p.84).
Systematic medical education, under which much of the subject matter of
psychology at the time could be subsumed, col lapsed.
he Id the same op I n Ion.

Sir William Osler

He hoted that !' ••• a deso Iat Ion came upon the

civilized world In which the light of learning burned low, flickering
almost to extdnctlon".(Osler, 1935, p.84).

Osler went on to Identify

'·three channels' by which scientific medicine and thus anatomy and
physiology were kept alive during the Middle Ages.
~nastlc

These Included the

schools of southern Italy, Byzantine medicine and Arabian medicine

(Osler, 1935).

It would be out of place here to go Into the contributions

of Byzantine and Arabian medLclne except to say that they were translators,
compllors, preservers and commentators, rather than original thinkers.

One InstItutIon whIch kept

learnln~

times was the Medical school at Salerno.

alive during those turbulent
The date of Its establishment

is not known for sure, but It was functioning at least by the ninth century.
This school especially flourished under the patronage of Frederick I I
(1194-1253) of the Holy Roman Empire, In which a prescribed course of study
was given and ended .In,·what passed for, a 'degree'

([hby, 1963;

Castlglfonl, 1947).

It was during this· century, the thirteenth, that St. Thomas Aquinas
(1225-1274) succeeded In bringing the works of Aristotle Into the Christian
fo Id (Brett, 1965) •

It was a Iso this century that saw the esta b I I shment

of the Universities throughout Europe (Osler, 1935).

Eventually, the

University at Padua would eclipse all others In the study of the human body,
producing the two men who would revolutionize anatomy and physiology;
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Figure 3(3)

This is from an 11th-century manuscript and is,
therefore, the earliest known Western illustration of brain
function. The design is reminiscent of the Celtic stone cross
found in Anglo-Saxon diagrams, such as the Circle of
Pythagoras, the Circle of Columcille, (4) and others of
contemporary date_ Around the circle is written, "There are
present four principal human members", which are, in
clockwise sequence from 12 o'clock, liver, heart, testes, and
brail) ("cerebrum"). The last is, in fact, a drawing of the
skull facing inwards and seen from above, with the coronal,
sagittal, and lamdoid sutures rElpresented by double
lines. (5) The mental faculties inscribed on it centrifugally
are, "fantasia" (imagination), "intellectus" (reasoning), and
"memoria" (memory). In accordance with the Ancient
Greek theory of qualities, the brain is labelled cold and
moist, whereas the heart is the opposite, hot and dry; these
designations were given great promi nence by Aristotle and
his followers. The picture, therefore, transmits traditional
Greek ideas as · well as the concept of the ventricular
localization of mental functions.

FIG. 7 from CLarke, E. and Dewhurst, K.,
1972, p.10.
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Figure 2 (ll) I>

This is a unique drawing of around 1250 which,
according to Sud hoff, may have originated in Salerno. (23)
It is part of an Alexandrian Series and depicts the venous
. system. While two vessels enter the cranial cavity from
below, others dip· in from tne periphery. In the centre is an
oval shape consisting of three wavy structures, the
significance of which is impossible to elucidate from the
drawing alone. The text, written in Catalan, describes three
chambers in the brain, thus referring to the Cell Doctrine of
ventricular localization of mental functions (see Chapter 3),
although it is not readily apparent where these are sited
oth er than possibly between the worm-like structures.

FIG. 8 from CLarke, E. and Dewhurst, K.,
1972, p.7.
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ANIMAB"

SENSITIVAB

FIG. 47. The scheme of physiological psychology generally accepted in the Middle

Ages. It is a diagram of the or!!ans of the 'sensitive soul' (al/illla Stllsiliva) fr OIll Gregor
Reisch, Ma~~Mila philosopbica. Freiburg, ISO) . Vcsalius discusses this very figure on p. S.
Messages fro III the organs of hearing, sight, Uste (gl/sIllS) , and smell (olJaCllIs) unite
in the 'Com lllon Sense' (StllSIIS (O,"lIlIlIIis) in the fore-part of the front ventricle.
There fancy (falllasia) and imagination (Jaw/las imagillaliva) ue born. Passage from the
fr om vent ricle to mid ventricle is guarded by a rcd worm (1/f""is). a misinterpretation
of the chorioid plexus. In the mid ventricle d well the facu lties of thought (Jawltas
cogitativa) and judgemcllt ((!Iimalil'''). The hind \·cntricle is the storchouse of memory
(1IIft/IOrnli 1M).

FIG. 9

from Singer, 1952, p.139.
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FIC.18. AN ANATOMICAL LECTURE AT PADUA in the fifteenth
century, from a contemporary Italian woodcut. See note opposite.

DlI(riJlI'on of Fig. :J8
The professor stands in his • chair', a g~t pulpit or • cathedra ., reading
from his book-h~nc:e th~ English ncademic titles' Reader' and • Lecturer '
or • Lector' (thnt is, • one who reads '). The body is dissected by a menial,
whose work is guided by nn assistant, who, with wand, points out (Latin
dimonstral, hence our modern .title DtmOnslrator) the lines of incision.
Students in academic dress stand uound, but do not themselves dissect.

FIG. 10

from Singer, C., 1928, pp. 74/75.
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Vesa II us and Harvey.
give us a hint:

Why Padua.?

One can specu Iate, but the Durants IT'ay

"In nearly all universities except Padua teachers and

students were required to accept the official religion ••• '.' (Durant. &·Durant
It seems that eventually this condition fel I on

IQ67. Vol. 5, p.583).

the great university. although It went to extreme lengths to avoid It
(Guthrie. 1946).

Although Padua was the most fertile area as far as

medicine and anatOOlY

\llere

concerned, other great contemporary humanists

were producing sllT'l lar works elsewhere.

In the

~Iddle

Ages, the study of Integrated animal rrovement as

distinct from the mechanisms responsible for bringing It about, led to
a broad distinction between voluntary and Involuntary action.

Such a

distinction Is represented In the writings of Jean Ferne I (1497-1558).

Charles Scott Sherrlngton, hllT'self a Nobel Laureate of Physiology,
paints hiIT' as the epitome of physiological knowledge In the early sixteenth
century.

.~

is said to be the first man to have used the word 'physiology'

In the sense that we know It today.

His writings represent such knowledge

at the limits of a non-technological education;

further advances had to

.walt for the aid of chemistry and microscopy (Sherrlngton, C.S., 1946).
Fernelwe-s·Professor of
c~therlne

~~dlclne

bn Paris and physician to Henry II and

de Medici (Marti-Ibanez, 1962).

His great work Unlversa

Medlclna (1554) Introduced the terms pathology as wei 1 as physiology
(Castlgllonl, 1947;

Brazier, 1959).

Indeed Snezler maintains that

despite Its shortcomings:
"Fernel's physlo.logy nevertheless shows dawning
recognition of some of the automatic movements
which we now know to be reflexly Initiated for,
although only the voluntary ~uscles were known to
him, he realized that sometimes they moved
Independently of the wll I.~
CArazler, 1959, p.2)
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As well as recognising that some muscular movements were beyond the
cont~1

of the wi II, he was the first to describe the central canal of

the spinal cord (Frankl In, 1949).

Fernal lived during that period of history known as the Renaissance
or Rebirth.

It was the rebirth of the acquisition of knowledge, a

rebirth of the appreciation of human value, a rebirth of man's perception
of the world of reality.

With the sacking of Constantinople by the

Turks In 1453, many Greek scholars and artisans fled west, mainly Into
southern Europe.

They brought with them stunning treasures of art and a

point of view which emphasised a humanistic Interpretation of reality.
The Idea of a revolutionary new view of truth was In the air.

The

notion that human reason had the power to know the truth, to know reality,
without the aid of transcendental, divIne revelation, was to completely
ove rturn what had been unquestl on I ng Iy accepted dur I ng the t·ll dd Ie Ages.

The fifteenth and sixteenth centuries were periods of great discovery;
an al I-water route to India was found around the Cape of Good Hope,
Columbus discovered

lar~e

land masses to the west which were not oriental,

Magel lan's expedition circumnavigated the globe - al I these enlivened the
Imagination.

However, the advancement of the hello-centric theory of the

universe, by the Polish astronomer Nlcolus Copernicus, In 1542, was the
momentous event of the age, for It challenged ptolemy's geo-centrlc theory
which had preval led for fourteen

centu~les

(from the second through the

sixteenth) and which had been accepted by the church.

By stating that the

earth rotated on Its own axis and revolved around the sun Insteed of the
sun revolvIng around the earth, CopernIcus was able to account for the
new astronomical observations wIth matheMatical catculatlons more sImple
than those required by ptolemaIc epIcycles.

ThIs was

8

reversal of
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accepted 'truth' of the first magnitude, so much so that since the
sixteenth century, any drastic change In thought Is likened to the
'Copernican Revolution'.

One year after COpernicus' announcement

concerning astronomy, the greatest biological publication of the
sixteenth century appeared.

In

1'543, Andreas Vesallus <1514-1564) published his 'Structure

of the Human Body', thus giving the Galenlst Scheme Its decisive
challenge.

This book, Illustrated with the help of Titian and his

pupl I, Jan Stephan of Calcar, corrected some 200 Galenic errors of
human anatomy

(~~artl-Ibanez,

~~artl-Ibanez

Charles V,

1962).

describes Vesallus, the son of the apothecary to

stealing corpses from the Cemetery of the Innocents,

whi 1st stili a student In Paris, and dissecting them by candlelight,
to later produce, as Professor of Surgery In Padua, the 'greatest book
In medicine' (t.1artl-lbanez, 1962).

Later he had to flee Padua, where

Incidentally he shared the same house

8S

John Calus (later 2nd president

of the Royal Col lege of Physicians), to seek the protection of Charles V
In Spain because of opposition from strong ecclesiastical Influences as
well as from orthodox anatomy (Osler, 1935).

However, the quality of

his work was simply unsurpassed, and It Is unfortunate that after having
so Much to say about the structure of the hUman body, he had so little to
relat~

concerning Its

func~lon.

Apart from saying that he upheld the

"animal spirits" theory In claiming, as was corrmon, that they acted through
the brain and nerves to govern bodily movement, he would speculate no
further.

It Is thought by some medical hIstorIans that It was ecclesiastical

forces that quieted his voice.

This view may have had much to offer, for

they eventua II y, Ind I rect Iy at Iea,st, succeeded.

Vesa II us died on an

enforced pi Igrlmage, leaving only a cloak as his 'estate' (Ooby, 1963).

-
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17 1. Portrait of Vesalilts.
J.Voodcllt by Stephen Calcar in tbe first edition of tbe Fabrica.

FIG. 11

from Ca stigLi cni, A., 1947, p. 426.
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A pre-Vesalian skeleton clearly indicating traditional, nonhuman, and even imaginary osteology. The terminology is medieval.

FIG. 12
I

from O'MaLLey, C.D., 1964, facing p.81.
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FIC. 31. TITLE-PAGE of the work On tht Fabrie of tht Human Body,
by Vesalius, published in 154-3. See note opposite:

Dlleriplion of Fig. 31.
It shows a dissection scene at Padua. In the centre stands Vesalius dissecting
a female body. At the head of the table stands an articulated skeleton. At iu
foot are dissecting instruments. Eager students throng around. In the foreground attendants are squabbling. On one side an attendant holds a monkey,
one on the other a dog, for Vesalius had often to resort to ;lOimal in lieu of
human anatomy. Shut off by a bar are members of the lay public. Gallants,
grey-bearded scholars, monks, and an enthusiastic bookworm may be
discerned among them. Other observers crowd in from every vantage point,
even from die windows in the roof. The naked man to the left has been
used by Vesalius to demonstrate the surface markings of the underlying
organs. The whole scene is busy and vigorous in the extreme. It should
be contrasted with the academic calm of Fig. 18 drawn fifty years earlier.

FIG. 13

from Singer, 1928, pp. 86/87.
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l03.-Sccond Skeleton from Fabrica.

FIG . 14

from Singer, 1925, p.181.
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...
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FIG. lOS.-First Muscle T abula from Fabrica.

FIG. 15

from Singer, 1925, p.193.
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Figure 2S
Upper part of diagram of cranial nerves from Fabrica, p. 319. The letters
a,c,l1, if> r~present the same structures as in Fig. ,+ The masses z and y
represent palate and tongue respectively. The identification of the nerve.-roots is
discussed by Professors J. B. de C. M. Saunders and C. D. O'Malley in their
Illllftrationf from t/J( Work! of Anauaf Vualiuf, Cleveland and New York,
1950, especially on p. 146.
F,C,I,K,

FIG. 16

from Singer, 1952, p.124.
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Q. v A 0 RA e E s I M I P R I M I CAP I TIS
rJrum.('iufdfmq. chu.a(lU\Jm 1ndoc.
FIG.

117.-The Instruments used by

Ves aliu~.

FIG V.

from the Fabric".

FIG. 17 from Singer, 1925, p.20S.

- 48 Vesallus, almost single-handedly, totally transformed anatomy as
it was known before his time.

~is

accurate description of the human

body was to be the foundation for the study of Its functions, which was
to fol low in the next three centuries.

Among nis followers In Padua

were Fa II op I us and Fabri c I us ab Aquapendente, teacher of

~Ii

III am Harvey.

Harvey (1578-1657) contributed to physiology what Vesallus did for
anatomy:

he revolutionised the field.

As stated by

~~ax

Verworn:

"Harvey, by his brill I ant discovery, ra I sed the
experimental method again to an honourable position
in physiology, after it had remained In complete
oblivion for 13 centuries.
The spirit of the
conscientious Investigator and great logical
acuteness characterise Harvey's personality and
stamp him as the first real physiologist after the
long night of the tJiddle Ages."
(Verwom, M., 1899, p.13).
Bori ng concurs;
"Harvey's discovery of the circulation of blood"ls
dated 1628, the first Item of biological science
which we cite for the new age."
(Boring, 1950, p.50).
According to Marti-Ibanez, Harvey experirroented on over 80 animal species,
Here, for the
calculations were used In biological Investigation.

with his main concern being the rate of blood flow.
first time,

math~atlcal

For his calculations Harvey assumed 2 oz. of blood/heartbeat and 72 beats/
minute.

Apparently his results of 8640 oz/hour were much too high for the

blood to come from food or tissue storage, his conclusion was that the
blood circulated from the heart to the arteries to the veins and back to
the heart

n~artl -I banez,

1962).

Harvey's first announcement of his epoch-making discovery went
virtually unnoticed for twelve years, untl I It was published In Frankfurt
In 1628.

After this, It received widespread acceptance, although It was

not without its critics:
of

~~edicfne,

for example, he was attacked by the Paris Faculty

led by Guy Patin (1601-1672), who called his theory 'absurd'

and 'harmful' among other things (Castlgllonl, 1947).

But It was destined
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to become the fundamental concept, upon which was bul It the relatively
rapid advances In the scientific knowledge of the human body and how It
functions, over the following three centuries.

Unfortunately, Harvey,

IIke-',esallus, ventured little speculation about the Influenced of the
nervous system upon bodily action, except to emphasize the mechanical
or physical processes of such.

As an epl-Iogue, It should be said that Harvey's concept necessitated
a physical connection between the arteries and veJns.
was demonstrated In 1661 by Marcello

~alplghl,

This connection

pioneer In microscopIc

anatomy and regarded by many as the founder of hIstology, through hIs
description of capl Ilarles In the lungs of frogs.

Both men also

advanced the science of embryology, wIth Malplghl extending Harvey's Idea that
:'all life comes from an egg".

With Harvey, the methods of observation

and experimentation became flrmfy-estabf Ished principles In

blology.~·

His concept of circulation destroyed the Galenlst Idea that blood ebbed
and flowed through Invisible pores In the Intra-ventricular septum and
therefore struck at the basis of the 'animal spirit' theory of movement
and Muscular contraction, although this was not fully recognised for
another two centuries (Franklin, 1949).

The efforts of Harvey and Vesallus were extremely Important In
creating an Intellectual climate that would promote a mechanistic view
of man.

Vesallus' De Fabrics familiarized the sixteenth century mind

with the Image of the human body as a co-ordlnated assemblage of related
structures.

An analogy developed beh/een the Internal organization of

the body and that of the clock, which was perhaps the most Intricate
Mechanism of the day.
became

a iplvotal

Harvey~s

discovery of the circulation of the blood

Theme In the perception of the body as

8

hydraulic machine.
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PLATE

XVIII

WILLIAM HARVEY 1578-16
From the painting by ORNELlUS JA NSSEl' in th e Royal College of
Physicians of Lo ndo n .

FIG. 18

from Singer, 1925, facing p.180.
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Frc.43. DIAGRAM TO ILLUSTRATE THE NATURE OF THE
CIRCULATION OF THE BLOOD. Leaving the lift vmlric/t, when the
walls of that cavity contract, the blood is forced through the valves into the
great artery known as the aorla. From the aorta it passes into smaller and ever
smaller arteries, finally reaching the systtmi( (apillariuor the portal (apillariu.
After travelling through one or other capillary networkitentersa vein. Thence
it passes into larger and ever larger veins, until it ultimately enters the great
vein known as the vtna (ava that opens into the righl auridt. It has now
completed the Greater Circulation. As the right auricle contracts the blood
passes through the valve~ between the right auricle and right ventricle into
the right vmtridt. From there it enters the Lesser Circulation, passing into
the great /ulmonary arttry, which conducts it to the lung. In the lung the
pulmonary artery breaks up into branches and finally into capillaries.
Through these the blood travels until it reaches a tributary of the pulmonary
vdn and finally the pulmonary vein itself. The pulmonary vein empties its
blood into the Itft auric/to From the left auricle the blood passes at last into
the left ventricle from which it started, having traversed both the Greater
and the Lesser Circulations.
To understand the change which Harvey wrought in the conception of
the workings of the body, this description and diagram should be compared
with the description and diagram on pages 56-59.
33 83

FIG. 19

I

from Singer, 1928, p.113.
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FIG. 44. THE VALVES in the superficial veins as seen in the bandaged
arms of living men, from William Han'ey's great work on the Circulatilm
ofth~ Blood, printed in 16z8. The bandage is seen on the upper arm in each
case, and the valves are indicated, as in life, by nodes or swellings in the
veins. If a finger is pressed along the vein from one valve to another
as from node 0 to node H in a direction away from the heart, the vein from
o to H will be emptied of blood. It will remain empty, since the valve :It 0
does not permit the passage of blood away from the heart, but only towards it.
This observation was Harvey's starting point for his great discovery.

FIG. 20

from Singer, 1928, .p.114.
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Hence the heart could be viewed as the 'mainspring' which drove the
clockwork body.

The 17th century witnessed a seemingly Irresistible passion to
interpret the functions of the body, both human and animal, In terms of
mechanical and physical concepts without reference to a non-materlal
cause, such as the soul.
Copernican theory.

This could be understood as an outgrowth of

The earth Is dethroned as the centre of the Universe.

Importance Is diminished, except to himself.

~1an's

The fact that man

himself had become a legitimate object of study, represented a major shift
of scientific interest and the biological sciences took the form by which
we recognise them today.

From this same century, two conflicting schools

of thought arose as to \t/hat the method used by the emerg I ng sciences was
going to be.

These phi losophical schools of

rationalism and empiricism.

thou~ht

were, of course,

The latter was largely an English enterprise,

whilst the former has been associated with France and, to a lesser extent,
Germany.

It is felt that a digression Into broader Issues Is In order here:
the 17th century opened with the burning at the stake of Giordano Bruno for
~ng

an atheist and a ropernlcan.

Later It saw the publications of Kepler,

Descartes, Harvey, Ga Illeo, Newton and Locke.
misleading, that durln9 the 17th century the
became mechanised.

One could say, without being
t~lverse,

Including man,

Indeed, Gall leo founded kinetics, the subject matter

of which comprises the causal expression of the Laws of PIotlon. (Bom, M.,
1962).

His work, based on the publications of Kepler, which Is looked upon

today as proof of Copernican theory, was In his own time

denounced as heresy.

It was a century In which men of great Intellect would struggle to
ascertain exactly what was meant by the 'scientific' method.

I'n dol'ng

sc~.they

- 54 would preatly advance all scIences, not only

astron~y

and mathematics,

but biology as well. Thus the structure and function of the nervous
system and Its role In the control of behavIour, started,. to receive
long-awaited attention.

Two schools of thought emerged In the medIcal communIty whIch
attempted to explain bodily processes by different methods;
latrophyslcal and Iatrochemical vIews.

the so-called

The fonner maintained that a II

vital phenomena could be explained In mechanical terms whereas the latter
held to a chemical explanation.

Of course both were .partly correct,

but the distinction was more sharply viewed at that time.

The

I atrophyslcaI position was put forth forcefully by the great Glovani
Alfonso BorellI (1608-1679) who applied mathematical analysis to muscular
movements.
~~a

Pore' II was a student of Gall leo and one of the teachers of

Iph Igh I and Is Important because he advocated the I dea that II vi ng

organisms were subject to physical laws In the Newtonian sense (Castlgllonl,
1947).

The other broad view, the Iatrochemical school, was led:by Francis
de la Boe (Sylvlus)<1614-1672) who not only advocated the role of chemistry
In bodily processes, but showed great Interest In the nervous system.

The

gross morphological feature cf the brain cal led the Sylvlan Fissure was
named after him (Guthrie, 1946).

A.lso It may wei I have been Sylvlus'

Interest In the brain that InspIred one of his students at leyden, Thomas
WI Ills, to raise the knowledge of It to a new and higher standard (MartlIbanez, I962 ) •

A younger contemporary of Harvey, Descartes and Swemmerdam, the
English physician

WIIII.s Cl621-1675), distinguished himself with the

publicatIon of his Cerebrlc Anatome In 1664 whIch Is widely recognized as
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Portrait of Thomas Willis. As it appears in Collected
Works. Amsterdam 1G82-After an engraving by David
Loggan ( l()GG). - Institute of th e l!istory of Medicine,
ZUrich.

FIG. 21 from IsLer, H., 1968, facing titLe page.
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Figure 96

Although in this illustration, Willis's drawing of the
surface of the brain was not of a high standard, other
details of structures at the base of the brain were accurately
depicted. Indeed, Steno substantiates this opinion when he
wrote in his essay (see p.70) "the best figures of the brain
up to the present are those presented to us by Willis",
although he went on to state that they were by no means
perfect. (221
Figure 96 (231 is probably the most famous 17th century
brain illustration. It was drawn, together with others of
Willis's plates, by Christopher Wren, and depicts elegantly
the complete circle of Willis (ct. Figure 91) and the cranial
nerves. (241 Willis acknowledges his indebtedness to Wren,
who was "frequently present at our Dissection, to confer
and reason out the use of the Parts". " ... Dr Wren, on
account of his singular humanity, wherewith he abounds,"
wrote Willis, "was pleased to delineate with his own. most
skilful hands many figures of the Brain and Skull so that the
work could be more exact."(2S)(26)
The cerebral convolutions receive much less adequate
treatment, however, but it could be argued that this is
because they are merely a background to the basal
structures, which the artist wished to high-light. The
gyri are sketched in with equal vagueness in the rest of
Willis's illustrations of the human brain. Blood vessels
emerging from gyri are shown.

FIG. 22

from CLarke and Dewhurst, 1972, p.71.
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Figure 98

Willis put an end to ventricular localization of brain
function and proposed three areas in the brain itself: the
corpus striatum, corpus callosum, and the cerebral cortex.
These mediated "sensus communis", imagination, and
memory, respectively. This plate is from Willis's De anima
brutorum of 1672 PO) showing the basal structures cut
coronally. The main structures are: BBBB, corpus callosum;
C, fornix; 0, I, corpus striatum; K, thalamus; N, pineal;
LPOO, quadrigeminal bodies. Interestingly enough, in none
of Willis's plates was the cerebral cortex depicted in section
and here the convolutions have the same flat and lifeless
appearance as in his other drawings (Figures 96, 97). (3\ I

FIG. 23

from Clarke and Dewhurst, 1972, p.72.
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the most comprehensive work on the nervous system up to Its date (Fearing,
1964).

As Sedlelan Professor of Natural Philosophy at Oxford, he was In

a position to put forth his views In a forceful manner.

His friends and

colleagues, Richard Lower and Christopher \'!ren, helped him greatly, with
Wren executing the I I lustratlons and Lower doing many of the dissections
(Franklin, 1949).

These three men were al I to become original members

of the Royal Society (1663).

Pick credits WI I lis with great contributions

to neurophysiology In that he distinguished for the first time "'Involuntary'
and 'volitional' movements" and goes on to say that he, "laid the foundation
of what we call today the vegetative and somatic functions of the nervous
system" (Pick, 1970, p.6).

More explicitly, he considered the cerebellum

or 'lower centre' to be the seat of Involuntary movements whereas the
cerebrum or 'higher centre' served vo·luntary motions <Brazier, 1959).
Feari n9 (1964) a Iso po Ints out that \'IJ I II s formu Iated his I dea In such a
way that they would be open to experimental attack:
endeavour, In any age.

a most admirable

In addition, the 'clrcl.e of WI Ilts' abolished once

and for a II, Ga Ien's 'rete mI rab Ie' In Plan.

\'11 II I s. was to ach Ieve greater

Importance In the next century when his Ideas were accepted by Boerhaave
and his views that, functionally, the sympathetic ganglia were autonomous
centres of nervous control were extended by Jacques Benlgne Winslow (16691760) (Pick, 1970).

After the thirty years war, the Intellectual vigour of Europe gradually
marched toward the religious tolerance of the north, particularly Holland.
This country attracted many great figures, the most Important of which was
the brilliant French phi losopher Rene Descartes.

.~

epitomises

t~

fact

that man himself had become a legitimate object of study,and although his
physiology was largely Imaginative and speculative, his phi losophy profoundly
Influenced man's view of himself.

:- 59 The Cartesian VIew of Man
~!f

th Rene Cesca rtes

(f 596-1650)

one reaches the beg Inn I ng of the

nodern age In phi losophy, physiology, and psychology.

..Ie I s recogn I sed

as the father of modern dualistIc thinking and modern reflexology.
introduced

Interactlonlsrn Into mind-body theory.

,A,

Iso he

['asca rtes' I nte I Iectua I

stature has been noted as fol lows:
"Not since .A.rlstotle had a philosopher constructed
a new and Influential system of thought that took
Into account 'the ·sum of knowledge which In two thousand
years had grown significantly."
(Hel"'rnsteln and Boring, 1965, p.5e)
\-'1 Ison re iterates th I s pol nt In his recent defence of phys Ica II stl c

explanations of mental phenomena.
"The Cartesian formulation of psycho-physical dualism
remains essentially unchallenged to the present ••••
the Cartesian dualist model of persons and their
behaviour can be taken In toto as the root metaphysical
model of the preval ling orthodoxy.
In recent time
the dualism has been construed as a lInguIstic,
conceptual, logIcal or phenomenological one, rather
than a substantial one, but the distinctions drawn
are stl II along the same lines as those drawn by
Descartes. "
O'!llson, E., 1979, p.46)
Fancher emphas I ses the great appea I of Descartes' I deas on \-!estem cu Iture:
"Whatever Its faults, his (Descartes) InteractIve dualism
captured the \~estern ImagInatIon ·to such an extent that
It became accepted almost as a matter of course.
Few
theorIes, In any discIplIne, can claim equal success."
(Fancher, 1979, p.37).
\'.!J th

such acco Iades It wou Id serve us we II to pause an d discuss Descartes'

views In more depth than those of the previously mentioned Individuals.

Descartes was a rationalist and for him naason had primacy, It was' the
most Important source and test of truth.

In al I areas In which knowledge

Is sought, Descartes thought one begins with clear and distInct, selfevident and true axioms, from which

othe~

a deductive, logical system of truths.

truths can be deduced, constructing

.~

was also concerned with math-

ematics, a field In which he was somewhat gifted.

Apparently, the key to
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ana Iyt Ica I

~eorretry

\'las revea led to h Ir- I n a dream:

the story goes that

he was snowed in on the banks of the Danube whilst In the service (1619)
of the Duke of Bavaria, a Protestant.
In a

wa~

In this condition he took refuge

roOM, fel I asleep and had a dream.

This dream not only

revealed to him the basis of a marvellous new science, but also his
vocation, which \'las to entrench dua Ilstlc thought Into
from his own time to the present day.

~!estem

philosophy,

Interestingly, he was so impressed

by this experience that he vowed to make a pi Igrlmage to the shrrne of Our
Lady of Lorette which he eventually fulfl lied on foot (Marltaln, J., 1944).

The most

strlkln~

feature of reality as described by Descartes' phi 10-

sephy Is that a barrier Is enected between two dlffenent kInds of reellty.
based upon substances and their attributes, I.e. between mental, spiritual,
thlnkln~

substance on the one hand, and on the other physically, spatially

extended sUbstances.

Descartes presents us with the classical case of

psychophysical dualism.

ruallsm is·the name for any theory which claims

that there are two ultimate and Irreducible components to be explained
within th$""subJect, whatever It may be.

Psychophysical dualism may be defined as the doctrine that reality
has two kinds of attributes;

the mental and the physical, and that one

kind of reality can never be a form of or be reduced to the other.

So

for psychophysical dualism, mind can never be shown to be derived from,
or a fom of, or a function of, or reducible to F"'atter.

Cartesian

rsychophyslcal dualism formulates Its doctrine In terms of SUbstances.
Since, for Descartes, attributes such as mental or physical cannot exIst
except as the attributes of substances.
that one's being

c~nsclous

This Is how Oescartes proved

of the attribute of thinking, showed necessarily

that one exists as a thinkinr substance, Ie. a SUbstance In whlch thlnktng Is
~01n9

on.

This led him to his famous coglto proof, 'r.oglto Ergo Sum',
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J II RCI/{! D cscartes

FIG. 24

from Whitteridge, G., 1971, p.64.
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Automated garden ligures and main driving mechanism in the grottoes of the
roya l gardens at Saint·Gcrmain·en·Laye. From engravings in Salomon de Caus,

Les raisons des forces mouvantes avec diverses machines tant utilles que plaisantes
ausquelles sont adioints plusieurs desseings de grates et fontaines, Frankfurt,

J.

Norton, 1615. This grotto is described by Descartes on page 13 of the
French text.

xvm

FIG. 25 from Ha LL, T.S., 1972, facin g t i t Le page .
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(I

thInk, therefore I arn,) one of the Most stn!:lularly famous lines tn all

phIlosophy, the proof, the rock of his phi losophy.
Is as bold a

state~ent

Cartesian rational Ism

for human reason as has ever been made, for It

claIms that the structure of the world correspondes to the structure of
our own reason, of our ratIonal Ideas (Alanen, L., 1982).

One can see how extreme hIs position is, by considering its
on the indIvIdual

hu~an

being.

Imp~ct

For here, each person Is spilt in two:

on ,the one hand, the body obeys the laws cf Mechanics;
functions in orderly, lawful 'i,ays;

It

perfo~s

It follows causal necessity.

Its
On the

other hand, the Mind exhibits free wi II and Is not subject to the la\,/s
of Newton's determInistic world machIne;

It Is free to choose.

ThIs

poInt Is of major importance to society today, especIally In the areas of
criminal psychiatry and JurIsprudence, with Implications for the treatment
of law-breakers.

HUMan beln!ls are looked upon as beIng responsible for

their actIons, they do what they de 'voluntarIly' because they choose to
do so.

UsIng Descartes, hImself, as an exarrple, was It by mechanIcal

clock-\'/ork that he resolved once and for all to dlsbel·leve everything and
attempt to use methodologIcal scepticism In order to reach an abeolutely
certain belIef?

\'Jestern clvi IIzatlon has come to vIew this as a triumph

of a thinking thing, a free wi II, not obedient to the laws of mechanics.
The doctrine of free wi II asserts that human beings are not determined by
antecedent causes In what they choose to do.

And since antecedent causes

do not determine what one does, one's free will Is responsible for one's
actions.

In contrast the doctrine of detenmlnlsm claims that one Is not

responsible, that one's actIon's the InevItable and necessary result of
a host of prior causes.
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For completeness we must now turn to perhaps the weakest aspect
of Descartes' phi losophy, his theory of Interaction between the mind
and the body.
to formulate a

It has long been recognised that Descartes was attempting
compro~ise

between the church and the rising new sciences,

but the problem has continued to dIsturb
day.

psychology down to the present

Descartes' attempt at Interaction fai led, as crItIcs deemed the

recent effort by

Popper and Sir John Eccles, a fal lure.

r~rl

The reason Is common-senslcal;

.'most-every human being realises,

during his life, that the body affects the Mind and vice versa.
Imbibes a large amount

o~

alcohol or a small amount of a narcotIc, one

soon knol"s that the Mind has been affected.
body;

If one

And the mind can affect the

If one crosses a picket line, calls one's doc or waves to another

human being, one does so because one 'wll Is' it so.

Interaction fal Is In

Cescartes' case because of the way In which he formulated his doctrine
(i.e. substances).

How can an Immaterial, non-extended, motionless

substance, subject only to free wi II, influence a spatially extended
substance, obeying the laws of mechanIcs and motion?

Descartes used the pineal body of the brain as the focal point where
the mind Interacts with the body.

In his time It was thought that this

body was the only slnQle structure In the brain, the rest being paired In
bl lateral symmetry.

Today It would be a great surprise to neurophyslol-

oglsts and neuroanatomJsts for it to be revealed that the pineal body was
the seat of volition.

Anatomically_ part of the eplthalamu\ its functIon

isn't definitively known,

although It is thought to affect; either

In a dl rect or Indirect fashion, the function of the gonads.' -J'oreover the
pineal hormone, melatonin, may be a neurohumour, as are acetylcholine and
noradrenaline.

Parenthetically, It may be mentioned that the pineal body

- 65 Is penetrated by "autonomic nerve cel Is" In the primate and sub-primate.
In the rat the fibres have their origin In the superior cervical ganglion,
but these relations In man are not yet clear (Crosby, E.L., Hurr.phrey, T.
and Lauer,
him.

E.~!.,

1962).

So even Descartes' pineal device doesn't save

Descartes, havLng started \'11th the self, (his coglto proof) found

It difficult to pass from Mind to body.

And his difficulty has been a

dllerrvna for psychology to the present day.
essey

't~anlfestatlons

\'Ialter 8.

~/elmer,

In his

of Mind' succinctly reflects current opinion.

"Mind cannot cause matter, nor vice versa.
Classic,
emergent Interacflonlsm, which postulates that the
I nte ract Ion Is causa I, cannot be correct."
(\'Jelrnar, \'1., 1976, p.25)
However, his psycho log Ica I contrl butt ons were many: ag., mechan I ca I
conception of the body, mind-body Interactlonlsm, doctrine of Innate Ideas,
locating the mind's functions In the brain and the concept of the refle¥
in terms of sensory Input and motor output.

Importantly for us, he

recognised 'unclulato reflexa' or involuntary action which was beyond the
control of the wi I I as well as behaviours which are under the supervision
of the free will (Schultze, 1946;

Boring, 1950).

Descartes' most Important contributions to psychophysiology came In
his 'Tralte de I'homme', published posthumously, In 1662.

Fead ng regards

th I s work as:
" • • • •• probab Iy the first attempt to present syst9fTlat Ica I Iy,
a coherent descrIption of bod I Iy responses In terms of actual or by hypothetical - neuromuscular structure."
(Fearing, 1%4, p. 19)
Fearing's study of Descartes Is Instructive because he Includes many
direct quotes from the great phIlosopher and also credIts hIm

~lIth

the

first descriptive statement of Involuntary action which bears a recognisable
rese~blance

to the modern concept of reflex action.
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Thus, Descartes made the distinction between voluntary and
Involuntary behaviours In the human being.
were reflexive and therefore Involuntary.

In animals, all behavIours
Animals, having no wi II, could

not be expected to exhibit voluntary behaviour.

Animals, having no wi I I

or soul, cannot be rational, cannot think in the reflective human sense
and are not immortal.

As Brett has stated:

" ••••• there can be no doubt that Hen ry More hit the mark
when he said that the whole idea arose fr~ the prejudice
against giving animals a claim to Irrrnortallty."
<Brett, 1965, p.373).
The extent of Descartes' influence can be seen In Pavlov's citing of
Descartes' concepts of reflex action as the Input to the development of
his own concept of conditioned reflexes (Pavlov, I.P., 192i).

At Kotuvsky

Biological Station (now Pavlovo) 'the new seat of Soviet physiology',
"on a green' lawn laid down by Pavlov's own hands" three bronze busts
erected:

they are of

~1endel,

~/ere

Descartes and Sechenov (Frolov, Y.P., 1937).

Further, the great English physiologist, Sir Charles Scott Sherrlngton,
in the fore,,,ord of his

The Int'tgrative Action of the Nervous System, 1947

edition, claims that his decerebrated animals were Cartesian models.
the decerebrated animal:
" ••••• Is found to be a Cartesian puppet: it can execute
certain acts, but Is devoid of mind.
That It Is devoid,
Exhaustive tests,
of mind may seem a dogmatic statement.
however, bear the assertIon out.
Thoughts, feelIngs,
memory, percepts, conation etc. of these, no evidence Is
forthcoming or to be elicited.
Yet the animal remains
a motor mechanism, which can be touched Into actIon In
certain ways, to exhibit pieces of Its behaviour."
(Sherrington,

e.s.,

1947, p.xlv-xv).

For Descartes animals were automata and subject to the doctrine of
deterrr.lnism.
automata

He I I kened the I r movement to the hydrau I I ca II y ope rated

In the royal gardens of

Salnt-Germa~n.

He also used this

analogy to account for the effects of sense perception on the brain,

Thus
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in humans as well as animals

(~scartes,

R., 1972).

This mechanical

emphasis in Cartesian physiology threatened to undenmlne his psychophysical parallellstlc position by Inviting simi lar criteria for humans
as wei I as animals.
his Treatise of

This Is Intimated In the closing statement of

~an:

"I desire you to consider, further, that all the
functions that I have attributed to thIs ~achlne,
such as (a) the digestion of food; (b) the beating
of the heart and arteries; (c) the nourishment and
growth of the members; (d) respiration; (e) waking
and sleeping; (f) the reception by the external
sense organs of light, sounds, smal Is, tastes, heat,
and all other such qualIties; (9) the Imprinting of
the Ideas of these qualities In the organ of common
sense and Imagination; (h) the retention or Imprint
of these Idees In the ~ernory; (I) the Internal
movements of the appetites and passions; and finally
(J), the external movements of all the members that so
properly follow both the actions of objects presented
to the senses and the passions and Impressions which
are ental led In the memory - I desire you to consider,
I say, that these functions Imitate those of a real
man as perfectly as possible and that they fol low
naturally In this machine entirely from the disposition
of the organs - no more nor less than do the movements of
a clock or other automaton, from the arrangement of Its
counterwe Ights end ,whee Is.
Wherefore Itis not
necessary, on tbelr account, to conceive of any vegetative or sensitive soul or any other principle of
movement and life than Its blood and Its spirits,
~gltated by the heat of the fire which burns continually
In Its heart and which Is of no other nature than all
those fires thet occur In Inanimate bodies."
(Descartes, R.,1972 , p. I 13).
The Implications of Descartes' statements were perceived In his own
time and gave rise to objections against him by various critics.

Thus

In "the Sixth Set of ObJections" to his Medlfetlons on FIrst Phllosphy, a
group of theologians pointed out that a mechanistic view of animals could
lead to the conclusion that the differences between man end animals was
attributable simply to machines of different levels of complexity (Haldane,
E.S., and Ross, G.R.T., 1912).
La

~~ttrle

Indeed this wes exactly what happened with

fol lowing the ascendancy of t-..'ewtonlen thought.
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Finally, Mary Brazier lists Descartes' contributions to neurophysiology
as:
" ••• the concept of the body as a Machine, energized,
not by an Immaterial anima, but by the external world
Impinging on It,that perhaps some of these actions lay
outside the control of the wi I I ••••• and what was later
to be known as the recl proca I Innervation of antagon I stl c
muscles."
(Brazier, 1959, p.6-7).
This last feature was seized upon by a young contemporary of Descartes,
the talented and eccentric Jan Swammerdam (1637-1680),

as the definitive

criterion for voluntary action; I.e. yoluntary movement wasn't possible
without antagonIstiC Innerwt"l"oo.·

Fearing '(1964) goes Into some detal I In

describing Swammerdam's contributions In nerve-muscle physIology,
voluntary action and experimental method.

Suffice It to say that his

contributions were many and his insight Into the problems of neural
physIology was wei I ahead of his time.

It Is clear from h:l.s direct

quotes of Swammerdam that the latter understood postural tonus, various
Involuntary actions as wei I as voluntary ones, and that his explanations
were always In mechanical terms.

He never resorted to metaphysical

'causes' (Fearing. 1964).

Swammerdam!s Bible of Nature has been considered 'priceless' (Singer,
1944) and Brazier describes an experiment by Swammerdam that was probably
the fIrst ever conducted In electrophysiology (Brazier, p.13).
would be at least 100 years before Galvanl.

This

Figures IllustratIng hIs

nerve-muscle experIments are presented In Fearing (p.47), Brazier (p.13)
and Singer (p.123),

This experIment destroyed the long-held Idea that

muscles Inflated like a balloon (due to the Influx of animal spirits) upon
contraction, anticipating, by many years, Francis GlIsson's sImIlar
demonstratIon.

In thIs experIment he described the response of the muscle

to nerve stimUlation and hIs

technl~ue

was a prototype of future plethys-

mography (as was Glisson's) (Franklin, 1949).
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FlO. 8. Swammerdam's experiments including the one by which he proved that muscles were no
swollen by an influx of nervous fluid when they contracted. Fig. V is of an experiment to show the
change in shape of a muscle when stimulated by pinching its nerve. Fig. VI illustrates the pulling
together of the pins holding the tendons when the muscle contracts. Fig. VIII is the crucial one in
which a drop of water is imprisoned in the narrow tube projecting from the vessel enclosing the
muscle. Swammerdam found that when he stimulated the nerve by pulling it down by a wire. the
muscle contracted but the drop or water did not move. He concluded that the volume or the muscle
did not expand on contraction. It is the fact that the wire was made or silver (£ilium argenteum)
and the loop of copper (/ilium aeneum) that has eredited Swammerdam with the use of bimetallic
electricity as a stimulus to nerve. Some authors however interpret the actIon in this experiment as
the mechanical pull on the nerve. Some originals or Swammerdam's plates can be seen at the
National Museum of the History of Science in I..eiden, (From Biblia Na/urae. Amsterdam, 1738).

FIG. 26

from Brazier, M.A.8., 1959, p.13.
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I-Icrman Bocrhaavc
Po rtrai t of c. QZ3 by Acrt de Gelder
(The Royal Picture Gallery (Mauritshui s), The Hague)

FIG. 27

from Lindeboom, G.A., 1968, facing title page.

- 71 For our purposes his Importance has been summarized by Fearing:
"He discussed voluntary action from an objective and

comparative point of view, rather than as a problem
In metaphysics •••••
He attempted to bring both
the phenomena of voluntary and Involuntary action
under a single neure-muscular principle.
He pointed
out that both were determined by some previous event
or stimulus."
(Pearlng, 1964, p.53)
Swammerdam's work was published posthUMOusly by his fellow
countryman, the great Dutch teacher Henmann Boerhaave In 1739.

Boerhaave

(1668-1738) was apparently a teacher of extraordinary ability.

According

to Walker " ••• his reputation as a man and as a teacher of medicine was
such that his name was known as far afield as China." (Walker, 1955, p.151>.
This dramatic statement Is substantiated by Otto Bettman:
"A Chinese mandarin Is supposed to have addressed
a letter to 'Boerhaave of Europe' and It reached
him promptly."

It·· was 80erhaave that made It poss I b Ie for Leyden Un I verslty to ec II pse
the University of Padua In the teaching of medicine.

He be I I eved that

medical knowledge was for all mankind and firmly estebllshed Its International character, which It stili possesses.

Boerhaave's Elementa

chemiae, published In 1732, has been called "the most learned and luminous
treatise that the world had seen on the subject."

His Instltutlones

med I ca I of 1700 \lIas the most popu Iar text on phys 10 logy for the first
half of the 18th century (Franklin, : 1949).'·

Boerhaave made the

dIstInctIon bet\lJeen voluntary and Involuntary responses as wei I a$
following \'!t llis' conception of cerebellar and cerebral functions, I.e.
the former supervised Involuntary actions whl Ie the latter was associated
with voluntary behaviour (Fearing, 1964).
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Singer (1944), claims that Boerhaave was the
of modern times •

greatest physician

This is primari Iy due to the impact which he had on

both col leagues and students.
(1797-1870) to Leyden, whose

He attracted Bernard Seigfrled Alblnus
Anatomical Plates of the Muscles of Man

published In 1747, are considered " ••• the most beautiful and among the
I tis st I I I I n use
Brett (1965) asserts that Leyden's
1944, p.140-141).

most accurate anatomical figures ever published",
today (Singer,

major merit was Its focus on the study of the nervous system and Its
theories were the fountain-head of eighteenth century psychological
and medical thought.

So Boerhaave's acceptance of WI II is' theories

and his distinction between voluntary and Involuntary are of paramount
importance.

For example, Singer (1944) claims that British medicine

owes him an Incalculable debt and cites him as the real founder of the
Edinburgh Medical School.

Brazier (1959) indirectly supports §Inger's statement by listing a
few of Boerhaave's some four-hundred odd stUdents:
Monro, Cullen and Pringle.
physiologist of the age.

Albrecht von Haller, became the greatest
Gerard van Swleten revived the Vienna School

along the lines of Leyden (Marti-Ibanez, 1962), end
were Scots:

Von Hal I, van Swleten,

th~

of the ebove

John Pringle became president of the Royal Society, refonmed

army hyglene,aod Introduced the word 'antiseptic'.

~'onro

(Primes)

advanced anatomy and with Wi I liam Cullen established Edlnburgh.as a greet
clinical training centre for pupils of both the Old and New Worlds
(Bettmann, 1972).

For example, WilHam Shippen, Benjamin Rush end John Morgan, all of
Phi ladelphla, were educated at

Edtnburg~.

Although Rush became the first

American to gain International stature as a physician, It was John

t~rgen's

.;. 73 Idea of medical educatIon which prevai led at Philadelphia's Col lege
of Physics.

This was to become the first School of Medicine In the

New World.

Pennsylvania Hospital, the oldest In the United states,

also accepted his principles and became an Institution of great
educational importance (Battmann, 1972).

loJalker (1955) considers

Morgan as the founder of all medical education In the United states.

It should be noted that whl Ie Boerhaave was at the height of his
power, Vii Illam Porterfield was appointed to a chal r of the Institutes
of Medicine at Edinburgh in 1724 and with this appointment physiology
as a discipline beeame recognised In Great rritaln (Franklin, 1949).
Interestingly, Porterfield put forth the view that all bodily movements
8re under control of the wll I and that vital notions are at first under
voluntary control but can recede from consciousness through habit
(Fearing, 1964).

In this he ",as directly challenged by robert \,!hytt (1714-1766),
Professor of

r~dlcine

at the University of Edinburgh and one of Its

most brl I Ilant early figures.

He attended both Edinburgh and Leyden

Universities, but received his medical degree from Rhelms.

In his

major scientific publication, mainly based upon experimental studies,
'An Essay on the Vital and other Involuntary Motions of Animals
he recognised three types of muscular contraction;
and Involuntary.

<1751>,

natural, voluntary

Natural would be classified today as muscle tonus,

voluntary movements followed from the 'wi I I' and Involuntary motions
were dependent upon an eliciting stimulus.

His classification of

animal movements as dIfferentiated from types of muscular contraction
Included voluntary, Involuntary and mixed.
movements and habits,

~!hytt

By appealing to mixed

recognised that actions can go fran beIng

- .74 voluntary to Involuntary as wei I as from Involuntary to voluntary.
To complete his scheme, he used 'habit' to forge a connection between
voluntary and Involuntary movement (\'lhytt, R.,1978 ).

~lhytt

a Iso anti cI pated the 'condltl ona I ref lex' of Pav lov but he

did not Investigate It experimentally •. However, he clearly developed
another Idea that has been attached to voluntary and Involuntary
responses In psychology to the present day.

It Is the view that the

length of the Interval between stimulation and response can be used to
determine If a response Is voluntary or Involuntary.

Usually the

shorter the Interval the more likely a given response wi II be deemed
Involuntary or reflexIve (Fearing, 1964;

In addition,

~Jhytt' s

Boring, 1950).

c lassl f I cation of muscu lar contractions and

movement was based upon his interpretation of results derived from
anImal experiments.

This was unlike Hartley's method, whose views were

largely speculative.

In 061ng observatIon and experimentation to

substantIate his Ideas, \'Ihytt was followIng the emplrlclst!s Interpretation
of how science should be, an interpretation which was, at that time,
being

persu~slvely

presented In the British Isles.

The Empirical response to Carteslanlsm
Thirty-seven years after the death of Descartes, the BrItish
physician Isaac Newton (1642-1727) published his
of Natural Phi losophy.

~"athematlcal

Principle

This work became the centrepIece and "most

esteemed of al I scientific achievements to come from the so-called Age
of Enlightenment, that Is, the period roughly between the death of
Descartes (1650) to the death of Hurne (1776).

This period was marked

by self-confidence and optimism In philosophy and progressive acceptance
of science aga Inst

\,/an I n9

ecc lesl astl ca I pressure.

Newton rap I d Iy becsne
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Figure 11 Newton in vestigating the nature of light,
engraving after J. A.
HOl/ston .(Mansell Collection) .

FIG. 28

from The Open University, 1974, p. 14
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f\

T.

Jo1m Locke (1672) by John Grccnhill.

(By ki/ll{ pCflI,issioll

FIG. 29

from

~r rI, e Niltiolllli Portrait GIII/ay.)

Dewhur st , K., 1972, facing title page.
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the very symbol of the Enllghtenmentand the manifestation of the ability
of human reason to understand the laws which govern the physical
universe.

His universe was mechanlC8l, a 'world IMSchlne' and'C8usal

In al I Its workings.

Newton's

unlve~se

wes a system of ceuses and their

necessary effects, such a system Is called deterministic.

Everything

that happens In a deterministic system Is necessary and the Inevitable
results of ,antecedent, prior causes.
It Is.

Nothing can be other than what

All things are the way they are by causal necessity.

No material

body can be free from this Intrinsic, causal determinism (Lowry, 1971).

Under the I nf I uence of Ne\'Iton, the 18th century en lightened ph 1 losophers
began to ask If physical nature Is governed by necessary laws that reason
can discover, then why Is this not also true of human nature?
~uman

sphere also part of nature?

natural laws?

In

Is not the

Is It not also governed by orderly,

England John Locke asserted, In 1690, that Indeed there

was a law of hUr.1an nature.

For Locke a law of nature was

"•••

something

that we, being ignorant of, may attain to the knowledge of, by the use end
due application of our natural faculties" (Locke, J., 1894, Vol. I p.78),
This position grew out of his denial of the Cartesian doctrine of Innate
Ideas.

John Locke (1632-1704) greatly enlarged the influence of the point
of view known as empiricism, although he had a fore-runner In Thomas
Hobbes.

Empiricism claimed that the only reliable knowledge Is that

which comes to us by sensory experience with emphasis laid on observatIon
and experimentation (Schultz,
was a theory of knowledge.

I~~2).

Therefore, at Its roots, emptrlclsm

A theory of knowledge which, like Descartes'

ratIonal doctrine, proposed to found al I knowledge on clear, dIstinct end
certain Ideas.

For Descartes the ratIonalIst, these types of Ideas

were Innate and guaranteed by God and Included such ones as God, substance,
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cause and effect,
logic.

t~ether

with the ratione I prlnclp les of geometry and

Locke attacked Descartes' theory of Innate Ideas In his

"An Essay Concerning Human Understanding" (1690).

For Locke, the

empiricist, men begin to have Ideas when they begin to have seDsatlons.
Patterns of sensations give rise to simple Ideas \,/hlch, through the
principles of associationism, are made more and More complex - see
Chapter two (Locke, J., 1894, Vo I. 1>.

The empiricIst's emphasis on environmental stiMuli and assoclatlonistlc principles also appeared In 20th Century psychological behaviourIsm.

However In' behav.lourlsm STimulus and response are connected by

association Instead of ideas,as In err.plrlclsrr,and \-Ihereas behav'lourlsm
accounted for behaviour exclusive of mental events, Locke made great use
For exaMple Locke maintained that any action which Is conse-

of the",.
quent to an

"eo.

order or command of the mind, Is called voluntary, and

whatsoever action Is perforMed without such a thought of the mind Is
called -Involuntary" (Locke, 1894, Vol. I, p.314).

Elsewhere, In

an apparent nod to t!ewton's deterMinistIc universe, Locke explicitly
classified movement as 'voluntary' or 'Involuntary' as distinct from
'voluntary'or 'necessary' and used heart-beat and convulsions as
exam~les

of involuntary actIon.

~··oreover

when clscussing 'our complex

ideas of substances' he takes on a fard liar Aristotelian tone, "Another
Idea we have of body Is, the power of cOrrt'T'unlcatlon of rotion by Impulse;
and of our souls, the rower of exciting motion by thought.

These Ideas,

the one of body, the other of our Minds, every day's experience clearly
furnishes us with;

but If here ageln

\'/6

ImagIne how thIs Is done,

are e('1ually In the dark." (Locke, 1894, Vol. I, p. 413) •.

\'/e

- 79 Indeed he thought that If an adequate account could be given for voluntary
behaviour, then only one great
creation.

~ystery

would

re~aln

- the explanation of

Equally Mystified by the apparent ability of the 'wi II' to

control bodily rrovel"l6nts was another great empIrIcist, David Hume.
[~plrlcls~

went on to reach

~aturlty

with HufTlC (1711-1776) and with hlrn

one Is weI I and truly In the 18th century.
and was a conteMporary of

~artley,

He was educated at Edinburgh

\,!hytt, Unzer and La '·"ettrle.

For Hurr.e the 'will' \,/as
" ••• the Internal Irrpresslon we feel and are
conscIous of, when we knowln~ly give rIse to
any new Motlcn of our body, or new perception
of our mind."
O'u~e, D., 1896, p.399).
This 'Internal Ifl'Ipresslon' \':as one whIch was learned through experIence.
Hurre dealt wIth the rroblem of the \·1111 causing bod! Iy movements In much
the sarre way as he approached the problem of cause and effect among
external objects.

r~th

rroblems seeMed to be necessarily connected but

In fact both were Internal impressions nenerated by

experlen~

and subject

to the assoclatlonlstlc prIncIples of contIguIty and succession.

Through

experl ence
" ••• we acquire the Idea of power and energy •••
which Is exercised by wI I I, both over the organs
of the body and the faculties of the soul ••• But
the rreans by which this Is effected; the energy
by which the wi I I performs so extraordinary an
operation; of this we are so far from being
Imr.edlately conscious, that It must for ever
escape our rrost diligent enquiry."
(Hume, D., 1927, pp 64-65).
Thus \'t1th Hume we see a concern with the 'source of energy' when accounting
for voluntary rrovement, a concern which became acute In the mid-19th
century with the fonmulatlon of the law of the conservation of energy.

HUMS

further asked the question,

"\~hy

has the will an Inf luence over

the tongue end fingers, not over the heert end liver?" (Hume, 1927, p.65).
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But he has no ready answer to such a question.
that experience teaches us that this

see~s

He simply stated

to be se.

Hume didn't

dichotemlze movements into voluntary and Involuntary categories since
for hi,., volition \':as created by the assocfatlon of

I~presslons.

Indeed, In the Treatise he wrote,
"Any thing may produce any thing.
Creation,
annihilation, motion, reason, volition; al I
these may arise from one another, or from any
other object we can Imagine."
(Hume, 1896, p.173).
Hence InHume's vi ew, I f one enterta rned the poss I b I I I ty of menta I
events producing bodily movement, one can equally entertain the possibility
cf bodily movement producing

~ental

events.

For example, he asserted

later In the Treatise that
" ••• we may certainly conclude, that motion
may be, and actually Is, the cause of
thought and perception."
(Hume,1896, p.248).
This Idea, as did other empirical notions, also emerged In 20th century
behavlourls~

(e.g. Watson, Guthrie and Wheeler among others), although

Hume never used the terrr.s

'move~ent

produced stimuli' or 'kinesthetic

sensation' as did the psychologists.

To continue this point, Hume made one other proclamation of which we
should take note.

r~nceptual

Iy It has great Import for us.

In his

Enqu I rl es he asked "Is It f'!lore d I ff Icu It to concel ve that mot Ion may arl se
f rom I rrpu Ise than that It may

arls~

fran vo IIti on?" and he went on to

honestly answer "All we know Is our profound ignorence In both cases.'!'
(Hume, 1927, p.73:).
equ Iva Ience.

Tbus for

~!ume,

these cases assll!'l6d a conceptua I

Such a conceptual equivalence would arise In the experl-

mental studies of behaviour of E.L.Thorndlke and more Importantly of
B.F. Skinner.

In each case, the terms 'Impulse' and 'voluntary' Imply

categories of behaviour which are ultimately unaccounted for.
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Through Hume the Idea of any substance, either mental or physical,
wes destroyed, together with the concept of the existence of a 'self'.
The doctrine of cause and effect \,/as In doubt, being replaced entirely
by the association of 'Impressions' and 'Ideas', his two sources of
know ledge (\'/arren, H.C., 1967).
the epistemological analysis of

Hume, who most consl stent Iy carried out
ernplrlcls~,

has also been associated

with positivism (which also emphasized sense perception) and was to
replace It In the fol lowing century (Schultz, 1969).
However, It was to be up to David Hartley (1705-1757) "to extend
the principle of association systematically to al I classes of mental
phenomena." (Warren, 1967, p.15).

Hartley used the prl.aclple of contiguity

and Newton's Idea of "vibrations" to explain all behaviour, mental and
physical.

The principle of contiguity was not new (It was at least as

old as Aristotle), but the concept of "vibrations" was.

Newton had

invented it along with the concept of "ether", to account for the enigmas
which emerged from his physical theories on ootlon.

Also , "vibrations"

was the phys I ca I prlnclp Ie upon wh I ch Hart ley's associ at Ion I sm was based
(Lowry, 1971).

Hartley's views did not achieve widespread recognition

when published as "Observations on ~1an, His Frame, His Duty and His
Expectations" (1749).

The book was edlted'.by Joseph Priestly and became

more widely known, in a truncated version.

Its Influence was assured

when It was broadly adapted by Ja~es ~'I II in his propagation of assoclationls~ tn the 19th century (Watson,

1971).

~~oreover,

Hartley has been

cited by many as being the first, or one of the first, 'physiological
psychologists' (Boring, 1950;

Brett, 1965).

Hartley put forth a stron9, materialistic argument for the physical
basis of mind and body, without realizing the extremity of his position.
Hartley was al~st 'a man of the clott.' but went Into medicine instead
(Schu I tz, 1969;

Brett,

1965) •

\llhen he expounded h f s v I ews, he
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separated "psychology" from "physiology", but also rralntalned that
there \'!as a parallellsrr between the 'mental' and 'physical' events.
Thus his position was broadly simi lar to that of Descartes.

In Hartley's scheme, the environmental events gave rise to
"vibrations" In the nervous systerr.

These are the basis, .not only of

sensation, but of higher psychological functions, such as memory and
understanding, as well as overt behaviour.

t~t

proposed two broad classifications of behaviour;
the 'voluntary'.

unexpectedly, he
the 'autorrlatlc' and

The latter derives from Ideas and affections,

the former Is directly related to sensation (Fearing, 1964).

whilst

Hart ley

believed that Inv61untary responses can become voluntary and vice versa.
This

was

much the same view as his contemporary, richard \,!hytt.

However, Ha rt ley emphas Ized assoc I at Ion to account for the I r a b I II ty to
change (\I!atson, 1971 >.

The Ideas of these two men are also similar In

that Hartley uses the concept of automatism much as \'Ihytt errployed
'hab its'.

These were acts that had become 'automatic' by the repetition

of 'associations'.

To sum up, Hartley Is of fundamental Importance because his Interests
have become the characteristic subject matter of subsequent physiological
psychology, I.e. his localization of roental functions In the brain, his
Juxtaposition of psychologlcel and physiological events, and his proposing
physiological substrates of rrlental processes together with his approval of
the corrparatlve method.

As previously stated, his greatest achievement

was the consistent Manner with which he applied the concept of association
to al I psychological events.

~~

was able to demonstrate more convincingly

than others, the usefulness of association for psychology and Its potential
role as the fundamental psychological law.

It would be In the field of

learning that the effects of this line of thought were most extensively felt.
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A younger contemporary of Hartley and Hume was Immanuel Kant
( 1724-1804).

Kant claimed that Hume awakened him from his "dogmatic

slumbers" and hIs great contributIon to psychology was the vIew that
the 'mind' Is an active object whIch Is structured In such a way that
It Imposes Its way of knowing upon Its objects.

Thus by Its very

nature, the mind actIvely organIses our experiences.

Kant advanced hIs "crItIcal philosophy" as a reconcIliatIon of
ratIonalism and empirIcism.

He rejected the notIon of the empiricIsts

that what Is called mInd could be explained as a product of Ideas arising
out of experIence and arrangIng themselves accordIng to the laws of
association.

But neIther did he accept the doctrine of Innate Ideas of

the ratIonalIst nor dId he mean that the mind creates objects.

Kant

maintained that the mind must be regarded as a structure regulated by
principles of Its own activities.

Thus It Is objects that confonm to

the operations of the mind and not the other way anound.

Further,

for Kant these principles could not be arrived at empirIcally for they
were presupposed by any empirical InvestIgation, Including psychological
emp I rl cl sm (Brett" 1965) •.

For him, these principles could only be arrived at by critical
phIlosophy which would look Into the presuppositions which seemed to
make experience possible.

In

thl~

he postulated his antinomies or

con'tradlctory propositions. one of which was that '" ••• freedom of action
must occur along wlfh"caused actton, and yet all action Is surely caused.'n
".

(BorIng,' ,1950, p.249).

.

.

Kant thoug ht he cola Id reso Ive ::th Is seem In9

contradl etlon by taktl')g the. position of the actIve mind.

He ~e Id that

human actton' was a. product of human reason and, Insofar as, reason IS"
Involved, human behaviour cannot be expl~tned In tenms of the mechanical
laws of nature.

Thus Kant, In emphasizing the concept of wIll and
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rational action resembled Descartes and both men addressed a crucial
problem for the development of psychology to which no satisfactory
answer has yet been given (Wolff, R.P., 1963).

The phi losophy of Kant closed the 18th century which had been a
time of significant advance for science and Its methods.

Whereas

Bruno had been burned at the stake at the beginning of the 17th century
for his atheistic and Copernican beliefs, Hume, the God denier, was
widely praised within his own lifetime and died a peaceful death (1776).

Lowry (1971) has characterized the 18th century as one In which
'nature' was considered of paramount Importance and m8n wee viewed as
product of his environment.

Thus he emphasized the empirical spirit

of the age as represented particularly by the writings of Hume but
reflected In Whytt and Hartley as wei I.
point to such attitudes.

Kant's view formed a counter-

Kant's Idea that the mind actively synthesized

sensory experience opposed.the empiricist position that the mind received
such experience passively.
It possess Innate ideas,

Kant's mind did not creaiaobJects, nor did

but~.

was structured In such a way as to Impose

Its way of knowing upon Its objects.

If one substitutes brain for mind

then Kant's point of view Is distinctly modern.

Nevertheless he avoided

complete commlttment to the position that human reason was governed by
the laws of nature by linking divine reason with human reason.

But the

Important feature of Kant's position was that humen thought Itself
proceeded In accordance wlth the natural structure of mind.

Another cartesian critic who held views In marked contrast to the
Kant and the British empiricists was Nicolas Malebranche (1638-1715).
Nicolas Malebranche did not find an

Interactlonls~such

as Descartes,

necessary for his explanation of physical and mental events.

Malebranche
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epitomised the so-called 'occaslonallsts' rosltlon In post-Cartesian
phi I090phy.

That Is, the

occaslonall~Ts

maIntaIned that the cause

of the occurrence of an appropriate physIcal event, on the occasIon
of a mental

on~

was the Intervention of God.

It should be poInted

out that Malebranche retaIned Descartes' dualist dIstinction between
the physIcal (extension) and the mental (thought) and thIs perpetuated
parallelism of such events (Malebranche, N., 1923).

FoJ lowing the same approach GottfrIed von lei bnlz assumed a
'pre-established harmony' which served the same functl on In hIs phi losophy
as God had In Malebranche's.

lelbnlz' two clock analogy Is well known.

In thIs the mental and the physical were separate events whIch always
behaved In a similar manner due to pre-establIshed harmony (Rescher, N.,
1979).

His argument may appear weak and possibly redundant today, but

lelbnlz was recognised as an Intellect of uncommon stature and his opinion
carried great weight In the educated community.

HIs 'psychophysical

parallelism' found wIdespread acceptance among the fledgling psychologIsts
of the 19th century (Esper, E.,

196~).

One who rejected Descartes' dualistic Ideas altogether was Baruch
Splnoza (1632-1677).

In hIs own lifetime Splnoza did not enjoy the

prestige of Lelbnlz, nor dId he speak from an Institutional theological
platform as

~~Iebranche

had done.

His phi losophy went Into abeyance

after his death with the rise of empIriCism.

But Splnoza postulated

an Important feature concerned with the mind-body problem.

His solution

was monistic as compared wIth the dualistIc ones of Descartes, Malebranche
and Lelbnlz.

This solution Is his 'dual-aspect theory' In which mantal

and physical events are different aspects of one and the same thing.
Thus the conceptions of thought and extension are two different descriptlons of the same thing.

Further, Splnoza Insisted that both manta I and
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physical events were determined, and thought that one cannot speak
In a meaningful manner about the voluntary action of human beings.
Not surprisingly, Splnoza's views have found greater acceptance among
those Inclined to advocate a 'physlcal't bllsls of mentality (Allison,
H. E. , 1975).

Such a person was Julien Offray de la Mettrle (1709-1751).

La

Mettrle was educated as a physician under Herman Boerhaave whose
'ratlomechanlstld doctrines were embraced by him.

Although a noted

physician In his own time - Lli Mettrle was personal physlcilin to
Frederick the Great - his wider fame rests on the strength with which he
put forth a mechanistic view of man.
came at the end of his Man

II

His most succinct statement

Machine
(1747).
.....

.-e a sse rted:

"Let us then concl ude bol d Iy that meln Is
a machine, and that In the whole
universe there Is but a single substance
dl fferent Iy mod I fled."
(La Mettrle, J., 1927, p.69).
This work Is generally viewed liS being

II

heuristic hypothesIs for the

scientific study of behaviour as well as being lIntl-metaphyslcal and
atheistic In tone.

La Mettrle thought that the transition from animal to mlln was a
gradua lone.

For him:

throughout the anImal klngdan the same lIims
are pursued and accomplished by an InfinIte
number of different mechanisms, all of them,
however, exactly geometrical."
(La Mettrle, 19Z7, p.43>.

It • • •

Moreover he not only viewed man as being 'mechanistic' In nllture, but
also as a purposively dynamic, self-movlng and self-sufficient machine •

.-e noted:
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FlO. 6. Albrecht von Haller, the greatest physiologist of the eighteenth century, and de La Mende
whose treatise L·homme machine, addressed to Haller, caused a controversy that highlighted the question as to whether the soul lay in the province of the physiologist. The portrait of Haller is Crom the
frontispiece of his Eltmtnla Physiologiae and is an engraving by Tardieu; th a t of de La Mettrie is
from an engraving in the Bibliotheque Nationale (reproduced here with permission), the original
painting being a pastel by Maurice Quentin La Tour.

FIG. 30

from Brazier, 1959, p.11.
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"The body I s but a watch, whose watchmaker
Is the new chyle.
Nature's first care,
when the chyle enters the blood, Is to
excl'te In It a kInd of fever whIch the
cheml sts, who dream on Iy of retorts, must
take for fermentation.
This fever produces
a greater filtration of spirits, which
mechanl~al Iy animate the muscles and the
heart, as If they had been sent there by
order of the wi II".
(La Mettrle, 1927, p.56).
I

He thought that a machine as complIcated as man was Impossible to defIne,
and In order to avoId usIng the 'soul' as an explanatIon of certaIn
behavIours, La

~sttrle

accepted the doctrine that motIon was an IntrInsic

feature of matter.
"Grant only that organIzed matter Is endowed wIth a
princIple of motion, which alone differentiates It
from the InorganIc ••• and that among anImals •••
everythIng depends upon the dIversIty of thIs
organization: these admissIons suffIce for guessIng
the rIddle of substances and of man.
It (thus)
appears that there Is but one (type of organizatIon)
In the universe, and that man Is the most perfect
(examp Ie)".
(La Mettrle, 1927, p.6 J.).
Paradoxically this feature of La Mettrle's thought has led to him being
accused of being a 'vItalIst' which he most certaInly was not

(Lang~, F~A.,

1925, pp. 49-92).

La Mettrle maintained that dIfferences among anImal species could be

attributed to differences In organIzation.

Thus the dIfferences among

species was one of degree and not of kind,

a positIon based, In part

at least, on the abIlIty of craftsmen to build complicated, behavloursimulating machines.

For example Jacques de Vaucauson

(1709~1782)

assembled several mechanical contrivances whIch profoundly Impressed
La Mettrle.

Vaucauson's 'asp' could hiss before It bit Cleopatra's

breast, his 'duck' could swIm, eat and digest food, whl Ie his 'fluteplayer' waS so lIfe-like that It arOUSed

speculation of demonology.

Vaucauson's abilIty was such that La Mattrle was convinced that the
buildIng of a mechanIcal man was really a matter of skill.
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He proclaimed:

" ••• Vaucauson, who needed more ski I I for making his
flute-player than for making his duck, would have
needed stili more to make a telklng man, a mechanism
no longer-to be regarded as Impossible, especially
In the hands of another Prometheus".
(La Mettrle, 1927, p.61).
Interestingly, La Mettrle's views are In line with the contsmporary
'cybernetic' view of man, of which he may well have approved.

Perhaps above al I La Mettrle's mechanistic position was an
afflnmatlon of scientific faith.

It asserted the ultimate fruitfulness

of the mechanistic method In bridgIng the gap between the lIvIng and
non-living, between the conscious and the unconscious and, by extension,
between the 'voluntary' and 'Involuntary':

all of these being aspects

of a presumably unitary nature.

As empiricism was the dominant spirit of the 17th and 18th centuries,
positivism played this part In the 19th century.

This term was

Introduced by Auguste Comte (1798-1857) who attempted a systematic survey
of all knowledge.

To make this ambition manageable, he limited his

work to on Iy those facts that were true beyond question (as Descertes
had wished to do).

For Oomte, this meant facts ascertained by the

methods of science, I.e. sensory data.

It was empiricism, positivism

as well as materialism (the view that consciousness can be explained In
physlco-chemlcel tenms and therefore focuses on the anatomical and
physiological aspects of the brain) that were the philosophical bases of
the emerging 'psychology' (Schultz, 1969).

However, In spite of the

assertion of such views, the classification of movement had undergone
little, If any, change.

This can be seen In the opening statement of

John Newport Langley's The Autonomic Nervous System •

- 90 "In the early part of the 18th century the movements
of the various parts of the body were commonly divided
into three classes, viz. (I) voluntary movements
(2) involuntary movements which could also be
produced by the wil I, such as movements of the
respiratory muscles In sleep and Instinctive
movements, (3) Involuntary movements over whIch
the will had little or no control, such as the
movements of the heart and Intestines; the fonm
of Involuntary movement waS called vital or natural
movement".
(Langley, J.N., 1925, p.l)
Interestingly, In 1764, Johnstone advanced our knowledge of the sympathetIc
system by recognizIng that It, In part at least, arose from the spinal
cord and was not of cerebral origin as WI I lis had maIntaIned (Frenklln, 1949).
He a Iso attempted to use the sympathetl c gang II a as an agent to "convert

voluntary Into Involuntary movements" (Pick, 1970, p.IO>.

However, It

was during the 19th century when the knowledge of the anatomy and
physiology of the human body and the elucidation of the relationship of
the nervous system to the rest of the body exploded.

The role of physiology In the emancipation of psychology from
philosophy as well as serving to orIent the 'new' science can be made
evident by a review of the great progress and numerous discoveries of
this discipline In the 19th century.

With psychology being a chi Id of

physiology and phi losophy, It should not be unexpected that the great
problems of sensation and motion Inherent In the latter discipline would
fInd their way Into the fonmer.

The background for psychologIsts'

Interest In the study of the nervous system In the 19th century had
already been well laid:

Descartes had located the point of Interaction

between sou I and body In the brain and the associatIon I sts', had .attempted
to correlate cerebral events with psychological processes.

Further, for

emphasis and clarity, (and this point cannot be overstressed) It should be
stated that the great names of general physiology:

Muller, Bernard and

Ludwig, fInally committed their science to be founded upon physics and
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chemistry with a strong experimental bias.

Thus by the last quarter of the century, the studies which had
made constant progress In new areas of knowledge had prepared the
Intellectual climate for the acceptance of a scientific psychology
based on biology.

These included the microscopic description of the

body, the specific nervous energy, the reflex arc, the finite quality
of the speed of the nervous Impulse and the proposed nole of certain
localized cerebral structures In the control of behaviour.
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The Advent of

~chanlstlc.

Physiology

The 19th century opened with Marie Francois XavIer Blchat (17711802) proposing his views on somatic and visceral function.

The latter

was subserved by the lateral sympathetic ganglionic chain which he
maintained was completely free of Influence from the brain or spinal
cord and control led the 'Inner world' of man that was concerned with
bodily maintenance.

The former was based on the activity of the brain

and spinal cord directing sense perception and volitional movement
related to the 'outer world' of man (Pick, 1970).: Gasll:.ell (l91h)
te II s us that BI·chat' s vi ews were predoml nant when he undertook his
elucidation of the morphology of the 'Involuntary nervous system' (1885).

Besides the views of Blchat, another crucial presentation was made
by Sir Charles Bel I (1774-1842) of Scotland and Francois Magendle (17831855) of France.

Although at the time there was a great controversy

as to priority of publication, for us It has been resolved by the title
of the Be I I-~1agen die Law.

It concerned the· Input and output relations

of the nervous system and was a rediscovery of the opinion of Eraslstratus,
viz: the posterlpr (dorsal) roots of the spinal cord carry the sensory
Input to the nervous system while the anterlor (ventral) roots carry Its
motor output.

This concept was of great Importance, for It would

give future generations of researchers an anatomical basis for the
'reflex arc' which Itself became a basic unit of behaviour (Castlgllonl,
1947;

Franklin, 1949;

Brazier, 1959).

Fearing had no doubts as to the Importance of this concept:
''The so-called Bell-Magendle Law Is as significant to
the development of the knowledge of neural action as the
discovery of the circulation was to the physiology of the
blood".
(Fearing, 1964, p.117).
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FIC . 20. The protago nists in the Bell-M agendie contro\·ersy.
Bell (1,/1) and M age ndie (righl) as young m en . The portrait
of Bell was p ainted by Antony Stewart of Edinburgh in t804 ;
tha t of l'vlagcndic (a ttributed to Guerin) is at th e College de
France.

, l I l li/1 M "

"'

:J i~, ' / J,'1I3/o,f,;, .\"'"
~

I. ;'j

.fU

'~'$ftll"

•

FIC . H. Lt/I: Marshall H all . Righ I: one of his experiments
to demon strate the three paris o f th e refl ex arc. The arc was
broken by any of th e foll ow ing pl"Occdurcs ; a) ski nning th e
extremi ty (a t 3) (thc 'csodic' ncn'CS); b) scc tioning of th e
" brac hial or the lumbar or femora l nen '!; Icadin~ to the point
irritated" (i.c. the 'cxod ic nerve' a t 2); or c) removing the spinal
marro\\' ( the 'spinal centre,). (From H all, M . Synopsis of lite
Diastaltic -YUt'OUI Systtm : being ou tlines of the Croonian Lectures de1i"crcd at th e R OY:'d Co ll ege of Physicians in April
18 50 .)

FIG. 31 from Brazier, 1959, top p.29;
bottom p.34.
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the Importance of his own work with that of Harvey was the brilliant
and combative English physician Marshall Hal I (1790-1857).

Hal I hImself was embrol led In controversy as to prIorIty of Ideas
In his own lifetime.

But today he Is recognised as having definitely

formulated the concept of the 'reflex arc' (Boring, 1950).

Apparently

he anticipated Sherrlngton In stating that spinal reflexes had a
suprasegmental character.

Although he separated spinal responses (his

exclto-motory system> from voluntary (cerebral> ones, In the end he
conceded that "The true spinal system (exclto-motory> Is susceptible to
modification by volitIon ••• n (Hall, M., 1978, p.245).

Hall's Idea

gained greater credibIlIty with their general acceptance by Johannes
Mu Iler.

Johannes Muller (1801-1858) was one of the greatest teachers of
physiology In the 19th century and his Influence can
briefly enumerating some of hIs stUdents:

be

understood by

Schwann, Henle, Kelilker,

Vlrchow, Du Bois-Raymond, Von Helmholtz, WUdt and ludwIg (Castlgllonl,
1947).

Muller Is best known In psychology for his doctrine of the

specific energy of nerves In whIch he maintaIned that each sensory
nerve subserved a specific sensatIon no matter how It was stImulated.
In other words, It was the characterIstics of the stimUlated nerve that
determined the sensatIon and not the stImulatIng object.

Although he

was In two minds as to where the specificity erose, the nerve or the
brain, he finally decIded (erroneously> In favour of the nerve (Watson,
1971 >.

He was also noted for the statement "Every psychologIst must

first be a phYSiologIst", thus further empheslzlng the close links between
psychology and physiology (Verworn, 1899, p.21).
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In general, Muller Is most famous for his Handbook of Human
Physiology, a systematic and exhaustive study of al I that was known of
physiology to that date.

Boring (1950) states that It was divided Into

eight books, half of which discussed subject matter faml liar to
psychologists today e.g. physiology of nerves (I I I), muscular movement (IV),
sensory physiology (V) and higher mental functions:
thought etc. (VI).

memory, association,

In retrospect, only one criticism Is usually

level led at Muller and that concerns him being the last great phYSiologist
who had a shadow of vitalism In his thinking (Esper, 1964;
BorIng, 1950;

Watson, 1971).

Fancher, 1979;

Vitalism Is ''the doctrine or theory that

the origin and phenomena of life are due to or produced by a vItal
principle as distinct from a purely chemical or physical force"

<The

Compact Edition of the Oxford Engl Ish Dictionary, Vol. I I, 'V', p.26).
Fancher (1979) goes on to add that this 'principle' Is not analyzable by
scientific methods.

In contrast to this, In biology at least, Is the

concept of mechanism which Is embedded within the broader concept of
materl a I I sm.

The theory of materialism claims that nothing exists except matter
and Its movements.

As a corollary to this It Is maintained that

material agencies are responsible for the phenomena of consciousness
and will (C.E.O.E.D. Vol. I, 'M', p.230>.

In biology this argument

assumed the form called 'mechanistic' and was based upon the disciplines
of physics and chemistry.

The mechanistic Interpretation of nature

received great Impetus In 1845 when four students of Johannes Muller
sought to put the mechanistic position on firm footing.

They proposed

to demonstrate that no other forces than common physical and chemical
ones are active within the organism.

These four were (I) Carl ludwig,

believed by some to have eclipsed his master as a teacher of physiology;
(II) Eml I du Bois-Raymond, who greatly Improved Instrumentation to measure
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1
Emil Du Bois-R eymond ( 1818- 1896)
who first demonstrated th e action potential or nerve
PLAT E

' If 1 do not g rea tl y deceive myself', he sa id, '1 have succeeded in realising in
full ac tu ality (a lbeit under a slighll y different aspec t) the hundred-years'
drea m of physicists and physiologists, to wi t, the icientity of the nervous
principle with t' lec lri r il y.'

PL ATE VI

Hermann. von Helmholtz ( 182 1- 1894)
Brilliant physiologist a nd physicist, formulator of th e Law of Conservation
of Energy, master in the fie ld of op tics, a nd author of the th eory of hearing
from which all modern theories of re onancc lire derived.

FIG. 32 from Brazier, M.A.D., 1968, top
facing p.48; bottom facing p.241.

- 97 the 'negative variation' (the nerve Impulse);

(III) Ernst Brucke,

future teacher of Sigmund Freud and (Iv) the Incomparable Henman von
Helmholtz, a truly universal

genius

whose studies were Important not

only to psychology but all science (Fancher, 1979).

These men were

young at the time of their avowal of mechanism and had to combat
forml dab Ie opponents.

One such opponent was Justus von Ueb Ig (1803-

1873), one of the greatest chemists of the 19th century and an advocate
of vitalism, who stated In 1842 that:
"••• I f (the vita I force) alters the dl rectlon of
chemical forces In such wise, that the elements of
constituents of food arrange themselves In another
form ___ It causes the new compounds to assume form
altogether different from those which are the result
of the attraction of cohesion when acting freely,
that Is, without resistance ••• "
(Lowry, 1971, p.76)
Against this evidence mounted Indicating that the distinction between
the Inorganic and organic worlds was more I I lusory than real.
Friedrich Wohler (1800-1882) Is usually cited as having performed the
first synthesis of an organic compound

f~

Inorganic elements I.e.

urea from lead cyanate and ammonia (Esper, 1964).

Franklin (1949)

denied that Wohler's procedure was a 'true' syntheSiS, but goes on to
say that Liebig himself synthesized lactic acid In 1850.

In any case,

Liebig and Wohler were Important In establishing physiological chemistry
In the 19th century (Castlgllonl, 1947).

However, It waS In 1847 that vitalism received Its decisive
challenge at the hands of Henmann ludwig Ferdinand von Helmholtz (18211894).
Energy_

The challenge was In the form of the law of the Conservation of
This law did not originate with von Helmholtz, but had been

s low Iy deve lop.tng from the work of Newton (lowry, 1971).

As a matter

of fact, von Helmholtz drew directly upon the work of Julius Robert Mayer.
Mayer's study of animal physiology Indicated to him that the processes of
digestion and metabolism could adequately account for the production of

- 98 heat and energy exhibited by animals (Franklin, 1949).

Von Helmholtz'

great contribution was hIs rIgorous mathematical expressIon of thIs
principle.

It was a compelling description that demonstrated that

energy could and did change Its qualIty (fonm) but could not and did
not change Its quantity (amount).

Indeed, this argumenT wes so compel ling

that recently Hans Kornhuber (1978) used It when discussIng varIous
theories of the mInd-body relatIonshIp,

He pointed out to hIs audIence,

which consIsted of some of the world's most distInguished brain researchers,
that "It wi I I suff i ce to remi nd you that the assumption of some nonphysical (spiritual) event causing some physical event contradicts the
law of the conservation of energy." (Komhuber, 1978, p.321).

Von

Helmholtz's fonmulation laid the foundation of the science of thenmodynamlcs~

Hewever, more significantly, this formulatlcn would apply to the

organic as wei I as the inorganic worlds and render less plausible any
claims that living and non-living systems could not possibly be comprehended in one theory (Esper, 1964;

Fancher, 1979;

Boring, 1950;

Lowry, 1971).

Of equal' significance to psychology and physiology was his measurement
of the speed of the nervous Impulse.

Some physiologists had previously

thought that this feat was Impossible (Muller) whl Ie others had estimated
that It moved faster than the speed of light.
relatively loW (no more than one

Helmholtz's values were

hundred feet per second).

This

Indicated to him that the propagation of the Impulse was more than Just
electrical conductance,

the~fore

other features, probably chemIcal

ones, 'must be lAycl¥8d (Boring, 1950).
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FIG. 16. Claude Bernard at the age of 53. and the ingenious
stimul ators he used in his e1eetrophysiologieal studies of nerve.
They were miniature vol taic piles built up of alternate discs of
copper and zinc. Just before use they were moistened with
vinegar. Such devices were made obsolete by the du BoisRcymond induction coil and it is rather surprising to find
Bernard still advocating them in his day. Although adequate
for nervc stimul ation. they gave too feeble a current to stimulate
a muscle directly; from this Bernard concluded that the nervous
effect on muscle could not be electrical.

FIC. ~4. Above: Schema of the connections between the posterior and anterior roots of the spinal cord as taught to students in the days before the
neuron doctrine and the theory of the synapse. [From Bernard. C. UfDnS
sur la Physiologie tI la Pathologie au Systeme Nerveux. Paris : Balli~re. 1858.)

FIG. 33 from
bottom p.38.

Brazier, 1959, top p.21;
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conclusion was Claude Bernard of France (1813-1878).
the exotic polson from South Jlmerlca called curare.

Bernard used
Curare will

be

discussed In a later chapter, but essentially its action blocks the
effect of nervous Impulses on skeletal muscle, thus causing peralysls.
His work on vascular reflexes and on the regulatory role of the
sympathetic system added great strength to a mechanistic explanation
of bodily functions.

He demonstrated experimentally that the viscera,

by direct and Indirect connections with the brain, were able to produce
bodily changes which Influenced emotion, motivation and thinking.
Bernard also Introduced the concept of the 'ml lieu Interleur' or
Internal environment which Involved the co-ordlnated efforts of all
Internal organs to maintain a stable state of affairs (Bernard,
p.vlll).

e.,

1944,

In this, the nervous system was viewed as being essential for

the stable condition to be maintained.

Today the direct conceptual

descendent of this view, the 'homeosta5Is' of Cannon, Is of fundamental
Importance, not only to psychophysiology, but animal physiology In
general (Castigllonl, 1947).

tn addition, Bernard was a confirmed anti-vitalist, thus following
his mentor, Magendle, who had attacked the concept earlier In the century.
Thus, In principle, he did not distinguish the use of the scientific
method as applied to organic and Inorganic matter.

However, he thought

that due to the far greater complexity' of living entities they were more
difficult to stUdy than non-living ones.

Barnard further maintained that

there was a fundamental unity among ell life fonms.
were

The higher ones

distinguished by their greater Independence of the external

environment and a correspondingly greater dependence on their Internal
environment.

Above all, he agreed with the Idea that complex phenomena

observed In the organic world were ultimately reducible to physiochemical
processes (Bernard, 19441.
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Twelve years after von Helmholtz presented his mathematical
treatment of the principle of energy conservation, Charles Darwin
published his Origin of Species (1859) and followed It In 1871 with
the Descent of Man.

These two works provided a coherent and empirically

founded case for the materialistic position In two respects:

the first

Is that the organisation of living things Into forms admirably suited for
survival and reproduction ental Is an explanation without appeal to
transcendenta I concepts,
vironmental events.
Its critics.

second.ly men Is part and product of nature I en-

Of course, the Darwinian view of man was not without

The Idea of systems changing through time was applied not

only to the biological world, but t6 the. physical one as well.

There was

revolt amongst the members of the Intellectual community who did not find
mechanistic and materialistic notions attractive.

One of the most Influential and articulate of Darwin's critics and
spokesman for a vitalistic evolution was the Frenchman Henri Bergson
(1859-1941).

Bergson contended that the Darwinian view was Inadequate

to account for evolutionary phenomena:

His Creative Evolution (1911)

was an Ingenious but speculative work In which he held that such phenomena
became more Intelligible If they were regarded as consequences of the
action of a vital Impulse.

This Impulse works purposively to sustain

organisms In the short run, but does not pursue any final goal.

Finally,

It Is a "current of consciousness" which has found expression In human
Intelligence as a result of "a sudden leap fran animal to men'" (Bergson, H.
19 I I, p. r95 ) •

Bergson notwithstanding, the triumphant progress In the twentieth
century of a materialistic biology has almost completely eliminated
vitalistic notions and supernatural views of life.
of ages has been reversed;

Thus the situation

It now seems Implausible to maintain that

-
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the vital functions of living organisms are different In kind from
che~lcal

and ultImately physIcal processes.

Therefore, In the

attempt to demonstrate that something other than

-

~atter

-

Is on MInd, rather than life, that those opposed to
now re Iy.

exists, It

~terlallsm

In addition, sInce Einstein has related energy and

matter, the extreme materialistic position has been weakened, but
the basic tenets are stl II

Intac~as

energy together wIth matter

can be quantified.

The last great physIologIst of the 19th century agreed wIth the
above view and Introduced Instrumentation (the kymograph) to measure
and record physIological phenomena for permenent re60rd (the graphic
method).

Descendents of both the Instrument and method are absolutely

necessary to produce work of quality In any psychophysiology laboratory
In the world today (Verworn, 1899;
was Karl Friedrich
dIscIpline.

\~llhelm

Franklin, 1947).

He, of course,

Ludwig (1816-1895), a true master of hIs

Ludwig's primary Interest was In the physiology of

cIrculation but hIs abilIty as a teacher was so effective that he came
to

do~lnate

European physiology In the latter portion of the 19th

century (Castlglfonl, 1947).

E.F.Adolph .(1968).cttes his wOrk wltb E.von

eyon (Pavlov's future teacher) as being one of t1'te seven greet discoveries
in the physiological regulation of bodily processes.

More specifically

It concerned the Influence of the nervous system In regulating heert
rate and arterial blood pressure.

Von eyon soOn won the annual prize

In experimental physIology from the Paris Academy for Science (1868),
Claude Bernard presiding.

Ludwig achieved greater Influence through

his students who are too numerous to mention here except the most
notable, BowdItch, Kronecker, Stirling, von Kries, Burdon Sanderson,
Sechenov, Pavlov and Gaskell (Boring, 1950;

Gaskell, 19(5),
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PLA TE IV

Ivan M ichai lovi h 'cchcnov ( 1829- 19°5)
First of th e g rea l Russia n physiolog ist and a pio ll e r in tud ie
elec trica l :1ctivi ty or th spina l co rd a nd mt'd ulla .

or the

( Fro/ll IIIf /Jorlm il ~ 1' Rf/)ill ;11 Iht T rtlJ'nkOl' r;nllf'..Y. "'nrro/I')

FIG. 34

from Brazier, 1968, facing p.6S.
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Henry Bowditch did research on heart muscle (discovering the
all-or-none phenomena), established physiology at Harvard UniversIty
and was the teacher of Walter Cannon and Harvey Cushing
Thomson, E.H., 1950).

(Magoun,(~!~i

Karl Hugo Kronecker also worked wIth von

Helmholtz and Du Bols-Reymond, and was Interested In -muscle fatigue.

He

demonstrated that heart muscle doesn't tetanize, and dfscovered. with
WI I Ilam

Stlrlln~

ofogyto Harvey

the refractory phase of the heart.-

CUshln~

He also taught physl-

(Cushing was the first American to achieve

International pre-eminence as a neurosurgeon and was a close colleague
of C.S. Sherrlngton and J.F. Fulton) (Castlgllonl, 1947;

Thomson, 1950).

Johannes von Krles worked with von Helmholtz and published mainly In
the field

of sensory physiology (vision) relating rods with night sight

and cones with day vision (Boring, 1950).
with

Pag~

J. S. Burdon Sanderson,-together

measured the electrical nature of the heart {work that culmi-

nated with that of Elnthoven)and succeeded to the first chair of
physiology In Great Britain et University Col.lege, London in 1874 (Franklin,
1947).

Whilst this work was Important for an understand of psycho-

physiology, that of Sechenov Is of more direct significance to us.

tvan M. Sechenov (1829-1905) was another Important figure who
made great use of the reflex arc.
of Russian reflexology"

(He~rnsteln

He has bee~ noted a. ~he father

and Boring, 1965, p.308) as wei I as

the founder of Russian neurophysiology (Brazier, 1959).
extensive education, studying under
physiology:

~~ul

t~e

He had an

giants of Western European

ler, Bernard and Ludwig, not to mention von Helmholtz

and Du Bols-Reymond.

His most Important publication, Reflexes of the

Brain (1863) aroused the disapproval of the Csarlst authorities and was
not fully

appreciated In the West until well Into the 20th century.

In this work, Sechenov

expan~ed

the concept of the reflex to encompass

all movement, voluntary and Involuntary as well as psychological

- 105 processes as complex as thinking.
work
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Indeed the original title of his

"An Attempt Phys I0 log Ica II y to Exp Ia In the Orl gin of Psych Ica I

Phenomena" and In It Sechenov presented a strong materialistic point of
view.

Thus he was the focus of much criticism In mid-nineteenth

century Russia although Pavlov was later to call his Reflexes of the
s

Brain "a sublime achievement of Russian science" <Brazier 1959, p.145).

For us Sechenov's experimental evidence that the central nervous
system could Inhibit the motion of the skeletal musculature In
decapitated animals (frogs) Is Important (Sechenov, I.M. 1965).
Before him, the conventional view lYas -that the 'will' controlled the
movement of skeletal muscles.

In addition"earlier work on inhibition

of responses was at the perlphery;'- for example, Weber's demonstratIon
that stimulation of the vagus nerve Inhibited heartbeat (1849), and
Rosenthal's sectioning of the same nerve
resp I rat Ion (1864)..

resultl~

In the slowing of

However. Sechenov focused on the centra I-aspects of

Inhibition (Sechenov, 1965).

In Sechenov's scheme Involuntary responses could be excited
(containing an emotional Ingredient) or Inhibited or could be 'reflexes'
such as those exhibited by decapitated animals.

Voluntary responses

received a lengthy dlscuss'lon, but· their . hallmarks, among other criteria,
were; the absence of 'perceptible sensory excitation' and the fact that
such responses were 'always conscious'.

He was

un~lttlng

In his

application of the reflex arc concept, which In the final analysis led
him to maintain that thinking Itself was the total Inhibition of the
motor component of the arc, whereas wll led action lacked the sensory
component (Sechenov, 1965).
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The Implications of Sechenov's Ideas are viewed as another
anticipation of Pavlov's "conditioned ref lex".

tndeed Sachenov had a

profound Influence on Pavlov and all of Russian physiology.

~t>reover

he formulated his doctrine of nervous system activity In such a way as
to anticipate both Pavlovian and Sherrlngtonlan views that such activity
reflected the balance of excitation and Inhibition.
The Spinal Soul
In order to draw upon the scientific pregnancy of the 19th century
a little repetition must be permitted.

~/hlle

t-1u Iler, Bernard and

Ludwig were m~dlng physiology on a grand scale, many other lesser
lights were struggling with what the new advancements In the knowledge
of the nervous system and Its Interrelationship with the other systems
of the body, meant to the developing new psychology.

For example, a

direct consequence of the work of Marshal I Hal I was an Intense Interest
In the functions of the spinal cord.

An extension of this fascination

preCipitated the so-cal led Pfluger-Lotze Controversy.

This debate

reflected the di lemma that many In the European Intellectual community
perceived to confront them.

Eduard Pfluger CI829-19I(H, a phYSiologist, represented the position
which assumed that every function of the nervous system was part of
the mind, therefore, how could reflexes, which were under the control
of the nervous system, be looked upon as being

unoonsclous~

On the

other hand, Rodolph Lotze (1817-1881), a man of more phi losophlcal
and religious learnings, postulated that the spinal cord was unconsciousness, that the brain was the only "organ of consciousness" and that
the apparent purposefulness of 'spinal' animals was due to the plastiCity
of the nervous system (Boring, 1950).

Today this controversy Is looked

upon as a 'pseudo-problem' and often neglected.

For example, G. Stanley
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Hal I (1924) In his lengthy treatment of Lotze, does not even mention
Pfluger's name.

Nonetheless, at that time (mid 19th century> It was

the confluence of many streams of thought that gave rise to muchneeded

experl~ntal

research.

The Immediate problem revolved around the concept of collating
'sensation' with 'consciousness';

the circumscription of the latter

and the degree to which consciousness Influenced reflexes, particularly
spinal ones.

~1uch

of the experimental evidence which led the debate

Involved the apparent 'purposive' behaviour of decapitated animals In
response to external stimuli.

The net result was confusion concerning

the function of different parts of the nervous system.

The question

concerned whether consciousness and volition· were only In the brain or
whether they were also located In the spinal cord.

(Brazl~r,

1959).

Philosophers, physiologists and future psychologists entered the
fray e.g. Lewes, Gotz, Ferrier, Maudsley, Foster and Sherrlngton, to
name a few.

Further, this controversy, which lasted Into the 20th

century, Illustrated the great Importance to psychology of findings
that can be considered strictly physiological In nature.
of neural activity Independent of the brain;

The discovery

Involuntary, seemingly

machine-like and yet purpoSive, presented a real challenge for any
psychological theory.

In fact, the general elucidation, since the

19th century,.of the varieties of reflex mechanism, together with the
turn of the century findings of Pavlov and his 'conditioned reflex'
has demonstrated how far specific forms of conscious activity proceed
from the Integrated autonomic Interplay of the central nervous system.

-
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Charles Scott Sherrlngton dIscussed thIs Issue In the openIng
statement of hIs seventh SIllIman lecture:
"It Is, of course, as ImpossIble to dIsprove as to prove
that psychical events accompany, or that they do not
accompany, the nervous reactIons of the 'spinal'
animal.
It Is SignIficant, however, that the best
~nown controversy (Pfluger, Lotze) as to the
psychical powers of the spInal cord, occurred
prIor to the advent of DarwInIan theory of evolutIon.
This latter suggests how purposIve neural mechanisms
may arise.
It furnIshes a key to the genesIs and
deve lopment of adapted react Ions and among these
latter, reflexes".
(Sherrlngton, 1947, p.236).

Indeed a decisive elemantln the acceptance of the mechanistIc vIew
of the human beIng was DarwInIan bIology and the new orIentatIons that
It provoked In psychology.

The Idea that man had evolved from simpler

life forms perceptIvely weakened any presumptIon that postulated man as
a spIrItual creature wIth a transcendent nature (lowry, 1971).
Although thIs posItIon was achIeved only after great difficulty, onoe
estab I I shed, It permitted all human charecterl stlcs to be vIewed as
natural phenomena open to natural explanation.

Thus the contInUity,

established by Darwin, between man and other anImal species was an
Invitation to Interested parties to study humans by the same behavlourel
criterIa that were to be used In the study of anImals (Schultz, 1972).
This Intellectual Impetus would be of great use to Pavlov and ThorndIke
In developing laboratory procedures to study anImal behavIour that
directly or IndIrectly has dominated the experImental psychology of
learning to the present day.

Thus, the Image of man was In a state of transItIon.

It goes

wIthout saying that the concepts of conscIousness and unconsciousness
had usually been closely bound to the concepts of voluntary and
Involuntary respectively and It was during this era that the clarIfIcation
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FlO. 34. Gustav Fritsch and Edouard Hitzig. (Photographs
reproduced by kind permission of Dr. A. E. Walker, for whom
Professor Stender of Berlin obtained the picture of Hitzig.)

FlO •• 31. Goltz and one of his decortica te dogs. (Studio portraits of man and dog are reproduced
here by th e kind permission of Dr. Paul Dell.)

FIG . 3$
from Brazier, 1959, top p.48;
bottom p. 46 .

- 110 of the neural substrates of such functioning came under vigorous
experimental attack.

This came about due to the gnowlng expertise

of the researchers In the methods which they used.

These Included

ablation (old) and the electrical stimulation of nervous tissue (new).
ThIs area of special Interest has been cal led 'localizatIon of functIon'
wIthin the nervous system and the major obstacle to progress area was
the skill of the researcher.
localisation of Function
Apparently one of the better earlier surgeons was Pierre Flourens
(1794-1867) who was Professor of Comparative Anatomy at Paris.

He

was able to keep his decorticated pigeons alIve longer than most others
and concluded that the nervous system could be broadly dIfferentiated
functionally;

the cerebrum was responsible for volItion,

perc~ptlon,

sensation and Intellectual functions, the cerebellUm co-ordlnated
muscular movement, while the medulla was concerned with visceral
functions.

In addition the medulla "orders the sensations before they

are perceived, to bring together the volitions before they are
In movement" (Boring, 1950, p.62-63).

e~ecutlved

Flouren's work on the cerebral

cortex led him to conclude that, at least as far as volition and
Inte Illgence are concemed, the structure was 'equipotential', thus
anti cl patlng Lash ley by a century (rt zard,

B.~.

1959).

The ':lIKIul po-

tential Ity' refers to the ability of any Intect cortlcar area to perform
the functions of other parts of the cortex.

This concept went Into abeyance In the mId-century but was
resurrected by Friedrich Leopold Goltz (1834-1902) who was by far the
most accomplished of those who represented thIs poInt of view (Brett,
1965).

The surgical ski II of Goltz, who was Professor of Physiology

at Strasburg and a pupl I of von Helmholtz, was confirmed by his dogs
living fnom several weeks to many months after beIng deoortlcated.
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They were not very spontaneous, but they dId react to stImulatIon
(Fearing, 1964).

HIs theoretical bIas notwIthstandIng, he described

'sham rage' In animals wIth frontal lobe lesIons and diminished
spontaneIty In those with posterior ones, as well as concedIng a
clearly defined visual area (Esper, 1964).

In addition

to the experimental studIes of Flourens and Goltz,

clInical evIdence also began to accumulate support for the concept
that speech was cerebra Ily contro lied.

Th I s concerned c II n I ca I

syndromes called aphasIas "diffIculties In Ideational elaboratIon of
speech as dIstInguished from defective verbal artIculations" (Ranfleld,
W., and Roberts, L., 1959, p.198).

An an9a was found In the posterIor

portion of the frontal lobe of the left hemisphere by Paul Broca (Broca's
area) whl Ie another was Identified In the fIrst and second convolutIon
of the temporal lobe (seme hemisphere) by Karl wernIcke (Wernicke's area)
(Penfield and Roberts, 1959).

The Importance of thIs work lay In the

Implication that If there were areas devoted to such complex behaviours
as speech, then maybe other areas could be discovered which would
subserve other behaviours.

Another clinicIan subscribing to thIs thesis was the English
neurologIst John Hughllngs Jackson (1835-1911).

He was maInly

concerned with epilepsy ceused by traumatIc InJuryJ a type that became
known as JacksonIan epIlepsy.

Somewhat Influenced by the evolutionary

phIlosophy of Herbert Spencer, Jackson sunmlsed fnom clInIcal observatIon, that the nervous system was arr8nged In a hler8rchlcal fashIon
and that vo I untary movement proceeded f ran the cen9br81 cortex (Young,
R.M. 1970).
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Jackson divided his hierarchy Into three broad divisions.

The 'lowest'

section governed movement whose form was considered the least complicated.
structurally this Involved, not surprisingly, the spinal cord and the
medulla oblongata.

His second or 'middle' division Involved the pre-

central gyrus or motor cortex, and lastly the frontal cortex was viewed
as the repository of the highest and most distinctly human Intellectual
capacities, and an area which elaborated movement.(Jackson, J.H., 1873).
However, since Hebb's criticism, this argument has been greatly
weakened (Hebb, D.O., 1945).

Nonetheless, dramatic support for Jackson's clinical studies came
In 1870 with publications by Gustav Fritsch (1838-1891) and Edouard
Hitzlg (1838-1907).

Their results revolutIonized concepts of brain

function and directly challenged the view of Flourensand Goltz.

By

electrically stimulating the cortex of dogs they elicited leg movements
on the opposite side of the body, thus simultaneously demonstrating the
cortex to be electrIcally excitable and Identifying what Is now celled
the motor cortex.

Soon after the publication of Fritsch and Hltzlg, David Ferrier
(1843-1928) greatly refined the location of focal points on the 'motor
strip' In the cerebral cortex of vertebrates, particularly monkeys •.
Sherrlngton, In his Royal SocIety Obituary for Ferrier, states that:
"He established the localizatIon of the motor cortex
very much as we know It, ••••• He pointed out that
I ts extent was greater and Its character more data I led
In the ape than In any of the types less near to men.
He showed that Its focal movements were obtaInable with
such definitIon and preCision that 'the experimenter
can predict with certainty the results of (electrIcal)
stimulation of a given region'."
(Sherrlngton, 1928, p.vlll)
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Flc. 2.1. Fritsch nnu Hitzig's (1870) historic map of g:llvanic stimulation of the dog's
brain. A, 'Ccntre for the neck muscles'; -1-', 'centre for the extensors and adductors of
the forelimb'; +, 'centres for the flexion anu rotMion of the limb'; #, 'centre for the
hind Jeg' :(), 'facial' . 'We did not oJways succeed in setting the neck muscles in action .•.•
The muscles of the back, tail and abdomen we have often enough excited to contraction
from points lying between those marked, but no circumscribed point from which they
could be individually stimulated could be SIItisfactorily detennined. The whole of the
convexity lying behind the facial centre we found absolutely unexcitable, even with
altogether dispropnrtiona te intensity of current.' (Da\'id Ferrier's translation.)

Flc. 2.3. 'Motor zone' of monkey's brain: dorsolateral aspect (left) and medial aspect
(right), based on the experiments of Victor Horsley with C. E. Beevor and E. A. Sch5fer
(Schafer, 1900).

FIG. 36
from PhiLlips, C.G. and Port er, R.,
1977, top p.23; bottom p.28.
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FIC. 2.2. A. David Ferrier's historic mllp of faradic stimulation of the monkey's brain
(1875). I, 'The opposite hind limb is advnnced liS in WIlking ••• .' 2, 'Flexion with outward'
rotntion of the thigh, roution inwards of the leg, with flexion of the toes-the action being
such liS is seen when II monkey makes a grasping movement, or Icratches its chest or
abdomen with its foot •••• The action is similar to that caused by stimulation of the cixth
lumbar root of the crural plexus .•• .' 3, ru for 1 and 2-'ln some cases also the tail is
moved. I have not been able to dissociate the movements of the tail from those of the
trunk lind hind limb.' 4, 'The opposite IIrm is IIdducted, extended, and retracted, the hand
pronated ••• almost exactly in the same way as occurs on Itimulation of the seventh
cervical root of the brachial plc.'Cus ••. if the hand were the fixed point ••• would .•. raise
the body upwards lind forwnrds, as in climbing a trapeze.' 5, 'Extension forw ards of the
opposite arm, as if the animnl tried to rench or touch something in front'. a, b, c, d,
'Clenching of the fist. With slight stimulation the action begins in the thumb and index
finger, followed on longer stimulntion by flexion of all the fingers and firm clenching of
the fist. With the closure of the fist is associated the synergic action of the extensors of the
wrist and fingers, but centres for the individuBl flexors and extensors could not be differentiated.' 6, 'Flexion and supination of the forearm-the completed action bringing the
hand up to the mouth. The movement is essentially the Sl1me as that which occurs on
stimulntion of the sixth cervical root of the brachinl plexus.' 7, 'Retraction and elevntion
of the angle of the mouth.' 8, 'Elevntion of the ala of the nose and upper lip.' 9 and 10,
'Opening of the mouth, with protrusion (9) lind retraction (10) of the tongue.' II, 'Retraction of the angle of the mouth.' 12, 'The eyes open widely, the pupils dilate, lind head and
eyes tum to the opposite side.' 13 and 13', 'The eyes move to opposite side, with on
upward' (13) 'or downward devint:on' (13') ••• 'Sometimes the hud turns with the eyes.'
14, 'Pricking of the opposi te enr, hend and eyes tum to the opposite side, pupils dilate
widely.' IS, 'On the anterior and inner aspect of the uncinate gyrus .•• Torsion of the
lip and cemiclosure of the nostril on the same side, as when the interior of the nostril is
irritated by lome pungent odour.' At lower extremity of middle tempo rosphenoidal
convolution: 'movements of th e tongue, cheek pouches andjawI ••• very like those which
arc characteristic of tasting' .
D. Ferrier'l map of the dOG'S brain. The numbers refers to responses resembling those
recorded by the came numbers in the monkey m l p. 'They do not pretend to indicate more
than Ipproximate ph)'siolocical homologies, certain individual peculiarities being observable in different anim:lls which scarcely admit of atrict comparison with each other.'
(Ferrier, 1876.)
C. Ferrier's (1876) transrcr or his monkey centres to an outline of the humnn brain.

FIG_ 37

from PhiLlips and Porter, 1977, pp_24/2S.
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Figure 144

t>

In the field of cyto-architectonics Korbinian Brodmann
(1868- 1918) was one of Campbell's German counterparts(4l) and their Investigations, although carried out
independently, are essentially in agreement. Brodmann
carried the parceliation of the cortex further and was more
concerned with comparative studies of the mammalian
cortex; his work forms the basis of this modern science.

FIG. 39

from Clarke and Dewhurst, 1972, p.121.
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Ferrier also ablated dIscrete areas of the motor cortex which results In
either paralysIs of a sIngle 11mb (monoplegia) or an entire side of
the body (heMIplegia) dependIng on the extent of the lesion (Sherrlngton,
1928) •

Fancher (1979) claims that these ablations prevented voluntary
11mb movements but a 1,50 states that the affected 11mb could respond'to
sttmuletton..

In doIng so, he was following Ferrier's own lead.

Ferrier agreed with Lotze that consciousness and volition were
subserved by the cerebral hemIspheres and that the adaptive reactions
of the spinal cord did not connote consciousness.

Thus, Involuntary

and unconscIous movement was assocIated wIth the 'lower ganglIa'.
However It was not strictly machlne-.IIke In the sense of being uniform
and unchangeable, "but rather a mode of reaction which varies with the
IntensIty of stimulation and the vital conditions of the organism."
(Fearing, 1964, p.173-174).

Ferrier's views received wide acceptance because his animals were
able to survive the operations, lIke those of Flourens and Goltz whose
opInIons he eclipsed.

Indeed, CaJal was deeply Impressed by Ferrier's

surgical dexterity, especially In the way In which he controlled the
loss of blood (Cannon, D.F., 1949).

The work of Flourens, Goltz, Broca,

~Jemlcke,

Jeckson, Fritsch',

Hltzlg and Ferrier among others had sIgnIficant cllnlcel overtones.
The reason be I ng that I f there were c I rumscrl bed cerebra I areas
representing specific neurological functions then lesions could be
localized In corresponding regions by means of their clinical
man I festatl ens.

Th Is type of research was necessary for the Important

- 118 fIeld of brain surgery to develop, although It should be saId that
the electrical stimulation studies performed on the cerebrum of humans
between 1874 and 1914, often yielded equivocal results at best (Scarff,
J. E., 1940J.

However, the mounting evidence was such that It led Victor Horsley
(1857-1916) of the University College Hospital, London, to perform
surgery on the cerebral cortex In man as early as 1886.

These early

attempts, as wei I as his experimental work with Charles Beevor, have
resu Ited In Hors ley "beIng ca lied the founder of neurosurgery" <Thomson,
1950, p.194-195).

The Beevor-Horsley studies extended the work of

Ferrier, wIth the subjects beIng monkeys and orangCtangs.

These led

to "the description of the pre-central gyrus as predanlnantly motor In
function and the post-central as sensory" (Brazier, 1959, p.48).
Horsley also worked wIth Robert Henry Clarke at University College, London.
Clarke had developed a stereotaxic Instrument to study the cerebellum
of animal brains.

This Instrument al lowed an animal's head to be

Immobilized within a three-dimensional metal frame.

There are metric

calibrations along each dimension of the frame with adjustment screws to
make possible movement In each direction.

Thus, any poInt within an

anImal's braIn can be precisely located.

stephen Walter Ranson would

make this Instrument an absolute necessity In the study of the structure
and function of the nervous system, In the United States.

After FerrIer and Horsley and Beevor, a third British series of
experiments on cortIcal localIzatIon, especIally of motor activity,
came from the Cambridge School of Physiology.

These were conducted

by C.S. Sherrlngton (1857-1952) and A.S.F. Grunbaum (1869-1921) In the
opening decade of the 20th century.

Sherrlnpton thought that these

studies confirmed the earlier work of Hltzlg, I.e. that the 'motor cortex'
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1947).

Thus, their work was used by others as a basIs for the

opInion that there was a pre-central motor mechanIsm whIch was
Independent of post-central particIpatIon (PenfIeld, W. and Rasmussen,
T., 1950).

~bwever,

Sherrlngton clearly warned that:

"Our examinatIon of the anthropoid braIns
we have worked through, convinces us that
not only do the fissures of the frontal
regIon not mark any physIologIcal boundaries,
but that they are not closely reliable even
as landmarks of the functional topography."
(Sherrlngton, 1947, p.276).
Sherrlngton's warning as to function, notwithstanding, anatomists
meanwhl Ie were dIscovering great varIety In the structure of the
components which make up the nervous system.

~/hlle

distinguished physicians and physiologists were attempting

to determine the function of the nervous system, the anatomists were
IncreasIngly IdentifyIng and classIfyIng Its structure.

Many competent

workers particIpated In this enterprIse, but only two shall be mentioned
here because of their overshadowing importance.
widely recognized and

they~Jointly

and Physiology in 1906.

received

~

Their contributions were
Nobel Prize for Medicine

It was Camillo Goigi (1843-1926) who app lied

the chrome-sliver-nitrate stain (the Goigi Stain) to the central nervous
system.

Although this stain did not Impregnate every cell (If It did,

It would be useless due to the high cel I densIty of the CNS), the ones
that were coloured could be seen with unprecedented clarity and detal I.
It was In the hands of Santiago Ramon y CaJal (1852-1934) that an
Improvement on this staIning technique showed Its true potential.

'It

was C8Jal's meticulous exploration of almost the entire nervous system
that formed the sound and yet unchallenged view that It was composed of
Innumerable Individual cells, now called neuronas (Cestlgllonl, 1947;
Boring, 1950).

- 120 The work of Ramon y CaJal has been the cornerstone of all modern
thinkIng on the structure and function of the nervous system.

Through

his perseverence he was able to use the Goigi StaIn where others had
fai led and he presented his results to the Genman Anatomical SOCiety
in Berl In In 1889.
~!a

Among those present were WI I he 1m HI s, WI Ihe 1m

Ideyer and most Important of a II AIbrecht von Ko III ker ° (Mu Iler' s

pupil).

The Iatter was "the eag Ie among the sparrows" and "knew more

about the microscopic structure of animal tissue than anyone who ever
Ilved."(Wllllams, 1954, p.129).

Before that conference the conventional wisdom among students of
the nervous system (Including Kelilker

himself) was the so-cal led

reticular 6r network theory, which had been promulgated by Joseph von
Gerlach.

This theory stated that nerve cells (gray matter) and nerve

fibres (white matter) were Independent but connected entItIes wIthin
Further, these fonmed physIcally Interconnected

the nervous system.

links which could conduct Impulses In any dIrectIon (Fearing, 1964°;
Cannon, 1949) •

In contrast, the

neuro~theory

maintained that the nervous system

was composed of Innumerable, Individually separate cells In a varIety of
sizes and shapes.

The nerve fibres were not separate unIts but extended

processes of the nerve cells and these cells were not actual contInuatIons
of one another but there was very close physical contact between them.
In other words, the nerve cel Is fonm close contiguity with one another
but not continUity.

They were separated by very small spaces.

ThIs

functional Junction between nerve cells was called a 'synapse' by
Sherrl ngton.

lot shou Id be added that WI Ihe 1m HI s and Auguste Fore I had

i

earller proposed a weak neurone theory but It lacked any clear mlcnoscopic observations and that Wilhelm Waldeyer's 1891 fonmulatlon was
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actually a summary of CaJaJ's work and nothing more <Cannon, 1949).

later CaJal was to give e summary of his own work In the 1894
Croonlan lecture.

\,/hlle In Englend he wes the personel guest of

Michael Foster and Charles Scott Sherrlngton end was brought Into
Intimate contact with the IncreasIngly Influential Cambridge School
of Physiology.

Further, he and Goigi were Jointly awarded the

1906 Nobel Prize for MedicIne and Physiology.
Kollicker, the most Influential histologist In

Incldentelly,
Eu~pe,

showed true

greatness by rejectIng the previously eccepted retlculer theory end
acceptIng the neuron doctrIne on the besls of elegantly presented
scIentIfic evidence..

However, Goigi never nose tG.the occasion

and defended the network concept to the last, even In his Nobel
acceptance speech.

Of course, CaJal's address presented evIdence

that the neurora doctrl ne rested on the strength of reseerch cepeb Ie
of maIntaIning It to the present day.

Sherrlngton In "A MemoIr of

Dr. CaJal" wrItes:
solved at a st~ke the greet questIon of the
dIrection of the nerve currents In their travel
through braIn and spInal cord. He showed, for
Instance, that each nerve peth Is always e line
of one-way traffic only, and that the direction
of that traffIc Is at all tImes Irreversibly the
same. The so-called nerve-network with unfixed
directIon of travel he swept eway".
(Sherrlngton, C.s .... 1949, p.)(II).

"He

In addition to the fundamental work of CaJal, other efforts also
addressed the struCtural-functional relationships within the nervous
system.

Many of these studies focused on man's most prominent

neurological feature - the cerebral cortex.

Therefore, In the attempt

to associate structure with function It was viewed as the most likely
area for the origin of voluntary acts.
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Among the fIrst to recognise regional structural differences
within the cerebral cortex was Theodore Meymert (1833-1892) (Brett, 1965).
He related thse structural differences with differences In function and

advanced an ear'! y "ee II u Iar" theory of memory In wh I ch "Each new
Impression meets a new, stl II vacant eel I" (luria, A.R., 1966, p.12).
He

was followed by Paul Emil Flechslg (1847-1929) who used the method

of myelogenesis to relate structure and function.

Myelogenesis

Involves the development of a fatty sheath around the axon of the nerve
ce I I.

He

observed the progress Ive appearance of mye II n I n the sub-

cortical white matter of human foetuses and Infants.
observations, he concluded that the cortex could

be

Based on these
divided Into regions

of projection subservlng sensory and motor functions and others of
'association' correlated with Intellectual activity.
that the

parleto-tempor~cclpltal

In this he thought

areas were most Important to cognitive

functions (Esper, 1964).

In addition to myelogenesis another method called architectonics
was used to study the representation of function In the cerebral cortex.
This approach concerns Itself with the microscopical study of the sizes
and shapes of nerve cells (cytoarchitectonics).

The pioneering work

done In this area was that of Campbell, Brcanann and the Vogts (Haymaker,
W. and Schiller, F., 1970).

A. Walter campbell In his Histological Studies of the localization
of Cerebral Function (1905) Identified dIstinct archltectonlcal regions
but was broadly conservative In his Interpretation of their function
(luria, 1966).

later Korblnlan Brodman (1868-1918) Independently of

Campbell, carried out comparative studies of the mammalian cortex
(Haymaker and Schiller, .1970).

. His mentors, Oskar and Oeelle Vogt,

carried the divisIons of the cerebral cortex to the almost obsessional

- 123 dimensions of the phrenologists by specifyIng more than a hundred
different areas In the brain of the long tall monkey (Haymaker, W., 1951).

Early In this field of research, there was e tendency, especially
with the Vogts, to consider each function es acting Independently of
one another.

As techniques have Improved there has been a deviation

from the Idea that very precise cortical areas subserved very specific
functions and that these functions could operate Independently.

Indeed,

those actions seemingly most human, such as learning and memory which
fonm Important links In the execution of voluntary action, have been
the ones most refractory to revealing an exact locus or structure which
would subserve them.

A later trend has been to view the nervous system

as an Integrating unit.

It processes InformatIon from the environment

and translates, In the case of humans at least, It Into thought and/or
action.

Sherrlngton had elegantly descrIbed the Integrative functions

of the nervous system as early as 1906.
NeurophysIological synthesIs:

Sherrlngton

Charles Scott Sherrlngton (1857-1952) received his higher education
at the cambridge School of Physiology which was established under the
directorship of Michael Foster.

ThIs greet Institution not only would

become central to significant advancements In physiology but In all
the biological sciences.

Some of these researchers would leave the

school to establish "Cambridge PhysIology" elsewhere In the world.
For example, H. Newell Martin became the first professor of biology at
the now (pre-em.1 nent) Amerl can Un Iverslty, Johns Hopkl ns, conti nulng
the superb effort begun at Cambridge.

In the cambridge School, wIth

help later on from Oxford, he made English biological sciences the
standard by which the rest of the world's biological sciences would be
measured.

(IncIdentally, Sherrlngton began hIs career at cambrIdge

and ended at Oxford with an extended sojourn at Liverpool).

That thIs

-
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Portrait by R . G . Eves. 1927. in th e She rrington Roo m .
Woodward Library. tlivcrsity of Briti h Columbi a

Portrait of C.S. Sherrington

FIG. 40 from EccLes, J.C. and Gibson, W.C.,
1979, facing titLe page.

- 125 trend continues today Is demonstrated by the factthar the Medical
Research CouncIl's Unit for the study of Molecular Basis of Biological
Systems has produced six Nobe:l Prizewinners In recent years.

Sherrlngton studied directly under Gaskel I and Langley, whose
work on the autonomic nervous system Is mentioned In

8

later chapter.

His first paper was published In collaboration with Langley and his
opinion concerning neurophysiology has become the most potent one of
the twentieth century.

Sherrlngton's greatest contribution was the

synthesis of a large body of data devoted to the structure and function
of the nervous system, especially the spinal cord.

His work, produced.

largely, but not entirely, around the turn of the century or soon
thereafter, has withstood, In large part, experimental assault
throughout this century.

For example, his The Integrative Action of

the Nervous System (1906) was so advanced for Its time that It required
little revision In the 1947 (5th) edition.

F.M.R. Walshe, In reviewing

the 1947 edition, compared Its Importance In physiology with that of
Newton's Mathematlcet PrincIples ·of Netural Pft'llosophy In plfYs'lcs (Welshe,
F.M.R., 1947).

Given Its Importance and the fact that the Ideas

presented therein have been In the main substantiated or modified rather
than overthrown, If wll' be often quoted when discussing his views on
the Influence of voluntary control of reflex responses.

This seminal work summarized such concepts as Integretlve' action
of the nervous system (pp. 308-353), the final common path (pp. 117-151),
pr~prlooeptlon

(p.I30, ppI32-135, pp.205-206, pp.335-344), and recIprocal

Innervation (Inhibition) (pp. 83-113, pp. 280-299) and throughout makes
great use of excitatory and Inhibitory states of central origin as
Sechenov and Pavlov had done.

.As Intimated .arlhar,. St1errlngton did

not avoid or Ignore the role of volitional control In the function of
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attempted to relate nervous system activity to. muscular movement.
He be I Ieved that "No expos Itl on of the I ntegrat I ve action of the

nervous system Is complete, even in outlIne, if this control Is
left without consideration" (Sherrl"gton, 1947, p.386).

Further,

when he addressed the problem of volition, he states:
"Pure ref lexes are adml rably adapted to certain
ends ••• theirs Is of Itself a machine-like
fatality ••• (but) the reactions of reflexarcs are controllable by mechanisms to whose
activity consciousness is adjunct.
By these
higher centers, this or that reflex can be
checked, or released, or modified in Its
action with such variety and seeming Independence
of external stimuli that the existence of a
spontaneous Internal process expressed as "wI I I"
Is the naive Inference drawn".
(Sherrlngton, 1947, pp. 385-386.
In addition he recognised that reflexes (involuntary responses) could,
with training, be, brought under voluntary control and that voluntary
responses could becane Involuntary, as wlttl over-Ieerned..motor responses.
Thus, Sherrlngton like other- rellereher-s, In the final analysis, did
not make the distinction between voluntery end Involuntary responses
clear or rigid.

Of great Interest to us Is the fact that Sherrlngton

repeats several times In so many words that whl Ie the control of
ref lexes I soften unconscious "consciousness I s adjunct to centers
whl ch exert the control" (Sherrlngton, 1947, p.387).

Inits gene ra I

form, this Idea has also arisen In the work of Penfield, Eccles and
Kornhuber.

Sherrlngton had matured during the hIghly InvIgorating Intellectual
debates that followed DarwIn's Introduction of a theory of evolution.
,At the sar'19 time there were struggles to define what science "Is" and
the methods that It should use.

In England the new psychology

(psycho-physiology) had great moral Impllcatlon\ for- It wes perceived
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that a scientific psychology (scientific at that time was viewed as
being synonymous with being mechanistic, reductlonlstlc, deterministic
and empirical) would directly conflict \o:Ith traditional concepts about
a self-moving agent which acted under the Influence of free-wi I I.
Henry Sldwlck of cambridge (1874) apparently stated the dilemma
clearly:
"The belief that events are detemlnately related.
to the state of things I~dlately preceding them
Is now held by al I competent thinkers In respect
to al I kinds of occurrences except hu~an volitions".
(Oaston, L., 1978, p.I93-194).
Scientific law, that Is, those propositions about specific sequences
of

rheno~na

that can be relied upon to the

causation, Is not a
Opinion ranged

fro~

sa~

degree as the law of

distinction applicable to human behaviour.
that of T.H. Green (Oxford) who believed that a

science of r'an was not possible, to Henry t.4audsley who advocated the
Im~dlate

sciences.

adopting by psychology of methods used In the other (natural)
Further, Maudsley accepted a "reflexive" explanation of

voluntary behaviour which was close to Sechenov's position.

This

meant adaptation of the empiriCist proposal of observation and
experlmenl as wei I as the use of the logical
and (to a lesser extent) deduction.

p~cesses

of Induction

Although John Stuart Mill had a

great deal to say about Inductive reasoning and scientific explanation,
as did

\~llllam

,··rhewe", they, along with other philosophers of science,

could not agree upon a Single methodo'opy that constitutes the
'scientific method' CDaston, L. , 1978).

Thus, rsychology was born as a separate discipline In an etmosphere tn which all science was seeklnr to clarify that which constituted
scientific evidence and method.

Hence durl n9 the nineteenth century

emerged the first generations of full-time

p~fesslonal

the term belnp Introduced by Whewel I In 1836.

scientists,
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the publication of the 9th edition of the Encyclopedia Britannica.
In It, James Ward presented his definition of a psychology that was
scientific and through It, eclipsed other current opinions.

J~mes

Ward (1843-1925) was InHuenced by the Idealistic philosophy of
Rudolf Lotze but also received physiological training under Carl Ludwig
and Michael Foster.
and

~~ntal

sc lent If Ic,
~ntal

Eventually he was elected to the Chair of Logic

Phi losophy at Cambridge (1897).

contended It must be emp I rl ca I, wh Ich meant studying

~/ard

event~

For psychology to be

with volition and self-consciousness being central to

his approach.

Psychology could not be, or use the methods of, the

natural sciences, It must define Its own subject matter and methods and
for him this neant phenomena and Introspection respectively.
gave Ward's view a dualistic slant.

This

Such a slant could have affected

Sherrington when he addressed mental events In his work.

But

Sherrlnr,ton did recognise the thorny problem which has always stunr.
the Interactional I st-dual 1st position that Is the problem of 'how'?

Sherrlngton presented a great deal of experimental data In which
the graphic method of Ludwig (I.e. the kymograph) was used with great
effect Iveness.

Usu~lly

he surgically Isolated the spinal cord from

the brain, thus producing a 'spinal' animal.

Drawing on his experl-

mente I efforts, he proposed that the reflex was the elemental unit of
behaviour and that all co-ordlnated forms of action were constructed
of these.

His view of reflexes was not the Cartesian mirror-like

reflection of activity but was

b~sed

on the concept of the reflex arc

(I.e. afferent Input, Interconnecting and Interconnected neurons and
efferent output).

Sherrlngtonlan reflexes could operate simultan-

eously (lecture V) or In sequence (lecture VI) and could serve
common purpose.

r~plex

8

behaviour was a compound of simpler 'allied'

- 129 and 'antagonistic' reflexes.

Further, a reflex reaction, even a

simple spinal one, was always a reaction conditioned by many reflex
arcs.

Thus a major problem In nervous co-ordlnatlon became the

compOunding together of reflexes (Sherrlngton, 1947).

In discussing the Interaction between reflexes, Sherrlngton put
forth one of his most Important principles concerning the Integrative
action of the nervous system, that of the 'final common path'.

In

this he maintains that reflex arcs, some allied, some antagonistic,
form Interconnected paths (neuronal Inter-connections) which may be
comnen to more than one ref lex arc and these I n tum must compete wi th
one another for access to the 'f Ina I comnon path', through wh Ich th Is
or that reflex achieves overt expression.

Moreover, he Includes the

'motor unit' (I.e. the motor neuron and the muscle fibres It Innervates)
as an extension of this terminal path.

Therefore by using the final

common path, different reflexes can Involve the same muscles with the
distinguishing feature of any given reflex being Its pattern of motor
neuron activity In space and time (Sherrlngton, 1947).

In Lecture VI Sherrlngton discussed the successive combination of
reflexes which was viewed as sequences of reflexes.

This was his

version of the 'chaining' of reflexes, which has been used throughout
the 20th century to account for long sequences of orderly movement
Illustrative of the Inverted "outward behaviour of an lme Is" (Sherrlngton,
1947, p.83).

Chaining of reflexes be

a major feature of theories

concerned with the experimental study of learning, e.g. those of
Pavlov, Hull and Skinner.

lete In his life Sherrlngton; published a broad 'philosophIcal'
work entitled Man on His Nature (1941) In which he covered meny of
the same topics he had addressed In the experimentally oriented
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ExphlUtion m~inly in text

s st:mds for scratch-receptor. ('J.ndjue extezuor 2nd flexor mwc1es of knee
respectively.

The final common path is therefore an instrument passive in the
hands of certain groups of reflex-paths. I have attempted to depict
this very simply in Fig. 44. There certain type-reflexes :lre indiated
by lines representing their p:Hhs. The firu.l common path (Fe)
selected is the motor neurone of the vasto-crureus of the dog or at.
Reflexes that act :lS • :illied reflexes' on Fe are represented as having
their terminals joined together next to the final common path. Reflexes
with excitatory effect ( +sign) are brought together on the left. those
with inhibitory ( - sign) on the right. Of the reflex pairs formed by
the two reflexes which two symmetriol receptive points. one right
md one left. yield in regard to the final common p:lth, one of the
pair only is represented, in order to simplify the diagram. To have a
further indication of the reflexes playing upon Fe, :ill that is required
is to add to the reflexes indicated in the diagram for Fe, a set of
reflexes similar to those given in the diagram for FC', for they must
be added if the remaining members of the right and left reBex pairs
from various parts of the body be taken into :lCcount. It is "noteworthy that in many instances the end-efI'ect of a spinal reflex
initiated from a surface point on one side is bilateral md takes effect at
symmetrical parts, but is opposite in kind at those two parts, e.g. is
inhibition at one of them, excitation at the other. Hence rcJIexes
initiated from points corresponding one with the other in the two
halves of the body are commonly antagonistic.

FIG . 41

from Sherrington, 1906, p.146.

Inteoratlve Action.
mind' at length.

- 131 In this later work he discussed 'recognisable
For him, 'recognisable mind' was a feature of complex

nervous systems and arose In close connection with motor behaviour.
Thus the voluntary act, as derived

fran~nd,

was tied to the motor act.

Therefore, mind and motor behaviour evolved together In a progressive
manner.
"The connexlon of the brain with mind seems
to rest on the organization of the brain,
and that organization Is ceil-organization.
An observer's only means of Inferring mind,
other than his own which he experiences not,
Is behaviour; motrlclty Is the behaviour
he can observe."
(Sherrlngton, C.S., 1955, p.217)

For him, the complexity of the brain could account for 'recognisable
ml nd'.

Sherrlngton seemed to advocate an 'emergent' theory of mental

development, although he did not use the word.

''Illen he takes 'a I I berty

with our subJect' he proposes two types of processes which Influence the
overt expression of behaviour, Intrinsic and extrinsic processes.

The

former arises 'Intrinsically' from the roof-brain (cerebrum) and are more
complex than the extrinsic processes that arise 'outside' from sensory
processes.

Normal motor behaviour Is a product of both Intrinsic and

extrinsic processes working In 'harmonious' concert.

However, these

processes can, at times, control motor behaviour Independently of one
another.

In this, when extrinsic processes act alone, the motor behaviour

Is reflexive, and when Intrinsic processes function In an Independent
manner the motor behaviour Is 'wll led' (Sherrlngton, 1955).

Moreover, for Sherrlngton, 'wi lied' behaviour was a culmination of
processes of attention which In tum was 'the climax of mantal Integration'.
He

drew a parallel between attention and a skilled act.

Attention waS to

'mental Integration' what ski lied motor behavtour was to 'motor Intagratton' (Sherrlngton, 1947).
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Nonetheless, when he expanded on the topic of the mind per se,
he stated:
for anything perception can compass, goes
therefore In our spatial world more ghostly than
a ghost.
Invisible, Intangible, It Is a thing
not even of outline; It Is not a 'thing'.
It
remains without sensual confirmation, and
remaIns wIthout It for ever."

'~Ind,

(Sherrlngton, 1955, p.264).
Despite the IntangibilIty of the mind, Sherrlngton Insisted there was
InteractIon between mental and physIcal events.

He noted:

" ••••• that In the sequence of events a step Is
reached where a physical sItuatIon In the brain
leads to a psychical, which however contains no
hInt of the braIn or any other bodIly part ••••
The supposition has to be, It would seem, two
continuous series of events, one physicochemical, the other psychical, and at times
InteractIon between them."
(Sherrlngton, 1947, p.xvll)

In closing with Sherrlngton we have the climax of 19th century
neurophysiology.

But a neurophysiology whose thinking ended In dualism.

A dualism which had not advanced conceptually In the 350 years since
Descartes and with the distinction between voluntary and Involuntary
responses drawn essentially along the lines of those proposed by him.
Therefore, although there has been an enonmous expansion In the knowledge
of the role of the central nervous system In the production of movement,
the Impact of this knowledge on the concepts by which man perceives
himself, was limited and vitalistic notions were stili very powerful.

Be this as It may, the 19th century witnessed a concerted re-emergence

of mechanistic doctrine.

This doctrine saw the body as an enormously

complex self-adaptive system which could be analysed as physico-chemical
processes but for which no faithful analogue among artificial machines
was available.

Therefore the mechanistic view afflnmed only that the
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dynamics of the organism could ultimately be governed by the same laws
that governed mechanical systems.

Nevertheless, both mechanistic and vitalistic views were presented
with the same problem;

how do mental events Influence physical events

and vi ce versa?

Sherrlngton's solution was the' liaison brain':
" In a I I those types of organ I sm In wh I ch the phys I ca I
and the psychical co-exist, each of the two achLeves
Its aim only by reason of a contact uti Ie between
them.
And this liaison can rank as the final and
supreme Integration completing Its Individual.
But
the prob'lem of how that I ialson Is effected remains
unsolved; It n;mBlns where Aristotle left It more
than 2,000 years ago."
(Sherrlngton, 1947, p.xlx).
One way to deal with the problem of "hOW" would be to Ignore It.

Indeed

this Is exactly what the powerful psychological movement of bebavlourlsm
did.

Launched In 1913 by J.B. Watson, this 'school' was an attempt to

circumvent the metaphysical Implications of 'mind'.
concept to be totally devoid of explanatory power.

Watson thought this
For him, If one

wished to understand the activities of animals, Including man, all one
had to do was to study the organism's response to stimuli, In other
words, Its behaviour.

In Europe, Including Great Britain, thIs vIed with two other
Influe~tlal

approaches, Gestalt Psychology and Ethology.

The former

emphasized the wholeness of experience focusing mainly on perceptional
problems, whilst the latter studied animal behaviour In a natural setting
and made Important discoveries concerning the Influence of genetics or
'Instincts' on behaviour.

In the United states, however, behaviourism

became the dominant force although It was not without Its Intennal
debates.

For example, Tolman, who was firmly In the behavlourlsts' camp,
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advocated a 'cognitive behaviourism' as close to Gestalt psychology
as behaviourism.

However, the events taking place In

physlology~nd

psychology did

not occur In Isolation as the advances taking place In physics would
demonstrate.
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CHAPTER 2

BehavIourIsm

The famIly of Ideas known as behavIourIsm emerged wIth great
promInence In the early 20th century.

However, Its basIc tenets

have been closely assocIated wIth materIalIsm, I.e. that mental
states can be Interpreted In terms of matter In motIon.

In Its

most general form, behavIourIsm has attempted to use laws and/or
theories to explaIn the behavIour of anImals and men.

However, It

should be poInted out that behavIourIsm Is so historically rooted In
such dIfferent concerns that It Is very dIfficult to put forth a
single account that reviews all Its forms.

Therefore an attempt wI II

be made to explore the two most InfluentIal types ofbehavlourlsm 'phi losophlcal and psychological

- and the effect that these have

had on the classifIcation of behaviours.

To begin, dOth century phIlosophy has been, In large part, a
revolt against 19th century metaphysics, particularly that of Hegel,
while 20th century psychological behaviourism has been a reaction
against the use of the method of "Introspection" to study mental events
whIch was stressed by the 'founder' of experimental psychology,
WIlhelm Wundt.

Therefore, we shall discuss behavlourlstlc thought as

ohllosophlcal behaviourism and psychological behaviourism.

These

forms have not developed Independently, but have Interected with, and
have been Influenced by, one another.
Is the conviction that 'behaviour'

I~,

Their sweeping, common element
or should be, of centrel Importance

In the study of human beings and other animals.

Although It may be

difficult to persuade the various types of behavlourlsts to drew the
compass of behavIour In the same manner, It Is not misleading to stete
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that the general thrust of behaviourism has been to restrict the
scope of 'behaviour' to those things which are overt, observable
and measurable;

therefore opening behaviour to experimental

manipulation and measurement.

This restriction Is maintained In

an effort to be scientific, even though the objective study of
behaviour always Involves a prior decision of some sort.

Thus It Is

difficult to know what behaviour 'Is' because at some point, a decision
must be made about what to observe and what to Ignore;
and what not to count.

what to count

Therefore, In the end, behevl ourl sm becaTl9s an

article of faith or a policy statement as much as e strictly Justified,
arguable thesis.

Nonetheless, behaviourism has advanced psychology,

both as a biological and experimental science, whl Ie In phi losophy It
has sharpened arguments concerning the separation of mental and
physical events (I.e. the mind-body problem).

Behaviourism Is one of the closest links psychology has with other
natural sciences.

It emulates, or appears to reflect, the science of

physics In stressing observation and experimentation.
true for phi losophlcel behaviourism than for
Nonetheless

we~shall

This Is less

psy~holQ9lcal

behaviourism.

treat the former first.

Philosophical behaviourism has been part of a larger movement In
phi 1050phy which sought to unify all the sciences, with the discipline
of physics being the final arbiter.

The proponents of this movement,

the logical positivists, were either educated In mathematics and physics
or deeply Impressed by the advances therein, particularly the relativity
theories of Albert Einstein.

Although logIcal positivism received

widespread support throughout the English-speakIng world, Its driving
force centred around the University of VIenna during the first decade
of the 20th century.

Its format Ion can be traced 10 the appol ntnant

of Mortlz Schlick to the chair of Philosophy of the Inductive Sciences
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Sch I I ck, educated under Max PI.anck and a persona I friend of
i

\

Einstein, was wei I-versed In phi losophy as well as physics.

In fact,

much more so than those whom he succeeded at Vienna, Ernst Mach and
Ludwig Boltzmann.

Among those attracted to Schlick were Rudolf Carnap,

Herbert Felgl, otto Neurath, Hans Hahn, and F. Walsmann, among others.
One who made his presente felt, although he did not attend the 'circle's'
meetings, was Ludwig Wlttgensteln (Joergensen, J., 1970).

The talented Schlick had a profound
through him,

~Jlttgensteln's

res~ct

for Wittgenstein and

y·tews recet.ved COAS'lderab'e-attentlon.

He called Wlttgensteln's Tractatus LoS I co-Phi losophlcus (1919) the
decisive publication In contemporary phi losophy.

Schlick and Wlttgensteln

were attempting to adapt to the bnoad Implications of Einstein's Theory
of Relativity and their writings reflect this concern.

Such concern was

also seen In phi losophlcal movements In Germany and Great Britain,
represented respectively by Hans Relchenback of the

~rlln

Society for

for Empirical Philosophy' and the analytical phi losophers, Bertrand
Russell and A.J. Ayer.

Schlick was on Intimate terms with EInstein

and Planck and Reichenbach wrote a paper whIch explIcItly addressed
"The Philosophical Significance of the Theory of Relativity" (ReIchenbach,
H., 1953).

The essay was an attack on Kantlan and Newtonian Ideas on

'absolute' space and/or time and closes with:
"It does not happen very often that physical systems
of such phi losophlcal signficance are presented to
us: Einstein's predecessor was Newton.
It Is a
prlvl lege of our generation that we have among us
a physicist whose work occupies the same rank as
that of the man who determined the phi losophy of
space and time for two centuries."
(Reichenbach, H., 1953, p.211)
Thus Reichenbach, and by extension, contemporary emplrlclstlc thinking,
views Einsteinian physics with a respect which parallels that of the
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Einstein's Special Theory of

~Iatlvlty

(1905) was the outcome of

his considerations of Clarke Maxwell's electromagnetic equations and
the repudlcatlon of the Newtonian conception of simultaneity.

These

concepts were basic to early 20th century physics' view of the universe,
the former was a brilliant

mathematical synthesis of electrical and

magnetic phenomena and the latter, an underlying assumption of the
~~wtonlan

view of space and time.

Einstein used Maxwell's equations

as the Impetus to a more comprehensive and accurate picture of the
universe than that of Newton (Einstein, A., 1953).

Besides his 'relativity' paper, he also published two other works
In 1905, one of which concerned a kinetic-molecular account of Brownian
Movement, whl Ie the other demonstrated the photo-electrlc effect and
specu Iated on the characterl stl cs of the photon.

Short Iy thereafter

he presented his best-known prinCiple, the mess equivalence of energy;
E· me 2•

Hence mass Is' condensed energy' and a sma I I amount of i_5S

Is equivalent to a large amount of energy.

For Einstein, It was largely

a matter of taste how one worded the relationship.

Thus, whether

(I) matter Is a form of energy, (II) metter Is energy, or (III) metter Is
destroyed and energy created, were equivalent statements.

Therefore

the principle of mass-energy equivalence united the 'Independent' laws of
the conservation of matter and the conservation of energy.

Although It

superce;ded them, It has nonetheless confirmed them (Bondi, H., 1964).

strictly speaking, Einstein's General Theory of Relativity (1916),
which dealt with the concept of graVitation, and vhich vas igno'red by the
'specl a I theory', was a methemetl cel expression of the behaviour of the
entire universe.

Therefore any experiment designed to test the

predictions of this theory could not be performed

~

strictly speeklng.

-
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However, 'approximate' experiments can, and have, been executed.

For

• the most part, these studies are concerned with the effects of gravity
on the propagation of electromagnetic radiation, particularly light as
well as the gravitational Interaction of closely adjacent massive bodies
such as a star and Its planetary system.

In this approximate sense the

theory of relativity has been partially continued.

For example, light

has been observed to be !bent' by the Intense gravitational field of a
star;

the advance of the perl-hellon of the planet Mercury around the

sun was accurately described, and frequency shifts In the wavelengths
light emitted by a massive body accounted for.

o~

Moreover, the I-atter

phenomenon also occurs In rapidly rotating objects (pulsars).

The key assumption In al I this was that the speed of light was
Invariant.

Of all 'things' that move, light Is the qUickest, but even

It has a finite, measurable, upper limit.

However, as one approaches

this upper limit the bizarre world of relativity becomes more obvious
and less commonsensical.
to one's velocity.

Time

dilates and matter contracts In proportion

Further mathematIcal development of Einstein's

equations by Schwartzchild described, perhaps the strangest physical
'object' of all;

the so-cal led 'black-holes'.

These are objects so massive that their gravItatIonal pull does
not permit even energetl c II ght to escape from thai r surfaces.

The term

'surface' may be out of place here, for the 'black hole' has an 'event
horizon', not a surface.

Since It does not emIt light, It Is InvisIble,

but can be seen as a 'black hole' superImposed on the star fIeld.
However, the most likely way of Identifying a black hole In contemporary
astronany Is not by visual confIrmatIon, but In the detectIon of Its
gravItational effects on the physIcal bodIes In the adjacent areas.
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Regardless of the exterior effects of Its gravity, It Is the
Interior effects that really strain the human Imagination:

here an

object with a mass several times larger than the sun, Is collapsed
Into singularity - singularity being a point with no physical dimensions
In the traditional sense, but nonetheless exhibiting enormous
gravl tatlona I 'tl da I forces'.

Ins I de··the event horl zon ·of

8

b lack hole

the laws of physics (Including relativistic physics) become altered In
an unknown and, Indeed, unknowable manner (Gribbin, J., 1983).

A simi lar condition has also arisen In the
Investigation.

mlc~-Ievel

of

Quantum theory attempts to describe the world of the

very, very sma I I and It, like relativity theory, has helped dissolve
the strict deterministic universe of Newton.

Instead of the deter-

minism of classical physiCS, modern physics offers a problematic
universe based on statistical laws.

Following von Helmholtz, Gibbs

and Boltzmann gave a mathematlcel treetment of the thermodynemlcs of
systems which Indicated that the concept of temperature wes en Index
of our lack of knowledge of

21

pertlculer system.

Thus "tempereture'

Is a phySical concept which can only be epplled to en object when our
knowledge of the object Is Incomplete" and "cen only be used meaningfully when the system Is not fully known and we wish to derive stetlstlcel
conclusions from our Incomplete knowledge" (Heisenberg, W., 1958, p.38).

Whl Ie, In thenmodynamlcs Incomplete knowledge must be teken Into
account, In quantum theory It Is essentlel.

This feeture Is most

forcefully brought forth by Heisenberg's 'uncertainty principle' which
states It Is "Imposs Ib Ie to describe slmu Iteneous Iy both the position
and the velocity of an etomlc pertlcle with eny prescribed degree of
eccurecy"(Helsenberg, 1958, p.39).
Is

The consequence of this principle

that the laws governing the behevlour of etoms must be fonnuleted es

statistical laws and In modern physics 'pure' detenmlnlsm hes been
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Hence It appears that limits are placed on our ability to

'understand' the universe around us.

However, for Heisenberg, the

'uncertainty principle' Indicated an Intrinsic randomness In the universe
and suggested that the act of observation Itself altered the experimental
results (Heisenberg, 1958).

Therefore developments In physics have cast attempts to deal with
the 'unknowable' mental phenomena In a different light.

If psychology

can be reduced to physics and physics uses stetlstlcal lews end
'uncertainty relations' to describe physical events, what of mental
events?

Under these circumstances mental states seem to enter the

class of events called 'Ignorablmus' by Eml Ie du Bois Raymond.accordlnp to Ou Bois Raymond, writing In the 1880s, 'Ignorablmus' was
a category of events which could not be explained by natural science,
mental events fel I Into this category (Pavlov, I.P., 1955, p.653).
Indeed, some 20th century psychologists have followed Du Bois Raymond's
lead and have used

Helsenbe~'s

uncertelnty principle to emphasize the

'unknown' qU'a l; ty of menta l' events as we II as phys i ca l events

<Sperry,

R., 1980).

Given this state of affairs In the scientific enterprise, certain
members of the phi losophlcel community ettempted to generate a stendard
which would clarify scientific statements and by which such statements
could be declared meaningful.

The result was the verification principle.

Under It, a statement can be classIfied as meaningful or meanIngless
dependIng on whether or not It Is verIfIable.

'~hls

vIew was then

summed up In the famous slogan that the meaning of a propositIon Is
Its method of verification" (Ayer, A.J., 1946, p.13.).
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For logical positivism, this meant either empirical or analytical
verification.

The former was to be based on 'sense data' while the

latter Indicated that verification was, at least, logically possible.
The aim was to produce statements that would have 'cognitive meaning',
that Is, statements which are true or false, or are a possible subject
of knowledge.

With the verification principle as their 'criterion of

meaning', the logical positivists hoped not only to demolish the
metaphysical edifice of traditional phi losophy, but to construct
propositions In such a way that there could be, In principle at least,
an answer to every question.

Therefore, If a question concerning a

particular problem Is stated In such a way that there is no answer which
can be formulated In the manner of a

capable of verification,

p~posltlon

then It Is a pseudo-problem, I.e. the ouestlon Isn't meaningful and
the problem Is not genuine.

Wlttgensteln, In hls Tractatus proposed

that:
"Most of the propositions and questions to be
found In phi losophlcal works are not false but
non-senslcal.
Consequently we cannot give
any answers to questions of this kind, but can
only establish that they are non-senslcal.
Most of the propositions and questions of
philosophers arise from our fal lure to understand the logic of our language."
(WI ttgenstel n,

l., 1969, p.37)

Wlttgensteln had, Immediately before, discussed the Interplay of logic,
language and thought, concluding that 'language disguised thought'
(Wlttgensteln, 1969, p.37).
as to produce clear thoughts.
can be thought clearly.
put clearly."

But language could
"Everythl ng

be

th~t

used In such a way

Can be thought lit a II

Everything that can be put Into words can be

(Wlttgensteln, 1969, p.5!).

Thus a significant contribution of logical positivism was to put
forth an empirical philosophy that formuillted
would al low anyone to distinguish

II

II

theory of meaning which

meenlngful sentence fnom

II

meenlngless
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This theory was directed with particular vigour toward the

'mind/body' Issue.

The positivists claimed that the mind/body problem, a fundamental
phi losophlcal Issue, was In reality, a pseudo-problem.

Moritz Schlick

addressed the subject directly In a paper discussing the relationship
between psychological and physical concepts.

He rejected the Cartesian

concept of two substances, the mental and the physical and asked "the
hanmless question of how, In general, we have come by our physical and
psychological concepts" (Schlick, M., 1949, p.393).

He then clarified

his view by maintaining that the 'mental' (mind) and the 'physical'
(body) are but "two different representational modes by which the data
of experience are ordered;

they are different ways 6f describing

rea II ty" (Sch II ck, 1949, p.403).

A.J. Ayer held simi lar views In his Language. Truth and Logic In
which he also rejected Cartesian psychophysical dualism.

He claimed

the mind/body problem was "fictitious" because It arose "out of the
senseless metaphysical conception of mind and metter or minds and
material things as 'substances' " (Ayer, 1946, p.124).

For us, these

discussions are of Import because volition (a mental event) and, by
extension, the voluntary response, Is subsumed, under 'mind', whereas
Involuntary responses are bodily events end are subsOOl8d under the 'body'
category.

The members of the 'Circle' solved (or thought they solvedt the
mind/body problem by collepslng the mental Into the physical.

The

Influential Rudolf Carnap did this by a variety of Interpretations.
Carnap thought that the language of mental events could be reformulated In the language of physical events.

Moreover, Carnep advocated

that psycho logy was a branch of phys Ics and proposed that "every sentence
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of psycho logy may be formu lated In
p. 165).

p~ys Ica I

language" (Camap,

R.,

1959

Further, he stated that:

" ••• the statements of an experl mente I subject ere not,
In principle, to be Interpreted differently from his
other voluntery end InvoluntBry movements though his
speech movements may, under favourable circumstances,
be regarded as especially Informative."
(Cemep, 1959, p.195).
Carnap argued that the movements of enlmels, the movement of the needle
of a voltmeter as well as the voluntary end Involuntery movements of
humans could, In prInciple, be studIed In the same menner.
"In ell these ceses, the Issuets basically the same:
from a specific physlcel sentence, other sentences
can be Inferred by a causel argument, I.e. with
the he Ip of genera I phys Ical formu lee - the so-celled
natucal laws."
(Cemep, 1959, p.155).

carnep's writings are one of the few references where voluntary and
Involuntary movements are mentioned explicitly by the positivIsts.

As

stated previously, these movements, end those of e voltmeter, could be
examined In a sImi lar menner.

Thus he held the same position that John

Wetson, the founder of psychologlcel behevlourlsm held, thet Is, psychology
Is ultImately physics.

However, en Importent point to remember Is that

Carnap and the other phi losophlcal behavlourlsts were prlmerl Iy concerned
with the logical analysis of lenguege - In this cese psychological
language - whIle psychologIcal behavlourlsts attempted to give a scientific
explanation of psychological phenomena.

The orientation of philosophical behaviourism and the related
notions of operationalism, physicalism, reductionism and the verIfIcatIon
prIncIple, heve reflected, In the 20th century, efforts to make psychology
a natural sctence.

A major thrust of logical positivism, with a

particularly strong impetus from otto Naurath, wes to unIfy !ll the

-

sciences and to give them all one langueg& - thet of physIcs.

Further,
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the logical positivists have occasionally altered their verifiability
theory of meaning.

For exa"l' Ie, Carl Hempel In "The log.lcal Analysl_s

of Psychology" argues that mentalistic terms, Instead of being totally
'reduced' to physical terms, can be viewed as a convenient short-hand
In the description of long and Involved material test conditions
(Hempel, e.G., 1949).

Furthennore, what has been ca lied ph I losoph I ca I

behaviourism Hempel has termed' logical behaviourism' as has Gustav
Bergmann.

Moreover:

"logical behaviourism does not Identify Itself either
with physiological nor with any molar behaviourism,
or with any special psychological theory at al I.
It does not offer anything but logical criteria and
formal methodological schemes and Is not able to take
sides between various theoretical approaches within a
science, provided that all these approaches comply
with Its purely formal requirements."
(Bergmann, G., 1953, p.628)

Thus logical positivism has adopted the view that meaningful
statements about the mind are only those which refer to Its outwardly
observable properties and can, therefore, be tested.
IOSlcal form of materialism has In turn

p~ted

This eplstemo-

a behavlourlstic

analysis of mind, the general effect of which has been to construe
'mentalistic' propositions as 'physicalistic'.

The discipline of

psychology also embraced a simi lar conceptual framework.

The adherents of psychological behaviourism draw heavily on the
theoretical reflections of the logical positivists and their conception
of science.

This Is especially so concerning the attempts to define

concepts by the method of observation.

That Is, certeln ranges of

concepts fall wlthlll the realisn.:of 'observation' and other concepts
are given meaning In terms of the observables, e.g. the wei I-known
'operational definition'.

A 'definition' which Is distinguished by

Its Insistence that the crucial data of behaviour theory must be
,""$urable.
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Psychological behaviourism has been an extension of phi losophlcal
behaviourism In that both attempt to use laws to explain the behaviour
of men and animals.

Phi losophlcel behaviourism was a reaction against,

and an alternative to, the psychophysical dualism of Descartes.
Descartes recognised both mental and physical states and conceived them
to be two causally unrelated substances.

The fonmer Is private, and

self-observation (Introspection) Is the only wayan Individual cen
ascertain one's own Internal (mental) state.

The latter, physical

states, are overt and pUblic, and can be discovered Independently of a
given Individual.

Behaviourism, phi losophlcal and psychological,

denl •• the 'two substance' position of Descartes.

One of the most Important 20th century criticisms of Descartes'
dualism has come from the Oxford philosopher, Gilbert Ryle.

Ryle has

been most noted for his so-called 'dogma of the ghost In the machine'
(Ryle, G., 1949).

In his The Concept of Mind (1949), he takes as his

central thesis, that Cartesian psychophysical dualism Is a 'category
mistake'.

This mistake occurs when somethIng Is taken to belong to a

different category from Its true one.

The dualism, Ryle maintains, Is

only the Illusion of mutuel Iy exclusive categories and for him, the
fal lure to understand this Is attributed to conceptual confusion.
Indeed, Ryle's writings have been a refinement of the view that philosophy
Is the activity of removing fundamental conceptual confusions by logical
and/or linguistic analysis.

The source of this confusion Is the propensity

to construe grammatical simi larltles and differences as Indicative of
logical similarities and differences.

Such a conception of phi losophy

Is simi lar to that of the Cambrldgelte, Ludwig Wlttgensteln.
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Unjustly, Ryle!s phi losophlcal argument can only be examined In
the briefest summary fashIon hare.

Essentially Ryle's discussIon

moves successIvely through various types of mental terms.

In each

case, he refutes what Is commonsensIcal to most of humanity, that Is,
that mental events exIst and that mental tenms are required to refer to
such events.

For Ryle, mental terms do not refer to mental events

but to 'dispositions to behave'.
terms become behavioural terms.

Therefore, In Rylets analysis, mental
Thus when we speak of mental and

physical (bodily) activIties, grammatIcal simi larltles mislead us Into
thinking that they are Independent and simultaneous events - the
category mistake.

Regardless of how successful one considers his attempt to
eliminate the mind/body problem as a fundamental phi losophlcal Issue,
The Concept of Mind Is a modern classic.

His effort has had Important

Implications for the distinction between the categories of voluntary and
Involuntary responses.

Ryle's opinions notwithstanding, psychological behaviourism has
received Its fullest expression In the experimental psychology of
learning In the 20th century.

Furthermore, the theories which have

been developed to account for learning are almost universally assoclatlonlstlc In nature.

The two great laboratory pnocedures - classical

and Instrumental conditioning - used to study learning experimentally,
'are explicitly assoclatlonlstlc.

This being the case, It Is felt that

a discussion of associationIsm would be In place at this time.

-
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Associationism

Associationism Is one of the most ancient and Important doctrines
stl II extant In psychology today.

Aristotle, In developing his theory

of knowledge, used It to explain how memories were fonmed and related.
His formulation of this doctrine embodied features which are now looked
upon as the three Primary Laws of Associationism. (Hernsteln, and Boring,
1965).

For Aristotle, events which coexisted - occurred together or

almost together In space and/or time
In the mind.

~

become 'connected' or associated

Such events were said to be contiguous and the principle

of contlsulty was the more Important element of Arlstotle's.assoclatlonlsm.
Of those events which are contiguous, the ones which were simi lar were
more easily and reliably connected.

Similarly, the connection between

events was enhanced, If the events were In conxrest to.one another.
Moreover, If contiguous events are repeatedly contiguous, the bond between
them Is strengthened. by the process of repetition (Rechlln, H., 1976).

Associationism became the vehicle by which experience seemingly
produced orderly change.
closely tied to

later, In the eighteenth century, It became

emplrlcls~,

In that each emphasized sensory experience

as the basis of knowledge acquisition.

In psychology, associationism

became a potent explanatory concept In the attempts to understand the
phenomena of learning.

This parelleled Its role In philosophy for It

was used with greet uti Iity by the British Emprlclsts In their attack,
led by John Locke, on the cartesian concept of Innete Ideas.

Howard Warren (1967) has written the most ocmprehenslve history of
the doctrine of Associationism In psychology and the following summary
draws on his acoount.

- 149 Locke, along with Thomas Hobbes who preceded him, and Hume, who
followed, were classified as 'precursor!=' by \'lZlrren because they used
'association psychology' to further their epistemological concerns.
Locke used the principles of assoclZltlonism to explain how IdeZls were
acquIred through experIence.

DavId Hume extended assoclZltlonlsm

to Include the fundamental concept of CZlusZlllty, the perception of
which, for him, was based upon observation and experience.

However,

it was with David Hartley that associationism assumed "the role of

psychological doctrine and school In GreZlt Britain" (Warren, H.C., 1967,
p.15).

It was HZlrtley who Zlttempted to Zlpply the principles of

Newtonian mechanics In a comprehensive menner to the physIology of the
nervous system.

With great Impetus from locke, Hume Zlnd Hartley Zlmong

others, assoclZltlonlsm received Its ful lest expression In the 19th century.

Early In the century (1820) ThomZls Brown (1778-1820) published his
secondary laws of Zlssoclatlon.
to associ ZIti on;

However he preferred the word 'suggestion'

ZI term which he hZld borrowed fnom Hobbes.

For him,

mentZlI phenomena were not unIted by associ ZIti on but were linked In ZI
successive fZlshlon.

Thus, one Idea suggested Zlnother successively

(Warren, 1967).

Brown accepted the prinCiples of contiguity, simi IZlrlty and contrast,
as the Primary Laws of AssoclZltlonlsm, and further postulZlted nine
secondary laws which he thou9ht could affect the development of, associations.
Brown's propositions are now recognised as the most canplete expression
of a doctrIne of associationism.

For this reeson his secondary laws of

association - or suggestion - are presented In theIr entirety.
was derived from the orIginal sourcesby Howard Warren (1967).

The list
Brown's

secondary laws were modifying conditions of the primary ones and purported
to explain why one association was formed Insteed of another.

They are
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as follows:
"I. The relative duration of the original sensations: "The
longer we dwell on obJ~cts, the more fully do we rely on
our future remembrance of them."
2. Their relative liveliness: '~he parts of a train appear
to be more closely and firmly associated as the original
fee II ngs have been more II ve Iy. "
3. Relative frequency: "The parts of any train are more
readily suggested In proportion as they have been more
frequently renewed."
4. Relative recency: "Events which happened a few hours
before are remembered when there Is a total forgetfulness
of what happened a few days before."
5. Their coexistence In the past with fewer. alternative
associates: "The song which we have never heard but from
on person can scarcely be heard again by us without
reca Illng that person to our memory."
6. Constitutional differences between Individuals modify the
primary laws: They give "greater proportional vigor to
one set of tendencies of suggestion than to another."
7. Variations I n the same Ind Ivi dual, "according to the varyl ng
emotIon of the hour."
8. "Temporary diversItIes of state," as In Intoxication, delirium,
or I I I-health."
9. Prior habits of life and thought - the Influence of Ingnound
tendencies upon any given Situation, however new or Irrelevant
the experience may be. "
(Warren, 1967, p.73)

Brown's views were not slgalflcantly Improved upon by those who
followed him, therefore his position Is viewed as one of classical
associ atlon I sm.

Importantly, his views were pursued, In general

out" ne, by the MI I Is.

They, I I ke Brown, did not perce I va, or did not

emphasize, links between physiology and psychology, as Hartly had done.

The MI I Is represent a pair of distinguished Intellects who produced
extensive writIngs on a variety of topics.

Their works are characterized

by exceptional logical rlgour which fall Into the pre-SCientific period of
psychology.

Although their relationship was father-son, there was a

- 151 sharp contrast between them concerning the doctrine of associationism.

James MI II (1773-1836), the elder, held that complex Ideas were
groups of simpler Ideas held together. In a mechanistic fashion by the
adhesive qualities of association.

Complex Ideas were compounds of

simple Ideas, but the whole did not exceed the sum of Its parts.

In

contrast, John stuart MI II (1806-1873) proposed a 'mental chemistry' In
which simple Ideas came together to form new 'compounds' or complex
Ideas.

Therefore complex Ideas were transformations of simple Ideas.

In other words, In his view, the whole exceeded the sum of Its parts and
complex Ideas were new entities.

Of further Importance was J.S. MI II's

recognition of the significance of attention In the acquisition of
voluntary movement (Warren, 1967).

This argument would be sharpened

Into the Important problem of discrimination by Baln.

Alexander Beln (1818-1903) was not only an aSSOCiationist, but a
strong empiricist as wei I.
did not blindly follow them.

He was deeply Influenced by the MI lis, but
unlike them, he abandoned Introspection

and Insisted that psychology should be a science based on observation
and experimentation, I.e. an empirical science.

Baln, like Hartley

before him, emphasized the role of the nervous system In mental
phenomena (Hermsteln and Boring, 1965).

However, despite his clear

recognition of the Importance of nervous system physiology, he took the
position of psychological para I lei Ism.

Baln's version of this position

resembles what Is now called 'double aspect"theory.

In this, the

mental and the physical are "as Individual twins" and thus "we have always
a two-sided course" (Hermsteln and Boring, 1965, p.544).

This 'course'

can be viewed as mind or matter and can be studied subjectively or
obJectively, respectively.
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Saln was a pivotal, albeit transitional, figure In psychology and
his Influence Is often underrated.

For eX8mple, his Mental and Moral

Science (1868) was a highly regarded textbook for almost half a century
In Great Britain.

Nor was Baln Ignored In America, for he anticipated

by several decades Thorndike's Law of Effect as well as trial and ernor
learning.

In general, his effort was an attempt to Integrate physiology

and psychology with special attention given to sensory physiology
(Esper, 1964).

Further, he extended the principles of associationism to new
problems of psychology, such as movement, habit and wi II.

He went on to

question how the sensations that are associated, reach the status of
"sensation" In the first place, as all sensations are not remembered or
associated.

Therefore, to explain the selection of those features of

the environment that became aSSOCiated, Beln raised the problem of
discrimination for the first time (Kimmel, H.O., 1976).

Saln's thought reflected the dominant features of the then current
psychological climate of opinion.

It was assoclatlonlstlc and empirical

and lAant towards parallelism of mental end physical events.

Furthermore

he was Interested In behaviour and emphasized the role of movement In
learning.

His advocacy of sensation giving rise to movement allowed

association I sm to become very Inf I uentlal I n the development of
physiological study of the nervous system, for It linked stimulus and
response.

this Is especially so cOncerning the "reflex arc" which was

being used to explain more and more behaviour untl I ultimately, with
Sechenov, al I behaviour was viewed as 'reflexes' Including thought.
This added energy to the trend of thought that considered the physiology
of reflexes (espeCially modifiable reflexes) end the psychology of learning
as one topic of research.

-
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Contemporaneously with Baln, Herbert Spencer (1820-1903) Introduced
his "synthetic philosophy".
Into psychology.

By this, he Introduced evolutionary thought

In this phi losophy, psychology was subsumed under the

science of biology, thus giving It the status of a natrual science.

He

further maintained that those who would be psychologists should give
special attention to the structure and function of the nervous system
(Warren, 1967).

Spencer's physiological approach to psychology was Influenced by
three great streams of thought;

(I) the theory of evolution, (II) the

concepts of differentiation and Integration which were developed In
embryology; and (III) associationism, particularly the principles of
contiguIty, simi larlty and repetition.

He wove these Ideas Into an

evolutionary fabrIc which he thought could cover al I states of beIng,
both mental and phYSical.

For Spencer, the process by which various parts of a complex
organism Interacted In a harmonious manner to enhance the organism's
adaptabl Ifty to the envlnonment, (I.e. Integr-tlon), waS the very essence
of evolution.

His 'evolutionary associationism' was the vehicle he

employed for propagating acceptance of the Lamarckian Idea of the
Inheritance of acquired characteristics.

Using the principle of

repetition, Spencer claimed that ontological experiences could achieve
phylogenetic dimensIons.

In other words, what would be a leerned

response In' an organism of one generation could become an Instinct In
another, descendent, organism.

Despite such a view, Spencer was known as 'our phIlosopher' by the
Darw I n I an camp.

Moreover,

he

he Ipad to Ieg I tim 158 the study of an Irna I

behavIour In which he emphasized the adaptive qualIties, both mental and
phYSical, or the organism and Its relationship with the environment (Schultz,
1969;

Boring, 1950).
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Mainly through the Influence of Spencer and Saln, assoclatlonlstlc
views entered psychology from Its very birth.

With the recognition of

the problem of learning and the expansion of experimentation, two
procedures developed that have dominated such Inquiry to the present
day_

These are, of course, Instrumental and classical conditioning.

The former emerged In America through the work of E.L. Thorndike, and
the latter was developed by I.P. Pavlov In Russia.

- 155 Classical Conditioning:

I.P. Pavlov

Classl'cal, respondent or Pavlovian conditioning was developed
by Ivan Petrovich Pavlov (1849-1936) as an outgnowth of an observation
In his laboratory during his work on digestion.

Pavlov, for his

efforts In digestion, became the first phYSiologist and the first
Russian to receive the Nobel Prize (1904).

The award-winning studies

were summarized In his The Work of the Disestive Glands (1897) and
were essentially a demonstration of 'unconditioned reflexes'.

Thus

Pavlov was wei I placed for the pursuit of research regarding the
relationship of the activity of the autonomic nervous system (A.N.S.'
and the various behavIours exhibited by the Internal (visceral' organs.
During his career-Pavlov and his associates studied every organ
Innervated by the A.N.S.

Pavlov ,hImself studied the cardiovascular

system before turning hIs attention to dIgestion (Schultz, 1969).

Moreover, concerning his techniques, he preferred the,chronlc
experiment to the

ac~~

one.

In the latter, the anImal Is anaes-

thetized, the organ of Interest removed and quIckly studied with the
experiment ending wIth the death of the anImal.

ChronIc experiments

require the animal to be kept alIve and as healthy as possible, not
anaesthetized and available for repeated and careful observation.
This type of experIment was advantageous whIle studying Claude Barnard's
"ml

lieu

Interne".

Pavlov embraced Bernard's assertion that an Internal

equll.lbrlum was necessary for the existence of organisms and his digestive
studies convinced him that the

unconditioned reflexes which he observed

were the mechanism by which the equilibrium could be melntalnted.

His concept of the 'reflex' was derived directly fran Descartes In
which stimUlation was 'reflected' as a response.

Thus external or

Internal 'agents' excite nervous receptors which pass the excitatIon to

- 156 the central nervous system vie nerve flbf"es where esnbllshed
nervous connections transmit It to nerve

"•••

flbr~s

of the working organ

where It Is transformed Into a special activity of the cel Is of

thIs organ."

For Pavlov the reflex

(Pavlov, I.P., 1955, p.179).

was a purely mechanIcal process which ensured an organism could adapt
to and be In equIlIbrium wIth Its environment.

Hence:

"The more cOfT'(> Iex the organ Isms, the more de I Icate
and ~anlfold ere Its elements of equilibration.
The
analysers and the mechanISMS of constant as well as of
temporary connectIons, serve for thIs purpose, they
establish the most precise relatIons between the s~el lest
elements of the envl ronment and the f Inest reactions of
the anl~al organism.
In thIs way then Is all life, from
that of the simplest to the most complex organism,
Including man, a long serIes of more and more complIcated
equl I I bratlons with the outer world".
(Pav Iov, I. P ., 1927, P• 129)

Pavlov accounted for all the behaviour of an organism In tenms of
uncondItIoned and conditIoned responses.

He viewed the uncondItioned

response as an evolutionary adaptation to the normal envIronment,
whereas responses considered 'conditIoned' were looked upon as
'assoclatlonal adaptatIons' to the IdIosyncratic features of a particular
organism's unIque environment

(Pavlov, I.P., 1957).

Of greater Importance, Pavlov came to recognize the sIgnIfIcance
of 'psychic secretions' to digestion.

These secretions appeared not

only In response to food but also to envlnonmental effects contIguous
with the presentation of food.

For exemp Ie, secretions cou Id appear

at the sight or sound (footsteps) of a laboratory assIstant who
regularly delivered food to the anlmal...

(Pavlov. 1955'.

Further-

more after havIng been tmpressed wIth thIs observation, Pavlov went on
to develop

aproce~ure

that gave him and his assocIates fruitful results.

Pavlov a I ready had a large deta bese, concem Ins the re letlonshlp
betweeD 'uncondItIoned stImulI' end 'uncondItioned responses',fnom his
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previous work on digestion.

Thus, the key elements of 8 Pavlovian

conditioning experiment are as follows:I) The uncondItioned stImulus (UeS) h8S the 8blilty to elIcit
a response which Is chosen for Investlg8tlon.

In other

words, the response follows the UCS In a very relIable m8nner.
2) The unconditioned response (UCR) Is the response whIch Is
elicited by the UCS.
3) The conditioned stimulus (CS) Is a stimulus which initially
does not elicit the UCR.
4) The condItioned response (OR) Is the response elicIted by the
CS after repeated paIrings (assocI8tlons) wIth the UCS.
The term 'condItionIng' Is used to denote the process by which the CS
acquires the abIlity to elIcIt the CPo

PI81nly the Pavlovian procedure

Incorporates two prInciples of assoclatlonlstlc thought (I) the CS and
the UCS must occur in
done repeatedly.

te~poral

contiguIty, and (II) this must be

The characteristics of the unconditioned response

were permanence and stabl IIty,

presu~ably

derived

f~

Its Innateness.

ConditIoned responses are temporary and unstable compared wIth
unconditioned responses.

Further the UCS Is usually produced by dIrect

stimUlation (touching, taste) whereas the CS usually activates distance
receptors (sight, he8rlng, smell).

Pavlov viewed the nervous system as functIoning under the Influence
of so-ca.lled 'waves' of excItation and Inhibition, much as did Sech,enov.
When Pavlov studied conditioned responses he perceived It as a study of
higher nervous system functIons and as a distinctly physiological
enterprise.

For hIm

t~ne

of the functIonal laws of the entire central

nervous system" was that ''both the excitatory and Inhibitory processes
arising In the cerebral hemispheres, first spread over them or IrradIate
and then concentrate In the point of orIgin •••." (Pavlov, I.P., 195:}, p.255).

- 158 In addition to the processes of excitation and Inhibition, the
cerebral hemispheres contained mechanisms cal led analysers.
analyser was a neural

apparatu~the

An

purpose of which was to:

decompose the complexity of the external
Into separate elements; for example, the eye
analyser consists of the peripheral part - the retina,
of the optic nerve and, finally, of the cerebral eel Is
In which this nerve ends.
The union of all these Into
a single mechanism ••• Is called (an) analyser".

fl • • •

wOr~d

Moreover,
In addition to the above-mentioned analysers
relating to the external world, the existence of
special analysers In the cerebral hemispheres must
be recognized, whose function Is to decompose the
enormous complexity of the Internal phenomena
ariSing within the organism Itself."

,,_~.

(Pavlov 1955, p.292)
Although these 'cortical analysers' were perceived to have discrete
locations within the central nervous system, Pavlov maintained that
there was considerable overlap among them - a feature which would
apparently facilitate the formation of temporary connections bttween
them.

Pavlov used the Idea of temporary connections between cortical
analysers and the concept of Irradiating excitation and Inhibition to
describe the process by which a conditioned response Is established.
The detal Is of his theory need not concern us here.

However, his

speculation as to 'what Is learned?' Is of Importance for It formed
one of the two camps Into which later learnlnp theorIsts would fal I.

Therefore Pavlov advocated the stimulus substitution posItion.
In other words. Pavlov thought that the CS became an adequate substitute
for the

UC~

given a sufficient number of pa1r1ngs.

substftuted for another.

One stimulus wes

Of course, this Is not true In the strict

sense, that Is, the animal would not try to eat the CS as It would the
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ucs,

but In a restricted sense a large body of literature supports

this position.

In the restricted sense the occurence of the CS

signals or predicts the occurence of the UCS.

The 'signalling'

Interpretation arose In part fnom experimental evidence Indicating
that 'conditioning' required fewer pairings of the CS and UCS If the
CS slightly preceded the UCS.

Pavlov saw In the CS

" ••• a most perfect mechanism of adeptatlon ••• for
maintaining an equilibrium with the surrounding
medium."
(Pavlov 1921 J p.87).

Pavlov did not classify behaviours Into voluntary and Involuntary
categories nor did he associate 'voluntery' with acquired

(conditioned)

responses and 'Involuntary' with Innate (unconditioned) responses.
When he addressed 'voluntary movement' he alweys preceded the term
with the words 'so-called' and considered such movement a conditioned
process.

For exar-ple, In his lecture on the "Physiology of the Higher

Nervous Activity", he tells us that:
"Another ordinary phenomenon, reproduced by us also
In the leboratory, Is the temporary connection
established between various external stimuli and
passive movements which In response to certeln
signals evokes defInite active movements of the
animal.
However, It Is stll I not clear whether
the connection between the kinesthetic stimulus and
the correspondIng motor action Is of an unconditioned
or of a condItioned character.
Beyond this extreme
poInt the entire mechanIsm of volltlonel movement Is a
conditioned associative process ••• "
(Pavlov, 1955, p.281).
Further In "PhysiologIcal

~chanlsm

of the So-Called Voluntary Movements"

Pavlov's prImary assertatlon was that 'kInesthetic cells'fonm connectIons
wIth other cortical cells which represent both Internal and extemal
processes.

I'n this he cited Krasnogorsky's experlman'f; suggestIng thet

passive movements of the limbs could be used es signals to Indldete
ImpendIng food.

-
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also cIted MIller and Konorskl as producing conditIoned

Inhibition of "unconditioned negative reflexes", I.e. prevention of
"a painful stImulation of the ear" or "the Introduction of acids"
Into the mouth

(Pavlov, 1957, p.306).

Therefore If the dog

lifted Its leg It could either prevent a noxious event or receive
food, depending upon the training.

This type of training has been

cal led response-contingent reinforcement and was a departure. from
the traHmtlonal Pavlovian procedure of presenting a stimulus and
then measuring a response.

Converse lV, In the response contingent

procedure, the response could Influence stimulus conditions.

Konorskl and Mill.,.. were Poles working ·In Pavlov's laboratory and
the I r experl ments were not pub II shed I n Eng I Ish unt II about a
after their Inltlatton.

decede

In thel r paper "CK! Two Types of CondItioned

Pef lex" (1937) they presented a procedure, very similar to that whIch
Skinner wou Id ca I I operant condition Ing.

However, they argued the

PavlovIan stImulus substitution theory to explain their experimental
results and considered the phenomenon a special case of PavlovIan
conditioning.

Thus they called their new conditioned reflex Type II

to dIstinguIsh It from the more traditional conditioned refleK, I.e.
Type I.

Methodology aod terml nology as I de, for us the most Important
assertion came at the end of thel r presentation.

They state:

" ••• the conditIoned reflex of the new type
(our Type II> Is confIned exclusIvely to striped
muscles, whl Ie the classical type has no restrictions laId on effectors and Includes among them,
besides striped muscles, smooth muscles and glands."
(Konorskl, J.

"t.nner,

S••. 1937, p.27D.

-

ThereforeKonorskl and

~I
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Iler conceived that theIr response contIngent

procedure could modify only the skeletal musculature whl Ie no
restrictions were placed on the traditional Pavlovian procedure.

-

This distInguished their view from that of SkInner, who dId place
restrictions on the Pavlovian procedure when he developed hIs own
technique.

I~portantly,

the suggestion that the Pavlovian school Interpreted

the exper I menta I resu Its of Konorskl and Miller's procedure as a
specIal case of classical conditIoning and thus assertIng the primacy
of contiguity over reward has recently been challenged.
drawing on L.A. Orbell 's Pavlovskle sredy (Pavlovian

Herb Kimmel,

~~dnesdays)

(1949),

has asserted that Pavlov recognized the KCr\orskl and Miller procedure as
a 'new' type of conditIoning which could possibly be

'~he

basis of

voluntary behavIour In higher anImals" (Klrrmel, H.O., 1976, p.555).

For

example, Pavlov Is quoted as saying:
"If the dog wanted to eat, It performed the
movement that preceded the reinforcement."
and that:
"we can see the ent Ire mechan I sm of vo I untary movement In
this, ••• the voluntary activIty of the animal."
(Klmmal, 1976, p.555).
KImmel Is presently translating Into English the text of the Pavlovian
Wednesday meetings which have previously appeared In a very truncated
form In Pavlov's Selected Works. '1955).

Such a translation could have

Important ramifications for the interpretation of Pavlov's theoretIcal
position, with the suggestion that he could have been much closer to
Skinner's position than previously appreciated.

There Is no doubt

that Pavlov was Impressed by Konorskl and Miller's experiments and
thought that their results could be assimilated Into his theoretical
framework.

-
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The behaviours manipulated by these procedures, as with all
behaviour, were considered by Pavlov to be overt menlfestatlons of
Interconnections between cortical cel Is.

Thus he stated:

"It Is this that constitutes the physiological
basis of the so-called voluntarlness of
movements, I.e. of their dependence on the
aggregate activity of the cortex."
(Pavlov, 1957, p.308).

Be this as It may, given Its Importance In the experImental

study of learnIng, a few clarifying statements are perhaps In order
concerning the Pavlovian conditioning procedure.
(I) Certain responses of organisms fol low, in a very reliable
manner, certain antecedent stimuli.
said to be elicited.

Such responses are

Elicited responses occur In an

unconditional fashion; they are unconditIoned.
example food In the mouth elicIts salivation.

For
Sa'ivation

is an unconditioned response, provided that the animal is
hungry.
(I I) Some stImulI do not usually elicIt responses but can acquIre
the ability to do so If paired with a stimulus which has the
'unconditioned' abl Itty to do so.
(III) Pavlov always stressed that the assoclatlonlstlc principle of
contiguity was a necessary and sufficient condition for a
previous Ineffective stimulus to acquire the ability to elicit
a response.
(Iv) An Important feature of the Pavlovian conditioning procedure
was that the response always followed the presentation of the
stimUlUS.
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For Pavlov conditioned or acquired responses were derived from
pre-existing, unconditioned, Innate responses.

Conceptually the

organism was a passive element In the conditioning process.

The

conditioning process was automatic and proceded In a mechanical
fashion.

The behaviour of Pavlov's organisms was governed by the

temporal oontlgulty of

envl~nmental

stimuli.

Such features In his

thought brought him In close affinity with the British EmpiricIsts.
However, Instead of

'~eas',

'stimuli' were associated.

Moreover the

works of CaJal and Sherrlngton had given neurones,w;thin the eNS,
experimental foundation.

Therefore the association of 'Ideas' or

'stimuli', via Interconnections, was given an anatomical and physiological parallel by the Interoonnectlons of nerves within the central
nervous system.

Further his emphasis on the Interpretation of

unconditioned and conditioned responses as processes for adapting
to the internal and external environments indic.ated the widening.
Influence of evolutionary theory;

a feature that would emerge In the

psychological behaviourism that developed In Amerlce.
with the Pavlovian conditioning procedure

8

Lastly we have

technique which was used

to stUdy both the physiology of the nervous system and the psychology
of learn I ng.

Throughout his scientific career, Pevlov did not deviate from
the basic teachings of Sechenov.

Thus his assertion that conditioned

responses are ultimate Iy based on uncondltl one I responses leeds to

-

the conclusion that all behaviour Is, In the final analysIs, Involuntary.
Although he did not deny the eXIstence of 'the mind', he was adamant
on the point that mental events were flnmly nooted In physical processes
within the central nervous system.

Indeed Pavlov saved his most

scathing criticism for those who would dls8gn98 with him on this
position.

A major example of this was his dIspute with Sherrlngton,
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the nervous system were adaptive In nature.

However, Sherrlngton's

suggestion that mental events could be Independent of physical (brain)
events stunned hIm.

Pavlov's response to Sherrlngton's dualistic position reveals a
great deal about his world view.

Concerning Sherrlngton's assertions

he stated
" ••• this Is not a matter of S)m9 kind of
misunderstanding, thoughtlessness or mlsJudgemente
I simply suppose that he Is I II, although
he Is only seventy years old, that these are
distinct symptoms of old age, of senility".
(Pavlov; 1955, pp.564-565).
Moreover he accused Sherrlngton of building " ••• a ne5t of
anlmlsm" within

English physiology.

<Animism was A.E. Stahl's theory

that the soul was the vital prIncIple of life and mind).

With derision

Pavlov compared Sherrlngton's suggestions with those of 8m1 Ie du 80ls
Raymond's "Ignorablmus".

Thus we see a Pavlov whe was violently antl-

vitalistIc and strongly materialistIc and mechanistic.

At the risk of over-quoting

Pavlo~

but at the same time adding

depth to hIs personality, we shal I let the great man speak for himself.
"About myself I shall add the following.
At the
beginnIng of our work and for a long time afterwards we felt the compulsion of habit In explaIning
our subject by psychological tnterpretatlons.
Every
tIme the objectIve InvestIgatIon met an obstacle, or
when It was halted by ~he complexIty of the problem,
there arose quite naturally misgivings as to the
correctness of our new method. Gradually wIth the
progress of our research these doubts appeared more
rarely, and now I am d~ply and Irrevocably conv.lnced
that along this path will be found the final triumph
of the human mind over Its uttennost and sup~
problem - the knowledge of the mechanism and laws of
human nature.
Only thus may come a full, true and
permanent happiness.
Let the mind rIse from victory
to victory over surrounding nature, let It conquer for
human life and activity not only the surface of the
earth, but a II that lies between the depth of the seas
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and the outer lImIts of the atmosphere, let It
command for Its servIce prodigious energy to
flow from one part of the universe to the
other, let It anQlhi late space for the transference of Its thoughts - yet the same human
creature, led by dark powers to wars and
revolutions and their horrors, produces for Itself
Incalculable material losses and Inexpressible
pain and reverts to bestial conditions.
Only
science, exact science about human nature Itself,
and the most sincere approech to It by the aid
of the omnipotent sclentlfi~ method, will deliver
man from his present gloom, and wi II purge him
from his contemporary shame In the sphere of
Interhuman relations."
<Pav lov, 1927, p.41)
Such was Ivan Petrovich Pavlov.

Despite the controversies surrounding the Interpretation of
experimental results of Classical Conditioning, Pavlov has had a very
powerful Impact on twentieth century psychology.

His work was

emphatically embraced by early American behavlourlsts (Watson) and
has been the maJor rival of the 'Instrumental conditioning' procedure
and theories developed under Thorndike, Hul I and Skinner.

Mo~over.

his

hard golng.mater.tellsm. end his streSSing the point that brain functions
must be considered to fully understand behavlour,heve been an Important
counterbalance to the radical behavlourlsts who thought such functions
Insignificant.
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American Behaviourism
The attempt to define psychology as the study of behaviour Is
universally recognised as beginning with the writings of John Broadus
V/atson <1878-1958).

However the Importance of the objective study of

behaviour to psychology was not original with or unique to Watson.
For example, Samelson (1981) states that E.B. Holt was teaching
"red-hot behaviourism" as early as 1911.

Further, William

~~c[ougall,

In his Introduction to Social Psychology (1906) recognised such study
as Important, as did W.B. Pillsbury's Elements of Psychology (1911).
In the main, they argued that psychology could benefit from the
objective study of animal behaviour.

~/hat

made

~!atson's

psychological behaviourism distinctive was

that he wanted psychology to be

~

a study of behaviour.

In Watson I an

behaviourism, all mentalistic terms were to be abolished and Introspection as a method of obtaining data was rejected.
John Watson
Always Interested In animal behaviour, Watson was a student of James
Ro\'iland Angell at the University of Chicago, where he received his Ph.D.
In 1903.

Therefore \'Iatson was educated In the 'funct Ion811 st' schoo I

of psychology which dominated Chicago from the mld-la90s to about 1920.
This 'school' was a loose collection of learning theorists who emphasized evolutionary theory In the explanation of behaviour and believed
that 'mind' could be a useful concept for understanding human behlngs •.
A Major exponent of functional psychology was John Dewey.

His famous

paper on the 'reflex arc' (1896) denied the mechanistic, dualistic
stimulus-response principle and asserted that organisms were active, not
passive, perceivers of stimuli.

Thus, for Dewey, behaviour was

continuous, end could not' be 'dtvlctad dlscra1"ely Into stimuli end

- 167 responses, but each aspect was blended into the other (Dewey,J.,
1896).

Interestingly, Watson malntBlned that he never understood

anything Dewey said.

BesIdes beIng taught functionalistic psychology, Watson was also
exposed to the strong mechanistIc physiology of Jacques Loeb.

Loeb,

famous for his description of tropism In plants and very sImple
anImals, expanded hIs Interest to the comparative study of braIn
physiology

(Rach lin, H., 1976).

He thought that all animal behavIour could and should be explained
mechanIstically.

He had studIed under Goltz, as had Sherrlngton, and

compared the tropisms of plants to the reflexes of animals and thought
that,
"It Is essential only that there be a protoplasmic
bridge between the IrrItable tissue and the
responding mechanIsm.
No specific qualities
In the central nervous system are necessary."
(Fearing, 1964, p.280).
This Is of great Importance In vIew of the fact that Watson was leter
to deny that al I mental phenomena such as mInd and thoughts and to
adopt an extreme perl pheral S-R posl tlon, although he admitted three
basic emotions;

fear, rage and love

(Watson, J .B., 1930).

Watson's main goal was to establIsh psychology as a nature I
science.

For him the way to do this was to define the sUbJect-metter

of psychology In such a way that It could be studied by the methods of
observation and measurement.
ogy was more of a dIrect
analysis.

His criticism of IntrospectIve psychol-

f~ntal

assault than a balanced end scholarly

The 'Imageless thought' controversy among the Introspec-

tlonfsts gave him the opportunity to strike
Woodworth, R.S., 1915).
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He proclaimed:
"Today the behavlo,-Ist can safely throw out a real
challenge to the subjective psychologist - show us
that you have a possible method, Indeed that you
have a legitimate sUbJect-matter".
(Watson, J. 0., 1924, p.17).
When the disarray of the Introspective camp was contrasted with the
advances being made In the study of animal behaviour, through the
Impetus of evolutionary theory, Watson's way seemed clear.

Psychology

would adopt the subject-matter and techniques that were successful
the study of animals.

I~'

Therefore the behavlourlst's " ••• sole object Is

to gather facts about behavior - verify his data - subject them both to
logic and mathematics (the tools of every scientist)."

(Watson, 1924

p. 7).

Watson defined behaviour as what the subject was doing.

His

definitIon was broad enough to Include speech as a datum for It was
something that certain animals could do

(Wat son, 1924 ) •

Moreover, In Watson's view, what anlmels did was to form habits - a
concept he had learned under Angell and one which also received
support from \'11 I II am Jemes.

At first he thought that habl ts were

established by the assoclatlonlstlc principle of recency and frequency.
Therefore the response which occurred Immediately after a stimulUS would
form a bood with that stimulus (recency) and the durability of this bond
depended on the number of times this ev_occurred (frequency)
J • B. ,

1930).

(Watson,

Later after bel ng exposed to the wrl tlngs of Bekhterev

and Pavlov he assimilated the Pavlovian conditioned reflex Into his
own theory of habit formation

(Watson, J.B., 1916).

Thusl
"The relationship, theoretically, between the simplest
cases of the cond I t I oned responses ••• end the more
complicated, Integrated, speced end timed habit
responses we are considering seems tome to be quIte
simple.
It Is the relationship, apperently of part
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the unIt out of whIch the whole heblt Is formed.
In other words, when -e compllceted habit Is
completely analysed, each unit of the habit Is
a conditioned reflex."
(Wetson, 1930, p.207).
Hence Watson greatly facilitated the establishment of Pevlovlan
concepts and techniques In behevlourlstlc psychology.
Given Watson's obvious Importence In the fonmulatlon of
behaviourism how may we characterise his doctrine?

Flrs~

It was

materIalistic, for example he conceived of thought as being subvocal speech.

Secondly, It wes mechanIstic, e.g. habits were

analogous to condItIoned responses and formed In the same IntrInsic
fashion.

Thirdly, It was assoclatlonlstlc, thet Is at fIrst Wetson

used the prlnclplESof frequency and recency and later that of
ex:riflgu Ity.

Fourth I y, It was extreme I y perl phere II st Ic, I.e. observab Ie

stimuli were linked with observable responses.

He

considered the

character Istl cs of the centre I nervous system to be of
Importance.

"tt Ie or no

He was quIte content to consider It as a protoplesmlc

brIdge as did Loeb, or as a tabula

rel~

es did the BritIsh empIrIcists.

Therefore the historIcal tendency to cetegorlze behavIour es
voluntary and Involuntary dId not arise.

Indeed, given the major

thrust of Wetson's posItIon, I.e. to model psychology on physIcs,
such a dIstinctIon wes precluded.

Hance hIs psychologlcel program

wes very close to the phllosophlcel essertlons of the logleel poSitivists,
especlelly Rudolf Camap.

When Wetson proposed thet the exclusive scientIfic lata of
psychology was behevlour and movement~ he was In marked contrast to
previous psychologlcel opInIon.

For example, Buchner had asserted
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that:
"The prime condition of psychological study Is
not to be found In the presentation of mere
movelllE!.lnts to one's senses".
(Buchner, E.F., 1900, p.502).
According to Buchner the proper subject matter of psychology concerned
facts

about consciousness with volition being at the very core of any

enquiry.

Thus he echoed the perception of psychology advanced by James

Ward, among others.

P.egardless of the differences of opinion,

Buchner pointed out a conceptual subtlety often overlooked by
Ists particularly of the radical persuasion.

behaviour-

He cogently Illustrated

that If peripherally stimUlated movements were described as 'nonvoluntary' then such a characterization necassarlly Implied the concept
of volItion (Buchner, E.F. 1900).

Despite this tacit vitalistic

motion within their conceptual framework, behavlourlsts Increasingly
perceived that their explanation of behaviour was mechanistic In nature.

Few of the behavlourlsts that followed Watson
points of his extreme position.

ag~

with all the

However, those that were his most

Immediate contemporaries tended to hold more In common wlth .. hls bold
propositions than did the later followers.

Interestingly, one of his

most ardent critics and strong supporters was his famous student Karl
Lashley.
Karl Lash ley
Lashley, unlike his mentor, took a great Interest In the mechanisms
of the central nervous system Bnd made many distinguished contributions
to the field of neurophysiology.

His Brain Mechanisms and Intelligence

(1929) has long been recognised as a maJor contribution to the neuro-

physiologIcal literature and It waS begun In order to verify the
Watson Ian program.

For example, Lashley tells us that:

began the study of cerebral function with a
definite bias towards such an Interp~tatlon of
the leam I n9 prob lem. The original program of

Itt
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paths of simple reflexes seemed to have been
traced through the cord."
But he continued with
"The experimental findings have never fItted Into
such a scheme. ~I
(Lashley, K.S., 1929, p.14).

Lashley proposed that learning was a function of the total mass
of cortical tissue available In any given species.
principle of'rnass action!

This was his

Another Important principle was that of

'equlpotentlalltywhlch states that as far as the capacity for learning
Is concerned, one part of the cerebral cortex Is, potentIally at least,
the same as any other part.

Not surprisingly Lashley attacked those

psychological posItions that pnoposed theories of simple connections
between stimuli and responses, whl Ie either Ignoring or considering as
Insignificant the role of the central nervous system In behaviour.
Although many behavlourlsts fal led to recognize It at the time,
Lashley's rigorous experimental studies of the central nervous system
estab II shed a firm trend that wou Id crea1a a c lose co I Iabo rat Ion between
psychology and neurophysiology In the effort to account for behaviour.

Despite the fact that he thought that "random activity, association,
and retention constitute only a small part of the totality of processes
underlying the formation of such habit ••• " (L.eshley, J929, p.I5)".
he nonetheless held finn to the materialistic features of Watson's
position.

For

eX8~ple

he gave a long defence of behaviourism's ebl "tv

to account for mental concepts such as consciousness.

lash ley

asserted that consciousness of all behaviour could be describable In
terms of physicochemical processes.

He conceived of consciousness
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as beIng:
"••• a comDlex Integration and succession of
bodily activities which are closely related
to or Involve the verbal and gestural
mechanIsms ••• "
(Lashley, K.S., 1923, p.34I).
He repeated Iy attacked t'he method ofol ntrospectl CCI end v I ta II st I c
notions In general.

His chief lament for the

behavlourlst~

was "the

lack of an adequate physIology upon whIch to base hIs science" (Lashley,
K.S., 1922, p.351).

Another who held equally strong anti-vitalIstic

views was E.R. Guthrie.
Edwl n Guthrie
Guthrie Is more Important than Lashley fnom the point of view of
learning theory but he was nonetheless close to him In spirit.

This

can be seen In the IntroductIon to his The.. P,ychoffipryf learning (1935)
In which he states:
" ••• the theological or mythological notion of mind
as a substance, as a mysterious hidden cause of
action, we may dismiss at once.
Our Interest Is
scientific, and we are dealing only with observable
features of the world about us.
Mind must be for us
a mode of behavior, namely, that behavior which changes
with use or practice - behavior, In other words, that
exhibits learning".
(Guthrie, E.R., 1935, p.3).

Edwin Guthrie began his university career by studying

phl~ophy.

He was exposed to E.A. SIngle's peper on "Mind as an Observable Object"

In 1910,whlch suggested that the difficulties encountered In studyIng
'mind' may be solved by the study of behavIour.

When he became

persuaded of the effIcacy of the experImental method In studying the
nature of 'man', he turned to psychology (Guthrie,

E.~,

0'1959).

Like

Watson, Guthrie avoIded physiological speculation and made 'oondltlonlng'
vIrtually synonymous with 'learning', as well as strongly emphasizing
environmental events In modifying behaviour.

Moreover, he was perhaps
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the strongest advocate of the primacy of the principle of contiguity
as a necessary and sufficient condition for learning.

He maintained

that "a stimulus pattern gains Its full associative strength on the
basIs of Its first pairIng wIth a response" (Guthrie, E.R. 1942, p.30).

For Guthrie, learning or conditionIng took place at the molecular
level wIth the association of IndivIdual muscular movements and
Individual stimuli.
associations.

The habits of Watson were the summation of these

Habits In turn were the basis of ski lied behaviour.

"A ski" Is.not a simple habit, but a large collectIon of habits that
achieve a certain result In many and varIed cfrcumstances." (Guthrie,
E.R., 1942, p.59).

Therefore the descriptIons of muscular behaviour

made by reinforcement theorists such as Thorndike, Hull and Skinner could
not, In his view, be analysed by his basic law of

learnln~

contiguity.

Guthrie's focus on Individual muscular movement led him to
conJectuve about movement-produced stimuli.

This Important concept

was not an onglnal of hlsbut he gave It such great prominence that It
Is often assocIated with his name.

Today It Is usually termed

'k I nesthetl c feedback' and I s a maJor feature of the cybemetl c mode Is
of motor control that are appearing In contemporary

ps~ohology.

In Guthrie's day, the concept of movement-produced stimuli did not
carry the term

'feedb8ck~

but the term 'sensatlon t and 'kinesthetic

sensation' were crucial to theories of the will.
sensatIon was a key element In
voluntary movement.

'~II

For example kinesthetic

I lam James' ldeo-rnotor theory of

The concept was also decisive for Raymond Wheeler

In hIs paper ''Theories of the WI" and KI nesthetl c Sen sat Iens" (1920).
In thIs paper, Wheeler reviewed the theories of the •. wlll In the history
of psychology,whlch he perceived to fall Into three breed categories,
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(I) Those theories which characterized the wi II as desire
(II) Those which saw It as a source and cause of action
(III) Those which brought the wi I I Into close relations with feelings.
He

dismissed the previous theories In favour of an "objective or

behavlor-Istlc . attack".

In his perception, the objective position

was to be based on the Ideo-motor principle and the concept of the
reflex-arc.
ment that

Wheeler ended his presentation with the strong state-

'~he

Unique mental process, we believe, Is nothing more

than kinesthetic sensation" (Wheeler, R.H., 1920, p.359).

It Is

Important to point out that Guthrie's 'muscle-produced stimuli'
complicated the S-R criterion of a

stl~ulus,

by viewing the response

as a stimulus and the stimulus as a response.

Guthrie seemed to have a concept of action simi lar to WI I Ilam
James' Ideo-motor theory (discussed In Olapter 4).

Both drew heavily

on what Is now called kInesthetIc feedback for their conceptual
fonmulatlons.

Thus Guthrie maintained

'~houghts

born In action, para-

doxical as that may seem to those who notice how often action depends
on thought;

but It Is possible to doubt, as I do, that we can report

any thoughts which are not embodied In movement" (Guthrie, 1935, p.25).
In addition, In the same passage he asserted a clear mechanistic
position "I am also strongly Inclined to believe that the occasIon of
every thought as well as of every act Is to be found In stimUli acting
on receptors" (GuthrIe, 1935, p.25).

Guthrie, I n common with "*'y behavlourl sts, be lIeved behaviour was
determined by environmental events and freely applIed anImal data to
the human level.

HIs emphasIs on a sIngle principle of learnIng,

contiguity, confined hIs classification of behaviour- to condItIonal
and unconditional r-esponses.

It Is not surpr-Islng that he did not
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feeL the need to cLassify behaviuor into the voLuntary and
invoLuntary categories.

It wouLd be a member of the group of

Learning theorists who stressed the primacy of reinforcement,
that wouLd re-establish such a distinction.

- 176 Instrumental Condlttontng

With the emergence of evolutionary theory the behaviour of
animals became an area of rapidly expanding Interest.

The focus of

thIs Interest was an examination of the Darwinian hypothesis of the
continuity between men and anlmels, In particular the thesis that there
was a continuity of Intelligence between species.

In turn, the

Importance of learning In animal studIes became quickly recognIzed
and there were pioneerIng efforts by George Romanes and C. Lloyd Morgan
In thIs field.

However for behavlourlstlc psychology the decisive

event was the work of E.l. Thorndike (1874-1949).
Edward Thorndike
Pavlov considered ThorndIke's studies to be the first "to subject
the highest nervous activities of animals to experimental analysIs
under varIous specially devised condltlons"tpavlov, 1960, p.6).
Thorndike offered a mechanIstic theory of animal learning based upon
his observations of the learned patterns exhibited by cats to escape
from 'puzzle boxes'.

This was his trial and error learning which he

believed "stamped In" stimulus-response bonds.
that animals learned by reasoning or 'Insight'.

He rejected the Idea

Instead he suggested

that In a given situation animals exhibited a variety of responses and
gradually successful responses were 'staMped In' while unsuccessful
ones were eliminated.

Thorndike was a student of William James and accepted his biological
explanation of learning.

In this scheme, repetition of experience

physically modified the nervous system so that actions as well as Ideas
and emotIons became associated with one another.

James, like Pavlov

and the 'later' Watson, stressed on contiguIty In learning.

Thorndike

added the Important dhIBnslon,of what Is now called reinforcement.

He
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feature In predicting learning, although his 'basic unit' of learning
continued to be S-R bonds.

These consequences were phrased In

terms of satisfaction and annoyance, and became the heart of this
theory of learning, the Law of Effect.

This Law revolved around the

Idea that a response Is more likely to reoccur if It Immediately
precedes a 'satisfying state of affairs'.

Conversely, responses Just

prior to an 'annoying state of affairs' are more likely not to
repeated (Thorndike, E.L., 1913, p.7.).

be

Thus satlsflers 'stamped In'

responses whl Ie annoyers 'stamped' them out.

For Thorndike

'stamping' was a mechanical pnocess and learning was defined In terms
of S-R bonds.

·.Thorndlke's terminology
he

Is easily seen as subjective even though

stated that Mentalistic processes such as consciousness were

not necessary for the association of stimulus and response (Thorndike,
E.L., 1898).

However, he did not convince his critiCS, and therefore

has been accused of pnoduclng a 'mentalistic' theory, although this was
contrary to his Intentions. (Schwartz, B., 1978).

Thorndike later altered his law of effec, with the role of 'annoyers'
or 'punishers' as 'weakeners'of S-R bone strength being relegated to a
minor role.

~Is

flexl b1llty In adapting concepts,"1IfJCf. Ms~"flII09r).SS to

revise has kept his theory alive through

m~ch

criticism.

The most

Important point rrade by his critics has been the fact that the theory
seemed to work backwards upon the S-R bonds.

This logical Impasse has

not been effectively resolved even today, but sUffice It to say that
Thorndike's general contention that behaviour can be explained In terms
of Its consequences has been empirically established and widely accepted.
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More Importantly for us, however, Is Thorndike's use of the term
'I mpu Ise'.

We can see that from the very beginning of the scientific

study of behaviour there was an element of mystery, of unaccountability
about animal movement.

Impulsive behaviour In the human being carries

the oonotatlon of being 'spontaneous' and spontaneous, possibly
Impulsive, behaviour is a hallmark of voluntary behaviour.

This Is

of great concep1'uel· lmporhrlc:e for similar features emerged with Skinner's
concept of the operant.

What Is Important to realize Is that

behavlourlstlc psychology, which perceived Itself to be most scientific

and mechanistic of the psychologies and would purge all mentalistic
and vitalistic concepts from Its domain, carried deeply burled within
Its conceptual framework those self-same elements It wished to abolish.

A more detal led description of the behaviour of Thorndike's cats
will emphasize this point.

He noted that:

"When put Into the bOX, the cat would show evident
signs of discomfort and of an Impulse to escape
from confinement.
It tries to squeeze through
any opening; It claws and bites at the bars of
wire; It thrust Its paws out through any
opening and claws at everything It reaches; It
continues Its efforts when It strikes anything
loose and shaky; It may claw at things within
the box ••• gradua II y a I I the other non-successfu I
Impulses wi II be stamped out and the particular
Impulse leadIng to the successful act wi I I be
stamped In by the resulting pleasure, untl I, after
many trials, the cat will, when put Into the box,
Immediately claw the button or loop In a defInite
way~"

<Thorndike, E.l., 1911, p.35).

AgaIn, the Impulse of behavIour was stressed.

It was the

modi f Icatl on of the various Impu Is Iva behaviours that Impressed
Thorndike.
anlmal~s

box.

The 'ImpulsIve behavIours' already exIsted In the

behevloural repertoIre when they were put Into the puzzle-

Whl Ie In thIs experImental sItuatIon some behavIours were

observed to Increase In occurrance whereas others decreased, eventually
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Thorndike, like Skinner, stressed the

role of environmental events In detenmlnlng behaviour and therefore
did not object to the Incorporation Into his theory of concepts from
blol09~

such as adaptation to the environment.

In a recent Important paper, Staddon and Simmelhe9 (1971) have
suggested that Thorndike actually based his theory of learning on an
evolutionary model.

That Is the stamped-out

behaviour was the

extinction of non-adaptive responses whereas the stamped-In behavIour
was adaptive and thus protected from extinction by reinforcement
(Staddon, J.E. and Slrrwnelhag, V.L., 1971)
Thorndlkej

. A contemporary of

Edward Tolman, had also re-Interpreted Thomdlke,!e

experimental results to fit In with his own Ideas of learning.
Edward Tolman
Edward Chace Tolman (1886-1959) was taught psychology by the
'red-hot' behavlourlst Edwin Holt.

Holt was a strong behavlourlst

and stressed Its mechanistIc and materialistic aspects.

In his

"Materialism and the Criteria of the Psychic" (1937) he proclaimed
that:
"... awareness I s created by motor response;
that these motor responses a re the on Iy
genuine criterion of the psychic; and,
lastly that an ultra-materlallstlc psychology
Is able to account for the epistemological
categorl es of de I us Ion".
(Holt, E.B., 1937, p.53).
Thus Holt treated the 'psychic' much as Guthrie had treated 'thought',
I.e. both were based on motor responses.

However, Tolman rebelled

against 'muscle twltchlsm' and conceived hIs own 'purposive
behaviourism'.

- 180 Tolman's 'purposive behaviourism' was a radical departure from
the materIalIstic orIentatIon of Watson, Lashley,
mentor Holt.

Guthrl~and

hIs

HIs type of behavIourIsm was a hybrId whIch asslml-

lated elements from both the behavlourlstc and cognItIve camps.
For example, Tolman reJected the method of IntrospectIon and embraced
the behavlourlsts' Ideas about th. sort of evIdence on whIch a
scIentIfIc psychology should be based.
of envlronmentai events on

He also stressed -tts Inf luence

behavIour and used anImal experImentatIon

to develop hIs theoretIcal posItion.

On the cogn I t I ve s I de he

formulated his notIons of learnIng In such terms as ~ans-end-readlnesses'
and 'expectancies', ,among others.

In Tolmans' terms, ThorndIke was studyIng docl Ie behavIour, I.e.
behavIour whIch was teachable and whIch had a goal-object.

Tolman

borrowed thIs term from Ralph Perry who had perceIved a close affinity
between docIlIty and purposIveness (Perry, P.B., 1918).

Tolman

defIned docIlIty as a molar behavIour:
" ••• whIch consIsts In the fact that, If a
gl ven behavlo'r-act Inag I ven envl ronment
proves relatIvely unsuccessful, I.e., does
not get to the demanded type of good ObJect
at all, or gets there only by a relatively
long dIstance (q.v.), It wI II, on subsequent occasIons, tend to give way to an
act or acts whIch wI II tend to get the
organism to thIs demanded type of goalobJect and wI I I tend to get hlm to It by a
relatIvely short route".
(Tolman, E.C., 1932, pp.442-443).

Docl Ie behavIour succInctly encapsulates three major points of
Tolman's theoretIcal posItIon.

(I) Behavlourlsts should study moler

behavIour, I.e. large segments of behevlour es distInguIshed fnom the
moleculer behaviour studIed by Wetson end Guthrie.
wes goel-dlrected or purposive.

(2) Behevlour

For Tolmon organisms did not form

- 181 passive habits composed of S-R I Inks but generated "cognitive maps"
Thus organisms behaved not

and "sign-gestalts" of the environment.

because of past specific stimulus-response associations but because
they expected a specific outcome at a particular place.

Behaviour

(3)

Tolman, In characteristic

followed the principle of least effort.

fashion, does not claim originality here but states that the

prlnclple~

". •• when app II ed to the study of be hav lor
would assert that the final choices between
alternative means-routes wIll always tend
to occur In the directIon of a mInimum
expenditure of physical energy."
<Tolman, 1932, p.448).
f·1oreover he proposed that the concept of goal-direction or purpose
could not be reduced to smaller elements.

He maintained that:

" ••• first and foremost, and thIs Is a point
which It Is Important to stress, our task
as pSYChOlogIsts, Is the collectIng and
order ng of fhe molar behavIor facts per
se, and this task can, In large part, be
perfonmed In relative Ignorance of both
physIology and neurology".
(To'imen, 1932, p.116).
Thus he was clearly opposed to Clark Hull's posItIon that molar
behaviour could be deduced from or reduced to molecular behaviour, and
Hul Its

hypothesizing about Internal neurological entities.

Nevertheless, Tolman Introduced the concept of the Intervening
variable;
him

t~

a concept which was very Important to him for It allowed

theorise beyond the 'rew' experimental data.

However, for him,

IntervenIng varIables were total abstrectlonsJ he did not conceive of
them as beIng possible neurological mechanisms awaIting future discovery
as did Hull with his hypothetical constructs.

for an explanatIon of

the dIstinction between the two concepts, see MacCorquodale, Ke, and
Meehl, P.E., (1948).

-
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Although Tolman Is considered a 'cognitive theorist'

he

did not

attribute any metaphysical, non-physical characteristics to his
cognitive structures.

He saw no need to distinguish between

voluntary and Involuntary responses.

For hIm:

"Organisms, human and sub-hllTlan, are biological
entities Immersed In environments.
To these
environments they must, by virtue of their
physiological needs, adjust.
Their 'mental
processes' are functionally defined aspects
determining their adjustments.
For the
behaviorist, all things are open and aboveboard; for him, animal psychology plays Into
the hands of human psychology."
eTo lman, 1932, p.3).

Tolman viewed behaviour, especially learned behaviour, as adaptation
by the organism to the environment.

Another who shared Tolman's

views In broad outline but who nevertheless classified certain
behaviours along the voluntary, volitional and Involuntary dimensions,
was J.R. Kantor.
Jacob Kantor
Kantor represented a growing wi Illngness of behavlourlstlc
psychologists to expand the domain of their subject matter.

He noted

that:
when we look upon psychological phenomena
as co-ordinatIons of responses and stImuli the
domain of psychological observation Is unlimited;
we may study any kind of reaction of the person
whether It be simple or complex, physical, SOCial,
aesthetl c or Inte Ilectual, whether I t be norma I
or pathological."

If • • •

(Kantor, J.R., 1922, pp.195-196).
He rarely cited experimental evidence to support his assertions and

his form of behaviourism Is difficult to understand In that It had a
somewhat ephemeral quality when compared to 'hard-nose' S-R behaviourism,
e_g_ he didn't draw a distinction between the concept of persons and
that of responses

(Kantor, J .Re, 1923).

Further, he cons I dered

responses to have a 'psychological' as well as a neurological and

!.!.!.
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Be this as It

m~y,

Kan~or

considered the

data of psychology to be made up of stimulus conditions and definite
Indeed he maintained that:

responses.

"To divide an organism's action Into mental and
physlc~1 and to m~ke the d~ta of psychology
Into anything but responses to stimuli Is not
a scientific enterprise but a met~physlc~1 one."
(Kantor, 1922, p.510).
From Kantor's point of view, the organism could be human or animal.
In either case the organism was perceived as a

p~ttern

of reaction

systems to specific stimuli.

Kantor's concepts of adjustment stimulus, pre-current reactions
and consummatory or final response bear a striking resemblance to
Tolman's concepts of goal-object, Intervening variable, and goaldirected behaviour respectively.
Tolman, used his concepts In
behaviours

~s

volition.

~n

However Kantor, In contrast to
attempt to account for such complex

His "An Objective

Analysis of Volitional

Behaviour" (1923) Is peppered with Idiosyncratic terminology and
elaborate notions of volition.

Nonethe less, his paper was a concerted

effort to account for 'volitional' behaviour within the behavlourlst
conceptual framework.

For Kantorbehavlours could be classified as

'voluntary' or 'volitional', as 'habit' or 'reflex' depending on how
close the 'adjustment stimulus' was to the 'consummatory responae'and
on how many 'pre-current reactions' took place between the stimulus and
response.

Here we shall discuss only his volitional class but for

his views on ref lexes and habits, as well
a, b, 1921).

8S

'meaning' see Kantor (1922,

- IS4 Kantor began his discussion of volitional behaviour by dlstlngulshlng It from voluntary behavIour.

P.oth types of behavIour were

considered as response adaptations to an 'adjustment stimulus'.

The

adjustment stimulUS had the conceptual status of a purpose or goal
and the response was an 'adjustment' to thIs stimulus, hence Its name.
Voluntary behavIour possessed (I) choice responses, (2) deliberative
responses and (3) long delays of response that were not seen In
volItional behavIour.

In contrast vo II tIona I behilv Iou r, once

Initiated, proceeded Immediately to completIon.

~reover:

" ••• a volitIonal reactIon Is one In which some
other acts besIdes the defInitIve response must
be performed In order that the definitive
response Itself can occur ••• "
(~ntor,

J .R.,

1923, p.IIS).

The 'other acts' were cal led by Kantor 'pre-current reactIons'.
Pre-current reactIons could be attention, perceptual reaction, concepts,
I,."ages, meanings, end language rG8ctlons as weHas rG8ctlons of the
skeletal mUSCUlature.

Such reactIons functIoned In an Integral manner

to guIde behavIour, directly or Indirectly, to a final consummatory
response.

Thus,although the final response may be remote In time fnom

the adJ ustment stlmu IliJ, they are nonethe less always connected by the
pre-current reactions.

Therefore volitional behavIour was durat IonaI

but not delayed and, In essence, It was the perfonmlng of the
Intervening acts which gave the behaviour Its 'volitional' characterIstlcs.

Further Kantor divIded volitional behaviour Itself Into six
separate classes.

The d,lfferentlatlng features were (I) the extent

to which the adjustment stimulus changed due to a shiftIng stimulus
situation and (2) the degree to which the pre-current reactions
determIned the final response.

Therefore, If the adjustment stimulus
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~md

the number of pre-current reactions large,

volitional behavIour could merge Imperceptibly wIth voluntary
behaviour.

Perhaps as an Injustice to Kantor we have not gone Into the
detal Is of his scheme.

His articles tended to be long and Involved

and presented for the most part In his own terminology.

As stated

before, he dldn notadduceexperlmentel evidence to support his
arguments and therefore hIs mode of discussion was largety·speculative.
Nevertheless he Is Important to us In that he attempted an objective
analysis of such sticky topics es meaning and volItion.

Further, In

his confrontations wIth B.F. Skinner, he forced Skinner to sharpen and
possibly harden his (Skinner's) own position (Verpla~, 'r/., 1983).
However before we turn to Skinner, we must first recognise Clark Hull
without whom any account of behavlourlstlc psychology would be Incomplete.
Clark Hull
Clark L_ Hull (1884-1952) has been universally recognised as the
grand theoretician In the experimental study of learning.

In his

elaborate scheme, reinforcement was considered to have primacy In
learning_

Contiguity, although Influential, was secondary to It.

Thus he preferred Thorndike as contrasted with Watson and Guthrie.
But It was Hull's enthusiastic embracing of Darwinian evolutionary
theory that gave his Ideas their most distinctive feature.

This was,

of course, his concept of 'drive reduction'.

It should be stated here that Hull's conception of 'drive' and
'drive-reduction' was based largely on the 'homeostails' of Walter
Cannon.

Cannon Introduced the tenm In his classical work The WIsdom

of the Body (1932) which was derIved fnom his experimental studies
concerning the role played by the sympathetic nervous system In
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maintaining the Internal equilibrium of the body.

The concept of

homeostasis was a more sophisticated end experimentally v;erlfled
version of Claude Bernard's ml lieu Interleur.
feature of Cannon's concept of homeostasis.

Stability wes a key
If an organism was to

survive It must maintain an Internal stability or at least maintain
a narrow physiological range within the Internal envIronment.

In Hu II

we see 'drive' conceived of as destabllztng the Internal environment
and as having the ability to precipitate 'drive-reducing' behaviour that
would, If successful, re-stabl IIze the system.

Hull suggested that those who study overt molar behaviour were
the Newtons and Gall leos of their field.

And further, that:

"It Is conceivable that the elaboration of
a systematIc science of behaviour at a
molar level may aid In the development of
an adequate neurophysiology and thus lead
In the end to a truly molecular theory of
behaviour firmly besed on physiology."
(Hull, C.l., 1943, p.2Q).
Thus the study of behaviour at the molar level could contribute to the
knowledge of nervous system function without waiting for an exhaustive
neurophysiological analYSis of what

he

considered a remarkably

'a~to

matlc structure', I.e. the centnel nervous system (Hull, t943)0

Hull attempted to model this theory of learning on the discipline
of physiCS.

Thus his approach has been called hypothetlco-deductlve.

He thought that 211 I scientific theory, Including psychological theory,
consisted "of a hierarchy of logically deduced propositions which
parallel all the observed empirical relationships composing a science"
(Hull, 1943, p.38I).

Therefore, for hla."ccJenoe has no use for

onverlflable hypotheses" (Hull, '943, p..23t;--

Ps-yc~logy

-.ould

advance If specific statements were made about the connections between
st Imu II and responses.

From these statements other statements about

-

behaviour would be deduced.
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All statements were to be supported

by experimental evidence I.e. stated In

te~s

of overt behaviour.

If the statements fal led to be supported by experimental evidence
then they would be altered to fit that data.
be self-correcting In the long run.

Thus his scheme would

Further, Hu II attempted to

produce his laws of behaviour In a strict mathematical form.

In the

briefest possible terms, his statements were developed In the form of
Intervening variables which were Inferred to

~dlate

between observed

stimuli and responses, I.e. Independent and dependent variables,
respectively.

The Inferred 'Intervening variables' were the core of

~ull's theorlsln~

Such variables were called 'hypothetical constructs'

if they were'thQught to have neurological foundations

(Hull,1943).

Thus Hull brought to the fore 'Internal events' as Important
determiners of behaviour.

Although Internal events such as volition

or thinking had no place In his grand design.

He thought that:

"It Is the primary task of a molar science of
behaviour to Isolate the basic laws or rules
according to which various combinations of
stimulation, arising from the state of need
on the one hand and the state of the
environment on the other, bring about the
kind of behaviour characteristics of different
organisms."
(Hu II, 1943, p.19 ).
Likewise he maintained that:
" ••• man's pre-eminence lies In his capacity for
adaptive behaviour.
Because of the seemingly
unloue and remarkable nature of adaptIve
behaviour, It has long been customary to
attribute It to the actIon of a specIal agent
or substance called 'mInd'. "
(Hull, 1937, p.D.
Hull always conceived of behaviour as beIng mechanIstIc In cherecter
end his emphasis was so strong that he hes been compared with that
early 'mechanist', Thomas Hobbs (Peters, R.S., end TeJfel, H., 1957).
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Indeed Hull attempted to generate 'a MechanIcal model', a mechanIcal
paral lei' as wei I as 'an electro-chemIcal parallel' of the conditioned
reflex which, for a whl Ie at least, he thought to be the 'basIc unIt'
of behaviour (Oaernsteln, H.D., and Hu", C.L., 1931(a);
and Baernsteln, H.D., 1929;

Hu", C.L.

Krueger, P.G. and Hu", C.L., 193I<b».

In addItIon to the efforts of Hul I along these lines were those of
Thomas Ross.

Poss was concerned with:
" ••• research which alms to endow machInes with
Intelligence of the sort possessed by lIvIng
creatures. (Ros s, T., I 935, P.387 ) •
He described one machIne that couldffread Its way through a simple

maze (Poss, T., 1933l.

Later he presented a design that was supposed

to be 'self-conditioning'.

This

~~chlne

consIsted of;

two sets of

solenoIds, glass needles, moving sheets of paper and photo-electric
cells.

One set of solenoids moved the sheets of paper, the other set

activated the needles which perforated the paper.

.~·turn·llght,

'whlch

passed through the hole\ actIvated the photo-electric eel Is whIch again
energized the solenoids That

moved the paper.

and Hull's designs are not Important.

The detal Is of Ross's

What Is Important Is that not

only was behaviour perceived of as having mechanical characteristics
but efforts were put forth to produce non-living machines that would
replicate animated behaviour.

In the behavlourlst fashion, Hull did not consider volition per

-

see

He stressed adaptation and mect.dsms In his account of behavIour

and, like Watson, Guthrie, Lashley and even Tolman, he didn't classify
behavIour as 'voluntary' or 'Involuntary'.
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As Hull's theory developed he Inserted, In part In response to
the Ingenious experimentation of Tolmen, more 8nd more hypothetical
entities between the reception of a stimulus by an organism and the
organism's final response.

Indeed Peters asserts that Hull's concept

of drive-reduction was based on constructs whose exIstence was so
shadowy and whose Interrelations were so obscure th8t It ranks as a
prime example of 20th century metaphysics (Peters, R.S., 1958).

Hull's Influence upon psychology has been Immense.

For example,

HI Igard and Bower have noted that 40% of all the experimental studies
published In the Journal of Comparative and Physiological Psychology
and the Journal of Experimental Psychology during the decade of the
I940s ''referred either to one or more of Hu II's books or papers" and
In the same Journals 70% of the studIes concerned with learning and
motivation cIted Hull (Hllgard, E.R., and Bower, G.H., 1966, p.189).
Nonetheless Hull's grand scheme, whl Ie It attracted a large fol lowing
durIng his Ilfetlr.l9, rapidly went out of fashion 8fter'-hls deeth.
This permitted the strongly 'perlpherellstlc' beh8vlourlsm of B.F.Sklnner
to achieve ascendency.

Skinner published his single most Important work, Behaviour of
Oroanlsms In 1938.

In It one finds all the features perceived to be

In behavlourlstlc psychology.

For example, Arthur BI lIs set out the

credo of psychology as' a science circa 1938.

Thus 'psychology 8S

sci ence' was emp I rl ca I, mechanl stlc an,d quentl1'atJ've:

It- wes nomothetIc

(lconcerned with estab II shlng genera I laws), ana Iytl c; end used ope ret lonal
concepts (BIJI,s, A.G., 1938).
behavIourism.

These elements are found In Skinner's

Further C.C. Pratt In a paper called "Psychological

Physiology" (1938) stated that although behaviour may ultimately be
explained by phVslologlcal mechanisms, psychology need not walt for a
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physiological explanation.

~~

noted that when psychologists speculated

In phys I0 log I ca I concepts It usua I IY produced "bra In mythology rather
than brain physlol0,sx" Pratt, C.C., 1938, p.424).

He thought that

"The uniformities among psychological dat8 are presumably what they are
because of thel r relation to physiological determinants".
psychological data are extensions of

~hyslologlcal

data.

Therefore
Thus:

"If such concepts-by-extenslon do not leap too
far beyond the material properties upon which
they are based, their scientific st8tus can hardly
be called Into serious question, for they amount
to little more than a restatement of the Initial
observations In a different terminology ••• "

(Pratt. 1938, p.425).
Such an attitude Is also found In the psychology of Skinner.

Lastly and most Importantly whl Ie the distinction of voluntary and
Involuntary behaviour dId not arIse In the writings of such behavlourlsts
as

~!atson,

Guthrie, Tolman end Hul

~

such a proclivIty wes seen In Kantor

as well as those behavlourlsts mentioned In the Introduction, I.e.
Helen Peck and

~'alter

Hunter.

Such a proclivity would not only erlse

In Skinnerian behaviourism, but would become dogmatized.
B.F. Skinner
Burrhus Frederic Skinner (1904-

) stood, In the mid 19305, et

the confluence of three Important and rel8ted streams of modern thought
I n psychology:

behevlourl'sm, opera'Hona-lo'SlIr 1md"loglati' -posltl vi sm.

Behavlourlsm,has attempted to expleln the behevlour of men end enimels
by theories and laws couched In terms which deslgnete only physical
thl~gs

and events.

Thus emulation of the physlcel sciences was supposed

to make psychology more scientific.

Operationalism wes (and stl " 's)

an attempt to meke scientific statements more
concepts In terms of correspond-Ing sets
study them.

p~lse

by defining

of operations which are used to

It was set forth by Percy W. Bridgman In his The logIc of

- 191 Modern Physics (1927) and achieved rapid, widespread acceptance, not
The tdeets.~ facilitate

only In physics, but tn psychology as well.

communication between scientists by the elimination of ambiguous
language.

Logical empiricism Is also concerned with the language

and logic of science.

Skinner's version of behaviourism Is sometimes called neobehaviourism to distinguIsh It from that of Watson, although It Is
Just as extreme.

But whereas Watson embraced PavlovIan conditioning

and stressed contiguity, Skinner attested Instrumental conditioning
(which he cal led operant conditioning) and

st~ssed

reinforcement.

Skinner's technique Involved the exhaustive analysIs of the behaviour
of one organism (the rat), not a large population.

His Ph.D. thesis

was such a departure from the mainstream that his supervisor, the
great psychological historian Edwin Doring, refused to accept It.
Skinner presented It the following year, unchanged, to a committee not
chaired by Boring and It was approved

(~~Igel,

J.A., 1977).

In the 'radical' behaviourism of both Watson and Skinner Inner
events or happenings were passed over and attempts were made to directly
relate environmental features and overt (observable) behaviour.

As

WI I Ilam Verplanck (1954) has stated, when presenting Skinner's views,
"'hear', 'feel', 'try', 'neeCt', 'In order to', and 'Intention' cannot
be Included In the data language of a science of behavior •••• " (p.278).
Skinner was also similar to Watson In his wi Illngness to accept certeln
types of verbal reports as objective behevlour.

Throughout his Career Skinner consistently avoided theorizing
about Inner causes of behaviour.

He doesn't claim that such causes

do not exist, but he has had a deep-seated faith that the ultlmete

-
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cause of Inner behavIour Itself could, In the last analysIs, be
traced to envl ronmenta I factors.

HI s final goa I was to deve lop

a method by whIch he could analyse the Influence of environmental
events In the determInatIon and prediction of behaviour (Skinner,
B.F., 1938).

In his Behaviour of Organisms (1938) Skinner defines behaviour
as 'the action of the organism upon the outside world' (Skinner, B.F.,
1938, p.6 ).

Thereby he focussed the attention of psychology on

the study of skeletal movements, thus reducing to secondary Importance
'Inner' physIological processes, such as those of the vIscera.
However, when SkInner Is pressed to acccunt for verbal behaviour In
humans he extends the notion that "It Is often desirable to deal with
the effect rather than with the movement Itself, as In the production
of sounds"

(Skinner,193"8, p.6).

Skinner always advocated objective scientific methodology.

He

stressed the external variables control ling behavIour and proposed to
study them by what he cal led 'functlonel analysis'.
the

pred~ctlon

HIs objective was

and control of the behavioural variables.

Thus the

external, environmental variables were vIewed as Independent variables
whl Ie the responses (behaviour) of the organIsm were the dependent
variables.

He maintained that the study of the relationship between

the former and the latter Is all that Is necessary to build a
comprehensive picture of organisms as behaving systems.

Therefore

Skinner Is able to cIrcumvent the postulatIons of those such as Clark
Hull, Involving Internal mediating variables assumed to exist within
the organism.

- 193 Skinner recognized the significance of Pavlov's conditioning
experiments and postulated the existence of two types of learning.
one was based on the procedure of Pevlov,' rn which the -response was
perceived as belng'ellclted'.

The other

we5

besed on

h'I.5-GWn"

procedure,

In which the response was viewed as being sponteneously ~mltted~
The former he cal led Type S (respondent) conditioning and the latter
Type R (operant)

conditioning."

Type S conditioning was seen by

Skinner as the procedure which was Important In the modification of
the responses of smooth muscle and glands.

This was the way that

new stimuli elicit emotional or motivational states.

However, In

Skinner's opinion Type S conditioning of visceral responses was a
minor feature of overall behaviour.

He felt that his operant

conditioning procedure and Its modification of the skeletal musculature could account for almost all observed behaviour.

Indeed, Skinner was quite confident that his 'science of behaviour'
could handle, not only public events but prlvete ones as wei I, as he
expanded the concept of behevlour to InclUde:
" ••• events taking place within the skin of the
organism not as physiological medIators of
behavior," but as part of behavior Itself
••••• (and further) ••••• The skIn Is not that
Important as a boundary.
Private and public
events have the same kind of physical dimensions."
(Sklnneri"

1938, p.84).

In his Science and Human Behaviour (1953), SkInner gives a more clear
formulation of the status of 'Inner states' within his conceptual
framework.

This statement also reveals a line of reasoning similar

to that of C.C. Prett:
objection to Inner states Is not that they
do not exist, but that they are not relevant In
a functional analysis.
We cannot account for
the behaviour of any system while staying wholly
Inside It; eventually we must turn to forces
ope rat I n9 upon the organ I sm from without.
lkIl. ss
there Is a weak spot In our causal Chain so that

'~he
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by the fIrst, or the thIrd by the second,
then the first and third links must be
lawfully related.
If we must elways go
beck beyond the second link for prediction
and control, we may avoId many tIresome and
exhaustIng dIgressIons by examInIng the
thIrd lInk as a function of the first.
ValId Information ebout the second link may
throw light upon thIs reletlonshlp but can
In no wey alter It."
(Skinner, B.F., 1953, p.35).

For Skinner, behavIour Is a functIon of external veri abies and
psychology was to be the science of the pred·lctlon
behavIour.
Tolman.

and control of

On thIs point SkInner was In agreement with Hul I and

The emphasIs on 'predIctIon and control' permItted Skinner

to Ignore origins of behaviour whIch he assumed to be somewhere In
the environment.

~hwever,

the major concern of Skinnerian behaviourism

was not to Identify environmental stimuli that would prove to be the
ultimate 'cause' of behaviour.
behavIour once It occurred.

His aim was to predictably control
He states:

"A response wh Ich has a I ready occurred c~nnot,
of course, be predicted or controlled. ~'e
can only predict thet slmller responses wi II
occur In the future.
The unit of a predlct~ve
scIence Is, therefore, not a response but a class
of responses.
The word 'operent' wI I I be used
to descrIbe thIs class. The tenn emphasizes the
fact that the behavIour operates upon the
env I ronment to generate consequences.
The
consequences define the properties with respect
to which responses ere called similar."
(Skinner, 1953, 65).

SkInner was empirical In his definition of a reinforcer, for It
cou Id be enyth.1 ng that Increased the probab I II ty of
occurrence.

response

Once he estebllshed relnforoement as a central feature

and viewed responses es spontaneously emitted,
problem of stimulus control.

he

had avoided Pavlov's

He hes consistently defended his view

for over 40 years and has had greet confidence In the power of operant
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condItIonIng to shape behavIour much as artIsans shape theIr works.

SkInner further used the Pevlovlan literature to his advantage
In hIs concept of 'condItIoned reInforcement' which he used to
account for long chains of behaviour.

'ndolng so he appeared

to make classIcal condItIonIng a special case of operant condItIoning
and thus relegated Internal responses to secondary Importance.
addItion, his use of a discriminatIve stimulus (Sd) focused
on the

~Iscrlmlnated operan~.

In

attentIon

The fonmer Is an environmental event

whIch functIons as a signal to the organIsm that the probabIlIty Is
high that an operant will be re Inforced.

The latter Is the operant

which Is reinforced.

The dIscrImInatIve operant usually took the fonm of a 'molar'
response.

A molar response Is one whIch Is a much more neurophyslo-

logIcally complex event than the molecular responses which may Involve
nothing more than a sIngle muscular fibre.

Compared to molecular

responses, molar responses are large segments of motion.

For exemple,

a bar press for food In rats and playIng the plano In humans.

It should

be pointed out that conceptually the dIscrImInatIve stImulus functIons only
as a signal to the organism.

It does not elicIt the operant under

study, but serves to Infonm the organism to emIt the operant.

This

methodology spawned a whole support technology for the counting,
graphIng and analysing of molar segments of behavIour.

One of the

chIef products of thIs methodology Is the process of shaping.

Thl sis

done by first rewarding small segments of the required behaviour and
then gradually demending larger and larger segments for reInforcement
untl I the desired behaviour Is shaped.
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But what Is of most Importance to us Is Skinner's dogmatic
separation of respondent and operant behaviours.

Interestingly

enough, he seems to have done this as an effort to establish the study
of operant behnvlours as

a separate Important field of Investigation

and suggested leaving the study of respondent behaviour to the
physiologist (Skinner, B.F., 1938).

On this point It Is felt that In

1938 when The Behaviour of Organisms was published, Skinner perceived
t~,at

his most Important task was to make operant conditioning the scJence

of behaviour.

Other features of his scheme appear to be subordinate to

this grand effort.
I~he

Thus In one paragraph Skinner progresses fnom

distinction between types Rand S arising

from their confinement to

operant and respondent behaviour respectively Implies a rough topographical separation", to "It Is quite possible on the exfstlng evidence
that a strict topographical separation of types following the skeletalautonomic distinction may be made."

(Skinner, 1938, p.112).

Skinner continued this 'topographical separation' In Science and
Human Behaviour (Skinner, B.F., 1953).
by

Hllg~t'd

and

~~arquls

The distinction was sanctioned

In their Conditioning and learning (1940) and It

remained largely unchanged In Kimble's revision of this highly
Influential textbook In 1961.

As stated previously the operant behaviours of Skinner's rats
were conceptually very simi lar to those Impulsive behaviours of
Thorndike's cars.

Both classes of behaviour had to be 'emitted'

before they cou Id be contro lied.

Both possessed the 'spontaneous'

characteristics associated with 'voluntary' behaviour.

By usinG

an operational definition to classify behaviour,' ·Sklnner dressed the
lepe-Ant' In the clothes of respectabHlty In t ... sense-thet such a
definition was Intended to deal' objectiVely wIth the subject of study.
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When he classified behavIours as 'operants' and 'respondents',
based on the procedure used to study them, Skinner was attempting
a resolution of the Issues surroundIng the condltlonabl Iity of
responses and their taxonomy.

However, the way Skinner formulated his doctrines proved to
be an analogue of the voluntary-lnYOluntary dichotomy.

That Is,

'respondents', by definition, had specifiable antecedents, whereas
'operants' did not.

Through Skinner the operant became a central

feature of a psychology which perceived Itself to be mechanistic,
quantitative, empirical and operational.

Under his Influence the

vitalIstic connotations of the operant wene retained and conceptual
rigor gave way to experimental expediency.

Skinnerian behaviourism

p~ted

the mechanistic view of man

In the sense that It limited Itself to observing the 'mind'
non-subjectively from without, which, Interestingly, Is the only
way In which the behaviour of a machine can be perceived and explained.
Thus, to Insist on a psychology restricted to the study of

onlyove~t

.behaviour of men and animals, makes psychology analogous to the study
of machines.

-
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CHAPTER 3

Contemporary Studies
As seen In the previous chapter, the simi larltles between the two
major conditioning procedures are striking and there have been occasional
attempts to consider one procedure to be a special case of the other.
(KOnorskl and Miller, 1937;

Skinner, 1937).

The decade of the 60s

witnessed an unprecedented growth In experlmenf81 data and conceptual
speculatIons concerning the classification of responses as voluntary
and Involuntary on procedural grounds.

Also, the discussions which

developed Invited a reformulatIon of Ideas about the Inter-relatIonships
of soma to-motor and visceral activities.

In passing, It Is InterestIng

to note that during the previous decade the great tradItIonal theoreticians
had died;

for example, Thorndike, In 19A9, Clark Hull In 1952,

\~atson

(although no longer effective) In 1958, and GuthrIe and Tolmen In -1959.
Skinner In America waS left In charge of the field and he claimed to be
atheoretical.

This was

21

period that seemed rIpe for change.

There-

fore, for the sake of clarity It wI II be helpful at this point to make
explicit, In general form, the attributes of the two great response·
c2ltegorles:

Involuntary and voluntary, as recognized by mId-twentIeth

century psychology.

Involuntary responses were innate, reflexive and unconscious (or
sub-conscIous).

Further, Involuntary responses were vIewed as beIng

subserved by the ANS and were therefore closely associated with the
responses of the smooth and cerdlac rrtlsculature as well as the responses
of both the duct and ductless glands of the body (I.e. the viscera of
the body).

Therefore, Involuntary, autonomic responses were those

which maintained the homeost2lsis of the body.

Conscious sensation of

these responses (when they were conscIous at el I) wes vague and diffuse
although there waS firm neuroanatomlcal evIdence of afferent connectIons

-

between the eNS and the vIscera.
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However, this afference appeared to

be relatively meagre compared to that fnom

~he

skeletal musculature.

This feature, coupled wIth vague or non-exIstent visceral sensations
In conscious man, as well as the profound effects of ANS efferents
on the visceral organs led J.N. Langley to view the ANS as primarily,
but not exclusively, a motor system (Langley, J.N., 192/).

Langley's physiological Investigation of the functIons of the ANS
established new standards by which they were studIed.

He was one of a

pair of distinguished physiologists, at the Cambridge School, upon whose
studies the modern concepts of the ANS and Its function are based.

The

other was Walter Holbart Gaskel I, whose detailed anatomical studies of
the ANS had set the stage for Langley.

Interestingly, whl Ie Langley's

experiments meant to him that there was a degree, possibly a large degree,
of autonomIc

neu~1

function that was Independent of the central nervous

system, Gaskell, on morphologIcal grounds, maintaIned that there was only
one nervous system - the 'cerebro-splnal system' (Gaskell, W.H., 1916).

Gaskell's opinion was eclipsed by that of Langley, and In the 20th
century Langley's descriptive terminology of the ANS - I.e. the term
'autonomic' Itself as well as 'pre and post ganglionic neurones' and
the faml liar 'sympathetic, parasympathetic nervous systems' - soon
entered Into psychology.

More recently, however, the concept that the nervous Innervations of
the skeletal and smooth musculatures ana two peripheral manifestations
of a single entity, the

cent~1

nervous system, has re-emerged.

This

position also gives greater recognition to the numerous centr81
representatIons of autonomIc activIties, and stresses eNS regulation of
such activities (Pick, 1970).
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A voluntary response

waC conscious, involved the skeletal

musculature of the body and was subserved by the eNS.

In genera I, the

great variety of responses exhibited by the· skeletal musculature were
viewed as 'learned', but possibly bul It upon reflexes, as well as being
conscious and dependent upon sensory feedback for their proper execution.

In psychology, the Instrumental and classical conditioning procedures
became closely associated, but not exclusively associated with the great
muscle groups of the body, skeletal and smooth, respectively.

These

muscle groups had the tenms voluntary and Involuntary attached to them
by physiologists and as such they were accepted Into psychology.
The general rule of thumb was that the classical conditioning procedure
modified smooth muscular movement and the movement was 'Involuntary',
whereas the operant conditioning procedure modified the movement of
skeletal muscles which was 'voluntary'.

However, such a conceptual

framework was a rule of thumb and most psychologists, when pressed on
this point,

~Iould

probably agree with Hllgard and Mar:quls (1940), by

maintaining that most conditioned responses are 'semi-voluntary'.

The

.

term semi-voluntary usually meant In practice that the response topograp hy of a given movement cou Id be a·1 tared by I nstructl on •

Kimble, In his 1961 revision of Hllgard and Marquis, recognised
that there was not any such thing as 'pure' classical and Instrumental
learning experiments, and he stressed that It was most Important that
psychologists generate experiments to clarify the distinctions between
the two procedures.

Th I s was fe It necessa ry because all the gene ra I

features present In classical conditioning are also contained In
Instrumental conditioning.

These Include discrimination, generalization,

extinction and the effects of different temporal characteristics.
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Since Kimble's publication this clarification has yet to materialize
whl Ie th3re Is mounting evldence\of a breakdown In the procedural
dis tin ct I on •

This evidence comes from two areas of research;

(I) autoshaplng;

and (I I) the demonstrations of Instrumental conditioning of autonomic
If the evidence continues to

responses.

be

conflnmed, then a plausible

case can be presented which asserts that the traditional tendency to
erect categories of behaviour, based on the method used to study It, Is
no longer tenable.

Therefore If the separation of behaviour Into

voluntary and Involuntary categories Is to be maintained then It r,.ust
be done on grounds which exclude the classical and operant conditioning
procedu res.

Autoshaping
Autoshaplng Is a phenomenon first described by
1968.

ero~m

and Jenkins In

Their experiment uti Ilzed a standard subject, a pigeon;

a standard

experlmenta I envl ronment, a "Ski nner box", and a standard response, a key
peck.

In their experjment a

within each minute.

~ey

was illuminated for eight seconds

At the end of the eight second period the key-light

was terminated and grain was delivered.

Although the pigeon was not

required to peck the key for grain delivery, if a key peck occurred the
key-light was immediately terminated and grain was delivered into the
hopper.

The first key peck usually occurred after about forty pairings

of key-light termination and grain delivery and thereafter rapidly
increased in frequency.

In spite of the fact that key pecks produced

grain in the hopper, Brown and Jenkins maintained that because the pigeon
was not reguired to peck the key for grain,

t~e

procedure was classical

conditioning (Brown, P.l. and Jenkins, H.M., 1968).
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A subsequent

~xperl~nt

by Williams and Williams(1969)using the auto-

shap t·ng para d tgf'l1 de,rnonstrated that ke¥pecklng cou Id be I nltlated and
susTaIned even when the key-peckIng prevented the occurrence of graIn
de Ilvery.

Thl·s they called auto-maIntenance.

ThaI r experIment was

WIll lams and \1J II lams

the converse of fbat of Brown and Jenkins.

presented graIn tnmedlately after the- termInatIon of an IllumInated key
If no key. pec.ks had occurred durIng the perIod that the key was I It.
'I'n thIs procedure, any peck durIng CS Clilumlnated key) prevented the
graIn dell-very CUCS) that was otherwise scheduled to occur after CS
te rm I nat I 6n.

DespIte these negatIve consequences pIgeons contInued to

peck the IllumInated key on a large number of trIals (up to 2,000)
(h'f II tams, O.R., and Wliltams, H.,

1969).
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is no pecic. but I peck tums off lhe kc1, prevents reinf"orccmctlt. ancIatartsthe InIcMI between trials.

FIG. 42 Williams,D.R., 1981, p.57.
An Inspection of FIgure 42
are confound~d.

revea I s -that both the procedures

For example, In the 'po&t-tlve contingency' case

(Brown and Jenkins, 1968), although grain was present upon key-lIght
tennlnatlon wIthout 8 key peck being reqUIred, when a key peck ~
occur, It 1-ennlnated the key light and graIn was presented.

So thIs

!""
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procedure seems to be a compound of both classical and Instrumental
conditioning.

In the 'negative contlnpency' case

(\~III

lams and \'" II lams

1969), agaIn key-light termInatIon \Olas fol lowed by grain delivery with
pecking not required.

Rut In this case, when a key peck dId occur,

It produced key "ght tenmlnatlon but no graIn.

This Is eel led

'omIssIon traInIng' by Fred SheffIeld, a col league of WI I "ams (Shefflgld,
F., 1965)

from whom

\~I

II

lams borrowed the experimental design.

In

each case a key peck brought about a systematIc 'response' from the envlronmente

To eliminate tltls feature,·Schwartz· (1972) conducted an experiment

based on the 'negatIve contingency' procedure.
proceeded In the followIng manner:

The Schwartz study

I) A key lIght was presented and graIn

was delivered upon key lIght tenmlnatlon wIth no key pecks being required
fo r 9ra In de I Ive ry •

'f a key peck occurred durIng key lIght presentatIon

the lIght was not turned off, but stayed on the sene length of
there were no key peck.

tl~

as If

Not only dId a key peck not turn off the light,

but It prevented graIn delIvery as well.

2) In a further modifIcation

of the procedure the key light was left on during grain presentation.
Therefore key light termination was not followed by grain delivery .
(Schwartz, B., 1972 ) •

Under both conditions. great Increasesln key-

pecks was observed.

The phenomenon Is apparently real for It has been demonstrated In
a variety of species using a number of different CS's, reinforcers and
responses.

In further experiment, In whIch there waS not a posItIve

contingency between the I I lumln8ted key and graIn In the hopper, key
peckIng was very poor.

Therefore, In order to obtain autoshaplng, the

lighted key must reliably predict grain In the hopper.

Hearst 8nd

Jenkins (1974) have reviewed the literature concerning this subject and
have concluded that the phenomena of autoshaplng can be subsumed under
the more general concept 'slgn-tr.acklng'.

SInn tracking refers to those
~
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behaviours that are directed either towards or away from a stimulus
as a result of the relatIonshIp between that stimulus and a reinforcer.
The term 'sign' is used to point out the Importance of stlmulusreInforcer correlations as contrasted wIth the Law of Effect.

Thus

a sign predicts the presence or absence of some other envitonmentaL event.
The term 'tracking' calls attention to the organism's "orientation,
approach and contact responses directed toward signs of particular
reinforcers''' (Hearst, E. and Jenkins, H.M., 1974, p.4).

Hearst and

Jenkins also extended the concept of sign tracking to situations In
which an organism moves away from a stImulus that signals the absence
of a reinforcer.

The Important feature of this phenomenon Is that the sIgn or CS
apparently achIeves Its capacity to control directed movements of the
whole organism via procedures operationally the same as those used In
conventional classical conditioning.

Therefore there seems to be In

8utoshaplng a method of classically conditioning behaviour that has
provided the prime example of operant behavIour.

More Importantly,

these experiments detract from the popular view that the pigeon's
key-pecking behaviour Is relatively arbitrary (emitted) as proposed In
the publicatIon of Ferster and Skinner (1957).

However, more recent evidence suggests that the autoshaplng
procedure Is more complicated than straightforward classical conditioning
of an operant.

Williams

(1981)

reviewed In detail the development of

autoshaplng and came to the conclusion that the pigeon's key peck could
be under the Influence of both the stimulus-stimulus and the responsestimulus paradigms.

He tenned such behaviours biconditional end called

for the rejection of the use of 'operant' and 'respondent' as categorIcal
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concepts, I.e. as mutually exclusive and possible exhaustive 'types'
of behaviour to which only S-S or only R-S .Iaws apply.

He

further

proposed that the Instrumental and classical conditioning procedures
should be 'tools of analysis' in the experimental study of learning
(Williams, D.R., 1981) •.

Schwartz maintains

tha~

after all Is said and done, the only way

to differentiate between the two conditioning procedures is to distinguish them as relations.

He defines classical conditioning as "a

relation between two stimuli" and Instrumental conditioning as "a
relation between e response and a stimulus", but Indlceted that "both
relations may control the same class of behaviour".

He ended his

discussion of the classlcel-Instrumental distinction much as did "!III lams,
that Is, by proposing that the conditioning pnocedures

be

viewed as

analytical tools and not to classify behaviour (Schwartz, f., 1975).

Textbooks have recently appeared that have given autoshaplng
prominence as a possible alternative explanation to behevlours

the~

In

the past have been Interpreted as bel'ng operants (Schwartz, 1975,
Rachlin, H. 1976.).

If the 'sign tracking' and 'autoshaplng'

experiments as well as those concerning the operant conditioning of
visceral response are accepted, It wi II call for a radical re-evaluatlon
of the domains of operant and respondent behaviours.
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The Operant Conditioning of Autonomic Responses

By the 1960's the technical benefits of the achievements made
In electrical engineering and related fields made awllab. le high
grade electronic Instrumentation to laboratories with even modest
research endowments.

To the experimental

ps~chologlst,

this meant

that previously covert responses, I.e. heart rate, blood pressure,
electrodenmal activity, EEG, etc., could be observed and measured with
relative ease.

\'11th the technical expertise at hand, the operant conditioning of
autonomic responses began to be scientifically explored by experimental
study as well as by pilot cllnl'cal eUor'ts.

These

sfOltle~

we re them-

selves preceded by reports dealing with human subjects suggesting that
operant conditioning effects Involving autonomic pnocesses were possible.
For example, Gregory Razran's 1957 review of the Russian literature WaS
suggestive of such

CRaz ran,

G., 1957).

Indeed, the efforts of Soviet

psychologists and physiologists have continued to Influence
In America.

researc~ers

ThIs has not only been through scholarly Journals but

widely cited monographs as well.

For example, W.H. Gantt's translation

of K.M. Bykov's The Cerebra I Q)rtex and Intema I Organs (1957),
Chernlgovsky's Interoceptlon (1967) and the

Hungarla~G.

Introceptlon and Behpvlour (1967) among others.

Adam's

These three 9Ubllcatlons

did much to dispel the myth that the ANS haS a scanty afferent component
and poor representation In the CNS.

Indeed, the ANS seems rich In both.

In America there were Important pIoneerIng experimental studIes which
gave scientific feaslbllJiyto the Idea that autonomic responses could
be operantly conditIoned.
Kimmel were particularly

The experiments of Donald Shearn and Herb
suggestlve~

Sheam demonstrated smell but
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distinct accelerations In heart rate (HR) In hUMans (Shearn, D., 1962),
t;'~lv~"':c. ~k.l '" Rr$,O"'le

while Kimmel produced evidence for modification of the"GSR In humans
using operant conditioning schedules (Fowler, R.l.
Kimmel, E. & Kimmel H.O.,

1963 ).

&

Klnmel H.O., 1962;

SignifIcantly Shearn's experiment

also revealed a large somatic component, in this case, heart

~te

Increases were hIghly correlated wIth Increases In respiration.

Shearn's experImental results were simi lar to those obtained by
Abe Black In hIs early studies with dogs.

Black used the Pavlovian

procedure to condl tl on heart rate I'ncreases I n dogs and these Increases
were found to be closely correlated with skeletal movements, Including
respiration (Black, A.H., 1959).

It Is Important to note here that Black was using the classical
condItioning procedure, whereas Shearn was utilizing the

ope~nt

procedure and both obtaIned sImi lar general results.

S II ght Iy earll er, Kendon Smith had pub Ii shed a much-cited arti.c Ie
entitled "CondItioning as an ArtIfact" <t954).

In this article

he

claImed hIs maJor aim was to present a monIstic approach In which:
"every condItIoned visceral response Is, In
reality, an artifact, an Innate accompaniment
of the skeletal responses Inculcated by the
conditionIng process."
(Smith, K., 1954, p.217).
Although SmIth' 5 crltl cl sm waS aimed at the class I,ea I condition
of vIsceral responses, It was later dIrected at the attempts to
operantly condition such responses.
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In defending his position,

he

reviewed the evidence suggesting

the condltlonabl Iity of such autonomic responses as the galv.anlc skin
response (GSR), the salivary response and

t~e

pupl I lary response.

He

found It very unconvincing that condtloned visceral responses were
acquired Independently of somatic responses.

In each case he argued

logically that learned visceral activity was a by-product of somatic
behaviour.

Therefore, Smith's position pivoted on whether or not

somatic activity always occurred In visceral conditioning.

If It did,

then It could be argued that the condltlonable skeletal response was
eliciting the Involuntary and uncondltlonable visceral response In a
reflexive fashion.

Applying Occam's Razor, It was therefore unnecessary

to postulate visceral conditioning.

As It seems that one can always argue that some undetected somatic

actIvity can occur, It Is logIcally Invulnerable, as SmIth admits.

Any

opponent would have to pnove a negatIve hypothesis, I.e. that something
did

~otexlst,

a notoriously refractory enterprise.

point out that when discussing conditioned GSR,

he

It Is Importent to
entertained the' Idea

that the GSR and muscular tension could "arise as parallel events fr.om a
common Innervation" (Smith, 1954, pp.217-225).

This hints at the

possibility of central coupling of these two responses, an Idea we shall
meet again.

Thus, Smith's criticism was not new, but It had wide appeal

and was held In favour by a large segment of the psychological community.
Therefore there was a Justified reluctance to acknowledge the operant
conditioning of eutonomlc responses as feasible.

ThIs Is not surprIsing, as Influential psychological textbooks were
dogmatic on the poInt.

For exemple, Gregory KImble's 1961 revision of

HIlgard and Marquis' Conditioning and learning states that:
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"There Is good evidence that most (we think all)
responses which can be conditioned classically
cannot be conditioned Instrumentally and vice versa."
(Klmbl.e, G., 1961, p.I07.)
But

KI~ble

sounded a word of caution to his readers:

In his summary of

Chapter 4 (Classical and Instrumental Conditioning Compared) he thought
that voluntary factors play an Important role In classically conditioned
responses.

.

Indeed, there Is again 'good evidence' that the classically

conditioned response Is a combination of voluntary and Involuntary

p~cesses.

"The same state of affairs probably exists In the case of Instrumental
conditioning" and further, that:
"the voluntary control over autonomic reaction which
suggests that Instrumental conditioning of these
responses might be poSSible, probably always requires
a mediating response Involving the central nervous
system."
(Klm~le, 1961, p.IOB)
Thus Kimble's position Is close to, but no Identical with, that of Smith.

Be this as It may, the possibility that the same central mechanism
may control both the somatic and the visceral response, was largely
Ignored at the time In favour of a direct attack on Smith's somatic
mediation hypothesis.

Therefore, In order to deal with the: problem of

mediation, researchers attempted to develop methods which would systematically vary or entirely eliminate somatic responses, so leaving the
visceral response system more open to direct study.

The most extensively

used technique In this endeavour has been that of curarization.

Curare blocks the action of the peripheral nerves on the skeletal
musculature, creating a state of flaccid paralysis.

However, the

skeletal musculature Is differentially sensitive to the effects of
curare.

Therefore some muscles enter a state of paralysis before athers,

the respiratory muscles being the most reslst8nt to curare.
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Thus Smith maintained that there could be

responses which

skelet~1

occurred and were not overt (Smith, K., 1964).

To answer this constant criticism,
and recorded electromyographlc (EMG)
Jegs and from the forehead.

BI~ck ~nd

~ctlvlty

A del~yed

Lang used dogs

from three of the four

cl~ssl~1

conditioning

procedure was Instituted - the CS was a tone (4,000 cycle), the UCS,
an electric shock (4 milliamp) of 5 seconds duration, the CS-UCS
was 10 seconds.

They Infused

recurrent tarsal vein •.

Thus,

d-tubocu~rlne

cardl~c

(EMG) were recorded concomitantly.

chloride Into the

responses

Their

d~ta

~nd

skeletal

~ctlvlty

suggested that cardiac

responses could be conditioned without skeletal responding as
by the EMG (Black, A.H., and Leng, W.M., 1964).

with the criticism of Smith.

me~sured

Of Interest here Is

the Introduction of t-he. ope re-tton a I deftn""'fcn. of a
I.e. no a.1G, no skeletal activity.

Interv~1

ske~et81

response,

Such seemed to be necessary to deal

Furthermore, this

ope~tlonal

definition

of a skeletal response was accepted In the efforts to Instrumentally
condl tl on autonoml c responses and, therefore, there was extens Ive use of
curare In these experiments.

Some of the most dramatIc experImental studies using curere were
performed by Neal t"lller and leo Dk'ara.

They undertook thIs series

of experiments In order to InvestIgate whether or not Instrumental
condttt ont n9 cou Id modl,fy vi scera I responses In an Irna Is devol d of
voluntary

som~to-motor

actIvIties, IncludIng voluntary respiratIon.

Thus theIr attempt addressed the medIatIon problem spoken of previously.
This was an attempt that was to capture the Imagination of the
psychologIcal convnunlty or at least that portIon Interested In the
experimental study of learning.
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Miller, unlike most of his colleagues, was already prepared
to entertain the Idea of the Instrumental conditioning 01 visCeral
responses.

Indeed Miller had previously cal led for a "Liberalization

of Basic S-R Concepts" (1959), a concern which was reflected In the title
of his contribution to the outstanding series of psychological writings,
Psychology, A Study of a Science, edited

by Sigmund

r~ch.·

In this

paper, Miller, a student of Clark Hull, Illustrated what he considered
to be the advantages of using Intervening variables, such as the 'drives'
thirst and hunger, within the S-R theoretical framework.
fol lowing Hul I, was a 'drive reductlonlst', that Is,

Miller,

he thought that

organisms possess Innate biological' ·'drlves' ·ttMrt·wefV9l'1Tirglzers of
behaviour.

Behaviours which were successful In 'reducing'

a particular

drive tended to be perpetuated In the behaviour repertoire of the organism
whereas unsuccessful behaviours would be eliminated because their
execution did not 'reduce a drive'.

In th I s theory drl va-reduct I on Is

viewed as essential to the learning process and most of Miller's
publications concerned studies directed to this concept.

However,

by 1961 MI Iler had proposed a research prograM that shifted emphasiS from

.

drive-reduction to efforts using the Instrumental conditioning procedure
to study visceral responses (Miller, N., 1961).

Flrs~ ~I

Iler presented experImental evidence suggesting that sali-

vation In the dog cou Id be mOd-l"fled by thtt lns1Tumen1'1t" 'condt-t-td1:·lng procedure (Miller, N.E. & Cannona, A. 1967).

[bgs were rewarded by water for

periods without sllvatlon as wei I as for 'spontaneous' bursts of
salivation and progreSSive decreases and Increases In salivation
respectively were achieved.
but found that the

dru~

Miller also paralysed the dogs with curare

precipitated a large Increase In salivation,

makIng conditioning Impossible.

He then embarked on a series of

experiments with Leo DlC::ara whl ch appeared to lnd I cate the legitimacy
of the operant conditioning of autonomic responses.
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In the beglnnlnQ,Mlller and DICara focused

on heart rate as the

autonomic response to be subject to the operant conditioning procedure.
Their first experiment was essentially a replication of an experiment
conducted previously by J.A. Trow I I I In Miller's laboratory.

Trowl II

had paralysed the skeletal musculature of rats with curare and rewarded

.

both Increases and decreases In heart rate with electrical brain
stimulation CESS) to a SUb-cortical structure known as the medial forebrain bundle.

This structure Is anatomically connected with olfaction

In the rat

since the publications of James Olds (1956

~nd,'

recognized as a significant reward centre In the brain.

e,

b), hes been

The medial

forebrain bundle's reward features are Inferred from the high rates of
bar-pressing exhibited by rats given the opportunity to self-administer
Trowill's experiment produced distinct, but small, heart rate

ES8.

I ncreases

and decreases - I n the order of

5~,,(Trowlll,

J. A., 1967).

In the experiment of Miller and Ol:ara, a few changes were Intnoduced, such es en Increase In the time allowed for recovery fran the
effects of ESe, more trials and a longer period of training, but
Important were the use of a discriminative stimulus.

t~

most

A light or a

tone marked the discrIminative stImulus (SO) perl04 during whIch the
subjects (rats) receIved ESe for either Increasing or decreasing their
heart rate CHR) as the case may be.

In this experiment heart rate

Increases and decreases on the order of 20J were reporte4 as COft1)ared
to

th~

5% chenges observed by Trow I I I.

Apparently the Introduction

of the SO greatly Increased the magnItude of the rewarded Increases
and decreases In heart rate.

In addition the criteria for ceward

could be flexible within the SO period.
heart beats required for an ESe

could be

In other words the number of
made progressively more difficult

In both the' Increase' and 'decrease' gnoups.

If the erlt.,..ICft.' 18".1:for

heart rate was successfully met then a slIghtly higher criterion could be
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set thereby demanding a higher heart rate In order to receive
ES8 and so on.

Hence HR levels could be progressively 'shaped'

up or down.

Miller and DICara were quick to point out that their results did
not reflect the unconditioned effects of ESB because there. was
considerable overlap between the number of ESBs delivered In each group.
The fact that they conditioned both Increases and decreases In HR
usIng the same experimental procedures (the bl-dlrectlonal design)
suggested that HR could be dIrectly Influenced by the experimental
contingencies.

Of course, If confirmed, these experimental results

would have Important Implications for psychology, not only on the
conceptual and theoretical Side, but on the practical sIde as

wei

I, as

exemplified by the potentIal of such technlaues to help treat

hu~n

vIsceral pathologIes.

The claim, by MI I ler and DICare, that the Instrumental conditioning
of a visceral response had been

demonstrate~

had used a curarized preparation.
artificIally resplrated.
~lller

rested on the fact that they

.

Therefore the animals had to be

The respiration parameters established by

and 01 .ara In this experiment were used by them In their

subsequent studies (Miller and Dt(ara, 1967).

These were to assume

great Importance when attempts were made to replicate" theIr experiments.

Miller and DICare followed this with no less than six publications
In 1968 alone.

These Included operantly conditioned heart rate responses

as avoidance reactlorsto electrical shock (DI(.,.. and MIller, 1968a); .,d
suggestions that operently conditIoned heart rate transfers fran the
curare state to a non-curare state (01C:ere end Miller, 1968b).

But,

the most remarkable feature was the specificity with which a response
could be conditIoned, with the most startling example provided by a study
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which claimed to show that rats could differentially control blood
flow In the two ears (Dlcara and Miller, 1968e).

In their revIew of

the literature concerning operantly condltroned autonomic responses,
Katkln and

~~urray

(1968) concluded that the curare studIes presented

the most convincing evidence that autonomic responses could be
operantly conditIoned "Independent of possible mediators" (Katkln, £: .. S. &
Murrey, f.N., 1968, p.64).

GIven the extraordInary nature of the evIdence presented by MI Iler
and Dlcara, many efforts were made to conflnm theIr experimental results.
Some of these produced positive results (Hothersall, D. -and Brener,
Banuazlzl, A., 1972;

J.,

Slaughter, J., Hahn, W., and RInaldI, P., 1970).

However, there was a growIng body of evidence which was negatIve
( Robe rts, l. E. , 1978) •

In ane attempt Brener, Elssenberg and Middaugh rigorously reproduced
the methodology of t·llller and Dlcera, gIvIng particular attention to the
re$plratlon parameters.

They found that:

"Our experience In employing these parameters
led us to belIeve that they result In hyperventIlatIon of the curarIzed ret.
Rats
resplrated by this technIque dIsplay profound
Invariant tachycardia at the Inception of the
session, show a systematIc decrease In heart rate
throughout the session, and are unresponsive to
perIpheral stimulatIon."
(Brener, et aI, 1974, p.255).

Brener et al (1974) had varied the respiratory. parameters for each
anImal In order not to have a comatose animal and although they were
able to operantly condition heart rate, the magnitude was small compared
to the results of Miller and DIcere.

1969;

They Interpreted the results of their experIment as IndIcating
that

skeletal-~tor

and vIsceral activity are two manIfestatIons

of a centrally Integrated motor system.

thIs

I~ea

had'also been

suqgested by 81ack (1967) and 0brlst et al (1970).
features of this study were that It
that

~ust

The r.aJor

the extreme care

de~strated

be taken with the curarized preparatIon.

Eventually t!.lller himself was unable to repllalte the experimental
results of his prevIous studies (Dworkin, B.P., end MIller, N.E., 1977,
~q

Iler, N.E.,

A lJworkln, B.r., 197.:1).

failures \'!eakened
s~ato-skeletal

~··lIler's

In tum these experll'l'9ntal

conjecture that autonordc responses and

responses ere contrcl led hy two

Inde~endent

processes

within the Ct,:s and strengthened-the conjecture that the two seemIngly
Incerendent rrocesses were centrally
an~

Indeed sor.e of r'liler

CICa ra' s own data cou Id be Interpreted to suggest such centre I

ccupllnn of
and

Int~rated.

~~lller

s~to-MCtor

and

eutono~lc res~onses.

For example, Clcara

(1969,. condl tloned heert rate I ncreases and decreases In

two separate grours of curarIzed rats.
the condItIoned heert rete

res~onses

\"hen testec for retention of

In the

~nnel

(non-curarIzed) state,

the group condItIoned for heart rate c6creases under curare manIfested
slrnlflcantly lower resrlratory rate and actIvity levels then the group
that h&d been conditioned for heart rate Increases.

To test th Is hypothes I s further, Goes II n!) and [lrener

.(1972)

ancther 'transfer' experlmerTt, the CNtverse of that of Dlcare and

conducted
t~lller.

In this study two groups of rets with yoked controls were conditioned
to be active (running In a running wheel) or
a cage) via a shock avoidance procedure.

I~blle

(remaining stf II In

After the pre-training period,

each group was spIlt for heart rete conditioning (Increases and decreases)
under curare.

That Is, one helf of the active group was conditioned
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for heart rate Increases and one half for decreases.

The same

procedure held for the imrrobi Ie nroup.

The results of this

experiment

under curare was a function

de~onstrated

that

perfor~ance

These

of the pre-training and not of the contingencies under curare.

results were Interpreted as evidence for central linkage of soma tomotor and cardiovascular activities.

Indeed, the transfer studies

as a group provided some of the stronsest evidence supporting the
hypothesis that visceral conditioning was centrally mediated by structures
responsible for skeletal muscular control.

Moreover Orville Smith

has amassed a large body of evidence indicating that cardiovascular and
somatomotor activities are integrated within the CNS, as distinct from
regulation and control by peripheral feed-back loops

(Smith, O.A.,

1974). However, if the 'central mediation' interpretation of the results
of experiments attempting to operantly condition autonomic responses
was viable, then the curare experiments did not adequately address the
problem; curare only blocks nervous activity at its most peripheral point,
i.e. at the myoneural junction.

Any processes proximal to this

junction' would not be affected by curare.

Therefore, if it is conjectured that skeletal muscular and autonomic
activities are centrally linked and that curare is only preventing the
expression of one component of the behavioural gestalt - the skeletal
muscular one, then one would

e~pect a~tivity

in the motor nerves which

innervate the skeletal musculature although the muscles themselves fail
,

to contract.

Unfortunately such diract evidence was not'obtained in the

above cited experiments.

However, experiments using curare in a more

physiological setting have been performed and offer some strong indirect
evidence that such activity does indeed occur.

These experiments are

important in that they indicate that ~hereare 'coordinating motor centres'
within the CNS which are active in the curarized preparation.

Hence

coordinated central activity, even in paralysed animals, could be causing
the observed changes in visceral responses.
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Dellaglna et al (1975) stimulated the cervical spinal cord In
both decerebrated and decapitated cats and measured electrical
activity In the muscle nerves gastrocnemius laterals (GL) and tibialis
anterior <TA).

When the cets were IlmIOblllzed with Flexedll, thereby

eliminating peripheral feedback, rhythmical ectlvlty wes detected In GL
and TA, evoked by cervical stimulation, an activity thet has become
known as 'fictive' scratching.

The oscillations set up In GL end TA

exhibited frequencies, very simi lar to those of the Intact enlmal
(approx. 2-5 cycles/sec.).

Since no movement took place, the

oscillations measured In the two nerves were deemed to be under the
control of a central program.

This program seemed to be e spinal

mechanism which could control not only oscilletions between muscles,
but the phase relationships as wei I (Oellaglna, T.G., Feldmen, A.G.,
Gelfand, I.M., Orlovsky, G.N., 1975).

The Interesting feeture here

Is that In e preparetlon which wes phenmecologlcelly Immobilized,
electrical activity was occurring In the skeletal motor nerves.

In another experiment Feldmen end Orlovsky (1975) studied 'fictive'
locomotion In the spinal cat.

First Ie Intemeurons receive Input from

Ie efferents from the muscle spindle es well as fnom central structures.
The major effects of la Interneuron discharge are actlwtlon of the
motor neuron located In the same muscle as the muscle spindle giving
Input to the la Interneurons and Inhibition of Its antagonist.

Ageln, a

neural locomotor pettern similar to that of the Intact animal WaS set
up In spinal anlmels that had either been de-afferentated (by cutting
the ventral roots) or curarized.

This study suggests that a central

program can co-ordlnate both excitation and Inhibition of the alpha
and garrma motor-neurons es well as the la Interneuf'Ol\ without peripheral
Input.

The concept of e central program controlling movement will be
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expanded In the fol lowing chapter, but again at present the Important
point Is that under curare electrical activity does occur In the nerves
which Innervate the appropriate skeletal mUSCUlature

~eldman,

Such evidence Is encouraging;

Orlovsky, G.N., 1975).

A.G. and

however It can

only be used with great caution when drawing conclusions about activity
"

In the skeletal motor nerves of the curarized preparation In the operant
conditioning paradigm.

Be this as It may, and despite the problems encountered with the

curare preparation, there emerged the point of view that, taken as a
whole, the experiments

conce~d

with operantly conditioning autonomic

responses demonstrated a real, If fral I, phenomenon (Thornton & Van
Toller, 1973;

Middaugh, Elssenberg, & Brener,

and Wolfe, 1975;
~autonomlc

r~banac

& Serres, 1916),

1915; Gllner, Horvath

In addition, these so-called

operants' exhlblte4 In a general rrenneB characteristics

usually associated wIth skeletal muscle responses whIch have been
operantly condltloned,e.g. responses could be modified by both positive
and negative reinforcement (Miller and Dlcara, 1961, Dlcara and MII.er 1968a)
~ben

reInforcement was discontinued,' extinction:resulted"'(Hothersal I

and Brener, 1969;

Dlcara and Stone, 1910);

tNtl"8"-waS'''retenT.fCrt~()f

acquired

responsEt; (Dlcare and MIller, 1968c) as well as acqulst:H-on 'of both
Increases and decreases In activIty (Dlcera and MIller, 1968a).

Thus It can be seen that the operant conditioning of autonomic responses
and the classical condItIoning of skeletal responses (the auto-shaping
phenomenon) represent two convergIng lines of evIdence, demonstrating
the unvlabl Iity of the practise of classifying behavIour Into two rigid
and mutually exclusIve categorIes:
Involuntary, ske leta I and vi scera I.

op.ran"~

end respondent, voluntary and

Fur1'hennore, the hypothesis that

behavIour Is en Integrated response with. botb- ten+re:L and- perlphet'el
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components gives a framework for the Interpnetatlon of behaviour that
Is more consonant with recent evidence than with the voluntaryInvoluntary dichotomy.

In order to avoid the problems surrounding the

use of curare but nevertheless

Investigate the Influence of Instru-

mental experimental contIngencIes on both autonomIc and skeletal
responses, Brener, PhIllips and Gonnally (1911, 1980) conducted
experiments which measuned both components of the total behavioural
gestalt, I.e. the autonomic as well as the skeletal nesponses, In the
Intact, freely moving animals.

Several lines of evidence wene brought together In this study:
I) In freely moving animals variations In heart r8te (HR) - the
autonomic component of the behavlourel gestalt - are usually highly
correlated with variations In somatomotor activity.

However, there

Is evidence suggesting that, In situations of stressful environmental
demand, the cardlo-somatlc gestalt could

be

disrupted (Obrlst, P.A., 1976).

These experimental data suggested that the central nervous system has
the capacity to differentiate the .sometomotor-heart rete gestalt and
that this differentiation could be studied uslnp the operant conditioning
procedure.
2) It was apparent that HR changes could be conditioned by operent
reinforcement contingencies In non-curerlzed subjects.

this had

been

demonstrated In several species) men (Obrlst, P.A. et ai, 1974), the
monkey ( Engel

&Gottlieb, 1972), the

and the ret (Black, A.H. et ai, 1976).
asserted that there was HR-sometcmotor.

baboon (Harris, A.H. et ai, 1976)

Although the same studies
dlssoclatl~

they had used only

discrete and partial Indices of sometomotor activities such as eye
blinks, E.M.G. recordln9 from selected sites and resplretory rate or
amplitude.

Thus the nature of the sametamat6r variation was clouded
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and therefore the evidence for a cardlo-speclflc effect of the
contingencies was Inadequate.
3) Although gross measures of somatomotor activIties - stabilimeter
recording - revealed a reliable co-variation between HR and somatic
activities (Elliott, R.E., 1914), Isometric muscle contractions have
also been shown to produce profound disturbances of cardiovascular
activity (Goodwin, R.M. et ai, 1912).

SInce these Isometric

contractions easily escape detection, It would lead to an underestimatIon
of any correlation between cardiac and somatic activities.

However, all

sometomotor processes Involve energy expenditure and the variations In
this expenditure

Is

reflected by preCisely correlated variations In oxygen

consumption (OC). Hence It the operantly conditioned variations In HR
are one component of a HR-sometomotor gestalt then they should be
positively correlated with variatIons In

~C.

In these studies not only was ambulatlon recorded but the gross level
of son"atornotor ' activity was assessed by contInuous monitoring of oxygen
consumption (CC)as wei I.

~reover

In the freely movIng subject, perIpheral

processes can account for heart rate skeletal muscle IntegratIon.

The reader I s referred to the append I x for the fu II text of these
experiments, especIally concerning the methodsused, the detal Is of the
results and theIr Interpretation.

Of Importance here h:The generel

Impllcatlo""of these .experlments.

Brener et a I (19171 derronstreted that shoek-evol dance reinforced
contingencies effectively conditioned discrImInated tonic Increases and
decreases In HR.

Furthermore these conditioned HR responses were

accompanied by especially signIficant changes In sometomotor actIvIty
measured by both ambulatlon and OCt

The positIve covariation of HR
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and soma to motor activity again strongly suggested e possible centrel
Integration of such responses.

This suggestion complements other

evidence Indicating that the comblnetlon of somatIc end cardiovascular
activIties Is achieved by centre I neunel Integnetlon (Gel Ihorn, E. , 1967;
Genma ne ,J.1969;

Smith, 1974).

~oreover,

Obrlst et el (1975) demon-

strated that, In man, the magnItude of conditIoned HR change Is Inversely
releted to the degree of somatomotor' restnelnt epplled durIng condItIonIng.
ThIs evIdence suggests that condItIoned HR changes are more then en
accompan Iment of somatomotor changes but are en Integra 1 component of e
generalIzed cardlo-somatlc response.

If such a hypothesIs were

vell~,

one mIght expect sImIlar behavlourel edJustments to result regerdless of
whIch response component of en Integneted behavIoural gestalt Is IdentIfIed as the operant by the reInforcement contIngencies.

To pursue thIs poInt, Brener et 211 (1980) used matched sIgnalled
shock-avoIdance procedures and a runnIng wheel envIronment.
reader is referred to the appendix for experimental details.

Again, the
One group

of rats was reinforced for heart rate (HR) increases, and another group
for running.

Thi s experimont was more comprehensive thin

Brener et 211 (19711 and perhaps the results were more equIvocal and
dIffIcult to Interpret.

Nonetheless an Important feature emerged:

tenms of the reinforcement contIngency rules, subjects In the HR group
could termInate the warnIng stImulus and avoId electrIcal shock
Independently of ambulatIng, but In fact theIr avoldanoa behaviour waS
characterIzed by hIgh ambulat10n rates.

ThIs observation confonms

wIth other results IndIcatIng that openently-condltloned HR varIatIons
are leerned as one component of non-specIfIc varIatIons In actIvIty.

In
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Thus researchers concerned with the experimental study of learning
have arrived at a point of vIew thet conceives of organisms as functional
unIties, and the observed behaviours of such' organIsms as the product of
IntegratIve actIvIties of the CNS.

It Is of great Interest that simi lar

Ideas have concomitantly emerged within the discipline of neurophysiology,
particularly from those researchers concerned with the role.of the CNS
In the production of movement.

In a neunophyslologlcal context, such

concepts as 'motor programs' and 'motor commands' have been postulated to
account for the evidence generated by the study of movement.

Moreover

the 'central mediation hypothesis' compl ments rather than contradicts
these concepts, whIch are, themselves, usually subsumed under the more
general topic of 'motor control'.

In closing thIs chapter, It Is felt that a plausible case hes been
made for the abandonment of the perception that behaviour can be classified Into the two great classes:
Involuntary responses.

operants and respondents;

voluntary and

This Is, of course, In the sense that such response

categories were classified by the procedures used to study them.

The

evidence drawn on to support this assertion has been derived fnom th6
experimental study of learning, an area of study which has traditionally
made extensive use of this dichotomy.

To reiterate, It Is

a~serted

that If the voluntary-Involuntary

distinction Is to be maintained, It must be done on grounds other than
the use of the classical and operant conditioning procedures.

The

continuatIon of such a distinction on these grounds could be potentially
counterproductIve to future research.

For I f researchers using these

criterIa, belIeve that they have somehow accounted for 'voluntary'
behaviour, they wi II be less likely to pursue an alternative explanation
of the observed behaviour.
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Also It has been Intimated that the term 'voluntery' carries with
It vitalist connotations.

This Is In the sense that a voluntary

response has been perceived as having a privileged status.

For example,

within the conceptual framework of traditional S-R psychology, the
voluntary response - the operant- was not, by definition, preceded by an
Identifiable antecedent event.

Skinner claimed this type of response

was 'emitted' as distinguished from the 'elicited' Involuntary response.
Thus the origin of the 'emitted' response was much more mysterious then
that of the 'elicited' response.

Furthermore, historically voluntary

behaviour has baan Intimately attached to that bastion of vitalism, the
Therefore the 'cause' of this type of behaviour has a sense of the

mind.

Incorporeal associated with It.
whl~b

other sources of voluntary behaviour

have baan postulated, such as the concepts of 'soul' and 'spirit',

were often considered to be Immortal.

Hence volition has been speculated

to be Independent of the principles that appear to govern the natural
world.

However, It Is possIble to defIne operationally a voluntary response
In such a way that metaphysical Implications do not arise.

That Is, If

humans could produce or Inhibit a response, upon InstructIon, signal or
command, It would be considered a voluntary response.

For exemple, If

a human subject was told to raise his arm·and did so;

arm raising would

be a voluntary response.

Further, If subjects could Increase or decrease

their heart rate on Instruction;
voluntary control.

the heart rate could be saId to be under

Today, the 'Instructive' definition of a voluntary

response Is extensIvely used In both psychological and neurophysiological
studies (see Brener, J., 19771.

In contemporary efforts to explain bodily movement, the concepts
emergIng In the area of 'motor control' seem to

be

the most premIsIng.

In the past two decades the lIterature concerning this area of research
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has grown so rapidly and to such an extent that a discussion
drawing the full compass of this area would be well beyond the
scope of this thesis.

Therefore, In the following chapter,

the hypotheses put forth are of a very selective nature.

The

focus wi I I be on models and experiments attempting to account
for voluntary movement, and an effort has been made to present
~aJor

authorities whose views address the central conceptual

features used .In the explanation of such movement.

It wll I

also be suggested that even In this 'hard-nose' scientific area,
the vitalistic attributes of voluntary movement are stl II very
prominent.
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Motor Contro I
In general terms, 'motor control' denotes the study of the role
of the CNS In the production end control of movement;

ot')e area of

research which tradltlonelly has been within the domeln of neurophysiology.
At present, however, the concepts used to describe end Interpret 'motor
control' ere derived from such disciplines as Information (communication)
theory, control theory, computer science and electrlcel engineering;
fields subsumed hereafter under the rubric, cybernetiCS.

In behavlourlstlc psychology there Is a growing awareness that a
more coherent explanation of behevlour may be developed If

eNS

activity

Is given serious consideration In experlmentel end/or conceptuel schema •.
rhus the study of motor control cen be seen as e point of convergence of
simi ler but not Identical Interest held by psychology, physiology end
cybernetics;

a unifying concern being the prediction end control of

movement.

It wi I I be recel led that Sklnnerlen psychology presented Itself es en
atheoretical psychology,

Skinner maintained that the knowledge of

processes within the CNS were unnecessary In accounts of behevlour and the
'laws of behaviour' were to be Independent of 'neurological support'.
Skinner held thet e science of behevlour could provide the most general
possible description of eNS activity;

the study of behaviour was

"regarded es a sort of thermodynemlcs of the nervous system". (Skinner,
1938, p.432).

Hence psychology, as the sclenoa of behaviour, would

outline a program to which neurophysiology must conform.
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As suggested In Chapter 2 the Interpretation, by psychology,
of the overt, public behaviour of biological organisms In terms of
stimulus and response may be seen as analogous to the Interpretation
of the behaviour of machines In terms of Input and output by the
engineering sciences.

This Is an Important feature of behavlourlstlc

doctrine for It has permitted psychology to easily assimilate the
concepts generated In cybernetics, a field which perceives simi larltles
between mechanical and biological phenomena.

Psychology, In turn,

has been drawn Into closer affinity with the physical sciences.

This

being the case, an Introduction of some of these concepts would be
appropriate at this point.

Perhaps this can best

be

accomplished by

doing a little backtracking.

In the 1940's Skinnerian psychology was In the ascendancy.
World War 2 Intervened In the activities of al I scientific disciplines
however, and Skinner's pigeons for example, were employed to help develop
a guidance system for missiles.

Another who was drewn Into the war

effort, and Interested In guidance systems, was the phi losopher turned
mathematician, Nobert Wiener.

Weiner Is universally recognized as having Introduced the term
'cybernetics', which he considered to be the study of control and
communication In animals and machines.
were the product of a

semln~r

His Ideas concerning cybernetics

on the methodology of science given at

Harvard University by Arturo Rosenblueth.

Immediately befonB the war

Wiener was developing computing machines for the solution of partial
differential equations.

During the war he worked with Julien Bigelow

In an "Investigation of the theory of prediction and of the construction
of apparatus to embody these theories" (Wiener,

N.,

1961, p.6).
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The practical features of this effort Involved the design of
automatic systems which would make aircraft-tracking radar data
avaIlable to computers.

The computers calculated the future pathway

of the aircraft and control led the aIming of the anti-aIrcraft guns.
As the task progressed, WIener and Bigelow came to the Important
conclusIon that the mechanisms responsible for the manipulation of
feedback Information In self-regulating machines In broad outline,
were similar to those used by the CNS to control motor activity.

Wiener and Bigelow speculated that the oscillations seen In
their mechanical systems due to Improper feedback could have an analogue
In the mechanlsmswhlch control human motor activity.

They approached

Rosenblueth with their suggestion and he Immediately pointed out that
disruptive oscl I lations occurred In a neurological systematology called
'purpose tremor', a disorder often
cerebellar function.

associated with disturbances to

Patients suffering fnom this pathological condition

overshoot the mark and/or exhibit uncontrolled oscillations when
attempting to voluntarIly pick up or touch an environmental object such
as a pencl I or tea cup.

This neurological data convinced Wiener of

the feasibility of applying the same general concepts - such as feedbackto many research arees.

In 1943, Rosenblueth, Wiener and Bigelow published an article
entitled "Behaviour, Purpose and Teleology" In which It

WIS

officially

suggested that the concept of negative feedback mechanisms was basic to
CNS fUnction and, hence, hid an
of behaviour.

Import~t

role to play In the explenatlcn

This suggestion has come to be celled the 'hypothesis of

cybernetics' (Mays, W., 1951).
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Wiener stated that there was an awareness of the contrast between
the essential unity of the set of problems centering about communication,
control, and statistical mechanics, whether In the machine or In living
tissue and the lack of unity, or absence of common terminology, In the
literature concerning these problems.

To address this problem, Wiener

Introduced a new discipline termed cybernetics In 1948 (Wiener, N.,
1961, p. 19).

Wiener Intended cybernetics to be the scientific framework which
would describe similar 'phenomena In the biological as well as mechanical
worlds.

Importantly, Wiener always stressed the point that logical

priority should be given to neIther world, a notion often neglected by
his followers.

The term 'cybernetic' Is derived from the Greek word

meaning 'steersman or helmsman'.

This concept, however, Is not to be

confused wIth Plato's 'pI lot of the ship'.

In the case of cybernetIcs

the 'helmsman' Is not concerned wIth Immortality, but wIth the
transmissIon, processing and control of signals or of InformatIon In the
formal sIgnals or symbols.

Rosenblueth et al (1943) recognized that the concepts of control
and communications were Inseparable.

Control Involved analysIs of

communication problems whIch In tum concerned the analysis of messages
or signals, In other words, the analysis of InformatIon.

Wiener

contrasted the amount of Information In a systEm with that of entropy.
Entropy being a concept fran classical thermodynamics which holds that
closed systems - those systems Independent of external energy sources tend to experIence 'heat death'.
closed systems.

ThIs 'death' Is a basIc feature of

AI I closed systems which exhibIt temperature differ-

entials can do work (energy transfer).

However, with no external

energy source such a system gradually reaches a stete of equilibrium
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Wiener viewed

'entropy' as the degree of disorganisation of a system.
'InformatIon' was a measure of Its organIsatIon!

In contrast,

However, the 'theory

of InformatIon' Is most closely associated with Wiener's student,
CI aude.lSAennon.

The Mathematical
TheorY of Communication was published by Shannon
,
and Weever In 1949 and provIded a means of ascertaining the amount of
Information generated by an Informational source, reel or artlflcla·l.
It also permitted precise, mathematical definition of the 'capacity' of
e .. coomunlcetlon chennel es well as Its 'efficiency'.

The concepts of

'coding', 'decoding', 'noise' and redundancy are also given mathematical
treatment.

Shannon's mathematical expressIon of these concepts Is

fer beyond the scope of this thesis but suffice It to say that 'Infonmatlon
theory' Is a rigorous brand of probability theory which has been broadly
applied to many areas of research;

computers, autometa, telecommunications

and bIological systems (McCulloch, W.G., 1949;

Ashby, W.R., 1952; Von

Neuman, J., 1958).

D.M. Mackay thinks that a theory of communication can bridge the gap
between the psychological and phYSiological levels of discourse of
behaviour.
"Now the language of Information and control, In
whIch the theory of automata Is framed, Is
conceptua II y I ntermed Iate between tl'lose of
psychology and physiology"
(Mackay, 1956, p.31).
Further, advances In the development of computing machines led to
the notion that 'Intelligent' activity of the brain may be simulated and
Investigated Independent of the study of Its 'hardware'.

For example,

Alan Turing has demonstrated that the organisation of compuiers may be
concel ved as en ordered collection of 'Ioglca I staies' whl ch can be,
In principle, at least, completely specified by their relations 10 each
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other and to the Input and output of the machine, regardless of
Its physical construction.
of the 'hardware'

Thus the 'software' may

be

Independent

(Turing, A.M., 1950).

Turing also formulated the now famous "Turing test", which was
to serve as the criterion to separate machine and human behaviour.
Simply put, If a machIne can respond appropriately to a series of
questions - thet Is give answers that a human would gIve - then one
could not dIstInguIsh between men and machine.
'test' took place et the behevloural level."

Therefore Turing's
Addressing the behavioural

level of discourse, Cleude Shennon presented a 'maze-solving machine'
In 1951.

The mechlne - with 72 relays for a 'brain', could solve any

maze problem within a twenty-five sequence area.
audience.

Tht.s emezed Its

L.K. Franks stated that Its behaviour was "all too hurnen"

and H.W. Brosln "George Orwell, the late author of 1984, should have
seen this" (Shannon, C., 1952, p.179).

At the same conference where Shannon demonstrated hi s maze-solver,
O.M.

~ackey

put forth 'The Nomenclature of Infonmetlon Theory' derived

from a Symposium of Informetlon Theory held In London In 1950.

~8Ckay

defined Information "In the most general sense as that which adds to a
representation" (Mackay, O.M., 1952, p.225).

A represenilttlon was "MY

structure (pattern, pIcture, model), whether abstract or concrete, of
which the features purport to symbolize or correspond In sane sense with
those of some other structure" (Mackay, 1952, p.224).

Infonnetlon theory

was conceIved to be concerned with the generation of 'representation'.
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This conception of Information, coupled with the seemingly
purposive behaviour of self-regulating machines, Is complementary
to Ideas from psychology and physiology which have attempted to
account for behaviour In terms of Images and goal-direction.

Indeed,

the terms 'Image' and 'goal-direction' frequently appear In cybernetic
II terature.

However when these terms are used In cybernetl cs, they are
mathematIcally specIfIed, In contrast to theIr vague mentalIstIc
connotatIons.

This added conceptual rigor can be benefIcIal to

psychology In that It encourages psychologists to clarify theIr own
vIew of these useful concepts.

WIth non-bIological systems that have to be controlled, engineers
have found It advantageous to ascertain fundamentally distinct ways
that a system's parts can function In concert.

These various modes of

control have been Identified and embodied In two types of control systems:
closed loop and open loop.

The distinction between these two, concerns

whether or not the system Is sensitive to feedback.
have several elementary functions In common.

Closed loop systems

First the system must have

a command function or 'set point', 'reference mechanism', 'goal' or
'purpose'.

This sets the standard for the perfonmance of the system.

The system must also contain a comparator function which Is capable of
receiving two Inputs, one from the corrmand function and. another, from Its
own output or from the environment which Is affected by the output.
This latter Input Is called feedback.
the feedback signal with the 'command'.
outcomes:

The comparator function 'matches'
Usually there are two possible

(I) the signals are equal In which case the system has reached

equilibrium and ceases to function, (II) the Signals are not equal.
the error signal Js large, In this case an 'enable' signal Is sent to

If
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the next link In the chain;

the effector function.

generates the output of the system.

This function

The output Is then compared with

the command function to test for equivalence.

If equivalence is not

achieved the process is repeated and continues to be repeated until
equilibrium Is reached.

When feedback Is used in this way It Is cal led negative feedback
and is concerned with error reduction.

This Is to be distinguished

from positive feedback which operates to increase the error Signal.
The latter is usually unstable and possibly pathological In biological
systems;

therefore, in studying motor behaViour, the former has been

of greater uti Iity.

The closed loop systems are usually more complicated

than open loop systems.

Furthermore, whereas closed loop systems are

sensitive to feedback, open loop systems uti lise feedforward control and
can be 'programmed' to carry out
of the outcome.

8

certain set of Instructions regardless

That feedforward Is a larger scale of organisation of

feedback mechanisms has also been suggested.

In contrast to feedback, In which the system Is Informed of Its
performance, feedforward has the connotation of anticipation or preparation, either by presenting an effector for future 'commands' for action
or to ready sensory systems to 'expect a certain signal'.
of control can also be useful In efforts to comprehend CNS

This mode
cont~I

of

movement.

Finally, there Is the concept of motor programs or motor oonrnands.
The concept denotes the Idea that the CNS Is capable of prestructurlng
a set of muscle commands which (as with the open loop system) Is not
sensitive to feedback.

A motor progr2ll'1 Is expressed as an ensemltle of

movements, It Is executive as a whole.
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With these concepts In mind, we may proceed to a discussion of
some models of behaviour whIch have made use of them.

The references

cited by no means exhaust the literature but, taken as a group,
they represent a spectrum of opinIon extant today.
are categorised into three groupsj

These models

those using 'Images ', those

using 'mind' and those using 'goal-direct ion' in the production and
control of movement.

Norbert Wiener 1\894- 1964)

FIG. 43

from Wiener,N. and

Schad~,J.P.,

1965, facing p.399.
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The Use of Images:

William James

James devoted one hundred and six pages of the second volume of
hIs PrincIples of Psychology (Ia9O) to a dIscussIon of the 'wI II'.
began hIs presentatIon by tel rIng

hIs

He

aud'ence that the prerequIsIte of

voluntary life was Involuntary performence.

His 'first thesis' was:
"••• that there need be nothing else, and that
In perfectly simple voluntary acts there Is
nothing else, In the mind but the kinaesthetic
I dea, thus defined, of what the act Is to be. II
(James, W., 1890, Vol. 2, p.492-293)
The kinaesthetic Idea was "a mental conception made up of memoryImages of ••• sensations." (James, 1890, Vol. 2, p.492).

These statements are the germ of James' Ideo-motor theory of
movement.

Whl Ie crediting W.B. Cerpetner with the Introduction of

the term 'Ideo-motor' to describe a 'mental curiOSity', James thought
that:
"The truth Is that It Is no curiosity, but simply
the normal process stripped of disguise."
(James, 1890, Vol. 2, p.522).

For James, a movement was classified as voluntary If It was
preceded by an "Idee of movement", the 'Idea' being the sensory
consequences of the movement.

Furthermore, a movement followed an

Idea of It In a more or less autometlc fashion unless It was 'robbed
of' Its ability to do so by competIng Ideas.

Fig. 44

Is a schanatlc representation of the processes required for

the production of voluntary movement according to James.

First, the
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sensory cell (5) Is 'awakened' In response to stimulation

~nd

In turn

dIscharges Into the motor cell (M) via the connate pathway tolld-Ilne
'Pl.

The motor cell

the kinaesthetic cell

'flres~
(K)

contracting the muscle and thus exciting

which again discharges Into

t~.

would be self-sustaining were It not for 'Inhibition'.
Important feature Is the

~ro~en-Ilne

However, the

P which Is an alternate path

formed concommltantly with the function of solid-line P.
~

This process

Eventually

via the dotted path, comes to elicit K before
M discharges and thus:
.

" ••• when a sensatIon has once produced movement
In us, the next time we have the sensation It
tends to suggest the Idea of the movement, even
before the I'IlOvement occurs. 1f
(James, 1'890, -Vo!. 2, p.585).

,

,''---.~"

/

,J

FIG.

88.

FIG. 44 James,W., 1890, p.585.
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Importantly, James used his Ideo-motor theory to account for, not
on Iy, what movements occor.: -. butttTet -they

~ur

at a II.

In James' opInIon, 'Ideas' which represent varIous movements could
compete for execution, thus:
" ••• Inhibition of a movement no more Involves
an express effort or command than Its execution
does.
EI ther of them may requ I re I til.
(James, t89O,- Vot. ,2, p.527).
Moreover, he cons'ldered dellberatlu. of aetton,- w"'thotlt' It -actually
tektng place, to be a case of InhibitIon by antagonistic thoughts.

Finally, James was quick to point out that his Ideo-motor theory was
ent I re Iy conceptua I In nature " ••• and must not be supposed to I nvo Ive
any theory about protoplasmic and axis-cylinder processes." (James, 1890,
Vol.2,P.582 (footnote».

He was apparently ignorant of the neurological

demonstrations that CaJal had presented to von Kal Ilker only the year
before, 1889.
f

He postufated his theory as a oounterp-ol"i to Wundt's

fee ling of Innervetton' _ a concept tntraduced' by -Von- "HIrhftholtz, and

embraced not on Iy by Wundt but Beln and Mech as well.' ,,'-'..:rbls'''~lIn9 was
supposed to be 'a special current of energy' which flowed from the
brain to the skeletal musculature during an act of volition.

~'~odem

neurophysIology has eclipsed \'lundt's 'special current of energy' which,
for

hl~

differentiated voluntary and Involuntary movement. but James'

Ideo-motor concept stl II proves fruitful and viable In current Iitereture, In terms of

1~~ges

as wei I as Ideas.

1.5. 8erltoft
1.5.

8erltoff gives one of the strongest statements concemlng

the ability of an 'Image' to direct voluntary movements.

Indeed,

'voluntary movements' are "behevloural acts which are dIrected by lmeges
of vitally Important ObJects In the environment" '(Berltoff, 1.5., t963,
p.347).

I~Qes

of envIronmental objects are created by the functional
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Integration of all sensory Input "by means of Internuncial and
association pyramidal neurones" (f.e. the so-called cortical analysers>
and reproduced by "the action of any corrponent of the object or the
environment where It has been perceived"

(8erltoff, 1'963, p. 341).

Further, the bIological Importance of these
substitute
the

I~age

fo~and

are projected

Int~

l~ages

Is that they

the real environment; thus giving

Its behavioural control ling qualities.

Therefore, for

Berltoff J . Image directed behaviour Is voluntary behaviour.

I f the

same voluntary behaviour Is repeated often enough In the same environMent
then the Pavlovian principle of reflex chaining exerts Its effects and
the behaviour
may

bec~es

beco~ auto~atlc,

'automatized

I.

However, even though a behaviour

the Image Is stll I produced but wi I I only manifest

its control "when the environment is suddenly changed" <Berltoff,
1963, p. 348 >•

e~rltoff

also touched briefly on hUman voluntary behaviour.

For

this the concept is expanded to Include Images of planned conscious
alms - these belnp of a verbal nature - which are added to the images
of significant environmental objects to direct such voluntary behaviour.
Finally, Berltoff claims that most behaviour Is voluntary behaviour,
especially when concerned with adaptation to the environment
1963.).

(E~rltoff,

Therefore in Beritoff's model of voluntary behaviour,

th~re

was an affiLiation of the concepts of 'adaptation','voluntary' and
'i mage' •

However, an older contemporary of Beritoff, who also made use

of the-image concept and has been more influential in the West is
Nicholas Bernstein.
Nicholas Bernstein
Nicholas Bernstein used a concept very similar to that underlying
James' Ideo-motor theory - his 'MOtor lmege' or 'prograM of a movement'
- to account for the production of

8

movement.

His writings have only
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recently begun to be apprecIated In the West and the present account
Is based, In large part, on the excel lent revIew of BernsteIn's studIes
by C.G. Phi I lips and R. Porter (1977).

BernsteIn was a mathematicIan by training, but he also extensIvely
studIed the movements of humans and animals.

HIs mathematical

background may have led him to apply "FourIer analysis" to the study
of movement of a ski I led rhythmic nature In humans, e.g. walkIng,
hammering, fIling and piano-playIng, among others.
to dress subjects In dark
tape or light

bulb~

outflt~

HIs technIque was

whIch had the liMbs outlIned In whIte

and to take motIon pIctures

~f

the varIous actIons.

The patterns produced were then analysed as planar traJectorIes.
BernsteIn used FourIer analysIs, a

~thod na~d

mathematicIan by WhCM It was developed.

after the French

It ls concerned wIth'

sInusoidal oscillatIons whIch repeat themselves at

re~ular

Intervals

(cycles) and are a representatIon of al I sImple oscIllatIons.
simple 'sIne

~/ave'

Is determIned by three paremeters't

amplitude and phase.
tl~,

The

frequency,

Frequency equals the number of cycles per unIt

usually a second.

AmplItude IndIcates the magnItude of the

excursIon of the wave above and below a baselIne.

Phase Is MOre

complIcated, for the tenm can be used In three senses;

the reference

phase orients the wave In tIme•. f.he.lDOIII8ftt~ry·dphese··~J"'1I(lV point In
the cycle whIch captures Interest and the segmental phase Is
of the cycle whIch Is of Interest.
the fact that

sl~ple

segment

All uses of. the te", phase, depend on

oscIllatIons repeat

the complete cycle beIng 360 degrees.

8

the~selves

at regular Intervels.

Thus, for example, If a sInusoidal

oscillatIon had a frequency of one cycle per second, an amplitude of one
untt'8nd a phase of 0 degrees. the oscIllatIon would start from baseline
(0 degrees), rise to the +1 value (90 degrees), fall back to the baselIne (180 degrees), continue Its descent to the -I value (270 degrees)
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At this time the

360 degree point would also be the 0 degree point of the next cycle.
FourIer analysIs makes It possIble to describe extremely complex
wave forms In terms of added or superimposed sine waves.

Bernstein dIscovered that he could account for repetItive,
learned movements by
the I r harrron Ies.

choosln~

appropriate sinusoidal oscillations and

The chosen oscl Ilation was cal led the 'fundamental'

and there was one fundamental for eech plane of movement, therefore
three fundamenta Is In atl..
fundamental's frenuency.

A h81'1llcmlc· Is an integer multiple of· the
Thus, a third

ha~nlc,

for example, has a

frequency that Is three times that of the fundamental.

Bernstein

found that he rarely had to go beyond the sums of the fundamental and
Its first three harmonics, I.e. the Fourier trigonometric

SUMS,

to

synthesIze and predIct the trajectory of the studied movements
(Bernstein, N., 1967, pp.23-24).

Pe proposed that the central

nervous system possesses
" ... exact formulae of movement ••• or their
engrams, and these formulae or engrams
contain In some form of brain trace the
whole process of the movement In Its entire
course In tlme. f '
(Bernstein, 1967, p.37).

Bernstein's Interest would now be called motor control, concerned
as It was wIth the role of the CNS In the control of movement.

For

him this was a hierarchical arrangement·wlth the 'motor Image' being
at, or near, the top.

The 'motor Image' was conceived as a canpre-

henslve engram or 'program' that was "sImultaneously present In toto
In the CNS";' It controlled other 'engrams' further downstream at the
'operatIonal stages' which In turn could affect on-goIng movement
via 'feedback' <Phi I lIps, C.G., & Porter, R., 1977, pp.328-329).
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.Flg- 45: ts a stmple dt·agram of Bernstein's scheme_
obser-ve, It has all the IngredIents of
InTroduction to thIs chapter.

~he

As one can

model mentioned In the

The legend Is largely self-explanatory,

but IT should be pointed out that the function

be~'een

(4) and (5)

was conceived to be an oscillating,· .rather than a stabilizing one
(PhIllips, e.G. & Porter, R., 1977, P 3.30).

Fre. 8.2. Bernstein', 'limplat pouIblt blodc &pam or an appantua Cor the control of
movemenu' (1957).
" Motor output: 2, command l)'ltem or control element apedCyin, required w1ue
5w (Sollwert) Cor timeoCOurac or 1, 3, RCCpton whieb detect /_IIIIIl timc_ I.
(htwert) or 1: 4, compantor whleb m _ _ mqnitude anel aip ~r miamacch (Aw lw-5w) between 2 and 3 (el. Osca-. 1971: Chapter 4); 5, eodiq or correctioft
aipla Cor usnsrr.inion to 6, control1cr of 1.

FIG. 45 Phillips, e.G. and Porter, R., 1977, p.331.

BernsteIn's experiments whIch cover several decades, have been
translated and published under the title The Co-ordInation and
RegulatIon of Movement (1967).

Concern I ng th I s subject matter,

Barnsteln thought that It entaIled ' ••• the co-ordinational reflex
is not an arc but a closed circle with functional synapses at both
ends C?f the arcs'.,<Phillips &. Porter, 19!7, p. 331). Skilled movements tended to become automatized.

That is, control receded from

conscIousness as the 'connections' Involved In Its execution were
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transferred to "lower levels of control" (Phillips,
R., 1977, p.33l.

e.G.,

and Porter,

Phi I lips and Porter go on to cite Bernstein's

recognition that models and 'analogies' 8re not facts; much as J8m9S
had perce I ved.
Bernstel~

Lastly, they Justify their lengthy review of

on the grounds that his conception of the 'wholeness' of

movement anticipated many simi lar Ide8s which are emerging
area of motor control today.

In

the

The appreciation of his studies Is

further Indicated bv the fact that such a prominent neuroscientist
as Karl Prlbram has drawn heavily on Bernstein In presenting Ideas
of his own.

For example, In his Languaaes of the Brain (1971)

Prlbram evolves a conception of the brain as an Informatlonprocessing

~chanlsm

that monitors bodily action; not as a disconnected,

successive series of movements, but as 8n org8nlzed achievement.
Prlbram hypothesizes that movements, monitored by the brain, 8re
regulated by what he cal Is 8n 'Im8ge of 8chlevement' which Is predictIvely regulative and virtually Identical to Bernstein's view.
Another researcher, Eric Von Holst, not knowlnp of Bernstein's studies,
nevertheless uti Ilzed the concepts of oscl 118tlons, compar8tors 8nd
•

Images In his explanation of behaviour, although he didn't specifically
use the latter term.
Erich von Holst
Von Holst worked In a field called behavioural physiology and
studied org8nlsms ranging from Insects to memmels.

He held th8t

reflex chalnlnQ was Inadequate to explain complex behaviour and
criticised behavlourlstlc psychology for largely Ignoring the role
of the CNS In the generation of behaviour.

His description of the

eNS Indicated an active organIsation of behaviour rather than the
passive connection of stimulus and response.
Into close 8fflntty with those of Bernstein.

This brought his views
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In describing the central processes responsible for behaviour,
Von Holst drew heavily on the concept of oscl
conceived as neural

clrcult~whose

dependent upon Input stimuli.
outcome of the "competltlon

Ilator~

which are

electrical activity Is not

He viewed overt behaviour as the
of two or more central oscl Ilators.

He generated most of his Ideas from the study of 'medulla operated
fish' which essentially gave him a simplifIed preparation with which
to work, much as Sherrlngton's 'spinal dog'.

By the detal led analysiS

of the fin movements, he was able to present a multitude of graphS,
demonstrating what he called the superImposition and magnet effects.
The former effect, superimposition, Involves the

co~blned

output of

at least. two oscl I lators, whIch possess dIfferent frequencIes.
The two oscIllators are added

t~or

superimposed

~

one another.

The

result Is a compound (mean) curve representing the combined output.
~ .cOntrast. the

-.gnat effect Inv.lves:

" ••• the endeavour of one automatism to Impose
Its tempo and a quite specific reciprocal
phase relationship upon another.!'
(Von Holst, E., 1973, Vot.I, p.25).
While superficially simi lar, they are Importantly different effects
because the 'magnet effect

reflects the co-ordlnatlng activity of one

central oscIllator upon another, whl Ie superimpositIon Is related to the
summed outputs of two such oscillators.

Further, Von Ho!st In his description of co-ordlnated movement
advanced two other concepts of much greater Importance:
and efference copy.

reefference

For Yon Ho Ist, reafference was a tId I rect

consequence of an efference", I n contrast to exafference wh I ch waS
afference from the 'outside', I.e. envlnonmental events acting on
exteroceptors or proprloceptors (Yon Holst, 1973, Vol. I, p.ISI).
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He developed his Ideas whl Ie using an experimental design which

produced the optokinetic reaction.

This reaction Is a visual-motor

servomechanism which tends to tUrn the Insect In the direction of a
visual stimulus.

tt can be studied In the laboratory by rotating

the entire environment around the organism under examination.

The

effect of the optokinetic reaction Is to reduce the velocity of the
moving environment In relation to the organism's visual apparatus.
It Is a useful method of studying retinal events, central effects and
motor responses.

Von Holst placed an Insect Inside a cylinder that was free to
rotate;

the Inside surface of which was painted with alternating

black and white strIpes.

Thus, If the Insect moved, and the cylinder

was ImmobIle, an alternating black and white visual Image would stimulate
Its retina;

If the cylinder moved, and the Insect was Immobile, a similar

retinal stimUlation would occur.

In the first case, the retinal

stlmu latlon was due to the Insect moving;

wherees In the second, the

same stimUlation was due to the environment moving.

If the Insect was

moving, the sensory Input was reafference:

If the environment was

moving, the sensory Input was exefference.

t-bw can the organism

distinguish

rea'ffenanee.,.t~exaff.et:8DC&'l

.' ·Von Holst's answer was

efference copy.

In Von. Holst's hierarchically arranged nervous system, efferent
(motor) signals descend from higher to lower 'centres'.

As the

message passes through each 'centre' on Its way to the periphery, It
leaves a copy of Itself.

Since Von Holst conceived of the CNS as

constantly active, the efferenoa Itself Is a specific change In
descending Impulses;

and the efferenee copy Is another closely

correlated alteration In activity within the neural tissue which Is
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partlcfpatlng In the movement.

At each level or centre, the efferenoe

also produces a reafference signal which Is then compared with the
efference copy.•

If the two signa Is were equa I and opposl te: in.' sl gn

'they cancelled one another, and the efference signal was tenmlnated.

Von Holst always thought of the various sIgnals as either beIng
added to or subtracted from one another.

If there Is a mt smatch

between the efferenoe copy and the reafferenoe Signal, the efferent
'command' will be Increesed or reduced untIl equIlibrium Is reached.
In order to do'Justlce to these concepts, fig.

45

Is presented along

with an explanation In Von Holst's own words:

Let us consider (FIg. 3.4) a slvm CCDtre Z. which has sensory anel
motor COMectlons with an dl'ector IPP. Thls dector cab be a
muscle. a lbnb or the entire body. One or more tunher centres Cz.
to
are superior to the centre Z.. Any CtlmmtlNl from Z. - Leo
~ spcdftc chttltst In the stream or Impulses descencUnS to Z•• produce.s
an dI'erent series or Impulses (2) from Z•• which produces a cloSely
comJated alteration In actlYlty - the t/!mntt "flY. EC - which
spreads throuah the nerahbourlna ,a",UODIc mass .wlth a spcdt1c.
temporal dday. The dl'etdll stream J3 Oowlq out to the periphery
evokes the correspondlna redermcc A from the dI'eetor. and this
rederence Interacts with the dl'crcacc copy. The eJl'crcnce and lIS
copy can be arbitrarily marked wlth a plus C+). whDst the rederence Is marked with a minus C-). 'lbe dl'erence copy and the
reaJrerenee exactly cancd one another out In z,. whilst lbe command dc:scendlna Jiom Z. flows outwards without Interru~tIon. As
soon u the endre aJrercnce Is too Jaqe or too sma,D. as a result or
some txttrnttl '""lItnet .ctIna upon the t/!tdor. either a + or a remains as a residue In z.. M we shaD ICC, Ilrls mlllllt Is troll""IIIt4 .
upwards. sometimes to pse hlahest Calera; It can be rc!errcd to as I

z.,

M

EFF

mttu,gt. M. The ascen41na masqc can branch In

Z. on Its WlY

Calthouah It dtlts 1I0t ntcnurll.1 do so). where once asalD It summatcs
Fisurt J.4. General schema with the descendlns COIDIDIDd. In this case. the system !rom Z. •
for the explanation of the downwards wUl maintain Itself' III cqulllbdum. thus produdna a
' [ttdbttdc systtm or the klnd ~ In tcchDoJosy.· Let us assume.
reafi'erence principle.
for example. that an Influence a1I'ectInI the dI'cctor J3PP produces an .
InatlSt In the - aJrcreDCC In %.. In whlch case Ibe asccncllDB .
mcssqe to %. rtdllttl the + command untO an cqulllbdum Is
re.cbcc:l once aaain. Convasdr. aJl atcrnaIJy produced 4«rWt ",
the - derence In %. wDI brIDa about a + raklue which wID
• tlmplffy the + commancl throuIh
'thus. In both cases. tltt t/ftrtntlt
Is modlJitd IIntil no lim"". m",." Is ",., a l l z,.' We have already
cncounterec:l a reedback system 0I1h11 klncI III the example or p0stural orientation.
•
In addltlon. we can mer 10 IhC alteratlon 01 the aacrc~e which
Is ntJI a direct COnscqUCIICC or aJl dl'aence but arIsa lbrouIh Ulmul
Influences Cthrouab proprlo..-ep&on or alaoccPtors) as an t-o",
tnet. 1bc Ut6/[trtlltt In our ICbcma II Ibus Ibc + or - IJSldue In Z.
whlch proceeds upwards as the mcssqe.

z..

FIG. 46

Von Holst, E., 1964, p.1 "if.
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Thus, Von HOist used the term 'efference copy' much as 'corollary
dIscharge' has been used by Roger Sperry (Sperry, R., 1950).
terms denote e type of Internal feedback wIthIn the CNS.

Both

Indeed, some

authors have strongly assocIated 'corollary dIscharge' and 'efference
copy' wIth the feedback concept (MIles, M.A., and Evarts, E., 1979).
Whether these two former concepts are feedback or
upon where the output of the system projects.
effect Its own Input, It would be feedback;

feedforwar~depends

If It projects back to
If It projects to some

other system's Input to 'pre set' such Input, It could be vIewed as
feedforward.

These relatively sImple concepts are potentially of

great conceptual value, as the human-beIng wlth Its IncredIbly complex
CNS comes to be viewed more and more as a self-regulatIng mechanIsm.

Von Holst formulated the r9afference principle and efference copy
from the study of the optokinetIc reaction In Insects, and this led him
to look at vIsual perception In humans.

Further, It was In thIs type

of experiment that he dIscussed voluntary commends.

utilizing the

well-known phenomena that IndivIduals, with paralysed eye muscles,
see the envIronment move when they attempt to change their gaze;

he

postulated that thIs sensory Illusion was a direct result of a voluntary
command.

The 'voluntary Impulse' to move the eye sets up an efferenoe

copy whIch Is not cancel led by reafference and thus the nonmally
unconscious process Intrudes Into conscious perceptIon.

The same

phenomenon Is observed In the Individual whose eye Is mechanically held
stationary.

However, when normal IndivIduals visually survey their

everyday environment, It appears to be Immobile.

This Is because motor

processes are set up which anticipate certain sensory consequences and
those consequences are met.

At the end of the paper, In whIch he discussed

thIs process, Von Holst laId out his 'actual goal'.

After an attack on
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reflex theory as superstition, he stated:
" ••• I regard It as particularly rewarding to
demonstrate that active, spontaneous processes
are not only present In active behaviour, but even
In apparently passive scanning of the environment.
Without these processes, the organism would not
even be able to 'respond' In an appropriate manner."
(Von Holst, 1973, Vol. I, pp. 218-219)

Von Holst's Ideas also lend themselves wei I to contemporary views
of motor porgrams In the generation of behaviour.

For the possibility

arises that a relatively small number of central oscl I lators can
produce the bewildering number of behavioural variations seen In
different species.

The principles of reafference and efference copy

are very simi lar to the concept of feedback and perform comparable
functions.

On the other hand, his view that the central oscillators

Can perform IndependenHy of sensory Input approaches the Idea of
feedforward.

Perhaps most Important for

~s,

Is thBt,:although he

speaks of 'voluntary Impulses' he does not mean processes Independent
of natural laws.

The central nervous system In all of Its awe-Inspiring

complexity Is not an arbitrary system, and It obeys certain principles
which are discoverable.

In addition, as stated at the beginning of the discussion of Von
Holst's contributions, he never used the term 'Image' In his account
of the control of behaviour.

However, his concept of efference copy

Iends Itse If we I I to such a term.

For example, Auschauung, - a

visualized picture of a physiological process - has been used to
describe Von Holst's models, as contrasted with mathematical fonmulatlons
of such processes (Jung, R., Kornhuber, H., and De Fonseca, J., 1963).
Ind eed, Von Ho 1st avol ded detailed rnethemetlcal ana'Jysls In hi s studies,
In contrast to Bernstein;

end relied Instead on an Auschauung.
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Nonetheless, the notions of Von Holst as well as the other
authors, although speculative, are attractive In the light of
contemporary cybernetic viewpoints.

After al I, It Is difficult,

In a practical sense, to plan movement once and for all.

It Is

widely accepted that, In order to achieve a certain goal, one's
movement patterns may necessarily differ
another.

f~m

one occasion to

Nevertheless such Ideas may give a conceptual framework

within which movements, learned and unlearned, can be accounted for.

In closing this section, we have seen how several major opinion
makers have used 'Images' to account for the production of movement.
For James, Images established voluntary movement;

but once established,

such movement could proceed as automatically as Involuntary movement
upon which the fonner was founded.

",Ith Berltoff, voluntary movement

was based on Images, If not by definition, at least almost so;

and as

with James, such movements were built on Involuntary responses and could
become automatic.

Bernstein made no major distinction between voluntary

and Involuntary behaviours, except possibly that the learning of ski lied
movements, - the redundant degrees of freedom of the movement being
mastered - may require conscious attention but 8S they are learned they
become, 8galn, automatized.
ment followed natural laws:

Von Holst was always adamant that all moveand explicitly rejected any vitalist conno-

t8tlons of the term 'voluntary' or th8t voluntary movements were In any
sense 'special'.

However, there have been other major authors who h8ve applied their
fonnldable Intellects to account for voluntary movement and have developed
a hypothesis r8dlcally different from the views of James, Barltoff and
Von Holst.

Importantly, this opposition canes from the very highest

levels of scientific achievement and Intellactual expertise.

This Is,

of course, the dualistic hypotheSiS, based on the concept of 'mInd', of
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Sir John Eccles and Sir Karl Popper;
by

a position which Is also shared

the distinguished neurosurgeon Wilder Penfield.
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The Use of Mind:

J.C. Eccles

John Care\ll Eccles Is undoubtedly one of the rrost distinguished,
respected and Influential neurophyslologlsts of the 20th century.
(ccles'studles In neurophysIology have been standard-setting,
particularly those concerning the Mlcrophyslology of neurones In the
spinal cord and brain.

By using both Intra and extra-cellular

recordings, Eccles and his col leagues demonstrated the general
principles of synaptic aotlon (Eccles, J.C., 1953;

1957;

1964),

The subject matter addressed In these books consisted ot the experlmenta I research for which Eccles was awarded the Nebe I Pr-Ize for
Medicine and Physiology In 1963.

The first of these publications was entitled The teurophyslologlcal
rasls of tJ.lnd,· (1953) and In Its final chapter, Eccles put forth a
neurophyslolorlcal model of the 'wll I'.
so-called

~Ind-braln probl~and

Thus he does not evade the

points out sor.e of the difficulties

encountered when address Ing th Is rrob Iem;
existence of nental events thenselves.

the major dilemma be In9 the
Drawing on the views of

Bertrand russell, Russel eraln and Charles Sherrln!)ton) the following
position emerges:

I) Mental events are non-Inferential (RusselJ);

2) Mental events are known more directly than physical events (Brain);
3)

~Ind

Is a non-sensory concept, In thet

not observed (Sherrlngtonl.

~ntal

events ere experIenced,

Given the Inferred nature of physical

objects and the 'directly known' nature of

~ntel

events, th8se:posltlons

ere simi lar to that part of the Cartesian view which held that what we
know best are the contents of our own 'minds'.
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Further, In contrasting objective and subjective phenomena,
Eccles

~alntalned

that al I observation Is primarily 'private and

restricted' but achieves objectivity through language.
Included physical as well as mental

pheno~~na.

He

For him this

concluded:

" ••• that ~nta I experiences have the same
validity that attaches to our perceptual
experiences of 'thlngs'.n
(Eccles, J .C., 1953, p.264).
Having stated this, Eccles went on to present a model of 'wi I I' which
has a

~aJor

feature exhibited by 19th century vitalism - that Is, the

'wi II' Influences a 'special property' of the cerebral cortex.

This

special property:
" ••• Is exhibited by the dyna~lc patterns of
neuronal activity that occur In the cerebral
cortex during conscious states, and •••• the
brain by means of this special property enters
Into liaison with mind, having the function of
a 'detector' that has a sensitivity of a
different kind and order from that of any physical
Instrument."
(Eccles, 1953, pp.267-268)

This

~ay

be perceived as a very Idiosyncratic statement by an

Internationally known neurophysiologist.

Nevertheless, Eccles asserted

that, as al I behaviour can be viewed as alterations In the spatlotemporal patterns of activity In the nervous
alters the
~emporal

musculature~

syste~

which, In turn,

Thus the- 'wilt' is or'ganized in some spatio-

fashion and" for Eccles:

" ••• the neuro-physlologlcal hypothesis Is that
the 'wi I I' modifies the spatlo-temporal
activity of the neuronal networks by exerting
spatia-temporal 'fields of Influence' that
become effective through this unique detector
function of the active cerebrel cortex~~
(Eccles, 1953, p.277).
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Moreover. for the 'wI I I' to be operative. the cerebral cortex
must be actIve, exctted or desynchronlzed, ' t.e. low voltage, high
frequency E.E.G.

I-n such a state; the 'wi I I' may Influence on-going

neuronal actIvity. not by the massIve management of multItudInous
neurones, but by 'Influencing' a small number of critically effectIve
synaptIc contacts on a relatively small number of cortical neurones
whose excItability level Is at the threshold of discharge.

But gIven

the rapId nature of neurophysIologIcal events (Eccles assumed one ml 1'1second for synaptic events) the 'Influence' of the 'wI II' could be
quIckly amplIfied and summated to alter the on-going spatlo-temporary
pattern.

Further, for 'mind' to liaIse wIth the cerebral cortex, only

part of the latter - Eccles cIted

10% -

need be In the proper state of

actIvIty, that Is, with the neurones on the -verge-of dlsohar"ge (Eccles,
1953).

Hence, at least some part of the cerebral cortex must be able

to detect the 'extraneous Influence' of the 'wi 11',although Eccles did
not commit hImself, at this tIme, to any particular regIon of the
structure.

An addItional feature of Eccles' model Is that It Is 'InteractIve',
or more correctly, It I s a varl ant of Interectlve duall sm.

Thus, bra In

actIvIty can affect 'mind' - this action Is perception In Eccles' view whereas when 'mind' activity affects braln- It Is voluntary actIon.
He, possibly wisely, does not elaborate on the nature of mind, except to
point out Its spatlo-temporal nature.

Finally, Eccles Is quite willing

to draw parallels between his 'wi II' and Gilbert Ryle's 'ghost In a
machine'.

But Eccles' 'ghost' delicately and subtlv operates on those

neurones Just et threshold to dlscharg, and so alters the on-golng
spatia-temporal pattern of neuronal

actlvl~.
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From this first attempt to account for voluntary activity, Eccles
evolved a more elaborate scheme whIch took Into consideration the
growIng data base concerning the structure and function of the
system.

Put In the most general

term~

nervo~s

the 'nervous system' Is composed

of numerous Interacting sub-systems which are arranged In a hlerarchlcel
fashIon, wIth 'hIgher' elements controlling 'lower' ones.

Many times,

the Jargon of the electrical engineer finds Its wey Into this description.
For example, various circuits are diagrammed with 'open' and 'closed'
loops, with 'feedback' and feedforward' mechanisms, whl Ie the learning
of a movement Is couched In terms of

pre~progremmln9

For Eccles, this hierarchy has seven leve.ls--:
Sherrlngton (level one) through simple and

various 'circuits'.

from ·the motor unit of
~Iex

spinal reflexes.

the role of the cerebellum; the motor cortex-cereb.-vllar 'loop'. to
'cerebrally InItiated movement'; and finally 'freely willed actions'
(Ieve I seven h

"The hIerarch tca' structure ••• t s more than a
heurlsttc exercl see
It represents operatIve
characterl·st(cs of movements In all degrees
of complexity. For example, In the execution
of a voluntary movement, there Is not only the
performance of neurona I machinery In the
hierarchical levels 6 and 7, but also subsIdiary
operations at all levels, with eventually the
execution of a movement via motor unit actIvity
at level··".
Furthermore, It Is to be recognised
that anyone movement bul Ids In Its train all
m2lnner of movements of compensation end
adJ ustment • "
(Eccles, J.C.,

197~,

p.84)

Thus, level I - the Sherrlnptonlan motor unit - Is the most
peripheral structural basis of movement end

If •••

all movements ere

ensembles or composItes of contractions of IndivIdual motor units"
(Eccles, J975, p.61 l.o

There are ebout QOO.OOO motor unIts In the

spinal cord of the human and with the exception of the head, their
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co-:-ord Inated act I·Y I ty plays an essent l a I ro' e In a II movement.
Eccles' 2nd level Is basically the structures studied by Ragnar
Granlt - that Is, the motor unit pius muscle spindle activity and
that of the 'gamma'

(~)

motor neuron.

Thus It seems that movement

Is not Just a matter of the large alpha motor neuron 'firing' and
contractIng a muscle; but a complex Interaction between the alpha
motor ne,uron, the smaller gamma motor neuron (which Innervates the
muscle

~plndle)

and the muscle spindle, whose activity Is correlated

with muscle length (Gran It, R., 1970).

The detal Is cannot be entered

Into here, but this entity has been a much-explored and fruitful area
of research for those concerned with motor control.

Nonetheless, It

'S a very pedpher.el element.
Level 3 In :'Iccles' hierarchy draws again on Sherrlngton's study
of the 'sp I ne I' and 'decerebrate' cat.
e~Ons

These.experl menta I prepar-

Involved the removal of'the brain and brain sterr 'of the animal

In the f Jrst case, and the remove I of the cerebra I cortex In the second.
The experimental results of the orfgfnal Sherrlngton studies suggested
that dl stant stlmu Iatl on (e.g. of the. ear) cou Id entrain " •.•• comp lex
alternating movements of the scratch reflex" (Eccles, 1975, p.67).
Sherrlngton held the opinion that, conceptual·ly, ·these-

1.V8ls·~·8f'8

best viewed as being superimposed upon one another, and thus It follows
that the fIrst level - that of the motor unit - Is the most, as It were,
'superImposed on' element In the hler8rchy.

AscendinQ,Eccles relentlessly pursues the hierarchical notion and
pieces voluntary movement - willed actions - at the Very highest level
(level 7).

His excursion Into the role of the cerebellum (levels 4, 5

and 6) Is detal led far beyond the theme Intended here.

But let It be

said that any future model proposing to describe cerebellar function must
meet the standards set by Eccles and his associates (Eccles, J.C., Ito, M.,
and Szentagothal, J., 1967).

Therefore, a few words are necessary which

describe the role of the cerebellum In the production of movement.

Overall, the cerebellum Is dominated by Inhibition.

AI I neurones,

except the so-called granule cells, In the cerebellar cortex. are Inhlbltory;

Including the powerful PurklnJe cells.

The latter Inhibit

various sub-cortical cerebellar cells - the Intracerebell'ar cells (ICNC)
- and via these neurones the PurklnJe cel Is present a 'negative' Image
of the excitation which converges upon them.

Further, the PurklnJe cells

are organised as 'colonies', with each colony being composed of cells
which have a related Integrative function:

"Th I s co Ion I a I pattern I s preserved I n the
distribution of PurkynJe cell axons, which
Is evident by the discharge patterns to the
nuclear neurones In respect of specific
cutaneous and muscle Inputs.
Only In the
light of this concept Is It possible to
explain how the cerebellum carries out Its
vital function In the control of movement."
(Eccles, 1975, p.70).

8es.tdes·the colonial arrangements, Eccles emphasIzed the role of
the cerebellum In the maintenance of posture, and 'automatic' movement;
for these processes form a tbackground discharge' upon which other
evolving movement Is superimposed.
Eccles'

o~ervtew

Figure 47

of cerebellar function.

schematically represents
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Fir. 12. Diagram showing in detail tho pathwaysmvolved'in the cerebellospInal clrcu1ts..
Tho continuous and the dottceS lines show respectively the excitatory and fDhlbltory
neural pathways. Spino-olivary tract, SOT, to lnterlorolive. 10: with climblnJ fibres. CP, lol
olivoccrebeUar tract. Ocri MP, mossy fibres' or spInocerebellar tracts. scr; .m, nucleus
!~ti,eus: ReN. reticular nucleus with retic:ulospinal tract. ReSTi DN. Dcitczs' nudous
with vestibulospinal tract. VST; LRN. lateral reticular nucleus. (Eccles. 1969)·.

FIG. 47

Eccles, J.C.,1975, p.71.

__~
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The cerebellum can be functIonally dIvIded Into three parts,
and may participate tn an equal number of hIerarchIcal levels of motor
conTrol.•

Each part Is responsible for a separate duty In the

conTrol of

movement~

first, posture and related 'automatIc' movements

are The responsibIlIty of the venmls and Its sub-cortIcal proJectIon,
1"he fastlglal nucleus CFr:U.

Fig. 7

F/z. 8·

.FlI- 11•
Transverse section or cerebellum uu! ·brahllt~ dons tho traDsYeISO pl&Jlo hun·
cated In Fie. 6. The lazge &rr()ws IncUcato tho lines ot projection Crom the c:uebeUar
cortex to the c:ezcbcllar nuclel. FN, 1'astJalal Ducleus; IN, Intcipt'sItus nucleus; DN, dOlltate ~ucleus; DeN, Delten' Ducleus.
.

•RK- 7.

Fir. 8. Diagram showlnc the pathways Crom tho spinal corel up to the yermls or tho

CClebclJum: FN, 1'astidal Ducleus; DB. DeltOn' Ducleus; NR. medJal retic:ulat nucleus;
LRN, bten! reticular nucleus: 10, Inrerlor aUTO; OCT.. oUYoccrebcl1u tract; SOT. splDoollYa!)' tract; DScr, dorsal spinoCClebel1u tract; vscr.YCDtral ,pinoccrebclJu tract;·
bVFRT. bDatcra1 YCRtral nexor renex tract.
.~. 11. Duccndln, pathwaya1'rom ccrebcDar Te.rmJs to spinal cord dlacrammed smil·
lady to Fig. 8; and with simUar symbols. RST. ret1cuJospJnal tract·
vestibulospinal
tract.
'
•

vn

FIG. 48

Eccles, 1975, top D.69; right p.69;bottom p.71.

- 257 Second .. the Interpo~l:t\.l~ nucleus (lNl and pars tntermedla of the
InTenmedlate zone particIpate In:
" ••• a dynamic loop concer-ned tn The on-going
correction of movements carrIed out via the
motor cortex and pyramt da I Tracts."
(Eccles, ,1975, p.68).

B

Mid line'

"

.

Fig. E3 -6. Cerebro-cerebellar circuits in motor control are shown simplified by omission of the
synaptic connectivities. A shows the circuits froI!l pyramidal cell in motor cortex (4) via
, pyramidal tract (PT) to spinal cord, and so the evolving movement, and with collateral to the
pars intermedia (PI) of the cerebellum. The Purkyne cell (PC) in Plcommunicates (via synaptic
relays) back to the motor cortex and also down the spinal cord to the spinal centres (SpC). Also
shown is the projection from spinal centres to Pland to the somaesthetic area (3, 1,2). In B the
circuits are shown from the cerebrum (principally area 6) to the hemisphere (H) of the
cerebellum. The return circuit from the Purkyne cell, Pc, is back to areas 4 and 6. From. area 4
there is the projection down the spinal Cord by the pyramidal tract, PT, as in A, and the return
circuit from the evolving movement via the spinal centres to areas 3, 1,2. Additionally there is
shown the circuit from area 6to the basal ganglia (BG) and the return to the cerebrum.,

Fig. 49

Popper, K., and

E~cLes,

J.e., 1977, p. 289. ,

Last, and most Important, Eccles conceives of the lateral 'hemIspheric'
area, and the dentate nucleus (DE) to which It projects, as performing
an Important role In 'pre-programming' voluntary movement.
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FIg .. 50'
Tsukahara..

lllus.trates E.ccles' adop,tton of the dlagram..cf Allen ahd
":;'he dl-rect(on of the arrows fndlcatGs

In The production of movement.

the:"·se~.uel'lce

featu~

The Important

Involved

for us, I s the

suggestion that the voluntary movement Is InitIated by an 'Idea'~ thus
harkIng back to Ideo-motor theory.

Presumably, the 'Idea' would act on

the "pre-prograrrmed' movements of the premotor assocIaTIon cortex.
PlAN. PROGRAM

SOMAToSfNSOlY

FI:. 1. Diagram showing pathways coDCCr11cd III the plannlnr. execution and contro) orWIIIIIItar)' movement. ASSH
association cortex; Idtcm CBM, cctCbcllu bemlsphere; tnt_cd
CBM. pan Intcrmcdla or ccrcbcUum. Full description In text. IJ1C1l aDd Tsulcahara (4]. CF,
dimblng fiber; G~ granule cdl; IO,lntcrioroUvc; IP,lntcrpositus nudcus; LPTC, qe pyramidal eel!; LRN, lateral reticular Dudeus; MF, mOIl)' fiber; Pc. Purlc1q/c cdI; PF, paralld fiber. PH, pontine nudcus; PT. pyramidal tract; RH, red nudcus; RST, rubrosplDal tract; SP~
~ pyramidal cell; "'A(tladi). ventio-ailtcrior thalamic l1udcUS; YL(lladJ), VCDtfO.latual thaI-mlcnucicus

a.

FIG. 50 Eccles,

J.e.,

1932, p. 609.

A Uen ,and Tsukllhara (-1-9.74') 'hav..e matJe

.lfj"fGnS'.~;"tncp¢".fimenta I

study

of the assocIatIon cerebral cortex and Its connectIon wIth the cerebellar
hemIspheres and have concluded that the

pr-e~motor~ssocf~tlon

areas

functIon In cOncert wlth ·the t.ater.a:tcer.eb9.f:.t:Um ·to "!:Jrewp"rogram' movement..

In.a~dlt·lon

the'b-asa"I'ganglla are also Involved, In·a· fashion

simi lar to the cerebel far cortex; In the regulatIon and smoothIng of
evolvl ng rr.overnent (Allen,. G.I., & Tsukahara,. N.• ;- 1914l.. · We may now
proceed to Eccles t most· controver~t al l·eVe" I ... "'eve'" 7 -

the I eve I of

free l-y ",,·11 led actions.

Here Eccles draws on Two recent sources:

the electrophyslologtcal

·experlments of Hans I<onihuber... (1974) and the anatomical studies of Janos
'Szentagotha t (1978 ).

The latter has extend~··1:he""·colorr.)L"con~ept of the

cerebellum to the cerebral cortex, and has convincingly' a'rgu~d for a
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sImIlar arrangement there.

Thus, anatomIcally, the 'basIc unIt' of

the cerebral cortex appears to be a column or module of about 110 cells
composed of several types:
"The operation of a module can be Imaged as a
complex of circuits In paral lei wIth summatIon
of hundreds of convergent lines onto neurones
and In addItIon, a mesh of feed-forward and
feedback exc Itatory and Inh I b Itory lines ••• "
(Eccles, 1975, p.83)
Eccles used the neocortical modules,described by Szentagothai,as the
'detector' units postulated previously.

These units are able to

detect the Influence of the 'pure-ego', and by entraining other aspects
of the neural apparatus, execute Its commands.

The 'pure ego' Is manifested electrophyslological Iy by a slowly
rising negative potential known as the Bereltschaftspontentlal, or
readiness potential (RP).

The RP apparently preceeds voluntary

movement and was first described by Hans Kornhuber and LUder Deecke.
Kornhuber and his associates have conducted a long series of experiments
which have attempted to Identify the cerebral bioelectrical potentials
underlying VOluntary movement.

Their data Indicate? that the RP Is

widespread and Is seen In both hemispheres eventually coalescing over
the motor cortex just before the onset of movement.

This potential

Is perceived by Eccles as the " ••• neuronal counterpart of the voluntary
comnand."

(Eccles, 1975, pp.80-I).

Its long rise time (about 0.8 secs.)

suggested to Eccles that neuronal circuits were being pre-programmed prior
to the discharge of the pyramidal tract (PT) neurones, and hence muscular
contraction.

For more detal Is of Kornhuber's experiments, consult the

sect i on devoted to him •.
It should be said that Eccles has not changed his Initial position
only his terminology.

That Is, the 'mind Influence', 'pure ego' or

!self-consclous mind' are non-physical concepts, In the sense thet they
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cannot be detected and measured;

but nonetheless can Influence

on-going neuronal activIty which Is detectable by 'special properties'
of the cerebral cortex.

He also resists the Identification of the

mind with Its neural effects.

Whereas Eccles was vague about the location of the mind-brain
liaison areas In previous versions of his theory, In the mid-seventies
he became quite specific:

they were located In (I> Broca's and

Wernicke's areas - those regions of the dominant hemisphere In the adult
human most Intimately concerned with language;
particularly areas 39 and 40;

(II) The Parietal lobe -

and (III) The pre-frontal lobes.

Moreover the self-conscious mind can Influence the minor hemisphere via
the corpus col losum whIch connects the two.

Hence the liaison to

consciousness Is restricted to the dominant hemisphere.

In deve lop In9

this point of view he draws upon the 'spilt braIn' studies of Roger Sperry
and his co I leagues.

Moreover Eccles drew some explicit conclusions from his assumptions,
the most Interesting of which are that pre-language chi Idren do not
possess a self-conscious mind and are therefore Incapable of producing a
voluntary movement.

-

Furthermore no animal can produce such a movement

because none have a language or a self-conscious mlnd.CPopper, K. and
Eccles, J.C., 1977).

Eccles has felt the need to account for the apparent unity of
conscious experience throughout a lifetime.

A lifetime very often

punctuated by unconscious states - maInly, sleep •. He felt - rIghtly that there wasn't an adequate neurophysiological theory that could account
.for th Is.

He then extended th Is I nadequacy to vo Iuntary movement and

the abilIty to remember previous events.

Eccles perceived that these
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subjective fe9tures could be

~n=ompassed

by such a concept as the

~~ realized that the self-conscious mind

self-conscious mInd.

and the physical ner-vous system must be able to Influence one another.
ThaT Is, the active neuronal machinery must reach the self-conscious
mind and the self-conscious mind must

b~

able to Influence certain

aspects of the neuronal machInery for voluntary movement to occur.
The 'three-world' scheme of Sir Karl Popper gave him a philosophIcal
framework In which to operate.

Popper divides the universe Into three areas:

t~rld

I - the world

of physical objects, atoms, molecules, cells, nervous systems;
2 - the world of

states - thIs Includes both conscious and

~ntal

unconscious states as \'/ell as 'psychological dispositions',
3 - the world of human

World

~ndeavour

and \'lorld

- tools, buildings, social Instltutlons,

works of art, scientific problems and theories etc. (fig. 51).
This .scheme was not an original of-,Popper's but' nonethe.less has been
~reatl

y exp'lo-l ted ,by him.

WORLD 1
PHYSICAL OBJECTS AND STATES
1. INORGANIC
Maller and energy of cosmos
2. BIOLOGY
Slructure and aclions
of all living beings
. human brains
3. ARTEFACTS
Material substrates
af human creativity
af tools
af machines
afbaab
of works of art
af music

\I
0

WORLD 2

\I

WORLD 3

STATES OF CONSaOUSNESS [) KNOWlEDGE IN OBJECTIVE SENSE
Subjective knowledge
Experience af
perceplion
thinking
emotions
dispositional intentions
memories
dreams
creative imagination

Cuhurol heriloge coded
on materiol substrates
phdosophical
theological
scientific
historical
Iilerory
artistic
technological
Theoretical systems
scientific problems
critical argvmenls

'Fig. £7-1. Tabular representation of the three worlds that comprise all existents and all
experiences as defined by Popper (Eccles, 1970).

FIG. 51

Popper, K.

and EccLes, J.C., 1977, p.359.
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The three Worlds can Interact wlth one another as the arrows In FIG. 51
suggest.

Some objects, say a work of art to use POpper's example, can

be placed In all three Worlds.

Importantiy,the three Worlds' ability

to Interact I s thought by Popper to be " ••• a decl s Ive argument for ca II I ng
a th Ing rea I."

(Popper and Eccles, 1977, p.39).

Accepting the reality of the three worlds, their Interaction has a
major Intellectual advantage - It presents an open universe.

Open, that

Is, In the sense that one World can Influence another and vice versa.
This 'openness' was exactly the feature that Eccles needed :for 'his
'mind Influence', 'pure ego', or 'self-conscious mind' to Influence
neuronal activity as wei I as for neural events to Influence the selfconscious mind.

Thus he accepted Popper's variety of dualistic Inter-

action In lieu of a materialistic theory that would tend to close 'World I'
from 'World 2'.

Eccles accepted a strong duallst-Interactlonlst

explanation of mind/body Interaction In order to contrast the active
feature of the self-conscious mind with the passive aspects of mental
experience as Implied In materialism.

The latter concept usually

.

conceives of mental events as another aspect of neural events or as
'corresponding' to them or epiphenomenal to them In some way.

(Popper

and Eccles, 1977).

As Eccles developed his concept of the 'self-conscious mind', It

accrued the characteristics faml liar to vitalistic concepts In general,
I.e. not detectable or measurable by scientific Instruments as well as
have a 'special' relationship with speclal,propertles of the cerebral
cortex.

Indeed, In The Human Psyche (1980)

E~les

asserted the single

most Important feature found In the traditional vitalistic perception of
the human being:

he suggested that self-consciousness, or at least Its

'psychic core', was supernatural In origin.

Hence Eccles has suggested

the ultimate separation of mind and body, which In turn would virtually
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For pu rpose s
of compadson a

~erles

of dlagrqms follows which t Ilustrates the

evolution of Eccles' thoughts on these matters.

The active causal effectiveness of the self-conscIous mind Is
Illustrated In fig- :'52 ' -

Note that It Is an 'Information flow

dIagram' as distinguIshed from an energy flow diagram because Eccles
does not feel that the first law of thermodynamics Is a significant
obstacle to hIs concept of the mind/brain relatIonship.

BRAIN~MIND

INTERACTION
INNER SENSE

OUTER SENSE

World 2

Light
Color
Sound
Smell
Tasle
Pain
Touch

Thoughts
Feelings
Memories
Dreams
Imaginings
Intentions

The Ego
The Self
The Soul
WIll

In te rfa ce -1.,-.r,-~r.:r.:drr::,m"""h~~:r.t::::-:-r.:::::T.:':':r.1:mr.:
W~rld 1

~~~----

__MM__L

Fig. £7-2. Information Claw diagram for brain-mind interaction. The three components of
World 2: outer sense, inner sense and the ego or self are diagrammed with their connectivities.
Also shown are the lines of communication across the interface between World 1 and World 2,
that is Crom the liaison brain to and from these World 2 components. The liaison brain has the
columnar arrangement indicated (cr. Figs. El-5 and 6j E2-6 and 7). It must be imagined that
the area of the liaison brain is enormous, with open modules numbering a hundred thousand or
more, not just the two score here depicted.

FIG. 52

Popper and Eccles, 1977, p.360.
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.the tw.tn.

the~~

.tbat

b~{n-mtod

tnteractton

occurs -vla the 'I1'alson braIn' and that mental ccmnands are expressed
In

~he

activIty of cortical modules.

The 'Interaction' feature of

his model has received further emphasis as Indicated by the proliferation
of recIprocal arrows between the' liaison brain' ~ (World
Inner and outer sense (World
dl~ect

2')

(Figure 51 ).

(Eccles,

J.C~,

the outer

INTERACTION
INNER SENSE

OUTER SENSE

light
Color
World 2

wl~h

1981).

BRAIN~MIND

Sound
Smell
Taste
Pain
Touch
PERCEPTION

and the

The self has developed

as well as IndIrect reciprocal relatIonships

senses..

I)

The Ego

The Self

Thoughts
Feelings
Memories
Oreoms
Imoginings
Intentions

World I

FIG. 9. Information ftow diagram for brain-mind interaction. The three components or World 2: outer
sense. inner sense and the ego. soul or selr are diagrammed with their communications shown by
arrows. Also shown arc the lines or reciprocal communica,ion across the interface between World I and
World 2. that is rrom the liaison brain to and rrom these World 2 components. The liaison brain has the
columnar arrangement indicated by the vertical broken lines. It musI be imapncd that the area or the
liaison brain is enormous, with open modules numberinl over a million. not just Ihe two score here
depicted. Full descriplion in text.

FIG. 53

Eccles, J.C., 1982, p.1852.

For Eccles:
mental events In World 2 and neural events In
World I are Independent entities tha~ Interact across
the Interface In the manner Indicated by the recIprocal
arrows which sl9nlfy transmission of Infonmatlon, not
energy. The neural correlates of the conscious
experiences are In the neocortex ~ the lIaIson brain,
with Its modular columns."

tI • • •

(Eccles, 1981, p.1850).

0
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More recently Eccles has drawn upon
"three Independent lines of experimentation that, since
1979, have wrought a transformation of the scientific
evidence relating to voluntary movement.
AI I three
Indicate that In voluntary movement the Initial brain
actions are exhibited In the supplementary motor
area (SMA)."
(Eccles, J.C., 1982, p.271)

The SMA was described in humans by Wilder Penfield in his extensive
electrical stimulation studies 'of the cerebral cortex.

Penfle Id

located the SMA almost entirely within the Interhemispheral fissure and
considered It to be the medial part of the 'premotor area' (PM) -:- area 6). '
His electrical stimulation of the SMA most often produced co-ordinated
changes in posture and movements of the upper limbs.

Vocalizations

were also frequently evoked, but ongoing speech was arrested by electrical
Furthermore unl lateral ablation of this area was followed

stimulation.

by post-operative slowness of movement in the contralateral extremities.
(Penfield,

\~.

and Jasper, H., 1954).

In primates ablation of area 6,

which Included the SMA, has produced spasticity as contrasted with the
f lacci d para Iys is wh ich fo I lows area 4 (prl rna ry motor cortex) les ions .
(Brin!Kman, C., (982).
BRAIN ..... MIND INTERACTION
IN NER SENSE

OUTER SENSE

Wo rld 2

l ig ht
Co lor

Though t.
Feel ing.

So und
Smell
To. te

Memor ies

Dreams
I mag ining s

Poin

To uch

Wo rld I

FIG. 7. Information flow diagram for brain - mind interaction in human brain . The three components of World
2, outer sense, inner sense and psyche or self, are diagrammed with their communications shown by arrows. Also
shown are the lines of communication across the interface between World I and World 2; that is, from the
liaison brain to and from these World 2 components. The liaison brain is the columnar arrangement indicated by
the vertical broken lines.

FIG. 54

EccLes ,1982, p. 280 •
. <,
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focused on the studies of Brinkman and Porter (1979, 1982).

These

experIments used Java monkeys (Macaca fasclcularls) as subjects.
Bilateral single cell activity In the SMA was recorded by chronically
Implanted electrodes when the animals performed a simple learned task,
which could be executive with either hand.

The monkeys were trained

for 3-6 weeks to pull a horizontal spring-loaded lever from an Initial
position to a 'target zone'.

The lever was to be held In the 'target

zone' and released upon the presentation of an auditory signal.

If

the task was completed successfully the subject was Immediately
rewarded with food.

The task was always performed with either one

hand or the other, never with both at the same time.

The experimenters

reported the most common finding to be bilateral activity In the SMA
about 250 milliseconds before the onset of a unl lateral movement as
measued by Electromyogram (EMG) (Brinkman, C. and Porter, R., 1979).

Evarts (1982)

has established thnough wei I conflnmed experimental

data that the earlIest pyramIdal cell activity of the primary motor
cortex (MI) occurs 140-120 milliseconds eMS) before the onset of
movement;

with most activIty occurring 40-60 ms prIor to the muscular

response.

Therefore the neurons of the SMA appear to 'fire' at least

100 ms before those of the MI.

Using an experimental design simi lar to their 1979 study,

Brln~man

and Porter (1982) extended their observations of area 6 to Incl.ude not
only the SMA but other part.s of the pre-motor area (PM) as well.

In

addition, after they had established the lever-pulling response In the
monkeys, they then surgically severed the corpus collosum of their
subjects and repeated the experiment.
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Brinkman and Porter (1982) reported part of the PM exhibited
neuronal activity very simi lar to the activity of the SMA;

that is,

bi lateral PM discharges preceding assumed MI activity during a
uni latera I task.

Brinkman and Porter did not directly measure MI

activity in either experiment.

After commissurotomy, PM activity

resembled the traditional profi Ie of MI neurones immediately
preceding movement, i.e. two-thirds of the PM neurones discharged
were associated with only contralateral movements.

The previous

bi lateral activity of the PM was apparently suppressed.

However,

the SMA responses continued to be bi lateral, with no significant
defrease In the number of active cel Is (Brinkman and Porter, 1982).

The second line of evidence was drawn from a regional cerebral
blood flow (rCBF) study of P.E. Roland and his associates.

Ibland

et ai, 1980 used a multi detector scintillation camera (:galTl'l18 Camera)
with 254 channels to detect the clearance of 133xe radiOisotope
injected Into the internal carotid artery.
radioisotope Is an index of rCBF;

The clearance of this

based on the hypothesis that

neuronal activity, cerebral oxygen consumption and cerebral blood flow
are re Iated.

Normal, conscious human subjects were instructed and trained to
complete a complex uni lateral finger-thumb touching sequence within a
set time limit, about one minute, beginning the sequence 10 seconds
before injection of I33Xe.

The eyes and ears of the subjects were

covered with cotton wool to eliminate visual and auditory feedbacks
although cutaneous and proprioceptive feedbacks were prominent.

Among the results reported were statistically significant Increases
In rCBF bi latera Ily in the SMA and unl latera I Increase In the MI
during the execution of the motor-sequence test.

More Intriguing,
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however, was the reported bl lateral Increase In rCBF In only the SMA
(60% of execution va lues) during 'Interna I prcgranvnlng' (menta I

rehearsal) of the motor-sequence test.

Increases In rCBF In other

parts of the cortex were not observed during the rehearsal segment.
MI was reported to be completely Inactive during this period as well
as there being no detectable EMG or movement of body parts.
SMA and only the SMA was active when the subjects
pxecutlng the motor-sequence test without actually

~ta~ty

doing

Thus the
practiced

so (Roland,

P.E., Larsen, B., Lassen, N.A. and Sklnh0J, Ee, 1980).

Eccles' third line of evidence defining the SMA as the cortical
area Involved In the Initiation of voluntary movements was, again,
certain electrophyslologlcal experiments of Hans Kornhuber and his
colleagues.

For examp Ie, Deecke and Kornhuber (1978) examined the

prof I Ie of the readiness potential (RP In patients with bilateral
parkinsonism.

Subjects which exhibited pronounced akinesia but very

little tremor were selected and age-matched with healthy control
SUbJects.

The required response was pulling the trigger of a pistol

with the onset of movement measured by EMG.

These researchers reported that when the RP parklnsonlam patients
were compared with that of normal controls there was no statistically
significant difference between amplitude of the RP of the vertex (SMA)
lead or parietal leads.
amplitude of the RP

th~n

Furthenmore, the SMA lead exhibited a greater
the parietal leads.

However, the RP of the

lateral pre-central leads, which were over the hand area of MI, In
the parkinsonian subjects, was either absent or showed slight positivity
whereas the controls demonstrated the usual clear negative precentral
RP.

The dIfference between the gnoups was statistically sIgnificant.

Since the MI of the park Inson I an subjects the MI was Intact and
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functionIng it was conjectured that lesIons of basal ganglia, which
are a prominent feature of parkInsonism, contrIbuted to the abolIshment of the pre-central RP.

These data have led Eccles to maIntaIn that the SMA carries
an Inventory ,of al I 'motor programs' which he operationally defines
as:
. "an organ I zed assemb I age of muscle conTractions
and relaxations for bringing about a particular
lea mT movement. 4'
(Eccles, 1982, p.270).
The variety of such programs is 'incalculable' and are stored, not
In the SMA, but In the association cortex, basal ganglia and cerebellum.
Eccles conJectured that a specIfIc mental code carries each Intention.
The mental code 'selects' a motor program

f~m

the SMA's Inventory

which in tUrn activates the program usicg the address system outlined
by Allen and Tsukahara (1974).

Figure S5

modification of their scheme by Eccles.

Is :the most recent

Note that the SMA Is

Interspaced between 'Idea' and the rest of the system.

He cons I ders

this a vast Improvement over his previous speculations.
I

PLAN, PROGRAM

I

EXECUTE

I
I
I
I

~

I
I

I

IOEA~SMA~ ASSN

ex

I
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VA Vl ~ MOTOR_"""_-...,:::--_ _~) MOVE
THAl

~LA~:V

ex

'\?

~ INTERMED
cw

I

I
I
I

I

I
I
I

SOMATO-

I

~----------------------~---~---~~~
SENS01Y

Ao. ,. Dia&rammltlc rcpr~nlillon or P1thWlll concemed wilh the cxcC11110n ~ncl _lnII 01 wtluDllrr
movcmcnl ASSN
assOCIation COrIai lateral CDM. cerebellar hcmlsphere; Intermed. CUM. pan 1m_cella
or cClcl]dlum. The I"OWI represent neuropa! JIIthWlll composed or hundreds or Ihousaacls or IICIVC libra
(modified rrom AIleD A Tlukalwa

ex.

."4).

FIG. 55 Eccles, 1982, p.279.
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Indeed, Eccles has repeatedly demonstrated the abl Ifty to adduce
the most recent neurophysiological data to confirm his dualistic
hypothesis.

This Is partly due to his comprehensive knowledge of

the field - both its content and techniques.

However, it is also

arguable that a strong vitalistic concept such as a self-conscious
mind - of possible supernatural origins - can foster a theoretical
framework the robustness of which would be almost without limit.
No matter what new developments emerge concerning the role of the
central nervous system In 'voluntary' behaviour, a self-conscious
mind - or Its conceptual analogue - can always be postulated to fl I I
in any gaps In such knowledge.

Even if no gaps existed, It could be

viewed as the 'real', but not directly observable, source of voluntary
behaviour.

A source which would be Immune

as it is presently known.

to scientific study

Nonetheless, John Eccles has been a potent

force in bringing to the fore such traditionally Intractable and
important problems as that of the relationship between mental and physical
events.

Whereas Eccles, In pursuing his speculations, never has been

overly disturbed by the problem of 'energy transfer' between mind and
brain, another researcher, while eventually

postul_T~'mlnd'

In his

account of voluntary behaviour, was deeply concerned with this Issue;
he was the Internationally acclaimed neurosurgeon, Wilder Penfield.
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'Wi Ider Penfield
Penf ie I d and h Is co-workers at the

~.ontrea

I Neuro logica I I.nstltute

have made very Important contr{butlons to the literature concerned with
cerebral function by uti liztng the method of mild, direct electrical
stimulation of the cortex In fully alert, fully conscious humans (Penfield,
W. 'and Rasmussen, T., 1950;

Penfield, W. and Jasper, H.H., 1954;

Penfield, W. and Roberts, -L .. , 1959).

A major result of these clinical studies has been, of course, the
universally recognised sensory-motor homunculus; which at the time, was
a major conceptual advance.
distribution of muscle

It revealed that there Is not an equal

trepresentatlon~'but

given to the hand and vocal apparatus.

that greater areas were

Eccles has noted that 'finesse'

of control seems to receive the largest representation In this case
Instead of size of muscles.

Ie.

4.5.SauoryJaoaauacuLu. 'Ib& d,lac dele or ihc fipre Is Oft. cro....ccdon

orebe laanlsplacrc. drawn _bacia proponlon co !he allent Or"_
rt-.~ co Ie. 'Ib&
otlhc unIIcd)'inr block tin.a lndiQIa
_~11hc_paaIhc CXlaloi ada ~pcclCftUlioft. Compare
wida U F_ Wilder l'aaIicI4 and 'Ib&oIIorc JWnauuc:n. n. Cndnt
C«fIIIt{II.. (New Yorks
l?S~

.,_m'. .

·FIG. 56 Granit, 1979, pp.64/65.
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PenfIeld's wor~ tnyolved hundreds of operations and stimulatIon
procedures ..

His data led him tO~'note that the hUman cerebral cortex

was marked by vast I ncreases of areas that are hered [tar! Iy undeterml ned
(uncommltted). ·wlth respect to theIr spectflc functions, allowIng Its
'programmIng' or condItIonIng by experIence;

In contrast to 'commItted'

areas whIch were gl·ven to sensory and motor functIons of varIous types
(PenfIeld, N.• ,

19751.

Although ' a I I the cerebra I cortext of hUmans exh I b Its t"a~ge Increases
compared wIth other specIes, It Is the uncommItted areas whIch show the
greatest enlargement:

the latter areas are made up of two major regions -

the prefrontal and temporal cortIces.

FIg. 57 .. I I lustrates these

en largements.

B. Ground Ihrew

. C. Tree

I

hrew

~ Motor

Iliil

Olloclo,y

00

•

VII.ol

o

Unconvnll.d C4rt ..

Auditory

~ So'motlc S'~IO<Y

FIGURE 2. Uncommilled Cart ox.

Functional diagrams of the cercbral cortex of some mammals.
The blank arcas suggest the approximate extent of gray matter
that is not committcd to motor or sensory ,(unction lit birth. In
man, for cxample, the auditory sensory,-cortex . hilS really been
crowdcd ofT the cxternal surCllce of the brllin into the fissure of
Sylvius. For this figurc, I am indcbted to thc late Stanley Cobb.

FIG. 57

Penfield, W.,

1975, p.20.

· - 273 .Functionally, Penfield assigned the 'capacity for planned Initiative'
to the prefrontal

corte~

whereas In the temporal region the capacity for

speech develops, as well as the ability to Interpret "present experience
In the light of past experience" (Penfield, 1975, p.19).
label led this region the Interpretive cortex.

Hence he has

Out of all Penfield's

studies those concerning the Interpretive cortex have yielded the most
controversial results.

It was from this area that:

". •• pos It I ve psych Ica I respon ses wh Ic h have
been produced by electrIcal stimUlation ••• are
clearly of a different physiological order
from those produced by stimulation elsewhere
In the braln~'.'
(Penfield, W., 1958, p.20)
Put very briefly, these "psychical responses" are divided Into two
categories:

(I) experlent Ia I ha II uc I nations;

(2·) Inter.p.rettv6 III uslons.

In hallucinations of experience or recollection The subject relived
a period of the past a Ithough he was stl II aware of the present· •

Th Is

recollection of experience Is unusually vivid and contains a richness of
detal I unknown In voluntarily recal led memories.

Concerning Interpretive

III us Ions, "Th I sis a sudden ml s I nterpretat Ion or a Itered I nterpretatl on
of the meaning of present experience." (Penfield, .195.8, pp.23-4).

Many

times this would Involve the experience betng.lnterpreted In such fundaI"I9ntal precepts as famillarf-ty, strangeness ·or absurdity.

Further, these

evoked events carried with them all the gestalt of actual experience
Including al I sensory modalities as well as emotional content and
I nterpretatl on.

Such events could only be precipitated within the

temporal lobe, and thus Penfield was led to cautiously speculate that this
portion of the brain was necessary for the storage and/or retrieval of
memory (Penfield, W., 1952).
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It should be poInted out that Penfield was well

aw~re

that

the neural tissue directly beneath his electrode may not be the actual
site of

~mory storag~

but that It could actlvataother areas, distant

from the stimulated site (Penfield, W., 1959).

Indeed his surgical

experience has led him to believe that the hippocampus Is a key
structure In converting experience Into memory (Penfield, W. & Mathieson,
G., 1974).

This feature Is part of the limbic lobe of Broca and has

been Implicated In the expression of emotion by Rapaz
It Is also prominent In the "limbic system" of

MecLe~n

(P~paz,

J.W., 1937).

(Maclean, P.O., 1952).

The group of structures which make up this system have numsr.ous connections with the diencephalon which encompasses the thalamus, epithalamus
and the hypothalamus (Ransom, S.W. and' Clark" .S.L., 1959).

In Penfield's view, the diencephalon Is the single most Important
structure In the human
centrencephallc
of two parts:

bral~

Integr~tlng

for It Is the

system.

se~t

of his so-called

This functional system Is composed

a) the highest brain-mechanism which Is essential for

consciousness and voluntary movement;

b) the automatic sensory-

motor control mechanism which Is respcnslble for the more-or-Iess automatic
discharge of behaviour.

By working In concert the two SUbsystems:

" ••• rrake sensory Input available and motor output purposeful."
(Penfield, 1975,

p.44'.

~reover

while the centrencephallc system Is

normally a functionally Integrated unit, the sub-units can be separated.

Penfield explains that when the automatic sensory-motor mechanism
Is functioning without

partlclp~tlon

of the hlghest-breln mechanism

(e.g. due to pathological conditions such as epllepsy):a mIndless
autometon results.

This automaton can perform hIghly complex acts

without any learning or memory being established.

Further, one of the

most Important aspects of the 'automatism' Is that It cannot make
decisions.

For example, If events In the envlnonment require a change
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In onTgotng behavtour,.. the automatic sensory-motor mechanism falls
to respond

approprl~tely

•. tf the envIronment demands a rapid change

of behavIour or a 'choice' to be made; the highest brain-mechanism
must be functioning for the demand to be appropriately met (PenfIeld,
1975).

IUY MATTU
FO.
IIYPOTlETICAL IIUTWL
11010. comOL

FIGURE 10. Th. Automatic S'/IIOIY-Mo/ot Mech.nlsm.
This much.. lmplltlec:l dlaaram outlines only tho diRctlon of tho
cxccullva, or motor, musaaa of tho rncchanlam that taka bIlatcral control of tho body ellher under dinclloa of the mlad or
automallc:ally. It maka usc of tho motor celktatlona Ia the p_
centrall)'nll of both slda, u shown hen from lei down to flee
aDd mouth. Tho enllre mechanism Is a porllon of the ceotreDcephalic late.rellon and coordination thlt maka decllft mIDdaction poalble. ODO may call It "man's _purer." It makes
avaDabl. tho many Ikllll (lncludln, that of spoecb) that haft
been leamec:l and recordec:lln the individual's puC. It colltrOb the
behavior of the "human automaton" whUe tho mind Is otberwlsa
occupied, or when the hlahat bnln-rnechanbm Is selecllvdy Inactivated, u In epileptic automatism. On the olber baDcI, epOoptic dlscharp within III centnl ,ny malter produca laterf_
with III f\lllCtloo. and calli forth actI". I'CSpoDICI from tho motor
centen In the cortex of both hemllphera, thus produclaa • pDcraIIzcd COIlVllldOD (6rG1td "",'). (Drawinl 11)' E1canor s-y.)

FIG. 58

Fig. 58

Penfield, 1975, p.41.

dIagrams Penfield's suggestIon that the centrencephellc

system Is the source of voluntary movement.
vo Iuntary movement Is

8

Thus, for PenfIeld,

sub... cor1" Ica I functIon: and the motor cortex Is e

final 'relay statton', rather than the area of InItiatIon of such
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On thIs latter poInt, he Is In agreement wIth Eccles

except that PenfIeld assigns the InItIatIon of voluntary movements
to the diencephalon Instead of the self-conscious mInd.

However, late In his career Penfield dId make a place for 'mInd'
In his scheme of thIngs.

InterestIngly, his doIng so grew out of his

studies of those very areas that Eccles had delIneated for hIs 'liaIson
brain'. that Is, the areas of Broca and
Space restrIctIons preclude the

~/erntcke

recordJn~

- the areas of speech.

of detal Is and nuances of

Plnfleld's clInIcal studies,. InterestIng as they may be.; (see Penfield,
1975, 1968).

Nonetheless, let It be saId that stImulation of speech

areas InhIbits on-goIng or attempted speech.

The patIent's efforts

to speak and theIr later verbal reports convInced PenfIeld that he
was on the 'psychlco-physlcal frontier', where mInd meets

b~ln

(PenfIeld, 1975, p.53').

PenfIeld tel Is us that for most of hIs professIonal career he was
an advocate of the 'one-element hypothesIs'.

By thIs he meant a varIant

of psycho-physIcal parallelIsm In that the
" ••• actIvItIes of the hIghest centres and mental
states are one and the same th lng, or are
different sIdes of the same thIng""
- apparently a posItIon also held by John Hughllngs Jackson and Edgar
Adrian (Penfield, 1"975, p.114).

However the 'later' PenfIeld found

thIs posItIon Inadequate and as he perceIved that the only other
alternatIve was a dualIstIc one he chose the latter of these two
'ImprobabIlities"; thus JoInIng hIs contemporary, John Eccles.

It Is

of Interest to note In passIng that both Eccles and PenfIeld were students
of Charles Sherrlngton, who also thought dualIsm was the most reasonable
hypothesIs.
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Penfield's dualism was less extreme than that of Eccles In that his
'mind' was much more dependent on the brain than Eccles' 'self-conscious
mind' •

His 'mind' assumed the responsbility of directing voluntary

action, focussing attention, reasoning, understanding, as well as deciding
what was learned and what went Into memory stores.
unlike Eccles' conceptIon, It did not have a

me~ry

Although, again
of Its own.

Further,

and this Is of great Importance, Penfield's 'mind' depended on energy
to discharge Its duties.

Indeed, for him, mind-brain Interaction can:

" ••• only be brought about by expendIture
of energy~"
(Penfield, 1975, p.76).

He felt so strongly on this point that he postulated an unknown
'second' form of energy Involved In the mind-brain Interaction and called
upon physicists for help In flndlnr It.

In additIon, he speculated

that If the mind survived death It would have to do so by finding some
form of energy to sustain It.

He conc·luded his thoughts on this topic

by stating:
" ••• I belIeve that one should not pretend to
draw a final conclusion, In ~an's study of man,
untl I the nature of the energy responsible
for mind-action Is discovered as, In my own
opInion, It wi II be."
(Penfield, 1975, p.114)

Thus Penfield, as had Eccles, conceived of Voluntary movement as a
But In doIng

'special' form of movement.

~

both authors felt the

need to evoke a separate entity - a mind - capable of en existence
Independent of the brain.

Such views are held here to be vitalistic

and as such they do not lend themselves to the possIbility of empirical
verIficatIon or falsifIcation.
wi II prove

~agre.

Therefore their scientifIc fruitfulness
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Interestingly, when the 'early' Penfield conjectured his
centrencephallc system - to which the 'highest brain mechanism'
as assigned - to be sub-cortical;

it was a penetrating Insight,

which contemporary neuroanatomy and neurophysiology has confirmed.
Neuroanatomlcally, a major advance has been the elegant stUdies of
Wal Ie H. Nauta, which have convincingly shown that the connection
between the limbic system and the frontal lobe are so massive that
the latter is now considered a direct outgrowth of the former
(Nauta, W.J.H. and Feirtag, M., 1979).
concept of

~oal-dlrected"and/or

Neurophyslologlcally, the

'purposive' behaviour has been

very useful to a number of researchers who have been Interested
In the role of the central nervous system In the production of
movement.

Sub-cortical structures are most often thought to be the

neural substrate of goal-directed behaviour.

We wi II now turn to the

role of 'goals' In the explanation of behaviour.

This discussion

Includes studies directed not only at central nervous structures, but
perl phera I ones

8S

we II.
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The Use of Goal Direction or Purpose:
The Nobel

Ragnar Granlt

Laureat~ R~9nar Granl~

has spent much of his professional

career studyfng the In;teractlon between the motor un It of Sherrl ngton the alpha motor neuron and the muscle fIbre It Innervates (the extrafusal fibre) - and smaller gamma motor-fiber which Innervates the muscle
spindle (the Intrafusal fibre).

The alpha and gamma motor neurons

represent:·the rrost peripheral neural structures Involved In the production

-

of movement, end It Is recognized that all movement must be expressed
through them.

This being the case It Is obvious that when studying such

structures one Is presented with the 'degrees of freedom' problem discussed
earlier.

It was recognition of this fact that led Granlt to realize

that some organised constraint must be placed on alpha-gamma activity
In order for movement to occur In a co-ordlnated fashion (Granlt, R., 1973).
This constraInt for hIm Is embodied In the concept of 'purpose'.
"An essential point to remember Is that this
movement Itself Is the Integrater, either of
a sensory Input or of something stored that
emerges as a vo I untary or an automat I c
analysable act.
ThIs means that the element
of purposIveness and thus of production Is very
much In the foreground In the motor field, so
much so that non-purposIve movements tend to be
regarded as outrIght pathological."
(G ran It, R. , 1979, pp. I 34- 135 )
and more explicItly
"What Is volltlonel In voluntary movement
Is pu rpos.1 ve. "
CGranlt, R., 1979,

176)

The structures studIed by Granlt and hIs assocIates are I I I ustrated In
, fIgure (

).

The exact nature of the Inter-relationships between

the alpha motor neuron, the gamma motor neuron, the muscle spindle and
their Inter-connectIons wIthin the spInal cord Is considered an Internal
debate In neurophysiology, for the purposes of this thesis.

Suffice It

to say that this area has been a maJor field of research In the a\tempt
to explain the production of movement.

For an expansion of these 10pfcs
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consult Granlt's The

~sls

of Motor Control, 1970, as well as

f.1.1'. Turvey's revIew (1977).
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7.1. Diagram of extrafusal and intrafusal innenation of muscle and the
circuits involved. The musde spindle with its large primary afferent
placed in parallel with the main muscle. sends its message monOlynaptically to the motoneurons in the spinal cord. The ventral horn cell is provided with a recurrent collateral through the Renshaw cell. The gamma
motor nerves (broken line) lead to the muscular poles oCthe lpindle which
they contract, thereby exerting a puD on the sense organ. The supraspinal
control of the gamma mOloneurons is indicaled (within the Ipinal cord).
For analysis. this circuit can be intercepted at several pOints but the diagram ShoWI only a recording from a branch of the donal root .. well .. a
myogram and electromyogram. AD results are displayed on cathode ray
• osciUographl.

FIG. 59 Granit, R., 1979, p.148.
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However It should be stated that Many of the earlier experiments,
that led to the conception of the muscLe spindLe as a servomechanls~

were carried out on decerebrate animals (Eldred, E., Granlt, Ro

and Merton, PoP. 1953).among others.

Therefore of much more Importance

to us are the pioneering studies of Hagbarth and Vallbo (1968) who studied
muscle spindle activity during 'voluntary' movement In Intact, conscious
human subjects;

themselves.

They Inserted tungsten seml-mlcroelectrodes

percutaneously Into the peripheral nerves of their arms and
their results were unequivocal, unlike the

~plnlons

leg~and

of Eldred, Granlt

and Merton - alpha motor neuron activity always preceded gamma motor
neuron activity during voluntary contraction of muscles In conscious man.
Thel r findIng has· been ca lied a Ipha ..gamma· linkage or alpha-garmta
co-activation. (Hagbarth, Ko-Eo, and Val lbo, A.B., 1968, 1969;
A.B. and Hagbarth, K.-E., 1970;

Val lbo, A.B., 1970).

Val lbo,

Their experl-

ments are now considered a watershed In this area of researct)as two
recent reviews suggest (Prochazka, A., 1981;

Burke, D., 1981).

This leads up to the Interesting point of this area of research for us.
Hagbarth and Val Ibo used themselves as subjects and thus their 'voluntary'
movements were performed at their own discretion.

As research

developed, other experimenters either Signaled or Instructed their
subjects to '·vol untarl Iy' contract various muscles (Honk, J .C., 1972;
Marsden, C.D., Merton, P.A. and Morton, H.B., 1976;

Roland, P.E. 1978

among others).

It Is apparent that most researchers In this area would use the
concept of voluntary response Much as would Gr8nlt In that
"Most voluntary acts are merely 'triggered'
by wi I ling, trIggered In the sense that the
act Is volunfar,ly demanded but then accomp I I shed a utomat I cally."
(Granlt, R., 1979, p.134).

~.
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Thus a voluntary response is viewed as a 'demand' placed on the
perl phera I apparatus.
an

app~ach

Therefore, neurophysiological researchers use

simi lar to that adopted

by psychological experimenters.

That Is, if a subject can produce a certain muscular contraction on
demand or Instruction, that response may be classed as 'voluntary'.

It Is Important to point out here that 'voluntary' Is a psychological
concept not a neurophysiological one.

In the hands of neurophyslologlsts,

who are Interested In elucidating the role of the nervous system In the
production of movement) It Is used as an experimental convenience and
does not signify a class of well-understood behaviours.

Indeed It

appears that experimental expediency Is of greater Importance to these
researchers than the conceptual difficulties that the use of the term
gives rise to for the experimental psychologist.
has not gone completely unrecognised.

However the prob lem

For example, Elwood Henneman

In discussing the organization of motor systeMS has pointed out:
"The motor system of the brain exists to
translate thought, sensation and emotion
Into movement.
At present the Initial
steps In this process lie beyond analySis.
We do not know how voluntary movements are
engendered, nor where the "orders" come
from.
~ost of the Infonmetlon that Is
available concerns the circuits that execute
these shadowy conmands."
(Henneman, E., 1974, p.60).
Nonetheless, Henneman's 'shadowy

c~nds'

ere quite extensively used

by experimenters studying the peripheral apparatus of the nervous
system.

Hence Granlt, who<used Instructions to obtain voluntary muscle

contraction, proposed that a key element In a voluntary movement Is Its

-

purposefulness, but for him, however, all movement Is purposeful,
otherwise It tends to be pathological.

Therefore under Granlt's scheme

there Is no clear, dIstInct objectIve criteria that can be applied to
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dIstinguish voluntary from Involuntary movements.

Another researcher

who used the concept of 'goals' In the explanatIon of behavIour
and recognIzed that there were no defInIte criterIa for dIstinguishing
what ne called 'psychomotor' behaviour from other types In the
general behavIoural

gestal~

was W.R. Hess.

Walter Hess
Walter R. Hess experimental studIes revolved around electrical
stImulation of the dIencephalon; a major, extremely complex subcortical structure made up mainly of the thalaMus and Its surrounding
sub-divIsions, the epithalamus, subthalamus and perhaps most Importantly
the hypothalamus (House, E.l., and Pansky, 0., 1967).
are now looked upon as

'classlc~

HI s researches

and the Importance of his endeavours

has been recognIzed by hIs beIng awarded the Nobel Prize In 1949 for
discovering that this area of the central nervous system was the prime
co-ordinator of the actIvIty of sympathetIc and parasympathetic nervous
systems.

He presented a synopsIs of

hIs experiments In The Functional

Organization of the Diencephalon (1957) In which he made the general
statement:
"Actually, there Is a constant play of forces acting
In the central nervous system, stimulating Inactivity
when there Is a state of equllibrl~ appearing as
function where there are shifts of equIlibrium and
manifesting Itself as a pathologic symptom when
only a disequilibrium exists.
We stress the fact
that the road to basic knowledge must entail an
understanding of this point."
(Hess, W.R., 1957, pp.X-XI)
Such a statement Is reminiscent of von Holst, in that the CNS Is conceived
of as being constantly actlve,and the final expression of thIs actIvity,
behav'lour, Is the result of the Interptay of. dynamic processes
withIn the (}JS.

Hess utilised animal

subJect~

mainly

cat~

In his experimental

studies and pIoneered the use of chronically Implanted electrodes In

-. 284 8y this technique he was able

unanaesthetlzed. unrestraIned animals.

to preclplate a variety of behaviours In his animals.

These Included

locomotion, feeding, drinking, attack, and flight as well as alterations In cardiovascular, thermo-regulatory and sexual behaviours
(Hess, W., 1957).

In other words, by electrIcal stimulation of these

sub-cortical areas, especially the lateral hypothalamus, Hess was able
to produce wei I co-ordlnated autonomic and somatIc responses.

Thus

his experiments were a major step towards a unified perception of what
was usually perceived as two separate areas, (I) the stUdy of homeostatic
regulation or autonomic response;
skeletal

response~each

(II) the study of overt movement-

taking place In Internal and external environ-

ments respectively (Mountcastle, V., 1974, p.227).

Within Hess' 'unified view', goal-directed
feature and were termed Gestalten H-less,
directed processes came about

th~ugh

"I.,

p~cesses

were a central

1968, p.35).

These 90al-

'drives' - a term which even today

has no universally accepted definition (\'l1se, R.A., 1980;

~utsch,

J.A.,

1979; Morgan, M.J.,1979) - but was used by Hess as analogous to 'motlvatlon'.

Both con cerned .". •• the prese rvat Ion of the se I f or the

species" and " ••• In the last resort go back to somatic needs" (Hess,
1968, p.34).

In addition, Hess did not share with the behavlourlstlc

psychologists the reluctance to anthropomorphlse - for him a food-deprived
animal was a hungry animal; and a hungry animal sought food.

In this

sense there is a 'drive-reduction' flavour to Hess' view, but this Is only
true within limits.

Hess' goal-directed behaviour was not a blind, random process but an
active, selective one which was guided by experience.

Indeed experience

was a decisive eleMent In determining which 'drive' would be expressed at
any given time.

And experience Itself was not capriciOUS, but actively
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"Out of the different signals that cane to the
organism, the central nervous system develops
images or Ge$talten that activate the 18tent
powers of the various muscles to goal-directed
co-ordinate acts.
In this way the proper
parts of the surroundings are made useful and
d I stu rb I ng In f I uences a re suppressed."
(Hess, 1968, p.31).
Here Hess seems to use Gestalten much as Berltoff has used 'Images';
but he also saw them as an Integrated part of a goal-directed process
as well.

The latter connotation developed In his discussion of

consciousness.

Just as he perceived a food-deprived animal as a hungry animal,
Hess thought that the hungry animal was aware of the fact that It was
hungry - It was conscious of feeling hungry.
to endow animals with

consclousnes~

quality as that Qf humans.

Thus he did not hesitate

although It may not be the same

Moreover the content of consciousness

developed from experiences In a way that Is causally inexplicable at least at the present time.

In spite of this

limltatl~

relations of experiences and conselousness can be dealt

the actu81

wit~

and for

him:
"Information does not come to consciousness as the
sum of experience, but ••• is worked over 8S
Gestalten, or goal-directed processes."
(Hess, 1968, p.35).
Of Interest to us is the fact that ijess used the 'conscious goal'
as the basis of voluntary behaviour.

Goal-directed voluntary movement, whl Ie being conscious, Was not
associated with any well-defined structural 'centre' but was the product
of the functional Integration and co-ordlnatlon of diverse parts of the
CNS Including the cerebral cortex and

the brain stem.
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AgaIn as wIth al I
of

CNS

movement~

Hess stressed the dynamIc Interplay

processes In voluntary movement and poInted out:

" ••• how many combinations of Impulses can be
given out without conscIous effort."
(Hess, 1968, p. 76).
He repeatedly asked his audience to remember:
" ••• that the fInal results of any motor
activity Is a composItIon of forces that
are co-ordlnated sImultaneously and
successively."
(HQ&S, 1968, p.74).

Thus, for Hess, vo I untary movement I n the humen I s not the resu It of a
detached self-conscious

min~

as Eccles would have us

rooted in the physical activitIes of the CNS.

believ~

but firmly

Further, he attrIbuted

conscious, voluntary movement to a wide spectrum of the animal kingdom;
possIbly IncludIng the level of fishes.

However:

"Since we have no definite criteria, we leave
the problems of psychomotor behavioural
conscIousness In lower vertebrates open."
niess, 1968, p. 78).
In the hands of

\~a

Iter !-ess, vol untary movement lost Its vIta" stl c

connotations and became a common feature of the orgenlc

worl~even

though

Its origIns are beyond the pale of causal determInatIon at the present
time) as Hess freely admItted. Nevertheless the scheme Is more open to
experImental attack than those of Eccles or PenfIeld;

for the responses

produced by electrIcal stimulation are remerkebly simIlar:
" ••• to the adaptatlve, goal-dIrected behavIors
InvestIgated by Charle's DarwIn and other biologIsts."
(Morgenson, G.J., Jones, D.L.,
and Ylm, C.Y., 1980, p. 71 >.
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In addition to the studies of Walter Hess (directed to levels
4 and 5 of Eccles' system) and those of Granlt (directed to Eccles'
level one);

other experiments concerned with voluntary movements

have been carried out at the upper level of Eccles' hierarchical
concept (level six);

the cerebral cortex.

We have In mind here

the electrophyslologlcal contributions of H.H. Kornhuber and his
associates.

It wi II be remembered from the discussion of the views

of John Eccles, that the results of Kornhuber's experiments were
cited by Eccles as being strong evidence of his 'self-conscious mind'
In action.

Given such an Interpretation, It Is felt that a brief

discussion of Kornhuber's experiments Is warranted.
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H. H. Korn huber

The problem In the study of voluntary movement Is how to get
the subject to carry out a movement, even a simple one, entirely at
his own discretion.

If one wishes to study cerebral cortical

activity In Intact humans one must record from the surfece of the
skul I, a point at which the electrical potentials are very small.
The amplitude of these potentials vary with the Irregular thickness
of the skul I.

To overcome this difficulty, the potentials of the

lead site must be averaged and this requires accurate timing.

Hans

Kornhuber and his associates, by a simple and Ingenious method that
he cal Is 'oplsthochronlc analysis' - time reversed analysis - solved
these problems.

The genera I experlmenta I desl gn

\'/as

as follows.

The subject was

Instructed to make a very Simple movement for example the rapid flexion
of the right Index finger.

There was no external slgnel ling, the

subject moved the finger at wi II.

The onset of the EMG potentials,

Involved In the movement, triggered a computer which Inltleted an
analysis of the previous 2 seconds of EEG records.

~~reover

the

subject had to actually move his finger before the computer would enalyse'
the previous 2 seconds of the EEG.

Thus If a SUbJect 'Intended' to

move his finger, but did not, the EEG analysis would not take place.
Th'e Important feature of this design Is that the SUbJect made the
decisIon to move the finger:

Eccles claimed that Kornhuber's subJects

were not under the control of the experimenter In any way.

However,

In order to statistically extract the potentials at the lead site fnom
the background noise, the signal must be presented meny times.
(1974) recorded 1000 movements/experiments.

Kornhuber

Therefore the subject has

to move his finger during a set time period but can do so at any point
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he chooses.

This feature prevents the experiment from being

prohibitively long.

As the legend of the fig. 60
the moving: of the finger.

shows, three distinct potentials emerge in

The generation of these potentials Involves

large areas of the cerebral cortex, particularly In the pre-central and
parietal lobe, and take a long time, by neurophysiological standards,
to be produced;

somewhat less than a second.

that Intrigued John Eccles.

It was these features

The motor potential (MP), derived

f~

the motor cortext finger area was straightforward enough, but another
potential, the pre-motor positivity
before the onset of movement (EMG).
40 ms.

(~lP)

was recorded, about 90 ms

Thus the

AMP precedes MP by

Of more Interest was the appearance of yet another potential

.08 sec. before movement.

This potential Is bilateral and covers large

areas of the parietal and precentral cortices.

Itis ca I Ied the

8ereltschaftspotentlal or readiness potential (RP).

It Is conjectured

to represent the Integrated activation of the cerebral cortex In the
preparation of a movement.

The total length of the MP and PMP would

therefore be within the 'range' of activity of pyramid cel Is (I.e.
about 150 - 50 ms.)

It was In this potential that Eccles saw physical

evidence of the Influence of his 'self-conscious mind'.

Kornhuber

himself, however, has not made such a conceptual leap and prefers to
speak of movements In the 'goal-directed' sense.

Thus he states:

"r·1ovements are p~rts of actions, and 8ctlons have to
satisfy the needs of the organism and secure the
survival of the species.
Therefore they must be
guided by messages from the Internal ml lieu 8S well
as from the environment."
(Kornhuber, H.H., 1974, p.267).
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Fig. 1. Cerebral potentials preceding voluntary fmgu movement. Superposition of the traces from 8 different experi.mcats performed on diUerc.at days of
the same subject. Each trace represents the average of about 1,000 trials Involving a rapid voluntary volar flexion of the right index finget. Neptivity of the active
electrode records upwards. The upper three groups of records represc.at recordings
from left precentral (A), right precentral (B) or mid parietal (C) apinst linked cars
reference. D Bipolar recording between the left (negative upwards) and the right precentral leads. The time is indicated in seconds alonl the abscissa, zero time representing the onset of the earliest EMG activity hi flexor indicfs muscle. The records disclose a high consistency and allow the idcatification of three components: (1) The
negative BP or RP starting about 0.8 sec (onset time prior to fint SMO activity) bilaterally over parietal and precentral regions. (2) Tho PMP, oDlCt time 90-80 msce,
also bilateral over parietal and precentral regions. (3) Tho neptive MP, onset time
60-50 msec, unilateral, restricted to contralateral motor cortex, best ICCD in bipolar
left versus right precentral recording.

FIG. 60 Deecke L. and Kornhuber, H.H., 1977a, p.134.

- 291 Kornhuber Is a clinical neurologist by training and, In the
formulation of his opinion, he draws not only on experimental evidence,
but on the observed effects of neural pathologies such as Parkinsonism
and Huntington's chorea as well.

Indeed It was the results of his

studies with Parkinsonism subjects that Justified Eccles
self-conscious mind In the SMA.
measured . ' lasge

Rp

I

relocation of the

Kornhuber and his colleagues have

amplltude"potentlal over the

S~.AA,

but the RP was

Hemlparklnsonlsm petlents showed

abolished In bl lateral Parkinsonism.

a significant reduction In the amplitude of the RP, contralaterel
to the basal lesion site but a large potential over the SMA.

He has developed a model of voluntary behaviour, based on these
studies.

For him the eNS uses not only stimulus dependent feedback

functions In the regulation of movement but also 'function generators',
which actively produce spatlotemporal patterns which ere 'something
more' than reflexes (Kornhuber, H.H., 1974).

These latter functions

are associated with voluntary movement end are located In the breln
However, the function generators

stem, basal ganglia and cerebellum.

work In close collaboration with the entire cerebrel cortex end the
vestibular system to produce orderly, goal-directed movement.
Kornhuber has conceived of the eNS

8S

Thus

possessing motor sub-systems,

wh Ich act In con ce rot to preduce a I I movement.
classified Into two generel categories;

These subsystems are

strategic and tactical as

seen In figure 61.

The former category receives Input from the Internel milieu
and determines the

'QOals~

of behaviour;

the letter receives Input from

the external environment and determines how the strategy wi II
carried out on any given occasion.

be

The Importent feature of the

scheme Is that both stretegy and tactics have access to the sub-corrlcal
function generators.
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II Information flow diagram ofltf&tegic and tactical
mechanisms in voluntary actions. The mechanisms of,trateg)·
(represented at corticallevd in the frontal lobe and cingulate
gyrus) as well as the mechanisms of tactics (in the posterior
association cortex) have their own access to the motor function
generators in cerebellum and basal ganglia. A anterior, M
medial, VL ventrolateral thalamus. The communication lines
between frontal and sensory association cortex are abo important for data selection from shon- to long-term memory (sec:
FIGURE

FIG. 61

Komhuber, in Zippel, cd.: M~ Gnd Tr-U" " 1'If",...
Pub!. Comp. New York 1973.) The neural
mechanisms underlying the strategy of actions (e.g. hypothalamus, amYJdala. and orbitofrontal cortex) receive, of course,
exteroceptive in addition to vCKCtative information; the former,
however, in a preprocessed format from the sensory association
areas: the hypothalamus ceu this information indirectly via the
c:ingulate gyrus-bippocampusloop.
I;"'. Plenum

Kornhuber, H.H., 1974, p.278.

- 293 KOrnhuber rejects the Idea that there Is a sIngle, all-eocompasslng
system such as Penfield's centrencephallc system.

There Is no.

sIngle superhomunculus, nor Is there:
" ••• a single superdrive like Freud's libIdo."
(Kornhuber, 1974, 278).
Instead there Is an Interplay of dynamIc forces along the lines
conceived by Hess.

Hs Is also sImIlar to Hess In that behavIour

Is expressed as a gestalt, e.g. movements are part of actions, and
actIons are guIded by both Internal and external 'messages'.
KOrnhuber Is fIrmly committed to a mechanistIc explanatIon of behaviour
although he does not advocate any 'model'.

He asserts that al I models

of behaviour must conform to the law of the conservatIon of energy
(Kornhuber, 1978).

KOrnhuber uses 'goal-directed behavlour'as a unIfyIng concept
under which the many diverse movements exhibited by organisms can be
described.

This would bring him again close to the views of Walter

Hess and Von Holst.

The outcome of this Interplay Is voluntary

behaviourism to contrast to Eccles, who has always conceived the
cerebral cortex the area of expression of the self-conscious mind
thus voluntary behaviour.

KOrnhuber has also proposed that voluntary movements can be divided
Into two major categories:

ballistIc and ramp movements.

According to KOrnhuber a ballistic movement, for example an
eyesaccade, takes place too rapidly to be regulated by sensory feedbacks;

It Is pre-programmed.

This Is accomplished by the cerebellum

which then transmits the pnggram as ~ 'gestalt' to the spinal cord and
In turn'the
feedbacks.

behavlour~Is

completely expressed, Independent of sensory

Therefore a ballistic movement Is a feedforward movement.
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In contrast the slower, 'ramp' movements are under sensory feedback
control and prograrrrned In the basal ganglia.

Hence Park Inson Ism

patients find slow movements more difficult.

Kornhuber's hypothesis Is, In large measure, a cybernetic model
of the broad views of Hess and Von Holst.

For him movement takes

place through the interplay of strategy (subserved by the frontal limbic
system) and tactics (subserved by the sensory association cortex,parietal,
temporal and occipital lobes).

The neural underpinning of Kornhuber's

concepts of 'strategy' and 'tactics' have much in common with those of
a model of behaviour. which has been developed by Mogenson et al (1980).

- 295 ~'ogen son,

Jones, an d Y.t m

Mogenson, Jones and Vim (1980) have put forth a 'tentative model'
which Is Intended to explain behaviour In terms of the Interaction of
'emotive' and 'cognitive' brains.

The 'emotive' brain initiates both

homeostatic (hunger). and non-homeostatic (fear) behaviours and carries
the connotations of goal-direction.

The 'cognitive' brain produces

movement based on cognitive events such as images.

Hence thi.s model

uses conceptual analogues of both images and goal-direction in the
explanation of behaviour.

The tentat I ve mode I of tJogenson et a I (1980) Is ec le::t i c and draws
on the Ideas of Kornhuber, Hess and Konorskl.
figure

62.

It Is Illustrated In

Two features are Immediately obvious;

(I)

the authors

accept the tripartite division of a motor response, following AI len
and Tsukahara (1974) much as Eccles has done, and (II) they accept the
function generator concepts of Kornhuber.

The major addition to their

model Is the recent neuroanatomlcal evidence that asserts the nucleus
accumbeus I s an Important s·tructura I link between the II mb Ic system
and the motor system (Graybel, A.M., 1976).

It Is also the functlonel

Interface between the limbic system and the motor system, or as the
authors state;

the Interface between the 'emotive brain' and the

'cognitive brain' of Konorskl (1967).

Hogenson attaches greet

Importance to the nucleus accumbeus (NA) and suggests It may be only the
first of several links between the 'emotive brain' and the 'cognitive
brain'.

He and his associates are presently experimentally exploring

the biochemistry of the NA.

Mogenson et al maintain that both the limbic system and the a
association cortex can Initiate a movement.

Furthermore they account for
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Flo. 3. A schematic representation of the organization of the neural mechanisms that translate
emotive and cognitive processes into behavioral motor responses. Motor control of behavior is
complex. involving fecdforward and feedback information proc:asin, between the motor cortex.
cerebellum. basal pnglia as well as the brain stem and spinal cord. The motor system can be
viewed as being organized in a hierarchical manner aenerally corresponding to an increase in the
complexity of sensory-motor integration up the neuraxis. For simplicity. sensory feedback path.
ways arc omitted from this figure. but it must be emphasized that control of a mQtor response
depends on the integration of extensive proprioceptive and exteroceptive information toaether
with CNS feedforward commands (Evarts, 1979). It is also useful in the discussion of the motor
system to conceptualize the processes involved in the &eneration of a motor response u being
divided into three phases: initiation phase, proamnmina phuc, and execution phase (Allen and
Tsukahara, 1974). The neural components involved primarny in each of the three phases are
enclosed by the dotted rectangles. Motor units are the common terminus of all CNS motor
commands. Integration of the activities of individual motor unIts form the basis of all movements.
The temporal and differential activation of the motor units constitute a motor proaram that
elicits a specific motor response. Both emotive processes including homeostatic (such as hunp.
thirst) and non·homeostatic (such as sex, fear. rage) drives, as well as cognitive processes. which
are more prominent in the higher mammals, initiate behavioral motor responses. At the top of
the figure. the neural processes for the initiation or raponses are depicted. The terms -emotive·
brain and-·cosnitivc" brain are from Konorski (I~7).

FIG. 62 Mogen~n, G.J., JOnes, D.L. and Vim, C.Y., 1980, p.76.
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the Interaction of the two brains In cybernetic terms.

Thus In the

programming phase:
" ••• particularly In volitional movements, the cerebral
cortext, cerebellum, and basal panglla are Involved In
first selecting motor programs or strategies for an act,
then pr.eparlng the brain stem and spinal cord for the
appropriate responses and finally Initiating muscular
contract Ions. II
(Mogenson et a I, 1.980, p. 76).

In the 'motivation to action' model, the sub-cortical structures
are given crucial roles, as In Kornhuber's hypothesis.

This tendency

reflects contemporary neurophysiology's Increasing appreciation of
such structures In the production and control of movement, including
'voluntary movement'.

The discussion of Mogenson's model is shoiirt

than orcvious oresentations because its author has not
~eyond t:l~

cl~borated

notions put forth in this single publication.

The ZE'i,tge6t that has developed I s that the processes of the eNS
and Its control of behaviour can be accounted for by mechanical mod&l.
This analogical force has grown with the advent of cybernetic
technology, which Involves the construction of mechanical devices with
seemingly purposive and self-adaptive features.

The blend of computer

and robotic technologies has led to machines exhibiting modes of
behaviour long held to be peculiar to living systems.

With the

appropriate Information (programs) these machines are able to play chess,
compose music, prove mathematical theorems and calculate, with a'speed
and efficiency unapproachable by the human 'mind'.

The design and construction of such machines has suggested various
useful hypotheses In psychology and neurophysiology,

esp~clally

concerning reflex mechanisms and analogous operations occurring In the
brain.

Indeed the prototypes of the most advanced mechlnes meet the
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'criteria used by Cescartes to sho\'1 that man was not an automaton - he
wi II speak when spoken .. to.

The corresponding model of man, that is

emerglng,ls a composite of the earlier

physlcochemlc~1

machine under

the guidance of a computer-like system.

How wi II these contemporary prospects Influence the distinction of
voluntary and involuntary behaviour?

In thl.s chapter we discussed

traditional as wei I as recent neurophysiological models of behaviour
under three broad headings;

I) Images, II) mind and III) goal-directed.

Although-many of these models are asserted to be mechanlst,they
do nonetheless harbour conceptual analogues of the voluntary-Involuntary
distinctions.

The terms 'Image' and 'mind' are mentalistic and 'goal-

direction' has been traditionally linked with teleology.
Idea has been eschewed by science.

The latter

However, the concept of 'mind'

Is noted for Its Invulnerability to experimental attack, but, If
accepted, has great explanatory power.

Conceptually, 'Images' may have considerable explanatory power
In accounting for

behav~our.

In thIs, the formulations of James and

Von Holst have a particularly wide contemporary fol lowing and have been
applied to a wide variety of animal species - from Insects to men.
HO\,/ever attractive 'Images' are, In an account of behaviour, such a
concept suffer.s

f~

at least one serious drawback - the mechanism

which establishes the Image Is not known with any certainty.
Nonetheless, once established, It has considerable versatility In
accounting for the Initiation and termination of movement.

Recently,

'Images' have been assigned a role In the navigation of Insects (Collett
and Cartwright (1983».

We have seen In the theories of Granlt, Hess,

~nnhuber

and

Mogenson, et ai, the great uti Iity of the concept of 'goal-directed
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behaviour'.

Such theories usually stress the Interaction of the

organism with its environment, and in broad outline fit in wei I with
cybernetic concepts of self-regulation.

Within the cybernetic f"rame-

work, the organism is conceived of as a self-regulating machine which
is in a constant state of adjusting to both its internal and external
environments through behaviour.

However, when using the concept of 'goal-directed behaviour',
authors assur.e an organisM has certain biological needs, such as food
and water, which must be met in order that it may survive.

Thus

animal species may exhibit numerous and diverse behaviours In acquIring
food or water but nonetheless all such behaviours would be goa 1dIrected.

Implied In al I formulations of goal-dIrected behaviour is Cannon's
concept of

ho~eostasIs.

The internal envIronment must remain stable

and If fluctuations appear as a consequence of blologlcel deprIvatIon,
overt behaviour Is energized to meet such a need.

Furthermore when

the goal Is met by the organism the behavIoural sequence Is terminated.
Implicit in such a scheme is that since animals have more than one biological need then overt behaviour, or most of It, reflects the Interectlon
of the various 'goals' as they vie for access to the 'behavioural
apparatus'.

Although the process by which one goal comes to

d~lnate

the others Is unknown, but presumably It Is based "on physical processes
within the body which can detect and compare the existing environment
with a previously establIshed 'optimum'.

There~re Ift~re

isa

discrepancy between the actual state and the 'optimum' state an 'ernor
signal' Is sent and a behavioural sequence Is Instituted which attempts to
reduce such a discrepancy.

Conceptually the 'optimum' state of a

biological organism Is equivalent to the 'set-point' of a mechanical
system.

In mechanical systems

t~

'set-point' represents the desired
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operating characteristics and is fundamental in determining Its behaviour.
In biological systems how the value of the 'set-point' is established
is, again, unknown.

Be this as it may, Mogenson, et ai, synthesises

such Important 'experl menta I studies as Hess and

~rnhuber

and offers

an approach to the explanation of behaviour that is compatible with
the evidence from the experimental psychology of learning.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUDING DISCUSSION

The debates which have surrounded the distinction between voluntary
and involuntary behaviour have been sensitive indicators of a family of
basic issues not only in psychology but contemporary philosophy and
biology as well.

These include: whether mental events are actually

physical-events, the immateriality of the human mind, the immortality
of the soul, the existence of other minds, and the contention that
movement has two sources: thought and desire.

Many times the voluntary

-involuntary dichotomy has been conflated with these issues.

These debates have taken several forms and, together, reveal
chronic symptoms of dissatisfaction with the mechanistic interpretation
of psychological and biological phenomena developed in the 17th century.
However, the 'clockwork' analogy of such phenomena has been conceptually
reshaped under -the impact of evolutionary theory and the methods of
modern psychology and biology.

These concepts, together with the

dramatic development of electronic computers and cybernetIcs, have
compelled another look at the foundations of modern science and
a re-evaluatlon of their adequacy for explaining the behaviour of
adaptIve systems;

be they animals, men or machines.

As we have seen, the classification of behaviours Into voluntaryInvoluntary categories Is at least as old as the early Greek phIlosophers
and possibly much older.

Therefore thIs distinction may wei I have been

a contempbr.ery development of the separation of animate from Inanimate
movement.

At this early date the voluntary-Involuntary distinction

was based on Intuition, Introspection and speculation.

Indeed, when

the concept of voluntary action was addressed In Greek philosophy, It
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usually took the form of speculative thought concerning 'ethics' and
the moral responsibility of the Individual.

In this context, those

who would deny the intervention of 'the gods' In human affairs turned
to a materialistic doctrine as an alternative explanation.

However,

at this early stage such a doctrine was Incapable of sustaining Itself
as a convincing alternative to the supernatural explanations of the
, theo Iogl ' •

With· the rise of the Christian era and Its emphasis on the
detachment and Immortality of the soul, the voluntary-Involuntary
distinction was perceived with great ease.

It was widely accepted

that God had created man with an Immortal soul and endowed him with
'free will'.

~~an

was 'free' to choose his own behaviour.

Indeed

behaviour became classified under the more broad, and Judgemental,
categories of tgood' and 'evil', between whl·ch one was free to choose.
The denial of free wll I was equivalent to the denial of God, who had
endowed It.

Such a denial was, of course, heresy.

However, by the 16th century the ecclesiastical dominance of
educated thought began to lessen.

(I) Copernicus published his

heliocentric theory of astronomy which not only revolutionised man's
perception of the universe but also completely reorganised his place
therein;

(il) Vesallus' description of the structure of the human

body eclipsed al I others In its clarity and accuracy.

These events,

together with Harvey's description of blood circulation, radically
altered man's Image of himself.

Copernicus' view Implied that man was

not at the centre of the universe and was perhaps not the supreme
achievement of a divine creator.

Vesallus' anatomy lent Itself to

the conception of the body as ·a mechanIcal contrivance.

But

ecclesiastical· power was stl II very strong and did not take these
matters Ilghtl~ as the burning of Bruno. exemplifies.
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The next century witnessed the emergence of the scientific method.
Henceforth, hypotheses about natural phenomena were subjected to
experimentation and careful observation.
with great success In physics;

Gailleo applied this method with

and In biology, Harvey used It to

discover the circulation of the blood.

Harvey's discovery added support

to the view that a mechanical Interpretat.ion.of.bodily functions was
feasllble, and encouraged the Interpretation that the 'contrivance' was
hydraulically powered.

One of the most Influential advocates of such

a view was Rene Descartes.

Descartes perceived animals as automata - they behaved in a
mechanical fashion.

He put forth an early reflex theory of nervous

system function to account for the observed behaviours.

In this

theory, the nervous system functioned to 'reflect' a stimulus input as
motor output.

The process was totally automatic

was conceived of as wholly Involuntary.

and animal movement

The Implication of

Descartes' argument was that man, being an animal, was also an automaton.
After all, If God had created animal machines, could

~

being omnipotent,

not create man-machines ?To·counter anticipated ecclesiastical
persecution, he offered a dualistic view of man.

Under this scheme,

men were held to possess minds as well as bodies, whereas animals only
possessed bodies.

Therefore biological phenomena could be subsumed

under the domain of physics:

thus abolishing the distinction between

animate and Inanimate movemenT.

All of the natural world could be

Included In physics, except the mind of man.

By correlating 'voluntary'

with mind and 'Involuntary' with body, Descartes was able to separate
mind from body and maintain the voluntary-Involuntary distinction as
well.
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Nonetheless, Descartes contended that most human movement was
Independent of the mind/wi II and gave the examples of digestion, blinking,
Most of the 'motor control' of man depended upon the

and 'passions'.

response of the 'animal spirits' to environmental stimuli.

However,

in man, the mind could also direct the movement of the 'animal spirits'
and, hence, control motion.

~~chanlstlc

explanation as applied to the human body and animals

had considerable uti Iity as an alternative to vitalistic explanation In
physiology_

Moreover, the mechanistic approach received significant

support from such technical Innovations as the telescope and microscope.

Moreover the microscopic examination of biological material
soon revealed common features among species which suggested a
continuity.

A concept denied by both metaphysics and theology.

Continuity was opposed, throughout the debate, by Implicit or explicit
appeal to some special feature, mental faculty or power which separated
men from animals.

Thus ascertaining which faculties only belonged to

man became the Issue •.

For Descartes, thought was uniquely human.

Locke held 'Ideas of

reflection', general laws and powers of abstraction, were possessed
only by men.

.......

La Mettrle boldly proclaimed that man was a machine.

least man was a machine Insofar as animals were machines.

At

La Mattrle

thought that If an animal can be conceived of as a mechanical contrivance,
then man could be so conceived as wei I.

He did not consider his position

as one that dethroned men, Indeed he thought It an honour that men could
be viewed as one of the animal species.

The mechanistic trend was greatly expanded In the 19th century, not
only in physics but In physiology as well.

As Chapter One suggests,
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the rise of mechanistic physiology brought with It an enonmous amount
of experimental deta concerning the structure and function of biological
organisms.

However, the most important single factor In the debate on

mind since Descartes was the formulation and acceptance of the theory of
evolution, for It asserted the continuity of species.

Mechanistic

modes of thought were being appreciated for their explanatory power.
Nonetheless the fundamental issues did not change.
opponents. insisted that animals have 'mind';

Descartes'

only a decision

as to where on the scale It first appeared was at stake.

The context

remained dualistic and attempts were made to infer mental states from
behaviour.

Psychology Itself became 'mechanistic' with the establishment

of behaviourism.

Behavlourlstlc psychology, accommodated the terms 'voluntaryInvoluntary' Into its behavioural taxonomy.

Most of the attempts

to test this classifying scheme Involved the experimental conditioning
of such simple responses as salivation, the knee Jerk, the galvanic
skin response and the eyelid reflex.

These 'conditioned responses'

were based on automatic, unconditional responses, which could be
modified by 'voluntary acts' or 'Instructions'.

The classIficatIon

of responses as to conditioning procedures was dealt with in Chapter
Three.

The instructed response, as voluntary response, Is both the

methodological and conceptual legatee of the conditioning procedures.

Therefore the 'Instructed response' warrants close examination.
Several studIes Indicate that this would require an exacting methodology, for the precise nature of the instructions Is crucial.

For

example Gelfan and Carter (1967) have concluded that there is no
muscle sense In man.

This conclusion was based on experimental

results derived from conscious, Intact human subjects.

The subjects
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had various tendons (usually of the hand),.surglcally exposed for
repair of Injury or removal of growths.

Gel fan ana carter pulled on the

exposed tendons w.1 th fine-toothed forceps and' 'asked t-he subjects
to report any sensation referable to the muscles.
subjects were unanimously negative.

The reports of the

The subjects reported no such

sensation.
In a simi lar experiment, Matthews and Simmons, (1974) pulled
on some of the same surgically exposed tendons of conscious human

-

subjects..

In this case, however, It was noted that muscle receptors

contribute to 'conscious proprioception', a result diametrically
opposed to the findings of Gelfan and Carter.

The contrary resu Its

were accounted for by the different Instructions given to the subjects
In the experiments.

In the case of Gelfan and Carter, the subjects

were asked to report any sensation of muscle stretching, whereas
Matthews and Simmons' subjects were to report If their finger was
moving or not.

Therefore It seems that sma I I shifts of emphasis In

Instructions can greatly Influence the experimental results.

This

theme has been taken up by P.E. Roland •

. Roland (1978), In a paper entitled "Sensory feedback to the cerebral
cortox during voluntary movement In man", agreed with t-1atthews and
Simmons that there Is a 'muscle sense'.

His study and the commentary

which fol lowed have highlighted the use of the 'instructed response' as
an experimental method to investigate the role of sensory feedback· in
voluntary control.

Hence the question might be asked, "Is instructed

movement, as voluntary movement, different from other movement in.the
organism's behavioural repertoire?" .In an$wer to such a question,
Roland states :
''Gradua Ily Increasing InSight Into the functions of
alpha and gamma motonneurones and muscle spindles
has led to the conviction that voluntary movements
a re to a Ia rge extent a u:tanat Ic In cha racte r • "
(Roland, P.E., 1978, p.131)
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ThIs is much in the character of Ragnar Granit.
~8eture

of the voluntary response was Its purpose.

But for Granlt the chief
Ro'land himself asserts

that voluntary responses are Influenced by feedback mechanIsms and that
there exist within the central nervous system, memories for motor
orders which code for the parameters of a particular movement.
The motor image or memory is written in 'kinaesthetic language' , i.e.
is based on sensory feedback of movements,

Moreover, once established,

the motor'image can assume the, role of a command function against which
future kinaesthetic feedback is compared (Roland, 1978).

However, we shal I avoId Internal debates In this area and focus
on the effects of Instructions on one group of subjects.
In Roland's experImental deSign were subjects that had their
left hand partIally paralyzed wIth gallamine (a curare-like drug).
The subjects were asked to press a strain gauge and then match the press
wIth the unparalyzed right hand.

When subjects were Instructed to

match 'efforts' there were cons.lstent errors of overestimatIon',' whereas
when Instructed to match 'forces' no such errors emerged.

Roland has

suggested that the sense upon which perfonmance Is based, I.e. sense of
force or effort, could depend on the Instructions given.

Clearly the

subjects could discriminate between the two tenms In maintaining an
isometric contraction.

Therefore one mIght well ask, how do bodily

movements acquire their verbal labels?

Behaviourism offers a plausible view on how specific words became
IdentIfied with specific environmental events objects as well as
specific movements.

This Involves the simple principle of associationism.

For example, when a chi Id raises his arm, his mother says

,~ou

have

raised your arm", given suffuclent repetitions the child eventually will
say "I have ral sed my ann" when he ra I ses his ann as we II as rei s I n9
his ann upon request.

Thus ann-raising has been programmed end the
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program integrated into the behavioural repertoire.
Integration Is complished by the eNS.
to note that Sussman and

Mac~~ilage

The process of

In this context It Is of Interest

(1971) used a pursuit auditory

tracking task to investigate hemispheric dominance for sensorimotor
control of speech-related movements.

Their subjects were asked to

match a continuously varying reference tone with a tone control led by
the movements of the tongue, mandible or lips.

They were better ab Ie

to match the reference tone If It was presented to the right rather
than the left ear.

Sussman and MacNeilage speculated that there Is,

-

in the left hemisphere, an auditory sensorimotor Integration mechanism
which Is specialized to Integrate kinaesthetic and tactl Ie feedbacks
resulting from articulatory movements with auditory concomitants of
those same movements (Sussman,l-I .... and ~'lacNei lage,P.F., 1971).

Another Integrating mechanism has been suggested by OJemann and
Mateer (1979).

By conducting electrical stimulation mapping studies

of the perlsylvlan cortext In the frontal, temporal and parietal lobes
these researchers have Identified a cortical region In the left
hemisphere where mechanisms for both verbal and non-verbal oral movement production and phonemic Identification overlap.

They conjectured

that such an area may reflect the presence of an evolutionary process
In which the human brain evolved unique mechanisms structured In terms
of the matched requirements for the development and maintenance of speech
production and perception.

other neuro-physlologlcal evidence In support of overlapping
functlon~1I

cortical areas for oral movement or speech production and

perception emerges from studies which measure regional cerebral bloop
fLow (reBF), a variable closely associated with tissue metabolism.
ALthough this non-invasive procedure lacks the fine grain resolution
required of some anatomical structures, It can be used to study entities
of a cm2 and larger.

It has been found that large areas of the cerebral
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and premotor face area and the supp lementary motor area.

Further,

Broca's area, long thought to be Involved In expressive language
functions, Is activated together with the primary auditory areas
when a normal sUbject listens to speech.

Thus an area thought to

be primarily part of a motor response pathway Is active durIng
assumed auditory analysis (Roland, P.E., ShlnhdJ, E., Lassen, N.A.
and Larsen, B., 1980, b).
I

Moreover, RoLand et aL (1980b) found contrast in the reBF based
on whether or not the bodiLy movements took pLace in'intrapersonaL'
or 'extrapersonaL' space.

In the first case - interpersonaL space -

detaiLed instructions were given concerning movement strategy.

In

the second case, the instructions were generaL and the subject chose
,

the movement strategy.

Both movements were 'voLuntary'.

'extra-personal' group drawing a spiral In the air.

The task demand

Both groups

exhibited bl laterally rCBF Increases In the SMA and the 'pre-motor
convexity'.

However the 'Intrapersona I' group had Increases In rCB!=',

In the auditory area, frontal fields and Inferior frontal regions

wh~reas

I-n the 'extrapersonal' group the Increases In rCBF developed In the
parietal lobes.

Roland et al concluded that (I) the SMA elaborated

programs for motor sub conscious upon which skilled voluntary movement
Is based;

(II) the convexity of the PM Is Involved In the 'filing' of

new programs and the updating of old ones:

(III) the parietal lobes

supply Infonmatlon about extrapersonal space demands to proprioceptive
reference systems.

These reses rche rs conc Iuded that the reference system In wh Ich
movements are perfonmed decided the cerebral organization of a voluntary
movement.

This particular experiment was the twin of another publication

(1980 (a», which was one of the 'lines of evidence' used by Eccles to
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Thus

Eccles gives us a convenient touchstone as well as a fInal poInt of
departure.

He also brings us ful I circle.

Accepting the 'Instructed response' as 'voluntary response' and
making the mecManlstlc assumption

that the

p~cesses

by which

Instructions are transfonmed Into voluntary behaviour occur through
the offices of the CNS;

neurophysiological data was presented which

suggested potential Integrating areas within the CNS analogous to the
simple assoclatlonlstic account of how verbal labels become attached
to events and movements.

In doing so we find ourselves citing evidence

sImi lar to that cIted by Eccles In postulatIng the primacy of the selfconscious mind.

Th Is shou Id give us pause for thought, and ref Iect Ion

suggests that wider Issues may be Involved.

It wi II be recal led, that Eccles, in presenting his views, has
consistently asserted that voluntary behaviour Is the product of mental
activity upon physical events.

Thus the 'voluntary-Involuntary distinction'

of behaviours Is again, conflated with the mind-braIn 'problem'.
Therefore a brief comment shal I be made, on each of the three' lines of
evidence' cited by Eccles in support of his views.

(i) Roland et aI, 1980 a.

What Impressed Eccles most about this

experiment was the dramatIc Increase In bl lateral activity (rCSf)
In the

S~A

when the subjects were performing 'Internal programming'

of the motor test sequence.

That Is, the subjects were Instructed

to rehearse the motor test but not perform It (produce no SMG);
during this period only the SMA showed Increased rCSf.

However,

Roland et al state that whereas all their subjects were visually
examined for movements, EMG was measured on only one-third of them.

'.

EccLes fails to mention this aspect of the experiment.:
.

Moreover,

Roland states that there was lack of control of mental activity
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in the reference state -rest condition - and after the experiment most
subjects admitted that they could only perform the task by internal
counting.

Counting Is assumed to take place during rehearsal

as well and therefore 'Internal language' may help organize movement.
Technically, It takes 45 seconds to measure rCBF.
cerebral activation of less duration could

be

Hence any

excluded from the data

and the cruel a I time re Iatlons between different corti ca I events
would be lost.
(ii) Deecke and Kornhuber,

1978~

The type of experiments conducted by

Kornhuber and his colleagues are beset by numerous technical problems,
However, these difficulties have

mostly concerned with 'artifacts'.

not precluded the existence of the readiness potential as an
established phenomenon.

The important point, however, is that

Kornhuber interprets the large vector potential, presumably over
the SMA, in terms of 'generator' mechanisms - ramp or ballistic and not in terms of 'mind' as does Eccles.
(I

i I) a-Inkman and Porter (1979).

From a technical point of view, the

recording of single cell activity by chronically Implanted electrodes
Is by far the most functionally concIse approach.

It also Invites

a precise study of the temporal relationships between different
cortical events.

Addressing this experiment, Eccles stated that:

"The movements were tra I ned motor programs of
brief pul ling movements on a lever that were
voluntarily Initiated by the monkey.
The
animal was not restrained In anm usage, pulling
wi th the right or left hand I n random sequence."
(Eccles, 1982, p.271).
A careful reading of the study by

Brln~an

and Porter reveals,

however, that on those occasions that the monkeys consistently pulled
with one hand, "a mere signal from the experimenter was sufficient"
to get the monkeys to change hands.
this feature of the experiment.

Again, Ecc"les fai ls to ment'ion

Thus the 'randomness' of the
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data Is suspect.

Furthenmore the design of thLs.experlment Is

standard In the neurophysiological study of 'motor control'.
That Is, the neurophysiologist uses the operant conditioning
procedure to establish a reliable overt response In order to study
Its neural correlates.
Is established.

In other words, a discriminative operant

It Is then called a 'voluntary response', a

proclivity which was questioned In Chapter Three.
neu~physlology

Thus In

experimental expediency Is asserted at the expense

of conceptual considerations In psychology.

The above commentary was presented not only to point out the fact
that experimental data Is open to a variety of Interpretations but to
demonstrate a central feature of vitalistic arguments.

A review

of the discussion of Eccles Indicates that the 'self-conscious mind'
can accommodate any evidence by the addition of more structures (arrows)
between Itself and the rest of the physical world.

A hi storlca I

approach points to this fact.

For example Eccles began his recent article:
"The title of this article presupposes that there Is a
consd ous se If.
Th I5 se I fhood I s a centra I fact of
our experience, not requiring a demonstration or a
proof.
To deny It Is absurd.
Likewise, we have
the experience that a mental act of Intention can lead
to the desIred movement, a voluntary movement, whiCh
is known scientifically to result from some braIn
performance.
To deny that also is absurd, because
the denial requires some signalling action, and that
Invo Ives a contrad I ctl on of the den Ia I ."
(Eccles, 1982, p.27 J).
This Is a restatement of the 'Coglto' pnoof of Descartes;
the 'Coglto', I think, Is to assert It.

to deny

The assumption being that

there must be a thinking 'thing' which can either assert of deny.
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John Eccles has been extremely Important In the latter half
of the 20th century In proclaiming a strong Interactive, dualistic
position or the mind-brain
Involuntary dichotomy.

proble~

In doing

and by extension the voluntary-

s~

he has helped force attention

on many of the problems which underlie a seemingly scientific and
objective psychology.

In response, other Influential authors have

advanced their opinions on this Issue.

As a result, an array of

alternatives have been offered which compete with any of the past.
Indeed, the Intellectual Issues of the contemporary world reflect
those of the past.

In this context,

D.~'.

been a peacemaker - a middle-of-the-roader.
entitled 'Ourselves and Our Brains:

Mackay, for example, has
Hence In an article

Duality without Dualism", he

opened a recent response to Eccles:
"The problem of relating mental activity to brain events
(and vice-versa) presents difficulties of two kinds.
One difficulty Is to discover and evaluate relevant
empirical evidence.
The other and logically prior
difficulty is to discover an operationally satisfactory
way of framing the questions to which we would like
empirical answers.
The argument of this paper Is
that the present confused and Inconclusive debate over
the 'mind/brain,' prob lem arises largely from failures In
the second category."
(Mackay,

[).~1.,

1982, p.285).

Mackay, a communications engineer, draws heavily on the
programme/computer analogy of the mind/body problem.

Mackay contends

that the 'programme' Is embodied In the computer much as the 'mind' Is
In the body.

By such a device he hopes to avolq both dualism and

'Identity-theory'.

The Nobel Laureate, R.W. Sperry, has offered an 'emergent' solution
to these Issues which also denies both dualism and 'Identity theory'.
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He has stated his position as follows:

"I hold that every time the elements of creation,
whether atoms or concepts, are put together In
the same way under the same conditions, that the
same new properties would emerge and that the
emergent process Is, therefore causal and
deterministic."
(Sperry, R.W., 1980, p.200).
Finally, in contrast to the opinions of Eccles, Mackay and Sperry,
Steven Rose has invited us to:
" ...... seek an understanding of the unity of the
multiple levels of description of the entity of
the behaving and experiencing organism as a
relationship of identity.
Specific biochemical
states correspond to specific behavioural states
not because the biochemistry causes the behaviour
but because it Is the behaviour, at a different
level of analysTS, expressed In a different
langu~ge.
Altered synaptic connections do not
cause_but are memory; the firing of particular
cel Is In tne-hypothalamus and elsewhere does not
cause anger, It Is anger.
\'/hat Is to be studied
Is the ontological unity of the organism, not a
collapsed unidimensional array of nucleottdes, a
wi rl ng dl agram or an EEG pattern. II
(Rose, S.P.R., 1980, III-IV).
Thus Rose represents modern 'Identity theory' and must seek a psychophysical Isomorphism which could confirm his hypothesis.

Therefore we have at our disposal a wide range of authoritative
opinion from which to choose.

t.1ust we choose?

If so, wh I ch op In Ion?

Can using a historical approach to analyse concepts be of use?
proven our case?

Only the reader can give an answer to the first two

Concerning the latter question

questions.
can be given.

Have we

a weak, 'but honest, yes

If this contention Is accepted, can.a

given for the future?

To highlight these Issues..

prescription be

:ln~5'""le

fashion, the

reader's attention Is. directed to figures 63 - 66 which are erranged In
contrasting pairs.
figure 65

Thus figure

with figure 66.

63

can be contrasted with figure 64 ;
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Figure 47

From a manuscript of about 1500, TractJItfn dtf
potentlls anlmae et corporis organls fit modo Intelligendl
(p.135), bound with tracts on Aristotle and Thomas
Aquinas. It was advertized in a book catalogutrof J. Halle of
Munich in 1928 but Its present whereabouts has not been
traced. ,'IS) The writer may have been Petrus TozIer.
It is headed by "The three powers are separate" and the
three c,rcles below this from left to tight contain CQmments
regarding will or free-will. potential intelligence, and active
Intelligence. The squares on the head represent four cells
and are connected to each other. Although it is very
difficult to decipher the writing in them, they leem to
represent the usual mental faculties (d. Figure 30). The
lower of the two squares forming the second ceU Is linked
to the circle labelled "active Intelligence _H••The writing
around the head describes the senses.

FIG. 63 Clarke and Dewhurst, 1972, p.34.
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Plate 14.

The Five Senses of Consciousness
MotOf' .,...
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_____
_ __
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and Inl.mal Invlronmlnl (conSCiousness):
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lor complex motor C.pab4 ~ l le.
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• Orbital raglons
General ore .. 01 lutonomiC conlrol
presidino over hypolt\alamus 10
control basic rhythms 01 IiIe
• T.mpo1llllobe
Basic 1n1,lIcelual, emolional and
&e""al .clivilles
• Somesthellc Ir.a
Evaluation 0' musculi' aclivilV . ,wi
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M.H. and Long, D.M., 1977, p.31.
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The Great Strasbourg CLock.
FIG. 65

The Open University, 1974, cover.
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Human
Application Systems

Modelling
Software System

Machine
Hardware Systom

Problem
understanding
and

Knowledge
(problem domain)

Interlace for
4th-ge neration
machlnos

Figure 2.2 Conceptual View of Fifth· Generation Computers
(Source: Proceedings of International Conference on Fifth-Generation Computer Systems,
19-22 October, 1981, JIPDEC)

FIG. 66

Simons, G.L., 1983, p.46.
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The first pair of figures 63,(,4 are separated by about five hundred
The point to be made by their presentation Is that the pursuit

years.

of 'localization of function' Is likely to continue regardless of the
I nte II ectua I c II mate.
focus..

Figur~

The soond pair of figures 65-66, sharpen our

65 is a facsimile of the Great Clock of Strasbourg. This

contrivance was cited by early members of the Royal Society, particularly
Robert
that of

~oyle,
hu~an

as an artifact whose complexity of movement most approached
beings.

oeneratlon computers'.

Figure 66

Is a 'conceptual view of flfth-

Again It Is a mechanical device which, when fully

developed, wi I I purportedly mimic much of what Is taken for Intelligent
hUrT'an behaviour.
atte~pted

These figures suggest that

~~nklnd

has consistently

to Interpret his own behaviour through a mechanical model and

wi I I probably continue to do so.

Hence, today, we are beset by the same

problems that puzzled our forebears and the great accumulation of scientific
data has not altered the basic Issues that have been broached.

As intimated earlier, however, a historical approach to the analysis
of such refractory problems as 'voluntary-Involuntary behaviour'
to the Identification of Issues which have consistently recurred.
appear to be related to three debates:
(il)

(I)

~y

lead
These

the problem of other minds;

the problem of the 'reduction' of mental events to physical events;

(Iii) thought and desire as sources of motion.

The first case can be

dealt with by regarding the sol'lpslst position - the position which maintains that only the mind of the speaker exists - as being Incapable of
coherent formulation.

Thus ascribing 'mind' to oneself would presuppose

Its ascription to other and vlce- versa.

Such a presupposition does not

completely solve the problem but, If accepted, a major barrier Is overCOMe.
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The second problem, usually generates more heat than light, as
contemporary 'neuroscience' opinion Indicates, for It has yet to be
shown that mental events
be reduced, without

~

physical events or that psychology can

remainde~to

chemistry and physics.

'weak but honest yes' stated previously.

Hence the

Ever since the formulation

of mechanistic doctrIne In the 17th century It has been thought that
material. objects and the forces acting on them are fundamental to
scientific explanation.

But attempts to account for the self-adapting

behaviour of man, animals and some machines has created an Inconsistency
In the mechanist's conceptual scheme

This Involves the ultimate appeal

to variables which have traditionally been restricted to the mental
realm:

intentions, purposes, goals;

which could not be 'reduced'.

Today the field of cybemetics and allied areas of research of,ftir
a possible clarification of this problem.

Computers and robots are,

without doubt, mechanical systems, and yet they can exhibit apparently
purposive behaviour, performing many traditional tasks associated with
the 'mind'.

It Is becoming apparent that the traditional mind-body

voluntary-Involuntary Issues are analogous to the problems encountered
in describing the behaviour of machines.
debate inverts the traditional one.

Indeed, the contemporary

In lieu of asking such questions

as 'Are men and animals machines or do they possess minds?" It must be
asked If the mlndllke behaviour of some machines can be accounted for
in mechanistic terms.

The answer Is yes.

The programmes or

algorithms which are the goals, Intentions and purposes of computers
can be given a precise, Indeed, a mathematical description.
feature separates such machines fnom their predecessors.

This
Therefore,

the mathematically describably mind-like behaviour of machines could
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serve as an anaLogue of the mind-Like behaviour of men.

It is

important, however, to keep in mind that anaLogues are not facts and
avoiding the faLLacy of leaping from 'anaLogy' to 'fact' wouLd seem to
be a responsible scientific enterprise.

None the less, in principle,

the mechanisms underLying the behaviour of machines may be preciseLy
specified and therefore form a useful platform for future research.

The third debate concerns the notion that the under concepts of
thought and desire, or their analogues, are subsumed the sources of
movement.

This Idea appeared In Aristotle, later It was reiterated

by Locke and Hume, and Descartes recognised that at times 'the passions'
were beyond the control of the wi II.

Recently a simi lar theme has

emerged In the stUdies of Kornhuber - strategy and tactics - and

~~genson

- motivation - action Interface.
Conceptually this theme draws Its Importance fnom the fact It
Invites a recognition that behaviour Is an outcome of the Interaction
the neural substrates subservlng 'thought and desire'.

Broadly

speaking activity In the frontal-limbic system underlies 'desire',
'strategy' and 'emotion', wnereas the parietaL, temporal, occipital and
sensory association cortices subserve 'thought', 'tactics' and 'cognition'.

Therefore by emphasizing the Interaction of these levels of discourse
a worthy enterprise Is served.

AddreSSing the area between the domains

of physiological and psychological explanation wll I help bring to the fore
problems Implicit In the both types of explanation;

which emerge

periodically In some form of 'mind-body pnoblem'.

At this stage perhaps, it wouLd be useful to set aside the
traditionaL strict separation of the nervous system into motor and
sensory systems, and the serial <S-R) interpretation of causality that
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such a view impLies.

There is a growing reaLization that centraL nervous
,

mechanisms which govern movement not onLy invoLve the seLection of inputs
and the generation of appropriate output responses but aLso an 'analysis'
of the significance of the inputs and their comparison with 'internally
represented' information.
sensory input.

The output responses may also contribute to

Hence a circular causality,

environment, is encouraged.

in~olving

organism and

Above all,the major challenge to experimental

studies addressing the role of the eNS in the production and control of
movement is to discover and analyse the mechanisms by which control is
accomplished and not merely a description of associations.

In cLosing, a statement about much broader issues is in order;
for these form the

in~ellectual

backdrop upon which is projected the

outLine of specific concepts.

Eccles recently expressed surprIse (or lament) of the fact that his
presentation of the dualIstIc posItIon was receIved wIth 'IncredulIty'
by an assembly of brain researchers.

ThIs was the same meetIng at whIch

Hans r-ornhuber had ear I Ier rem I nded the audIence of the Law of the
COnservatIon of Energy (Buser, P.A. and Pougeul-Buser, A., 1978).
a wIde range of opInIon was avaIlable.
mechanist/materIalIst and, for

the~,

Hence

t·:Ost of those present were

mental events wI I I ultimately be

explained by physIcal events but the way thIs is done is not yet known.

The fact that the mechanists do not know how this is done
makes it impossible for them to prove their case.

Therefore Eccles

can, with some justification, maintain that his position cannot be
refuted.

However his own argument is not enlightening or

scientifically fruitful.

Both arguments devolve into metaphysics.

This is the broader issue; there are no final answers.

If historical

trends continue, the development of concepts to deal with refractory
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problems, particularly those concerning image of Man, will depend on
prejudice as much as scientific evidence.

For example, Eccles has

called for the mind-body/mechanism-vitalism debates to be fought on
the grounds of 'the evidence' and not on prejudice.

He seems to

have failed to realize that his rejection of the reductionistic strategy
precludes his acceptance of the mechanistic position.
The mechanists are committed to the reductionist strategy and,
in turn, are precluded from accepting vitalism.

They assume that

whatever can interact causally with a physical system must itself be
This amounts to a denial of the notion that an

physical.

immaterial substance, a substance whose properties are non-physical,
is a coherent one.

In the conceptual framework of the dualist however, the notion
denied by the mechanists is taken as an assumption.
both views are metaphysical.

At this level

On the one hand such an impasse

indicates that we do not have a very clear idea of what we are denying
when we deny that dualism is true.

On the other hand, what with the

state of modern physics and its unknown and possibly unknowable
qualities, it is difficult to ascertain exactly what is being affirmed
when it is asserted that materialism is true.

,t\.ndrew Hux I ey (1984), ina recent Pres I dent 181 speech before the
Royal Society, pointed out that neither psychology nor physiology, nor
I

any other
problems.

d~sclpllne,

have adequate concepts for dealing with such

Eccles, Sperry, MacKay and Rose agree.

growing recognition that a problem exists;
solution to be formulated.
a recogn I tl on.

Thus there I s a

a necessary step for any

This manuscript Is meant to enhance such
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Oxygen Consumption and Ambulation During
Operant Conditioning of Heart Rate Increases
and Decreases in Rats
JASPER BRENER, KEITH PHILLIPS, AND SAMUEL

R.

CONNALLY

Thl Uni'llITsil)' of Hull

ABSTRACT

Using a shock-avoidance procedure, large discriminated Increases and decreases In mean heart
rate (HR) were conditioned respectively in two groups of free-moving rats. Accompanying the
conditioned HR responses were equaUy significant variations In Oxygen Consumption and
Ambulation Indicating a nonspecific efl'ect or the experimental contingencies. Ambuladon and
Oxygen Consumption were round to be correlated In some but not aU experimental conditions.
Thus, partial Indices of somatomotor adlvity may not provide an adequate reflection of variations
In general activity (energy consumption) and therefore may not be employed to draw meaningful
conclusions regarding the integration or cardiac and somatomotor processes. Discriminated HR
responses were acquired morerr:pidly by subjects In the Increase condition than by subjects
in the Decrease condition. However, the latencies or the discriminated HR changes were considerably longer for the Increase than Cor the Decrease subjects. An unexpected result was that S of the
6 Decrease subjects developed profound bradycardlc arrhythmias. These arrhythmias were under
strong stimulus control and were exhibited only during a stimulus (S~ slgnaUlng that the reinforcement contingencies were In efl'ect.
DESCRIPTORS: Operant conditioning, Heart rate, Somatomotor activity, Ambulation,
Oxygen consumption.

[n a free-movement situation variations in heart Toller, 1973a, 1973b). These studies suggest that
rate (HR) are normally highly correlated with varia- afference from the striate musculature is not an estions in somatomotor activity. HR changes, how- sential element of the conditioning process. They
ever, may occur independently of observable do not, however, justify the proposition that HR
changes in striate muscle activity. [n the intact may be conditioned independently of somatomotor
organism such dissociations of the cardio-somatic processes since curare acts upon only the most
Gestalt tend to be associated with stressful environ- peripheral manifestation of those processes. Curare
mental demand situations (Obrist, 1976).
does not necessarily interfere with cardio-somatic
Conditioned HR variations have also been re- interaction at any level proximal to the myoneural
ported in animals which have had their striate junction. Indeed, a number of transfer studies
musculature temporarily immobilized by adminis- strongly suggest that HR conditioning in the cutration of d-tubocurarine chloride (DiCara, 1970; rarized animal leads to nonspecific adjustments in
Hothersall & Brener, 1969; Miller, 1969; Slaughter, the neurohumoral mechanisms responsible for regHahn, & Rinaldi, 1970). Though failing to obtain ulating general increases and decreases in activity
effects of the magnitude reported by Miller and (Black, Note 1; DiCara &: Miller, 1969; Germana.
DiCara (1967) recent studies of HR conditioning in 1969; Gocsling &: Brener, 1972).
Operant reinforcement contingencies have also
curarized rats have found it to be a replicable if
somewhat fragile phenomenon (Cabanac &: Serres. been shown to condition HR changes in non1976; Gliner, Horvath, & Wolfe, 1975; Middaugh, curarized members of a number of species: Man
Eissenberg, &: Brener, 1975; Thornton &: Van (Obrist, Howard, Lawler, Galosy, Meyers, &: Gaebelein, 1974). Monkey (Engel &: Gottlieb, 1972),
Baboon
(Harris, Gilliam, &: Brady, 1976), Rat
This research was supported by NIMH Grant No. MH26473.
Address requests (or reprints to: Jasper Brener, Department or (Black. Osborne, & Ristow, 1976). These studies,
Psychology, The University. Hull, HU6 7RX. Nonh Humber- however, employed only discrete and partial inside, England.
dices of somatomotor activity, such as eye-blinks
483
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and other visually detectable movements, electromyographic recordings from selected sites, respiratory rate or amplitude. allowing few conclusions concerning the nature of somatomotor variation
to be drawn. They provide scant evidence, therefore. for a cardiospecific effect ofthe contingencies.
Elliott (1974) found the covariation between cardiac and somatic activities to be more stable and
predictable when a gross measure of somatomotor
activity, namely stabilimeter recordings: is employed. Even here, however, isometric muscle
contractions which are known to be associated with
profound disturbances of cardiovascular activity
(Goodwin, McCloskey, & Mitchell, 1972) will
escape detection resulting in underestimation of any
correlation between cardiac and somatic activities.
In the present study operant reinforcement contingencies were applied to obtain bidirectional
changes of HR in free-moving rats. Ambulation
was recorded and additionally the gross level of
somatomotor activity was assessed by continuous
monitoring of oxygen consumption. In the final
analysis all somatomotor processes involve energy
expenditure, variations in which are reflected by
precisely correlated variations in oxygen consumption. If operantly conditioned variations in HR ate
embedded within general behavioral adjustments
involving the striate musculature, they should be
positively correlated with variations in oxygen consumption.
Method

Subjects
Twelve male brown-hooded rats, weighing between
365g and 550g at the start of the experiment, from the
colony maintained in the Department of Psychology at
the University of Hull were arbitrarily divided into two
equal experimental groups.
Apparatus
The experimental environment was a 'running wheel
36.8 cm in diameter and 13 cm wide. The wheel floor
was constructed of 0.3 cm aluminum rods spaced 1.54
em apart and connected to a shoclc generator saambler
(BRS model SGS-003) through a five-pole commutator.
The wheel was enclosed within a clear Perspex box
measuring 40.4 em high x 31.9 em deep x 43.9 em
wide. The box door, which also formed the door to the
running wheel. possessed a rubber seal to ensure an airtight fit. Inside the door was affixed a semicircular Perspex hood which fined within the upper half of the wheel,
when the door was closed.
The entire apparatus was enclosed within an electrically shielded, sound anenuatins, lishtproof box housed
in a cubicle adjacent to a room containing recording and
analyzing equipment. An audible tone generator (SonaIcrt Model SC 628H) was mounted on the back wall of
the sound attenuating box. One Iisht was positioned on
each side of the Perspex box in a plane parallel to the
floor of the running wheel.

Measurement
The electrocardiogram (EKG) was recorded from subcutaneous stainless steel electrodes implanted dorsolaterally in a standard limb-lead configuration under
Nembutal anesthesia. The electrode leads were brought
out through a scalp incision to a four-pole plug which
was cemented to the subject's skull. A flexible lead connected the subjects via a four-pole mercury commutator
mounted inside the door hood to a Grass Model 7P3A
preamplifier which controlled one channel of a Grass
Model 7 polygraph. The output of the corresponding
driver amplifier was fed to a Grass Model 7P4D tachograph and also shaped to give on each R-wave a square
pulse suitable for drivinS solid state BRS prosramming
circuitry and one channel of an electromechanical printout counter (Practical Automation Company Model
MMP-6).
Ambulation was measured by counting the number of
ftoor rods that interrupted a photobeam as the wheel
rotated. The output of the photosensor was fed to the
electromechanical print-out counter and also integrated
using a Grass Model7P3A preamplifier to drive a channel
of the polYJraph providing a graphic record of ambulalipn ~ibrated in metres per min (mpm).
, Oxygen Consumption was measured by calculating the
volume of oxygen (Ot) extracted and utilized by the
subjects from air which was circulated through the Perspex box at a controlled rate of 4 Iitres per minJ Air
flow was controlled by a vacuum pump that delivefed a
negative pressure of approximately S cm of water
(Seeomak Air Products Model 371(8). Room air entered
throosh a tube at the rear of the Perspex box and was
extracted via an airline at the apex of the door hood
above the subject. Using a two-way manual air valve
(Enots) it was possible to pass the air either entering or
leaving the subject compartment. via drying tubes filled
with silica gel, throosh a Taylor-Servomex Model OA
272 Oxygen Analyzer. The Analyzer provided an output
of 2mv/ml Ot which was further amplified by a Grass
Model 7PIA DC preamplifier to drive a channel of the
polYJraph. The output of the correspondins driver amplifier was fed to a voltase-to-frequency converter which
drove a channel of the print-out counter at a rate directly
proportional to the Oa content of the air irrigating the
Analyzer. The Oa content of room air was sampled prior
to and immediately following each experimental session
to assess the stability of the measurement system.
Throushout each session the system was used to continuously monitor the Oa content of the air leaving the
subject compartment. Oxnen Consumption which was
expressed in terms of cubic centimetres per min (ccsJ
min) was calculated by subtracting the average Oa content
of air leaving the compartment eacb min from the average
Oa content of air enterina Ihe c:ompII1meIlt. An estimated time laS of 1 min in detecting variations in 0.
Consumption exiSlCd usinS this system and was taken
into account in scoring the data_
Every min Ihroushout each session the print-out
counter gave a numerical record of 0. Consumption.
HR. Ambulation, and number of electric shocks presented.
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Conditioning Procedure

Subjects were arbitrarily divided into two equal groups,
one to be conditioned to increase HR the other to decrease HR.
All subjects were tested on each weekday but not
weekends. for 20 sessions each of 48 min duration.
During the first 5 sessions the subjects were adapted to
the apparatus; the houselights were off and no experimental stimuli were presented (Sol condition). Following
adaptation they received 15 conditioning sessions each
comprising 6 successive 8-min periods. The first. third
and fifth'periods were designated S.1 and the conditions
prevailing were identical to those during adaptation. The
remaining periods were designated So. The onset of every
So period was signalled by illumination of the houselights which remained on until the start of the next S.1
period.
During So periods the subjects in the two groups could
avoid electric footshock by respectively increasing or decreasing their HRs. Successive samples of 5 interheartbeat-intervals (IBIs) were compared to an adjustable
experimenter-controlled criterion. If a sample was of
shorter duration than the criterion it qualified as a high
HR. if longer it qualified as a low HR. High HR was
designated the avoidance response for subjects of the Increase group and low HR that for subjects of the Decrease group. Whenever. during So. the subject emitted
a 5 IBI sample that did not meet the avoidance criterion.
a tone (4.4 KHz at 80 dB) was presented and remained
on if the subject continued to emit noncriterion responses.
Following the 7th successive noncriterion sample, an
inescapable electric footshock (1 rnA scrambled for 1 sec)
was delivered to the floor of the wheel. Electric shock
was followed by a 10 sec Time-out during which the
houselights were extinguished and the avoidance continge(lCY suspended. After a Time-out the lights were
re-illuminated and the contingency re-applied. If the
subject emitted a criterion HR response following onset
of the tone but prior to the electric shock the tone
tenninated and the noncriterion r~ponse counter reset to
zero. Thus. provided the subjects emitted at least one
sample of five IBIs that met criterion in every sequence
of 7 samples electric shock could be avoided continuously.
The adjustable HR criterion was set at the beginning
. of each SD period on the basis of the subject's HR during
the preceding S.1. During SO the criterion was made more
stringent whenever the subject either avoided electric
shock for more than 2 consecutive min or received no
tones for a continuous period of 30 sec excluding Timeouts. The criterion was relaxed if the subject received
3 or more electric shocks in a single min. Each unit
adjustment of the criterion altered its value by .01 sec.

Results
Means for O2 Consumption. HR. and Ambulation
were computed for each subject for each of the 6
successive 8-min periods that constituted each
session. The.means for each of these variables were
submitted to separate analyses of variance for the S

Adaptation and 15 Conditioning Sessions respectively.

Adaptation
Analyses of variance indicated that the groups
did not differ significantly' in any aspect of their
Adaptation performance. Furthermore. the Adaptation analyses revealed that none of the three measures of performance changed significantly over
sessions. However it was found that both ~ Consumption (F(5150)=4.99) and HR (1'(5150)=20.13)
declined significantly within sessions. It will be
seen from Fig. I that apart from the first 8 min
period of Adaptation. HR and ~ Consumption
show parallel decreases. Although Ambulation
tended to decline O\leC the first 32 min of Adaptation sessions and then increase again during thtLfinal 16 min. this effect was not statistically significant. Nevertheless it should be noted that 10 of
the 12 subjects displayed lower rates of Ambulation
during the final 8 min of Adaptation sessions than
during the first 8 min.

Conditioning
The group means for each of the three measures
of performance are plotted as a function of Sessions
in Fig. 2 with the So and SA values separated for
the Conditioning sessions. These data provide clear
evidence of discriminated HR conditioning. By the
final conditioning session Increase subjects display
a mean So HR that is 68 bpm higher than in SA
whilst the mean HR of Decrease subjects is 78 bpm
lower in SO than SA. During the final So period
Increase subjects displayed a mean HR 127 bpm
higher than the Decrease subjects. whereas during
the SA period they were 20 bpm lower than the
Decrease subjects.
Although the discriminated HR changes are symmetrical for the Increase and Decrease subjects by
the ISth session. it will be observed that the acquisition curves for the two groups differ substantially. In particular the discriminative effect
appears to emerge immediately in the case of Increase subjects and only gradually as a function
of Sessions for the Decrease group. The reliabilities
of these effects were confirmed by analysis of variance which provided a significant Groups effect
(1'(1110)= 10.63). a significant Groups by SOISA
interaction (F(l/10)-21.88), and a significant
Groups by SD/SA by Sessions interaction (1"(14/140)

=3.69).
It will be observed from Fig. 2 dlat the HR
changes were closely paralleled by variations in
both <>z Consumption and Ambulation. The intercorrelations between these variables during concU'The .0' rejection region was IdapIed far "llIIIistical tells.
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lation collapsed over S Actap.

lIlion Sessions.

tioning were examined by computing the productmoment correlation coefficients between the IS
Session means for each activity. These coefficients
are presented separately for the SD and SA periods
for each group in Table l. It will be seen here that
all the measures are highly intercorrclated during
So periods but not during S6 periods.
Both Os Consumption and Ambulation were
found to respond to the experimental treatments

in much the same way as HR. Increase subjects
displayed significantly greater Os Consumption
(F(UIO)= 10.25) and Ambulation (F(UI0)-12.36)
than Decrease subjects. Significant Groups x SDJS6
interactions for both Ambulation (F(1I10)-16.44)
and Os Consumption (F(1I10)=32.30) reflected the
tendency of Increase subjects to display higher
levels and Decrease subjects to display lower levels
of activity during So than S6 periods. These group
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TABLE I
PruJut't·mumC'nt corrC'/utions hC'twC'C'n thuC' mC'osurC's of activity during SD QIId S" sC'gmC'nls
of sucussive' conditioning SC'ssions (N-J5} lor incrC'tUe' and J«rC'tUt subje'clS

Correladons

Heart RatelAmbulalion
Hean Rale/Oa Consumplion
AmbuJatio~ Consumption

S..

SD

Activity Measures

(ncrease

Decrease

(ncrease

Decrease

.678*
.743*
.870*

.899*
.816*
.734*

.217
-.017
:556*

.0.50
.583*
-.293

·p<.OS.

differences in discrimination also became more pronounced as a function of training as indicated by
significant Groups x SO/S4 x Sessions interactions
for both Ambulation (F(l4/140)=3.68) and O 2
Consumption (F(l4/140)=4.83).
.
Examination of the shock densities indicated that
Increase subjects received approximately twice as
many shocks as did Decrease subjects (16.2 vs
9.92 shocks per session). Although this observation
could imply that the higher levels of activity displayed by the Increase group were elicited by the
higher shock density, two aspects of the data discredit this possibility.
Subjects within each group were ranked in terms
of the magnitude of their terminal (Session IS)
discriminative performance. In the Increase group
the subject displaying the greatest positive SO-S.1
HR difference (+ 136 bpm) received a rank of I and
the subject showing the smallest positive difference
(-8 bpm) received a rank of 6. Conversely in the
Decrease group the subject with the greatest negative difference (~117 bpm) received a rank of I and
the subject with the smallest negative difference
(-24.2 bpm) received a rank of 6. These ranks
were correlated (Spearman's rho) separately for
each group with subject rankings based on the total
number of shocks received throughout conditioning
(the subject within each group receiving the highest
number of shocks received a rank of 1). In both
groups a perfect negative correlation (-1.0) was
found. If tonic HR levels had been a positive function of shock density, a positive correlation would
have been expected for subjects in the Increase
Group. It is possible that the perfonnance of Decrease subjects was affected to some extent by
shock density since the subjects that received fewest
shocks displayed the largest discriminated HR decreases.
Correlations (Pearson's product-moment) between the mean number of shocks and the mean So
HR for each day of conditioning (N= IS) were also

computed separately for each group. The correlations between shocks and HRs were - .313 for the
Increase subjects and .691 for the Decrease subjects. Thus for the (ncrease subjects. the higher the
HR. the lower the shock density and for the Decrease subjects, the lower the HR the lower the
shock density.
Discussion
The results of this experiment clearly show that
shock-avoidance reinforcement contingencies effectively condition discriminated tonic increases
and decreases in HR of considerable magnitude.
Though not without certain difficulties (Black.
1971) the bidirectional design provides strong evidence that the results are attributable to the contingency between shock presentation and mean HR,
rather than a classical conditioning process. Furthermore. despite the inequality of shocks received
by the two groups. it has been shown that the difference in mean HR between groups cannot be
accounted for in tenns of the positive chronotropic
effects of increased shock stimulation.
Accompanying the very substantial conditioned
HR responses found in this study were equally significant changes in somatomotor activity measured
by both .Ambulation and <>z Consumption .. Ibus.
although the procedure had profound effects upon
cardiac activity. the present data do not suggest a
cardiospecific effect of the contingency applied. It
seems that. as others have indicated (Obrist, Webb,
Sutterer. &. Howard. -1970). there is an integrated
responsiveness of cardiovascular and somatomotor
activities. Such integration of cardiac and somatic
activities is further indicated by the high positive
correlations between the measures of perfonnance
particularly during SD periods. During
periods,
however. the correlations between the three indices
of activity are considerably lower and for Increase
subjects at least, suggest some measure of cardiacsomatic differentiation. It will be observed from

sa
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Fig. J. Polygraph records illustrating significant featwa of performance. The paper speed for rec:onIs or the Dec:reasc subjects
(e, f, g, &. h) is five times faster than for records or che [nc:reasc subjects (a, 1;, c, &: d), (5-sec: periods are marked on the
event line by the larger venical blips,) Tone presentations are identified by dark bands below the event lines. Records for
Incrc:asc: subjects display HR in bpm and Ambulation in mct~ per min' (mpm). For the Dec:rusc subjects HR is displayed
on one channel and che EKG on the second channel; since these subjects displayed very IiRle ambulation. IeCOrds of this activity
are not inc:luded for chis group,
Record a. Subject 7, Conditioning Session 13, SAISD transition: Both HR and Ambulation iaaased 011 entry to SD but more
chan a minule was required to attain stable tonic adjustments.
Record b. Subject 10, Conditioning Session 8, SAISD transition: Again HR and Ambulation iaaased simultaMOUsly some rime
after entry into So, Moreover, although an electric: shock was delivered after the first tone (indic:aled by !he IarJe biphasic: HR
anifac:t), chere was. nOl an immediate increase in HR.
Record c:. Subject 12. Conditioning Session 12, SO/SA transition: A c:lose phasic: relationship existed between Ambulation and
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Fig. 2 that during successive S.1 periods. the HRs
of Increase subjects do not exhibit any clear trend
whereas their ~ Consumption and Ambulation
scores show a somewhat erratic but nevertheless
clearly increasing trend. These tendencies are reflected in the correlational data: HR shows low and
insignificant correlations with ~ Consumption and
Ambulation whereas there is a significant positive
correlation between Ambulation and ~ Consump, tion. Several factors may contribute to this effect:
a) Compensatory vagal processes may come more
and more to dominate HR during successive SA
periods as the conditioned sympathetic activation
during associated SD periods achiev~ a higher and
higher magnitude: b) the significant increase in Ot
Consumption and Ambulation observed during successive SD periods may have induced progressively
larger O2 debts that were repaid via increased
O2 Consumption during the associate~ SA periods.
This possibility is consistent with the observation
that over sessions variations in O 2 Consumption
during SD periods were highly correlated with variations during corresponding SA periods (r(13)= .903)
in the Increase Group.
In the Decrease Group. O2 Consumption during
the SD and SA periods was also significantly but
not as highly correlated (r(l3)=.622). Since this
group showed sub-Adaptation levels of ~ Consumption during SD periods from Session 8. a
simple O2 debt explanation cannot be advanced in
accounting for this correlation. Reference to Fig. 2
indicates that over successive SA periods, Decrease
subjects tended to show a slight but systematic increase in Ambulation with a corresponding decrease in HR and O2 Consumption. The correlational data here do not indicate cardiac-somatic
differentiation since variations in HR and O 2 Consumption over sessions ,are significantly correlated
(r(l3)=.S83). Since during SA periods, variations
in Ambulation are not significantly correlated with
O2 Consumption or HR for this group it is suggested

489

that this is a case in which Ambulation is not the
primary means of e~pressing somatomotor activity.
This possibility is also consistent wilh the uncorrelated variations in Ambulation and <>z Consumption observed during Adaptation sessions (Fig. 1).
The present interpretation that conditioned tonic
HR and somatomotor activity covary conflicts with
that of Engel, Gottlieb, and Hayhurst, (1976) who
'reported that "tonic levels of HR are largely independent of tonic levels of somata-motor activity
[po 293]." The apparent dissociation found by
Engel could well be a result of the use of a partial
index of somatomotor activity. A valid gross measure of somatomotor activity, such as Ot Consumption, must be employed for meaningful arguments
to be constructed concerning cardia-somatic interaction.
Although the avoidance contingency acted to
produce both conditioned HR increases and decreases, notable differences were evident in the
performances of the two groups. Acquisition of the
discriminative response was much faster for the
Increase group being apparent in Conditioning Session I, than for the Decrease group which did not
reveal Ihe SA ISD discrimination until Conditioning
Session S. This difference in acquisition may be
accounted for by the unconditional eliciting effects
of electric shock which facilitated heart and ambulation rate increases thereby interfering with the
acquisition of the decrease HR response.
Further differences between Increase and Decrease HR performances are shown in Fig. 3 which
provides examples of polygraph records illustrating
different aspects of performance. It should be noted
that the paper speed of the records for Decrease
subjects is five times that of the records for Increase subjects, as shown by the event line. It can
be seen that for SA ISD transitions changes in tonic
HR were more rapid for Decrease subjects (Records
e and 0, being completed after a few seconds, than
for Increase subjects (Records a and b) which re-

HR during 5°. On entry to 56 both Ambulation and HR declined. As for 56/S o transition, readjustment d the tonic HR WU
slow.
Record d. Subject 12. Conditioning Session 19. SD period: Conditioning was continued beyond IS sessions ror this subject.
It can be seen that perfonnance in 5° became extremely stereotyped. A high tonic HR wu maintained and superimposed upon it
were phasic variations thll were hi"hly correlated with tone-controlled variations in Ambulalion.
Record e. Subject 29. Conditioning Session 9. S~ISD transition: On entry to SD HR decreased and reached a lower stable
level within only a rew seconds.
Record r. Subject 30. Conditioning Session 9. S6/SD transition: On entry to SD an immediate tonic adjustment ofHR wu made
aCl.:ompanied by an abnonnal cardiac rhythm.
Record g. Subject 29. Conditioning Session 6. SD/S~ transition: SD performance wu c:harKterized by a low anbytbmic HR.
On exit rrom SD the EKG abnormalilY WI! immediately abolished and HR readjusted to a higher tonic level in only a few seconds.
Record h. Subject 29. Conditioning Session 9. So period: HR wu maintained at a low tonic level. However. when the tone
signalled the threat of shock. an even lower HR characterized by the abnormal rhythm occuned. Thus. the profound bradycardia appears to be under strong stimulus control.
'
r~alively
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quired 1-2 min to attain stable tonic adjustments.
A similar difference between the two groups can be
seen for the SD/S.l transition (Records c and g).
The subjects of the Increase group exhibited conspicuous variations in Ambulation during SD which
were accompanied by phasic HR changes (Record
d). For Increase subjects, therefore, it seems that
not only tonic but also phasic HR changes are
closely correlated with somatomotor variations.
Since subjects of the Decrease group rarely ambulated (see Fig. 2) their Ambulation records are
not shown.
By Conditioning Session 15,5 of 6 Decrease subjects exhibited severe bradycardic arrhythmias during SD (Records, f, g, and h). Inspection of the
EKG during such arrhythmic episodes revealed a
high incidence of non-conducted P-waves suggesting functional second deg~ee heart block. During
the early conditioning sessions such abnormal
cardiac rhythms were not seen eVen though bradycardias were induced (Record e). When abnormal
cardiac rhythms were present they appeared to be
under strong stimulus control occurring within 1 to
2 sec of the onset of SD (Record 0 or in response
to a warning signal despite the HR having attained
a low tonic level (Record h).

VIii. 14. No. S

The differences between the two groups indicate
that although similar procedures were applied to
both Increase and Decrease groups the processes
involved in meeting the avoidance criterion may
differ. The short latency required by Decrease subjects and the much longer latencies required by
Increase subjects to achieve adjustments in mean
HR following transitions between SD and S6 are
probably related to the dual neurohumoral system of
HR control. Warner and Cox (1962) have demonstrated that there is a difference in speed of action
of the two aspects of autonomic control of HR,
Vagal responses are fast with time constant of less
than a second, whilst sympathetic responses are
slower with time constant of the order of several
seconds. Both. vagal and sympathetic influences
probably act in harmony to alter tonic HR but we
suggest the Decrease response is of predominantly
parasympathetic origin. Consistent with this view is
the knowledge that cardiac abnormalities of the type
seen in the EKGs of Decrease subjects may be
elicited by vagal stimulation (Hurst, Logue,
Schlant, & Wenger, 1974).
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Energy Expenditure, Heart Rate, and
Ambulation During Shock-Avoidance
Conditioning of Heart Rate Increases and
Ambulation in Freely-Moving Rats
JASPER BRENER, KEITH PHILUPS, AND SAMUEL CoNNALLY
Th4 Unl~rsl')' of Hull. England

ABSTRACT
UsIng shock·avoidance procedures with equIvalent reInforcement criteria and In a running
wheel situation, one group of rats was reinforced for heart rate Increases (RR group) and Mother
group for running (Amb group). Throughout 5 Habituation sessIons arid 5 Conditioning sessions,
each 2 hrs In duration, contInuous recordIngs were made of beart rate (HR), ambulatlon (Amb),
and oxygen consumption (OC). The groups did not differ In their mean levels of HR, Amb or OC
during Habituation or during Conditioning, although the Introduction of the contingencies did
elicit sIgnIficant Increases In the mean levels of all three variables. Amb group subjects distributed
their activity more efl'ectlvely In relation to the experimental contingencies, resulting In 5/6 subjects
acquiring successful avoidance behavior against only 2/5 subjects In the HR group. Examination of
indIvidual subjects in both groups Indicated that learners all exhibIted very similar behavior
profiles regardless of the contingencies applied during conditioning, and the same was true of
nonlearners. Accordingly the data were regrouped for learners and nonleamers and reanalyzed.
These analyses revealed that nonleamers dlfl'ered from learners In the nature of the relationships
they displayed between variations In HR, OC and Amb during both the preconditioning (habituation) and conditioning phases ofthe experiment. These differences are discussed together with data
derived from additional conditIoning sessions In which autonomic blocking agents (Propranolol
and Methyl AtropIne) were administered to a subgroup of learners.
DESCRIPTORS: Heart rate, Energy expenditure, Ambulation, Shock-avoidance, Autonomic
blockade.
•

A large body of evidence indicates that operant
procedures may be used to condition cardiac
changes in several species including man (Black,
Osborne, & Ristow, 1977; Brener, Phillips, & Con·
nally, 1977; Engel & Gottlieb, 1972; Harris, Goldstein, & Brady, 1977; Obrist, Galosy, Lawler,
Gaebelein, Howard, & Shanks, 1975). However.
the nature of the conditioning process, and in par·
ticular its specificity or otherwise, remains the subject of much enquiry and debate.
The reliable covariation of respiratory and
somatomotor activity with cardiac activity is based
This research was supported by NIMH Grant Nu. MH2647J.
Address requesl\ for reprinl~ 10: Jwcpc=r Brener. Dc:pilnmcnt of
PIIychulogy. The University. lfuillfU6 7RX. Engl.md.

upon the intennediate role of the heart in delivering
oxygen (0,) from the lungs to the striate musculature. The activities of the somatomotor system
account for the greatest proportion of the Os consumed by an active organism. Much evidence indicates that the coordination of somatic and cardiovascular activities is achieved by central neural
integration (Gellhom, 1967; Gennana, 1969; Smith,
(974). However, peripheral integration is also of
importance as indicated, for example, by the observation of Donald and Shepherd (1963) that in dogs
the nonnal relationship between cardiac output and
oxygen consumption (Oe) is maintained following
surgical denervalion of the heart. It is therefore
unsurprising that conditioned changc.4i in cardiac
activity arc frequently accompanied by concomitant
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changes in somatomotor activity and vice versa
(Black, Note I; Freyschuss, 1970; Goesling & Brener, 1972; Obrist, 1976; Obrist, Webb, & Suttercr,
1969; Roberts & Young, 1971). The findings (Obrist
et aI., 1975) that in man the magnitude of conditioned heart rate change is inversely related to the
degree of somatomotor restraint applied during
conditioning suggests that conditioned heart rate
changes do not merely accompany somatomotor
changes but arc an integral component of a generalized cardiosomatic response state.
A recent study (Brener et a!., 1977) showed that
large heart rate (HR) increases and decreases operandy conditioned in freely-moving rats were accompanied by equally significant and directionally
equivalent variations in both ambulation and in
general activity levels as indexed by OC, a precise
measure of overall energy expenditure. This finding
indicates that thc operant reinforcement of HR .did
not have a cardiospec:ific effect but instead produced
an integrated behavioral adjustment of which the
conditioned cardiac changes were bu. one component. An implication of this interpretation is that the
reinforcement contingencies failed to distinguish or
discriminate between components of the gross behavioral adjustment induced by the conditioning
procedure. If so, one might expect similar behavioral adjustments to result irrespective of which
response component of an integrated behavioral
'Gestalt' is identified as the operant by the reinforcement contingencies. This hypothesis was
tested in the present experiment where two groups
of rats were conditioned in a running wheel, one to
increase tonic HR and the other to ambulate, using
matched signalled shock-avoidance procedures.
Method

Subjects
Twelve male brown-hooded rats from the colony maintained in the Department of Psychology, University of
Hull, and weighing between 390g and 530g (mean 46Og)
at the start of the experiment, were arbitrarily divid~ into
two equal groups.

Apparatus
Subjects were tested in a running wheel 36.8 cm in
diameter and 13 em wide enclosed within a clear Perspex
box measuring40.4cm high x 31.9 em deep x 43.9cm
wide, which wa.'i airtight when closed. A shock generator
scrambler (BRS model SOS-(03) was coMected via a
five-pole commutator to the aluminum rods, spaced 1.54
cm apart. which formed the wheel floor. An adjulltable
friction brake wa... set to apply a force to the circumference
of the wheeillf 125g torque.
The entire apparatus was enclosed within an electrically-shielded sound-attenuating, lightproof box housed
in a cubicle adjacent to the recording room. An audible
tone gener.tlor (Sonalert Model SC 62l1H) was mounted
on the back wall of the outer box. A light was posi-
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tioned on each side of the Perspex box in a plane parallel
to the floor of the running wheel.
M~asur~m~nt

Subjects' electrocardiograms (EKGs) were recorded
from stainless steel electrodes implanted subcutaneously
in a standard limb-lead configuration undcor Nembutal
anaesthesia. The elec:trode leads were brought out
through a scalp incision to a four-pole Amphenol SOcket
cemented to the subject's skull. A flexible lead connected
the animal to a Grass Model 7P3A preamplifier which
controlled one channel of I Grass Model 7 polygraph via a
servo-assisted electro-eannular swivel which permitted
the animal to move in all directions with minimal extra
work being required to rotate the swivel. The output of the
corresponding driver amplifier was fed to a Orass Model
7P4D tachograph and also shaped to give, on each
R-wave, a square-wave pulse suitable for driving solid
state BRS programming circuitry and a channel of an
electromechanical printout counter (Practical Automation
Company Model MMP-6).
Ambulation (Amb) was measured by counting and
timing the number of floor rods which interrupted a
photob.:am as the wheel was rotated. The output of the
photosensor was fed to one channel of the printout counter
and also integrated using a Grass Model 7P3A preamplifier to drive a channel of the polygraph. thus giving a graphic record of ambulation calibrated in meters
per minute (mpm).
Oxygen consumption was measured by calculating the
volume of oxygen (0,) extracted by the subject from air
circulated under negative pressure through thc Perspex
box at a controlled rate of 10 liters per minute. Samples of
air entering and leaving the subject compartment were
passed via silica gel drying tubes, through separate channels of a Taylor Servomex OA 184 OXYl!en Analyzer
under positive pressure. The Analyzer calculates the
volume of 0, extracted by the animal by continuous
comparison of the Ot content of the two samples. and
gives a voltage output which is directly proportional to the
volume of 0, extracted by the subject.
Every minute throughout each session the printout
counter gave a numerical record of OC, HR, Amb, and
number of shocks presented.
Co"ditioning Procedure

Subjects were divided into two equal groups (6 rats!
group). one to bc conditioned to increase HR and the other
to Ambulate.
All animals were tested on each weelcday but not
weekends for 10 sessions each of 2 bra duration. During
the first 5 sessions, the subjects were habituated to the
apparatuII; the houselights were of and no experimental
stimuli were presented (S· condition). Following Habituation, the SUbj\!CL'i received S Conditioning sessions, each
comprisinJ; 6 successive 20-min periods. The fiBt, third
and fifth periods were designated S· and the conditionll
then prevailing were identical to those during Habituation. The remaining l 200min periods were designated
SO. Onset of every SO period was signalled by illumination of the huuselil!hts, which remained on until the start
of the next S~ period.
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During SO periods Ihe subjeclS in the IWo groups could
~ 3eo
~
avoid eleclric foolShock by respeclively increasing HR
~ 370
~
(HR Group) or ambulating (Amb Group). For ehe HR
: HO
Group successive samples of 5 inler-heartbcae-inlervaJs
1:
•Z 3SO
(1815) were compared to an adjuslllble experimentercontrolled criterion. If a sample was of shorter duralion
340
than the criterion, it qualificcl as a high HR and thus an
33D
avoidance response. Whenever a subjecl emitted a S 181
sample which did not reach criterion, a lone (4.4 KHz at
32D
8Od8) was presented and remained on while the subject
JIO
continuccl 10 emit non-criterion lBl samples, unlil followJOel
ing che sevench nOD-criterion response an inescapable
footshock (l.S rnA scramblccl for I sec) was delivered.
For che Amb Group the experimcnter-controllccl criterion
C
IS
assessed che subject's rate of ambulation. The subjcccs
E
were required to rotate che wheel 16 cm in a given time
';;
inlerval which was designated by che criterion. Failure to .:: Q
'1:
ambulale ae che required rate resulted in the onsel of the
12
lone and following 7 successive sec of non-crilerion
!
ambulalion an inescapable footshock was delh·ered. Following electric shock a IO-sec Time-oul was iniliated
10
during which no experimental stimuli were presenled.
The adjustable criterion was SCI at che beginning of
each SD period on che basis of che individual's performance. During SO the criterion was made more stringent
whenever the subject either received no tones for I min or
avoidcd electric shock for 2 min. The erilerion was cO·"
i
relaxed if the subject receivccl two or more shocks in an)'
-; o-eo
single minute. In this wa), che subjects of both groups had
0""
equal opportunity to avoid electric shocks throughout
j7; 0·"
condilioning.
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Aftercomplelion of the Conditioning phase. 4 subjecrs
o
(all leamers) from che Amb Group were submilted 10 6
addilional Condilioning sessions following inlraper3
s
Hall/lvalion 5•••1eft
iloneal injeclions of aUlonomic blocking agenls. The
subjecls received inlraperiloneal injeclions of PropranI. Wilhin session period means (12 subjects) or heart
olol (5 mg/kg), Melhyl Alropine (10 mg/kg). or a mix- raIC, Oll),&en consumpcioa. and ambulalion over S Habltullioa
lure of Propranolol (5 mg/kg) and Melhyl Almpine sessions.
(10 mg/kg). Each subject received one condilioning session under Ihe influence of each of thc.o;e agents and each
drug session was preceded by a conlrol condilioning 20-min periods. These within session variations
session when the subject received an inlraperitoneal injec- were found to be significant for HR (F(5155) 36.00. MS,. ... 718.05), OC (F(5IS5) = 5S.65, MS~
lion of isotonic saline.
2.60). and Amb (F(SI5S)
14. 72, MS~ -

Fri.

Results'

=

=

10.56). In addition the mean level of OC was found
to decline significantly over sessions, F(4144) HR vs Amb Contingtncies
4.76, MS,. ... 5.37. Although HR and Amb did not
Habituation. Analyses of variance indicated that show significant changes over sessions, Pearson
the two groups did not differ in any aspect of their product-moment correlations compuled from the 6
habituation performance. Aceordin~ly the data for 20-min means in each of the 5 sessions (N - 30)
all subject~ (n ... 12) were combined (or further indicaled that the three variables were significantly
analyses and arc presented for the 6 20-min periods intcrcorrelaled (p < .OJ) over the course ofhabituaof each Habituation session in Fig. I. II will be seen
lion (rRRIO<' - .912; rHRlAmb ... .880; rOC/AlllII that HR. OC and Amb all display systematic de- .884).
creases within each sellsion with the greatest deConditioning. One subject in the HR group
creases occurring betwccn the first and second
(#87) did DOt survive throughout conditioning and
his data wen: excluded from all conditioning
'The .os n:jcction n:Jion was IICCcptcd for all MllliSliC:1I11C1U analyses.
CkCCpt when: olhcrwilc iDdic:all.'Cf.
The HR and Amb contingencies appcan:d to be
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differentially effective in conditioning discriminated avoidance behavior. Five of the 6 Amb subjects acquired reliable avoidance perfomlnnce as
indicated by the high percentage of warning stimuli
terminated (greater than 90%). whereas only 2 of 5
HR subjects acquired comparable performance.
However. group comparisons employing analyses
of variance indicated that the groups did not differ in
their overall (SO + SA) mean levels of HR. OC or
Amb. Nevertheless, the mean levels of all three
variables were found to be significantly higher during SO than S.1 periods (HR:F(U9) 13.1, MS~ =
1506.97; OC:F(l/9)
13.82. MS r
12.09;
Amb:F(l/9) = 19.267, MS,. = 1426.99). Both HR,
F(4/36) = 3.56, MS .. = 183.95. and OCt F(4/36)
= 5.749. MS c = 2.95. displayed significant decreases over the course of conditioning. The between-sessions decrease in HR was due mainly to
the HR subjects which displayed si~nificantly
greater decreases than the Amb subjects. as reflected by the significant Groups x Sessions interaction. F(4/36) = 4.23. MS .. = 183.95.

=

=

=

Learners vs NOlllearnus
The interpretation of statistical comparisons between the Amb and HR groups was rendered difficult because each group comprised both learners
and nonlearners. resulting in substantial withingroup variability. However. examination of the
individual performances of the subjects indicated
that regardless of the contingencies applied during
conditioning (Amb or HR). learners all displayed
very similar behavioral profiles characterized by
significantly hi~her levels of HR. OC and Amb
during SO than S.1. whereas non learners displayed
little evidence of discrimination in their activity.

AM8ULATJO~
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The mean HR. OCt Amb and shock rates recorded over the S condilioning sessions for each
subject are presented in Table I. It will be noted that
although the reinforcement criterion rules were
rigorously applied, considerable differences in
mean shock rllte between subjects emerged. This is
panicularly pronounced for subject #80 in the Amb
group. Since this subject only ambulated during SO
periods following shock delivery. even very lenient
criteria resulted in a high shock density. On the
other hand, the most successful adaptations in terms
of reduction of shock density were achieved by the 2
learners in the HR group.
Despite the variations in shock density within
groups, it will be observed that the SO/SA differences for all three measures of activity were
consistently greater for learners than for nonlearners. In an effon to describe the behavioral profiles
associated with these two relatively homogenous
groups of subjects, the data were repanitioned and
differences between the mean performances of learners and non learners. both prior to and during conditioning, were statistically evaluated.
Habituation. The overall chan~ell within and
between habituation sessions h3ve already been
reponed in conjunction with the comparisons between the Amb and HR contingency groups. Further analyses of the habituation data revealed that
the learners and non learners did not differ significantly in their mean levels of HR. 0(' lind Amb over
the course of habituation. However. analyses of
variance performed separately on the habituation
data of the two groups revealed that learners alone
exhibited significant decreases in OC (F(4/24) =
2.95, MS .. = 1.91) and Amb (F(4/24) = 4.75. MS ..
= .83) over successive habituation sessions. These

TABLE I
SD al/d S .l "'~cJIIS It', It-artlers alld nonleartl~'s durillg cOllditiollil/R

Conllngency
Learners
Amb
Amb
Amb
Amb
Amb

HR
HR

77
78
79
82
83
88
90

31(,.0
3;\4.7
333.7
356.1
311.7
307 ..5
356.6

35.5.5
38D
390.7
404.1
359.1
3.53.S
40.5.0

13.87
14.92
13.31
11.02

11.69
II.8S
16.16

43.25
48.33

;\6.0

18.46
19.81
17.52
15.64
15.88
1.5.35
20.29

5.91
9.91
1.22
2.25
5.68
4.6.5
5.06

56.1~

3.50
21.4
30.2

S3(/(,
69.41

11.6

12.0\1
11.35
10.93
12.02

4.42
2.29
2.94
2.19

·Ug
3.25
II.M
IIW

41.6~

.58.94

2~.6

H.l,

Nonle.men
Amb

HR
HR
IIR

80
86
91
92

317.2

348.11
347.1
3972

326.2
340.7
333.1
311".6

12.S8
11.73
11.41
12.61

172.4
28.0
35.0

."'.2
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effects are illustrated in Fig. 2. which displays the X SO/SA interactions for HR (F(U9) = 141.96,
mean habituation and conditioning performances of MS, -= 127.52), OC (F(119) = 42S.25. MS,
the learners and nonlearners.
.34), and Amb (F(1I9) = 62.S9. MS, .. 190.S4). It
Conditioning. Performance during the condition- will also be seen from Fig. 2 that there are systemating period was also assessed using analyses of ic decreases in the SO/SA differences for the nonvariance. These confirmed the results illustrated in learners over the course of conditioning which are
Fig. 2. Although the two groups did Dot differ in Dot displayed by the learners. The statistical reliabiltheir overall mean HR levels, the significant ity of this result is indicated by the significant
Groups X Sessions interaction, F(4136) = 4.23, Groups X Sessions X SDiSA effects for HR
(F(4136) .. 2.63, MS, -= 89.47. P - .OS). OC
MS~ = 183.95, may be attributed to the systematic
decrease in HR over sessions displayed by the (F(4136) -= 4.11, MS, ...51), and Amb (F(4136)
.. 3.80, MS, == 45.02).
non learners alone.
'Learners displayed significantly higher levels of
CornlIItions and Regression Antdyses
OC(F(1I9)
12.42, MS~
26.1S) and Amb
Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients .
(F(1I9) = 77.99, MS ~ = 182.42) over the course of
conditioning than did non learners. It will be seen were computed separately for learners and nonleamfrom Fig. 2 that these group differences in means are ers to measure the degree of association between
mainly attributable to the learners exhibiting sig- variations in the three measures taken two at a time
nificantly higher levels of activity on all three var- over the course of habituation and conditioning.
iables during SD periods than the nonlearners. Linear regression lines were also fitted to each data
These effects were reflected by significant Groups set which comprised the 6 2O-min group means for
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each variable recorded during each of the 5 habituation sessions (N = 30) and each of the 5 conditioning sessions (N = 30). The correlation coefficients
together with the slopes and Y-intercepts of the
regression lines describing the relationships be·tween HR, OC and Amb are presented in Table 2.
The relationship between each pair of variables is
described separately. All statistical comparisons
reported in this section employed methods described by Kleinbaum and Kupper (1978).
Heart Rate and Oxygen Consumption. HR was
highly correlated with OC for both groups during
botlihabituation and conditioning. The Y-intercepts
and the slopes of the regression lines fitted to the
habituation HRIOC data differed significantly betw,-;n the two groups. The regression analysis indicated that during habituation nonleamers showed a
significantly greater (z = 3.24) increase in HR
(16.70 bpm) for each additional mVOs consumed
than did the learners (10.67 bpm). However, during
conditioning the slopes of the HR/OC regression
lines did not differ between the two groups.
Although the Y-intercept of the regression line
fitted to the nonleamers' habituation data was significantly lower (z = 2.64) than that fitted to the
learners' data, the comparison is rather artificial
since OC seldom falls below the Basal Metabolic
Rate (BMR). The BMR for rats of the size run in this
experiment is estimated by Kleiber's (1947) formula
to be approximately 5.6 mUOs/min. Heavy exercise

may lead to increases in metabolic rate of up to
sixteen times the BMR. Even small changes in
behavioral state such as standing at rest rather than
lying down are associated with increases in metabolic rate of up to two times the BMR. We have
reliably found that following prolonged habituation
(10 hrs), rats at rest in the experimental apparatus
used in this experiment display metabolic rates
equal to approximately 1.4 times the BMR estimated by Kleiber's fonnula. We term this the Resting Metabolic Rate (RMR) and for rats of the size
used in this experiment the calculated RMR is
equi valent to an OC rate of 8 mUO./min. This value
confonns well to that reported by Le Magnen
(1976).
The mean HRs at this level of OC were predicted
on the basis of the regression lines fitted to the
learners' and nonleamers' habituation and conditioning data. In order to determine whether the
predicted resting (RMR) HRs of the two groups
differed during either habituation or conditioning,
the 95% confidence bands of these estimates were
also calculated. These calculations indicated that
during habituation the mean resting HR estimated
for the learners (288.92 bpm) was not significantly
different from that estimated for the nonleamers
(281.99 bpm). However, during conditioning the
estimated resting HRs were 277 .33 bpm for the
learners and 308.43 for the nonleamers. Since the
95% confidence 'bands associated with these esti-

TABLE 2

Unear relationships (y == Mx + C) between HR. OC. and Amb during habituation and
conditioning lor learners and non/earners
Variables

~
OC(x)

77Amb(x)

Amb(x)

.p < .10 .
••p < .OS •

•••p .:; .01.

Periods

Habiruation
Conditioning

Habituation

ConditiOning

Habiruation

Condidonins

,

Y-Intercept
(e)

slope

Leamen

203.54} ___

Nonleamen

148.43

10.6~ •••
16.70

.B9
.90

Leamen

194.07
222.64

10.41
10.72

.B5
.B6

Groups

Nonleamen
Learners

Nonleamen

Learners
Nonleamers
Leuners

(M)

.B9} ___

302.2B} •••
322.20

9.64
7.96

.56

328.0B} _
342.15

.93
1.43

.~.4

9.39} ___

Nonleamers

10.34

.12]••
.51

Learners
Nonleamers

12.9$} •••
10.90

.18

.09}••

.91 }_ ••
.65
.BI} ••
.65
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mates were 257.64-297.02 bpm for the learners and
298.01-318.86 bpm for the nonlearners. it may be
concluded that during conditioning. non learners
displayed significantly higher resting HRs than
learners. In fact. over the full range of oe values
recorded, HRs displayed by non learners were significantly higher than those of learners.
Bean Rate and Ambulation. HR variations
tended to accompany variations in Amb more reliably in the learners than the nonlearners. During
habituation, approximately 79% of the HR variation
may be accounted for by variations in Amb for the
learners (r = .89), as opposed to only about 31% for
the nonleamers (r = .56). This difference in the
HRIAmb correlations during habituation was statistically significant (, = 2.90). Although HR tended
to vary more independently of Amb during conditioning for both groups, the correlation between
these two variables remained higher for learners
than for nonleamers (, = 1.69).
The regression analysis also revealed that nonlearners displayed higher HRs at zero Amb rates
(Y-intercepts) than learners during both habituation
(z; = 3.23) and conditioning (z = 1.95).
Oxygen Consumption and Ambulation. Learners
exhibited significantly higher correlations between
oe and Amb than nonleamers during habituation
(z = 2.76) and conditioning (z = 2.21). Over both
phases of the experiment approximately 80% of
variations in oe could be accounted for by Amb
variations in the learners, as opposed to only about
42% in the nonleamers.
The Y-intercept of the OC/Amb regression line is
an estimate of the organism's level of energy expenditure when it is not ambulating. In these terms
the regression analyses indicate that during habituation at zero ambulation rates, nonlearners were
more active than learners (z = 2.847). This
suggests a metabolic basis for the significant difference observed in the Y-intercepts of the regression lines fitted to the habituation HRlAmb data of
the learners and nonlearners, as referred to above.
However, during conditioning learners displayed a
significantly higher level of energy expenditure
when not ambulating than non learners (z .. 4.494)
but a lower level of HR (see Table 2). We think it
likely tJtat the high rates of oe associated with the
Sol performances of learners during conditioning
were attributable to short-term oxygen debts incurred by high rates of Amb in the preceding SO
periods (see Fig. 2). Nevertheless the analysis provides good evidence that during conditioning the
higher HRs estimated for non learners at zero Amb
rates cannot be attributed to elevated metabolic demand~ in that group.
The !\Iope of the regression lines filted to the
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OCIAmb data may be viewed as an index of the
energy efficiency of ambulation: the shallower the
slope, the less energy is consumed per ambulation
work done (distance x force). It will be noted that
both groups consumed substantially less 0: per
Amb unit during conditioning than they did during
habituation. This effect was most marked for the
learners whose ambulation was significantly more
energy efficient than that of the non learners during
conditioning (z == 2.303). Although the analysis
indicated that nonlearners displayed more energy
efficient ambulation than learners during habituation, the interpretation of this observation is unclear. During habituation energy efficient ambulation confers no obvious adaptive advant:lge on the
organism.

Drug Probes .
The drug probes were carried out to examine the
effects of sympathetic and parasympathetic blockade on the relationship between HR and oe.
However, because the small group of subjects
(n = 4) was tested for only one session under each
of the drug conditions, the relevant data are sparse
and must be interpreted with caution.
Linear regression lines were filted to the 620·min
group means of OC and HR recorded during the
conditioning session under each of the drug conditions. No differe'nces in performance were observed
during the 3 Saline control sessions and hence
Saline data were averaged across the 3 days to
provide a fourth set of 6 dat:l points. Summary
statistics associated with the drug probes are presented in Table 3.
It will be observed that Beta-adrenergic and
Vagal blockade produced their anticipated effects
on mean HR (Adolph, 1967). The HR range displayed under Propranolol was consistently below
that associated with the Saline condition, whereas
the range of HRs displayed under Methyl Atropine
was consistently above the Saline range. Nevertheless, under all conditions the correlations between
HR and oe were high and positive.
Propranolol appeared to achieve its effect on
mean HR by drastically reducing the ceiling of HR
variation and thereby reducing its range. Since the
HR estimated under resting (RMR) conditions during the Propranolol session did not differ significantly from that estimated for the Saline sessions,
the data suggest that sympathetic influences on the
heart are not prominent at rest. It will however be
observed that the slope of the HRiOC regression
line fitted to the Propranolol data is substantially
lower than those associated with the other drug
treatments, particularly the Saline and Methyl Atropine data. This suggests that under the conditi<»ns
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TABLE 3
Eff~cts

of autonomic blockad~
HR (bpm)"

Druc

Probes

s.Jinc
ProprMOIoI
Mdh),'
AIropinc
""iaNte

Oil

HR. DC. and Amb alld 011

oc (mIiO.loaIn)

th~ r~/atio"ship ,"tll'~(,11

.bib,...,.....)
SMcb

Ma.

Ranc'

35 ... 2
211.16

309.SCl-lU.00
271.00-303.ll

422.02
331.95

lI5.2()...U4.$O
311.SCl-lS2.6O

-HR - M x OC

M•••

Raap

Mcu

Rup

Il.21

10.77-15.75
10.01-17.05

21.60

IJ.~

29.'.

1.44-57.03
1.21-62.74

11.40
11.91

9.31-1 ••05
9.90-13.1'

22.55
ll.67

.33-~.19

.35-49.91

s:...

9.67,
1.67
ZI.33
19.00

,
HRI

~ v"tlrftpC
lei

HR allel DC

ItMR
HR

.....
.51lo

CealIdeace

oc

HRIOC

HRIOC

IAtIouU

....

11.95

3 .•'

19l."
2.'.:10

:.9.19
269.07

:34.90-34l.47
2.9.66-211."

.19

9.71
7.91

3Il.ll
Z4:!.96

319.0.'
306.71

349.ZI-42...'
216.3S-3:!7.20

.16

.92

+ C.

of this experiment, as energy expenditure increased
sympathetic influences on the heart became more
prominent.
nle administration of Methyl Atropine led to a
very sizaDle Increase In mean HI{ but did not greatly
reduce the range of HR variation or the slope of the
HRIOC regression line from those observed under
Saline conditions. Methyl Atropine tended to reduce the level ofOC. This is probably attributable to
the vagolytic impainnent of respiratory function
which reduced the efficiency of aerobic metabolism.
Finally it will be notcd that the restricted HR
range associated with Beta-adrenergic blockade and
the lowered OC levels associated with Vagal blockade are both represented in the perfonnance observed under conditions of combined blockade. The
mean HR under conditions of combined blockade
closely approximated that observed under Saline
conditions and was substantially lower than the
mean HR recorded during the Methyl Atropine
session. This suggcsts that under the conditions of
this experiment, vagal activity functioned to offset
the positive chronotropic effects of a high tonic level
of sympathetic activity.
Discussion
The primary question addressed by this experiment, whether avoidance conditioning of HR increases produces a similar behavioral adjustment to
avoidance conditioning of ambulation. was not
fully answered. Despite the nttempt to equate the
HR and Amb conditioning procedures for probability of reinforcement. failure to ambulate wa...
punished more severely thun failure to maintain
criterion HR levels. This inequality in the proce-'
dures may account for why 5/6 subjects in the Amb
group acquired efficient avoidance behavior a... opposed to only ·2}5 subjects in the HR group.
However, it should be noted that the 2 subjects in
the HR group which did learn, displayed behavioral

profiles that were indistinguishable from those of
the Amb group learners. In tenns of the reinforcement contingency rules, subjects in the HR group
could terminate the warning stimulus and avoid
electric shock independently of ambulating, but in
fact their avoidance behavior was characterized by
high Amb rates. This observation confonns with the
results of experiments cited in the introduction
indicating that operanlly-conditioned HR variations
are learned as one component of nonspecific variations in activity.
The running wheel situation appears to release
ambulatory responses in rats (Bolles. 1970), and
therefore in this situation ambulation was a prominent means of expressing variations in energy expenditure. Furthennore, HR variations, by virtue of
their functions in energy metabolism. are reliably
associated with variations in energy expenditure
(Astrand, Cuddy. Saldn, & Sternberg, 1964). In the
present experiment the highcorrclation between HR
and OC was not disrupted by failure to learn or by
the administration of autonomic blocking agents.
On these bases it may be anticipated that under the
. conditions ofthis experiment, HR variations will be
reliably associated with variations in ambulation.
The data reported here indicate that HR, OC and
Amb were significantly intercorrelated for both
learners and non learner.;. Nevertheless. whereas
79% of the variation in HR during habituation could
be accounted for by Amb variation among the
learners, Amb was associated with only 31 % of the
HR variation among the nonlearners. The very high
correlation observed between Amb and OC in the
learners indicates that in this group variations in
energy expenditure were reliably accompanied by
variations in ambulation. Likewise the observation
that OCIAmh correlations were 5ignificantly lower
for non learners indicates that among these 5ubjects,
activities other than ambulation contributed sig:nificantly morc to variations in energy expenditure.
This preconditioning difference: in Amh between the
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groups may well have contributed to the different
behavioral adaptations they displayed to the
avoidance task.
The performance profiles illustrated in Fig. 2 do
not fit easily with traditional views of the learning
process, although it should be noted that the performance of the nonlearners does clearly illustrate a
generalized habituation process. By the final session on which non learners were receiving approximateiy twice as many shocks as learners (medians:
32 vs IS), the former group displayed HR, OC and
Amb levels which overlapped precisely with their
habituation performances. The performance of this
group during conditioning strongly suggests a process oflearned helplessness similar to that described
by Seligman, Maier, and Solomon (I971). On the
contrary, the terminal (Session 5) performance profile of the learners is not easily distinguishable from
the one they exhibited on the first conditioning
session. In this group, a high rate of ambulatioll
accompanied by parallel increments in HR and OC
emerged with the introduction of the reinforcement
contingencies. Over the course of conditioning this
initial response did not habituate. Nevertheless the
data do indicate that among learners. Amb, the
adaptive response, increased in efficiency over the
course of conditioning. This seems to be a reasonable interpretation of the observation that Amb rates
displayed a slight increase over successive SO
periods whereas DC displayed a significant decrement. In other words, the data suggest that as a
function of training. a greater proportion of the
learners' total energy output was committed to the
execution of work which functioned to control the
aversive stimuli. Alternatively it might be said that
the data reflect the waning or habituation of
functionally redundant (non-ambulatory) activities.
Thus in both the learners and the non learners,
changes in performance over the course of conditioning were exhibited by a waning of activity. This
habituation process excluded the ambulation response in the learners but included it in the nonlearners. In this context it should be noted that
introduction to the avoidance contingencies elicited
a substantially higher ambulation rate in learners
than in non learners (see Fig. 2). It may be that the
shock avoidance contingencies functioned to prevent the habituation of the adaptive (Amb) response,
and that this effect was only achieved provided that
the Amb rate was high enough. This suggestion is
compatible with the hypothesis that in this experiment preconditioning diftcrences between subjects,
rather than the reinforcement eontingcncic.c; to
which they were submitted (HR vs Amb). may have
differentiated learners from nonleamers.
It hal. been noted that suhjects which failed to
acquire shock-:.Ivoidance heh:lvior exhihited dif-
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ferences in performance from learners prior to conditioning. Apart from displaying a less reliable
covariation of Amb and OC, nonleamers also differed from the learners in the nature of the relationship they displayed between variation in HR and
OCt In particular. during habituation the HRIOC
regression line was significantly steeper for nonlearners than for learners. The drug data imply that
this difference may be attributed to greater sympathetic involvement in cardiac con!rol among nonlearners than among learners. During conditioning,
although the slope.4I of the HRlOe function did not
differ between the groups, nonlearners displayed
significantly higher HR levels at all recorded rates
of OC than did learners. Further analyses also
revealed that during habituation, at all levels ofOC
above the mean for both groups, nonlcarners displayed significantly higher HRs than lcanters.
These observations are compatible with the recent
findings of Blix, Stromme. and Ursin (1974) and
Langer, Obrist. and McCubbin (1979) that under
stressful environmental conditions HR exceeds
levels which are warranted by the metabolic demands of the organism's current activity state
(suprametabolic HRs). The present results offer
evidence that suprametabolic elevations in HR characterize the performance of rats which fail to
acquire effective shock-avoidance behavior. This
observation, which primarily reflects the performance of subjects submitted to the HR avoidance
contingencies. implies a paradox for researchers
who seek evidence of "unmediated" HR conditioning.
The drug data suggest that the relative contributions of the sympathettc and parasympathetic systems to the regulation of HR may be reflected by the
relationship between HR and oe. In particular it
would appear that the slope of linear regression line
relating HR to OC is influenced by beta-adrenergic
blockade but not by cholinergic blockade. The
administration of Methyl Atropine produced tonic
elevations in HR (Y·intercept) apparently by unmasking the effects of sympathetic tone. Thus the
effect of vagal blockade was abolished by combined
vagal and beta-adrenergic blockade. The reliability
'and generality of these ob~rvations seem worthy of
investigation.
Finally. attention is drawn to certain· general
features of the results.
I. The range of HR variations observed in thill
experiment is comparable to tOOllC reported previously(Breneretlll.. 1(71). Oxygencon5umption,
however. displnyed .. gfC3ter range than we have
previously reported. This reflects a substantial improvement in our method of mca.~uring OC. The
oxygen analyzer employed in the present experiment ill a two-channl'l device which simultaneously
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monitors the O 2 content of the air enlering and the
air leaving the animal compartment and calculates a
difference score. The Taylor Servomex OA 184 also
has excellent thermal and pressure compensation
systems which minimize errors due to fluctuating
environmental conditions. Consequently it was
possible to monitor OC at an air flow rate of 10 liters
per, minute rather than 4 liters per minute as previously. The previous measurement system had a
very long time constant which acted to average out
relatively short-term extreme values of OC. Despite
these improvements. the system still displays a
recording latency which renders it unsuitable for
measuring phasic variations in OC which occur over
periods of seconds rather than minutes. Because
increasing the rate of airflow would dilute the concentration of expired gases to a level that would be
too low to measure reliably. future improvements in
the recording latency of the system will require
decreasing its dead-air space.
2. The total level of energy expenditure rel1ected
by OC provides a global measure of the organism's
level of activity. It was observed thaI OC declined
significantly over successive habituation sessions.
In other experiments involving similar conditions
and the same measurement techniques, but where
habituation comprised either 5 or 10 48-min ses-
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sions rather than the present 5 2-hr sessions, significant decreases in OC over sessions were not
found (Phillips, Brener, & Connally, Note 2). We
interpret this decline in OC as an indication of a
decrease in responsiveness and suggest that between-sessions habituation is dependent upon the
duration of exposure for each session. A similar
finding has been reported by Howarth (1962).
3. Ambulation. which is a popular index of
general. activity. was found to have a significantly
lower correlation with both HR and OC among
nonlcarners than among learners. These observations support our previous assertion (Brener et al .•
1977) that the assessment of cardiac-somatic relationships requires the use of a valid measure of
general activity level rather than a partial index. For
example. among nonleamers, only 31 % of the HR
variation during habituation and 18% of the HR
variation during conditioning could be accounted
for by variations in ambulation. However, this docs
not indicate cardiac-somatic dissociation because in
this group only 42% of the variation in energy
expenditure (oq was accounted for by variations in
ambulation. Furthermore the correlations between
HR and OC were very high for both groups of
subjects.
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Fig. 23·8. Cytoarchitectural maps of the humon cerebral cortex. (Adapted 'fram Brodmann, in
Peele, The Neuraanatomical Basis for Clinical Neurology, McGraw-Hili Book Company, Inc.,
Blakiston Division, New York, 1954.) A. latera l surface. B. Medial surface.

FIG. 67

from House, E.L., and Pansky, S., p.457.
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Fig. 2·2. Lateral view of the human cerebral hemispheres illustrating th e principal sulci and lobes.
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Fig. 2-5. Human cerebral hemisphere as viewed from the medial side, show~ng the lob es together
with the principal sulci.

FIG. 68

from House, E.L., and Pansky, B., 1967,
top. p.10; bottom, p.12.
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Fig. 2-1. lateral view of the humon cerebral hemispheres illustrating the principal gyri_
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Fig. 2-4. Human cerebral hemisphere as seen from the medial side, showing the principal gyri.

FIG. 69

from House and Pansky, 1967, top p.10;
bottom p.12.
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Fig. 18-3. A diagram ma tic represen tation of a folium of the cerebellar cortex showing th e arrangeme nt of cells and fibers as seen both in longitudinal and transverse sections. The relationship between fiber types and cells is also illustrated.

FIG. 70

from House and Pansky , 1967, p . 34,
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Fig. 1. Diagram illustrating a · single cortico-cortical
column and two specific subcortical afferent
arborization cylinders. Lamination is indicated
on the left margin. The right half of the diagram indicates impulse processing over excitatOrJ neuron chains, while the left half shows
various type~ of inhibitorJ interneurons (in
.. full black).
.
.
.

FIG. 71

from Szentagothai, J., 1978, p.132.
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